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FBR 6/26/74 Early Days Trait 

Bee Le Oe UAL. 
FER Do you want me to start with April Fool's Bay 1930 when I came™= 

of that a 
to work, or do you want me to go back, into #y what I did in 

: vu Govt of gave 
college and high school? eS from the cradle to the grade 

thing, Or do you, I mean, I can do either one, e£—thenm. 

Let's fone 
ac Well, let's take the education, ad start, let's say with your 

ae : ihe the New leekivig bac ¢ mk 

(wen) collegen»he role ee rducaeton that, kind ia ads inl and -that 

kind- that helped you prepare you for being here.e. & eryptanalyst. 

, LT kuew 

FRI O. Ka} In high school you, as I recall, you won a lot of prizes and 
‘ a & A 

Atuat ths —_— Yeu're net 

probit Me, things like that. I know -et—-erems+ going to mention those. 

pete dey i ie ct us im bigh scheel: Ai iba Ferg ae 
rar =e How can you win a prize in-~high—scheot with only four pena 

ae bs \, ve La ees tou Prudde|s boro’ act - shrew 

~Glight one in the- middle-were our-show. Let’s start with the 
Q. twote te Ttpa ce, 228) 

things I think help’ me to become a cryptanalyst. | Fine. Fine. 

Probably the most important thing was when I was a kids I had 

a great admiration for Thomas Eeteans boerd When I was about 10 

or ll years oldywell I wanted to become the greatest inventor 
} 

in the world, you see. #mé I wanted to be able to do the things 

that Edison had done except much better than Edison, Ao this was 

a kid's ambition. The result of that was that I spent a lot of 

time learning, aw@ I had to do this mostly from books about electri- 

city and magnetism and, kind foolish things that kids play with, 

xcept I got to be pretty sophisticated, because I'd buy magazines _ 

like the’ Electrical Experimentgr and tread the Coeremodaia Beam 

Wherever ‘there was any information about electricity and magnetism 

that I could ivqene I absorbed it. The result of that was, that 

hah Kuew: mie 
when I went _to college, but I probably,de as much chemistry, 'eswoe 

eae 

chemistry read college textbooks in chemistry. I had a little 
A 

laboratory that I set up myself. My dad was a very generous man. 



and my mother was doubly generous because if I needed money to 

buy some kind of a chemical or other tes bunch of batteries, 

or what have you she would find some way of getting that ners 

to me and encouraged me to buy then. Also, my dad had a general 

store and the traveling salesman that he dealt with was a very 

good personal friend of his, sae I could get chemicals that I 

needed for ae experimentf, you see, SLGh sa telling. the traveling 
pani 

salesman about them he’ put them in and bille#@ them to my dad. 

It never amounted to more than 2 or 3 dollars a month, but my 

dad didn't seem to withhold or have any desire to pull back on 

the expenditure of that money. Of course that's the only money -- 

there was no moneywefhere was no such thing as an allowance in 

those days, so this was his way of sort of taking care of his son's 

bee kqrourd ik 
interests. With Ehis tse an experiences-fort of self- generated wu 

Mhen I got to college I automatically fell into the study of 

sciences and it was my ambition to become a chemist. So I lined 

up for scientific study in this small Virginia school aimed at 

becoming some kind of a chemist, and I didn't really know or care 

the same 2 fat “~- 
what kind. hae EOE o@ere Teas on, I chose chemistry, ny background, 

A 

tee. eRe self-induced background in electricity and magnetism led me 

into physics, you see. But most fortunate for me was the fact 

that there was a very wonderful man that I admired greatly. His 

name was Matthew Miller. He was the head of the math department 

His iitte ° ’ ee 
in the seheel - Empry,Henry college down in Emgry, Virginia and I 

started studying under him and, come the second year,I changed my 

wm woke of 
chemistry, to a math major but I continued,and I deatt with four 

ie 
majors: A major in math, z major. Se chemt etry) & major in 



physic, and a major in Latin. The reason I took Latin is because 

shi 
when I went to college from high school £high school was not @n 

NA 

accredited school} I had to take entrance examinations in 

ae 
English, math, language, which was Latin in those days, and 

\ 

history. Well,I did the English and the math and the history, 

but I had so little confidence in my knowledge of Latin that I 

sort of declined to take it and the fellow, the generous professor 

Cole 
who was a real old man known as King Jimmy Cole, PER Ere S ay aah 

"Young man if you will take Latin we'll give you a conditional. 

sai , 
You preetiee the other three,if you will take Latin in your first 

Cin Sauces shally puss kb, why 

year,then we will admit you to the college." So I studied Latin 

because I didn't want to take the Latin entrance examination for 

oS om eee od 

college. Now I think these particularly, well, all four of them~- 
A 

I don't know which was more useful to me, but the Latin certainly 
To Ene 

gave me a feeling for word structures and how you put words inmte- 

@ed that tinever eens have gotten from anything else Y sendiea -- 

and I did. I had six quarters of Latin. #neéd Fhat I found most 

useful, particularly when we started working on foreign languages 
Zz 

and the development of the statistical information which is 

useful in £ryptology from a foreign language. I don't enti ee 

is probably appreciated as much, routinely, in considering candidates 

for Serovar yee now as maybe it ought to be, because a certain 

understanding of languages and how languageSoperate# is one of 

the things you have to develop to become a successful cryptanalyst. 

Maybe Latin was a useful route for me to follow. Maybe there are 

others for other people, but I found this one useful. I don't think 

Obs ig WCE Biter ee es EOS 

I have to say much about the advantages.o math and the physics 
$e aie 



was an extremely useful thing because [*think in the days when 

I was working actively in cryptanalysis there were very few 

people who had an understanding of things like relays sia 

circuitry and switching and) as a consequence) they were pretty 

much overwhelmed by the complexities of electrical ae 

and mechanical actions simply beeause they hadn't studied teow 

and weren't prepared for them. -+med I think this helped me 

in the work we did on machines because the physics, the 

study of physics. ‘and the study of mechanical actions took 

a torr 

a@tet of the mystery out of éhe ~eecipheriewee machine. ices 
A 

made sense to me because I could understand what was going on. 

aed Most people who were in cryptanalysis, it didn't make sense 

because they didn't understand the simpl@ pass of circuits and 

how relays aré operated and things like that,so they were {OS 

turned off before they really got into the pee eee 

circuit? rhe” sei tck, They were turned ony They didn't get turned 

on. WVince and his puns, still it was a four-wheel device. Now 

chemistry didn't do me so much good, but probably was one of the 

reasons that I was choosen because when Yardley had to ee tp 

the black @hamber one of the things that was important in intel- 

ligence was the development of secret inks. #ad I think sort of 

when Heloaman, WED selected me from the civil service registar 

for being hired, looked at that major in chemistry and said;Well, 

this is a real good combination here. There's Latin. There's 

eed I think I got hired 

Ky, maybe not because of my grade,but just because ‘the accident of 
| A 

physics. There's chemistry and math. 

these four majors. that I hadeaewé I think maybe Friedman was real 

at ———- ak a
ie : 

g popes 

Po i 



clever in using this approach because we have found in the later 

days that math is a good background subject for development of 

a certain type of cryptanalyst, and we also know that ipenies 

is an important thing. Now how did I get in the government. 

You don't just go to college or didn't just go to college in 

those days and then become a government employee. I had planned 

to go to the University of Hesinee and study math. I had a 

fellowship offered to me at the end of my senior year and this 
whose 

FEWECS chy 
3-t of Dr. Miller wke's son was the head was through the 

of the electrical engineering department in the University of 

Virginia, aed Dr. Miller had a very close connection with the 

University and usually his candidates for the ccpilaxeiie were 

accepted. It was a very great thing. Tie got 400 bucks a year 

and that was its But I could get shane oa 400 bucks a year and 

go to college. The only trouble is that we didn't have too much 

money in our family and I wanted to get married. and So I was a 

little bit uncertain as to whether [I vewity wolens to pursue 

Gn an 
see academic education or ta academic occupation like teaching which 

was about the only thing inside if you were a mathematician in 

bern 

those days. Well peewube=zwes a little bit intrigued by the whole 
net 
w 

field of mathematics I saw an announcement, just about the time I 

é , OE: 
was being graduated from college, about a junior mathematicians 

ponven in early August by the 

Senv 
Civil Serifbe Commission.  Aswd A junior mathematician at that time 

paid $2,000 a year which was pretty good salary. Well I had no 

examination that was going to 

idea that I could pass this thing) but I liked challenges of that 

nature-+ sm I decided that I would make an application and take 

avr as 4 



the examination just to see how I would:do. Really do Ces 

compete in the field of mathematics because you look at the 

(ass 
other students in the Sates around you and you say well, phis 

is about our rating. Well, I could judge myself in terms of 
9 

the ay people around me ,;but I hadameasure of how I would sthck 
ww + 

sgl Let! S Say a greater domain from which you take a sample, 
A cewed 4 me 

ond eS oneeey like the Civil Service re was pretty 

ean wire whe ther well nearer was a pretty good way to find oat” sa I had any prospects 

as a mathematician or noty 80 I decided to take the thing and I 

aes : 
got the examination, the papers approving my application for it and 

Middleburg 
I took this in Ettttesbere, Kentucky. It's an amusing thing and 

a) nee # ‘ : 
I remember th¢ BF ons very well,beeause Jt was a real hot day in 

August, and the examination had to be given by the post’ master because 

this was the only way that the Civil Service could get the examina- 

UNS a year 

tions administered... det through some agency, ead the Post 

office of course was the most convenient one for them throughout 

the U.S.,and the Post office in each instance served the Civil 

Service Commission as a place where the examinations could be taken. 
Middleburg 

Well, the post master in » Kentucky had never given one of 

these things and he read the instructions and he concluded that I 

(i) 
had to/spend@@M four hours,which was the limit on the examination, 

A 

taking this; and (2) I had to be locked up in a room for this period 

in . 
of time,So he put me in there at 8:00 was this room in the Post offic 

in mone be “Kentucky, gave me the papers, almost physically searched 

me to make sure I had no notes on me, locked the door and left 

me alone with no access to any kind of facilities like drinking 

water or other things t eb mo ning in August. I 



le 

got/ : 
through the thing, at ‘least all I Hew how to do, in something 

less than 2 hours because it was pretty straight forward éxamina- 

WIR TY AL 

tion. So I sat there a vurtical prisoner until he decided to come 

rau Alwesk eo : 

check on me about lunch time-amd it was hot in that room and = 

A oe a : 
ab oye way aA 

-~eracs [I'll remember ie long as I live,being a very uncomfort- 

; ; Bi Dwg j , 
able situation. There's a little xb side to it because 

wus Be tHe 

evidently I did pretty good. I came out 8 on teen the regista@r 

when they published the names,@md I guess it was an easy examina- 

tion because I didn't know that much mathy, Me was just beret bly 
piece vind tet deckl ve 

Were pees. wink 

lucky. rd Am I going in’ too much foolish detailA fis.) Wel Ls oe 
he peeb 

Let's do another little bit of a personal thing then. Wirem. Right 

A the 

after I taken am, examination, my wife and I decided that it was high 

time we gov married, but I needed a job,so I accepted the job as a 

math teacher in a small town in southern Virginia.s Rocky Mount 

High School. I taught math and chemistry, and I got this job and it 

paid less than $1,000 a year. She was eenchtas at the same time. 

Between the two of us we were making less than $2,000 a year. Some- 

thing like $1,500. So we decided if I took this job and she kept 

her job we could safely get idensitads Gs we fee married on Friday the 

elne ‘ 
13th, bast we both went to teach at school in Sentenber I went on 

A 

up to Rocky Mount and left here in southwest Virginia. The first 

ca) that happened after I went to teaching school as a result of 

List 

this examination is I was offered about the A of December a temporar 

jo for a month grading Civil Service papers. I declined the job. 

because it was temporary. In January I was offered another temporar 

job for two months doing some kind of work statistical in natu 
A 

for the government... the, War department because 



it was a temporary job and didn't suit me. And then about the 

Fyre URE in . 
we Match I got this this telegram offering me a permanent job as 

a junior cryptanalyst at $2,000 a year. Headquarters in Washington 

ng Weil 
and to start work on the Ryof April. ‘Mew this excited me because 

after six or seven months I was disenchanted with teaching high 

school kids. I was tired of being separated from my bride. She 

was tired of being separated from her husband , and Washington sounded 
Shanqvila. 

like Shengrala. So I called her up when I got this pele aoa and 

eae ke cM 
said, “nee Mow would you like to go to Washington, aoe and 

she said, What do we want to go to Washington fax arid I said, I got 

u Seur ¢ ety 
offered a job. It's $2,000 a year, and she said) my goodness, Ahat's 

if fra " weil 
alot of money. What are you going to do? I spa was going to be 

a aobaratyet.” Taek a cryptanalyst?\ wh said, "Honey, I don't 

know And sol didn't ea know yand after being prompted by her, 

sort of es, her curiosity! began to wonder maybe what a cryptanalyst 

was. I said, "Well, look I don't really know what it iy ang she 

said Siantae: t you know Lf, (this is on te telephone now Shoulda’ t 

7" Aud 
you know before you get into this. a said, "We'll get $2,000 a year 

in Washingtony gounds awful good to me. What do you chink?” She 

said, "Well, I'll leave it up to you." So I decided I'd take the 

job. I accepted it and came to Washington sort of without, well, 

in total ignorance of what I was getting into. This was in March 

1930 and I reported for duty on ets Fool's Day, not knowing what 

it was. Actually when I looked it up, when 1 went back to my room 

I got another little dictionary that all school teachers have and 

I tried to find cryptanalyst in that dictionary and I didn't. So 

when I went back covhigh school library next morning I looked # 



RENE RR ead unab rielgect 

ee Se. 
upg tried to find the word ‘crypt ‘anh alyst-in the big,thick Qaderbridege. an = A 

dictionary ee had in the high school-in the library. I’ found 

ok druid tree : ~a-m" 

several dues Sete ory ptogan' and that's the study off cexcain 

and of course the basic word cryptsr. wo my Latin 
r 

 Ceyph =~ tenb? And thor 
background led me to sort of chink Cassepeeeem ard | ie was also a 

kinds of plants 

great deal of publicity being given at that time to bring eek 

lead Kom ; 
the World War I Pe cus grave yards, cemetaries in Europe and 

a” 

sce! 
I kind of figured that they were doing some ktnd-of statistical 

work with the crypts and so you, this of cage was foolish, but it 

was the only clue there was in the whole concept, and I didn? t really 

know what was expected of me as a cryptanalyst until maybe three or 

four days after I went to work in April 1930. Fret—thing roars 

tike—a—ticn,—dont—it? Are we—esk.—rew? I think it's important 

to understand whats eral se climate existed in the military 

services at -be=yeer 1930. The most important element of this is 

the fact that Secretary of State Stimpson, when he learned of 

Yardley's activityy’conducted in New York @ity, he was considerably 

disturbed and immediately decided that it ought to be closed down. 

Mt chink this has been very well recorded in the context of,/gentlemen 

d 
don't read the mail of other gentlemen, Bo I'll not add anymore to 

chat, ut we do find a situation where G-2 was most distressed 

outt i+ as 

because they had depended on Yardiey' sretp-et filling this potentia 

reservoir 
War requirement of a cryptanalytic fpesewrsier in case they needed Rattan ae: 

to do any studies of communications of other nations if a war broke 

outs and they were very well satisfied because at that time the 

Vs 
priority of interests were Japan (1), Germany (2), and Italy (3).. 

Ane three major powers #J 
“he 
SSF 0 8 ENS. Epeneey te ais world, aereé “Fhere 



t ‘ or _ e pape —_—_—__ 
was a great seme between the English and the Americans and there 

aLmeugh 

was no thought of them as an ene hy, tia Showen we did have‘war plans 

which visualized attack by other nations includingy/ England. But 

yum bare ¢ ONT 

Japan was our iF target and of course Yardley's work on the 

Japanese codes for *S the Washington Naval conference was examplpry, 

ae PEs eevee a 

and this satisfied the G-2 requirement for, Japanese secemvies. There 

was one gap though that was not provided by Yardley in his activity 

and that was the @onstruction of codes for U.S. military purposes. 

G-2 was responsible for the #ntelligence production,including 

the kind of work "by Yardley in the Black €hamber. The Signal 

Corps ,and this was under the responsibility of the @hief Signal Offic 

had to provide secure codes and ciphersjhad to employ,.no, no, I'm 

sorry, had to provide secure codes and ciphers for use within the 

Military establishment)- Had to provide the communications necessary 

for communications within the military establishment..; this was the 

See Jines Circurts 5 
and the radio cieuctt s) Kad to deliver these secure codes 

” 

and cipherss” 40 the Agiyvi hh General's office who was running the 
s < , i 

code rooms and storing and distributing the cryptographic material, 

Inte 
So you see there were three pockets wawder which these activities, 

generally grouped under the head of cryptology, were administeredy 

Siqual 
aud there was very little communication among these. The epveel 

Corps activity responsibility was under the direction of Billy 
at 

an. 
Friedménae Thet William Frederick Friedman who'was very well known~7~ 

and he had a secretary and one assistant helping him prepare all the 

codes and ciphers and invent new methods and improved methods of 

enciphering for military use. 



Adjutant 
a . &eneral was running the code rooms and. storing and issuing 

the documents. And I'll come back and talk more about that 
Pe i cd SE pant Fae ie wis” 

later. (pia they do any cryptanalysis at that ee, They did no 

cryptanalysis in the Adjutant @eneral's office. The only 

cryptanalysis that was authorized was in the military in the war 

a tk 
department establishment was satisfied by the Yardley's +#ieht 

Ghamber. Friedman's cryptanalytic work was always that which 

was in support of the code production, and cipher production 

progran. And he was not authorized to work on the messages of 

other nations, which was Yardley's responsibility. The aceemion 

Adiuten t 
ey General got this because I think it grew out of the Givi 7 a 

"Pye Adjutant (eneral would run the message centers, you see, and 

they ked jue gee around to changing things. And it’went through 

World War I this way. As a matter fact, the code room which” run 

in the old ‘ae Maes building that serviced the Secretary of War 

was run by the Adjutant General and the Secretary of War used to 

go down waiting for the messages to be decoded because there was 

so Many urgent messages coming from Paris, The Meadquarters of the 

AEF, that they had to take them in the order which they were filed 

or received) and sometime urgent telegrams just didn't get decoded 

for three or four days. And if you will remember your history, 

4Hyexe’'S eg doid Biygamin 
and I know this, this—ts, a story to me by Mr. Benj}eemin F. Smith 

who was a code clerk in the Ver Department code room at the end 

of World War 1, He said that the Secretary of War was sitting outside 

_the code room for several hours waiting for them to find the 

message amouncing the armitice. If you remember that came out in 

the overseas news but wireat silence from 



Washington for several hours after the armistice was agreed upon, 

in World War I. And this was simply because they didn't have enough 

people decoding messages in the War Department code Keon, 46 get 

that particular message out and get dephecicent 2ittne Secretary 

of War, and the other people who needed to know. I think this is 

a very dramatic sort of comment on the lack of appreciation for 

speed and efficienyer in ae of fast coding and decoding that has 

existed throughout all of history up until just about the time fliap 

radio communications came into being because that set a whole new 
g ‘ Yaa +r Ga BARE At 

= ieee ht se Cy kes 

pace for the eryptographic requirements. Now, (? oe think this care 

development of the three distinct agencies handling cryptologic 

functions were simply an out growth ef traditional developments, 

ad there was no thought given to centralizing cryptology?) That 

plus the great reluctance and high amount of inertia which all 

bureaucratic activities suffer from. You never give up something 

that is important. And you're not sure tht you should give up 

even if it isn't important because you don't know what you're losing 

And I think it was that. (Let me talk a little bit about the Navy. 

I don't know as much about the Navy as I do about the Army but 

bi fav) 
I do know that the Navy was not a scriber to the Black €hamber 

b* 
activities. [it might ,important to note that the State Bepartment 

Whe a 
inamain , with «ee contribution of $10,000 
a } A 

a year from the Director of Intelligence ,G-2, that was the Director 

funded Yardley's activity 
—— 

of Military Intelligenceg, and this was G- 2’s way of buying into the 

operation. The Navy made no such contribution and so it was only 

GeMEKESI any 
at the | j of the State Bepartment that they got, teteo—ttre 

gut ofits i 
intelligence rabies | Also there eee ao EV aEL Or those years, in) 

Br A ae 



(ene years 1920 to 1930, in the Navy to“ become involved in intel- 

: Thens Was 
ligence production from code messages. I think jet eee a glint 

eee 

in their eye but they just hadn' t. they had so many other pwebbene 

they 4 a 
ne solve that they hadn't gotten around to it, but there was a 

strong desire, a great motivation within the Navy to update their 

communications and to have high speed equipment to encipher and 

decipher messages both on the shore installations and on the major 

elements of the fleet~- the battleships for example. Now there 

was little ée no collaboration between the Army and Navy in those 

days. That developed later] Another important aspect et the 

Yardley organizations being broken up by Stimpsen was that it 

galvanized the War papectreaesaate Oo aces action to make a strong 

thrust at producing intelligence under it's own control. It found 

+e rely by vt War 
out really the hard ways, gee could not sekex on anybody 2n the 

Department for this most Pulte source of information and there were 

some real forward looking gentlemen involved in this. There was 

she Colonel O.S. Albright, who was a signal officer in charge of 

the communications desk in G-2 who surfaced the problem, awd ite 

and the Chief Signal @fficer and the Qirector of intelligence, G-2, 

worked out an arrangement, a concept, ene B plan whereby they’ would 

take the $10,000 that fell out of the Yardley operation and hire 

a small group of people which would be located in the Signal Qtfice 

the OF fice of 
itself, eppecsite the Chief Signal Gfficer, under Friedman's direction... 

oat 

Friedman was already in beens, and operating under the responsibiliti 

AAR vabeak 

alvoady deseribed by the Chief Signal @fficer for the production 

of codes, utilizing the concept that you had to have a full under- 

standing of cryptanalysi 



@. 
ee 

ye 

~ 

Qi 
(Behe Ma } 

And so they used this device and the ge ten grand@, that 

oar tHraced 

fell out of Yardleyy outfit to hire some specialists i jC eict. 

could be trained in cryptanalysis. At 2,000 a year this provided 

in| 
ex thee junior cryptanalysts. The remaining funds would provide 

for a couple clerks and the Ghief Signal 6fficer would make up 

the slight $800 difference per year, icause he already had a 

couple se Ghats and Friedman's salary was already authorized. 

So now we see the fiscal background for the establishment of the 

cryptanalytic organization of the Signal jntelligence Service. 

(They wanted to make a complete break with Yardley and his people 

coo, didn't ;h&?) [They had no choice because Mr. sees sal was very 

6 
strongly inclined to kill Yardley's outfit because,his statement 

Yu, Kaas au 

namely gentlemen do not read etc. And they were also afraid if 

: : imkling 

they put this in G-2, that some pimbid m would get out that it was 
ece Ap 2ing 

established, this new outfit wasabuilt up for intelligence purposes, 

and if the Secretary of State found out about it he would say, 

YS it 
al Ne not do that even in the War Bepartment; and the opportunity 

then to develop the skills necessary for the production of intel- 

Valuable 
ligence in war time when it would be yes would be lost 

@qace 

to the pee not because of its own doings but because of the 

State Pepartments attitude.| (They also kept this pretty quietly 

from the Navy eS was really no reason for them to discuss 

this proposition with the Navy ),as I understand it, because the 

ese 

collaboration was not very,not very good at that time. The word 

pur 
good is not the right one, At just hadn't developed. It was pretty 

much an uncertain field and both sides were proceeding with caution. 

AThere was only Sawford and one or two others anyway, 

Yes, and most of the discussion was in terms of exchange of ideas 



about cryptography rather than cryptanalysis. --=menot Enis might 

‘ o. # ga 
be a good place to mention that Friedman had done,most magnificent 

Ths ose . 2lassse 
job in testing the Navy devices. is the aes anal 8 plastic 

erm 
solution of the Hebron cipher machine. Hebxor was an inventor 

from California who had developed what he called a coding machine 

atent 

and we can find this well described in the teeten—applications,and 

} 

in the library because I have seen them there. And 

| 
‘3 Or. 

the Navy was so intrigued with this device ae ae todays 

standard was wterribly slow and inadequate thing | but byy Standards 
2 a 

eae CAS a) (he 

of 1930 magnificent step forward in, state of the art because you 
A 

could automatically encode and decode messages with this device 

and store great quantities of keys in a very small aewbiee _— 

which is one of the requirements of a good cryptographic system. 

You didn't@ have to have @ great dhedes of paper and + sreatibooks. 

Petap h be ¢ 
You had a little set of wheels anda little o -s and than 

Pawn p lek 

you could reissue che phemphet and reissue the wheels and you could 

oY 

have a whole new cryptographic system if you had the facilities for 

ye you Anrd 
the mechanical i el of these wheels. And, use them longer, 

Hinis Haan VE Yu dared to Ure He Gducala fir 
was a concept, aee—Mie the MSO, 

for an indefinite period of time, Nou could by rearranging the 

order of the wheels and the keying instructions for setting the 

wheels at the given starting point for message ,achieve a greater 

degree of security than you could with a code book and with 

considerably less expense. Very fortunately for both the Navy and 

the ATMY) Friedman took this pioneer@@ device produced by Heb¥ox, 

analy#tzed ae) sae ei vouwgn a very cleversektistical approach was able 

to force out the answer and SEE that an answer could be forced 



out of a CERI SIED LY small volume of text. fe you remember the 

Ae woe 

date of cis) 1 This was 7 Seno between 1925 and 1930. —_ 
wai ent 

oh RE tt See ana 

weed I'll tell you this is written up . cere its eee 1930 

A. 
though.) Oh, yes. And I'll talk a little more about it later, but 

fut & 
ae Major examples that we worked on was to try to duplicate 
{ 

; r ei i F ere 
Friedman's solution of the Hebren machine in our training course. 

He confronted us with this problem and said, "let's see what you 

Wrwe ay wh a 

chres, men can do about it. Met me talk about the use of this 

flut 's 
$10,000. The idea which had been generated by Albright, Colonel 

vA 

Albright, and the Ghief Signal Gfficer and Director of Intelligence 
ook ghey “pouldl Pe | 

was get four people with mathematical scientific ipricher tae who had 
A A 

studied language in college and get them very young. The younger 

the better. The difference between these people would be in their 

o 
\wajonAanguagey I had German. I had six quarters tm German. I 

qualified for a major in college but I knew probably less German 

JT knew 7" 
than,Latin. I'm not basically a language person. Kstiiy Dr. Solomo A x 
Lull back > - Sin ev, 

had studied Spanish in New TORT: 4 Abraham Sinkov, who was th 

Hoe “as ees 
third of the 4 ctyptanalysts, S@e junior cryptanalysts, had studied 

Preach aid Friedman had no trouble finding three from the junior 

reqs (in) 
mathematicians regicter | that I described early whe qualified German, 

ach ea 

French, and Spanish, but he couldn't find anybody with the Japanese 

language background, which was the fourth, who had the scientific 

ot 
background desired for his concept #er what you would have to know 

in order to become a cryptanalyst with the least amount of trouble. 

how slots ea: 
The three of us who wWeEcghired 6 fill these speter I came in first, 

quite by accident ) because I was able to get out of my teaching duties 

Kieliba ek 
Cotebaek Meeh easier than Abe and Bolly se Th r. Sinkov and Dr. 



So I made the schedule of first of April. Sinkov came in second, he 

cra Sp Wb ett 
3  hexety after the tenth of April and Kglly came about the 20 or hu 

wet furs. 

Now this was a kind of important of thing as we toned into 

the future because in the military concept your date of rank is 

eo 

a very important thing,and I out © ranked Abe and Kelly, Sted airhourt I 

musté 4 
\S4y that's about the only differenéce. We were all three real 

neophytes in the business and as developed later we went different 

directions in our interests. It's important to note I think, what was 

done about the fourth. There was a congressman from Virginia... 

pace Wow ay oe 

hates district teem Virginia which quite coincidently is the 

district in which I was born in Virginia..; Rose Hill, My ieee 

See bA Ae CS 

place,is in this district. And the ninth district +m eye ee 

a ne Pew 

Virginia. This congressman, Joe Schaffer Tee Nea : ene was 

Wears ia 

not a mathegician and who, in fact, had signed up for ire machen es 
) 

at the University a Virginia than anyone of the other three of us 

u 

but never passed a single course. He signed for college algebra 
ON 

every quarter he was in University of Virginia,but he just couldn't 

make it. He just wasn't mathematically inclined. Joe Schaffer 

found out that the War Bepartment was interested in hiring a 

Japanese expert and his nephew,whosename was John Hurt ,needed a job. 
) 

oie 

So he came over to the War Wepartment I remember him talking to 

Friédman.s, He came into the office and I saw Joe Schaffer. I had 

seen him before down in the ninth district. Of courepaAtdy 't 

dare at that time to make myself known to hin. I saw Joe Schaffer 

_ error 

come in and talk to Friedman and over | heard some of the conversion 
r 

at &_, 

about his nephew and Friedman was of coursepfully awareyl' m sure 

of Hurt's lack of unders anding of Snes 6 “mathematics. And this 



‘ih Crnhtiiwm liek i wHaads 4 tery gens Cece 

is not said any eriticm of or any &E°F) simnee Johnny Hurt 
A 

just didn't like math and he just didn't want to be bothered with 

it, and he fest couldn't cope with it. It just wasn't his nature 

tit 
but he was terrific in languages,and it was the sort of a balance 

vA endent in 
that ate find in some people érher than Johnny, where his weakness 

cs ‘eves pe wa sctteel 

in scientific and mathematical things was more than eommensated for 

lin Suis hes @ 

by his ability pete oecees Wied Friedman was finally persuaded 

r the? ’ 
to give Johnny Hurt a test by the pressures amr sure that Joe 

i 

Schaffer brought on him,and that the upper gehelons of the War 
ty SEL 5 

Bepartment brought on the Signal Corps to, satisfy this congressman 

| 

because this is the way we make things work with congress¢e ‘Wren 

Friedman-was—finally._-ypersraded_—to_cetthistest-set-tup he got an 

officer from G-2 who's name was triewelt cr¥swell I think is 

probably better known for his dictionary, English-Japanese Dictionary 

than he is for anything else he did in his military career because 

he was a language student in Japan and was really seized with the 

idea of mastering Japanese. And he put out a military dictionary 

or a military, I'm sorry, a dictionary which stressed military 

terms as a part of his language studies in Japan and it was an 

excellent dictionary. We used it later on. He gave Hurt this 

examination and I think it would be interesting for me to report 

what I remember of what crfswell said about Hurt when he reported 

to Friedman about Hurt's ability. The examination had been given 

down in the G-2 area. cr¥swell, after the examination was over, 

dud BIVInG 
-wetet-row he spent quite a bit in getttmg this examination, came up 

A 
starvy~eqed 

sort of breathless and eI i a and said, "Friedman I have never 

seen a white man who knows as. much @@ Japanese and who is as grea tm 



we —— Aud 
@master of the Japanese language as this fellow ABEE® 4 en know 

sh bore. 
he's never been to Japan and Mr. Hurt had learned his Japanese wAS 

hak b CEN 

first as a child. He-wes interested in French. He was very good 

in French. He was an excellent French languist as well as the 

come | - ; : 
Japanese. And he had begen interested in French because his family 

cla 
had owned one of these t¢ette Books of Knowledge, if you know haw. 

they have little sections where they put in French phrases with the 

English translationsand Mr. Hurt had become interested in French 

al 

at about eight or nine years old. Mrs. Patton a next neighbor, who 
Pay Sot es 

was the wife of a missionary and who had herself spent some time 

in Japan and had to come back from Japan because the family had 

coaAtrac ted vbercu less, 
receme atkrectet + was back in the states and she 

wh 

found! Hurt was interested in Japanese and languages and she started 

+o erv 

teaching him Japanese and he continuedyjunder her,awd Ehen when 

he went to school he went out cf his way to room with Japanese 

cantinually 
students and they spoke Japanese continudlt and he was a great admiret 

Lg teadic Hearn 
of A who was I think pretty well known in literary circles as 

Mi 
somebody who loved Japan and pas Jap ames ey 

good. He was also a very, master of the English language and could 

Abr 7 
turn a phrase Jus hy as cleverly as anybody I ever saw. So he was a 

and Hurt was just really 

tremendous translatgr and,although I can't say much for his interest 

in mathematics,| £chink that's iapestants One of the interesting 

I aw 
things about Mr. Hurt's hackground. =m getting a little tired. 

be 7 WAR te Ad era Vise 5 

Maybe we had better.» Yeah, well\"cause we're going to go down in 

; ; Arum . 
about 20-25 RENEE Me're going to head te the trem building. 

I think this might be of interest to somebody. I remember that one 

Monday morning Mr.Hurt didn't come to work until about noon sch 

WB, Cece thf all b rheted 19 
iptioneyde Gadel tis. 
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He nad/enae they no longer had this yw of capability to 

deal with the communications of other countries. They esti yet a 

with the requirement to do something Sones shove the 

situation. And this of course led to a concept which integrated 

all the cryptologic activities. The three units. The Aadpetar th 

General, the G-2 activity, and the Signal Gffice activity into 

one unit because it seemed to be the most economical and efficient 

way to Col. Albright and the @€hief Signal @fficer and the Birector 

+ You 
of dntelligence to achieve the organization they wanted. New 

ow ‘ 

remember that $10,000 is not much money. And in that day it was 

Pi , Seeiss sum Urasuw' t 
quite a magnificent sound, but it still weewS* enough to do all 

meeded was 
that ted to be done. And also, there’ no collaboration between the 

# An 
Army and Navy to speak of,and the fear on the part’ of the Army 

that if the idea got ee that the G-2 people were “juvfnating 

the etc production by cryptanalysis concept that it would 

be nipttiee the bud and they were afraid they couldn't start it again. 

Now the Ghief Signal Officer offered aNYexcellent cover for this. 

ACCA ey, aie they hee they had to bring re altogether for 

security purposes as well as effectiveness of the organization. +. 90 

the fiajetant Generals functionyshort ly after the first of April,I thin 

this was about mid~summer 1230, were taken over by the €hief Signal 

Q@fficer and these functions werefthe operation ot the code room and 

brought 
the War Bepartment message center. Knat was @bout from the State 

War and Navy building down to the Munitions Building; He storage 

and issue of the codes was taken over by the Chief Signal Gfficer; 

And the distribution of the messages which the Adjutgnt (pneral had 

been doing as Os a we of the Adjusgar Generals function was separated fror 



Adjutant @eneral and given to the Ghief Signal @fficer,and at that 

Sep : time sort of probably as asep,! to the Adjutant (@eneral's office 

the distribution was made through the Adjutant General a Ghief 

Signal 6fficer with the Chief Signal Qfficer maintaining security 

control of the messages themselves, because it gas Seaidiesd that 

if the text of a message ,unparaphrased, got out could destroy the 

security of the codes. Of course, this was looking forward a little 

bit because the codes that were in use in 1930 had bias. 2a use 
were 

for sometime and I'm sure- wre. compromisedas a matter EGE, it 

came out later, I learned this part of information from the Italians, that the 

military intelligence code No. 10 had been photographed. The full contents 

, Me 1 1” We 

of the military attache, had been sliavoeraphed by the Italian secret service, 

Cara biwierd 
the intelligence service.., Actually by the -<@pfae#"F in Italy and later on 

VI 
had been given to the Germans and finally wound their way up in Finland, iy 

Finland back to Japan. And so there was quite a vulnerability of American 

OB40 ae not confined to/just\working on German as we learned, “Blinker Halls, 

Memoirs 
Admiral, Hallé, Memoxes-and his book on OB40s activities. Now Friedman and 

Albright. and the others who were privy to this operation were aware that extra 

special security arrangements had to be made for the new codes which were then 

21 . 
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ae ‘ | iy Hla 

When we went to: work we were getting a Tinsced amount -of intercept 

from Second Signal Service Company up in Ft,Monmouth. This was good 

copy, and fet ahead of my story a little bit because I think this 

arachieally represents @& sort of a state of development at that time 

because it was not until maybe 18 or 24 months after we went to 

work in April 1930 that we began to get any results from San 

Francisco and only because an officer familiarly known as Joe 

Man borane aubovane, 
Mebern who later became General Joe Mebern, Chief Signal Officer, 

was Out in the 9th Corps area, ac ble set up in his basement an 

intercept station controlled by an alarm clock which he had rigged 

up as an automatic time ewitet, ama He would have this thing kicked 

off by the alarm clock just when the radio station in San Francisco 

started to deliver its log to Tokyo because this was was on a pretty 
He 

rigid schedule becausefpropagation, 
ae? 

well, i+—wee there was a time 

when they could get through to Tokyo and thats when San Francisco 

went on the air,and He would make a tape recording of this ,which 

was of course in Morse a he would air mail these back, these 

tapes that he had collected, each day's bunch of tapes was sent back 

to Washington by mail, registered mail I presume, , We'd get them. 

The reason I remember this so vividly is when we'd startAwork 

on getting the Japanese effort organized to work on the Japanese 

codes,the best intercept we had were these tapes which General 

or Colonel Mebeen'at that time ;had collected in his basement, 
Manbo “4 ne Maubor ne 
Meober ) 

~and Fhe way we got the information the intercept off the tape was 

Dr. Kullback and myself would do the transcription operation. 

Rar rr arse, = 
a pecs : ) OA 



ae ut Als 

Now these tapes I better Besant be bétause we'll think in terms of 

magnetic tapes. They weren't magnetic tapes. They were the 

undulator tapes produced by a little pen which drew wiggles on 

the tape and you could read the dots and dashes by the mountains 

and valleys which were shown on this tape. I would read the 

tape and dictate it to Kully who would copy it on the back of a 

weather report. The Chief Signal Officer was responsible for 

“medics Out a daily weather report to the spread it throughout 

the offices aS the Munitions Building, and they'd run off extra 

cleurth dallas 
copies and it was such a ceeee eens of paper and the shortage 

of funds to buy new paper that we would take these old meteorological 

reports and use the back of them and Kully would transcribe the 

letters of the message which I would read from the undulator 

tape and that was our worksheet. I mention this because I think 

, | ? pou ) | 
it shows that the intercept,was developing slightly behind but 

maybe in full step with our capability for dealing with the 

production of intelligence from intercept. We were really denied 

access to the cables until it became evident from other evidences, 

and this was up pretty close to the beginning around 1940,. He 

didn't have any pickups from the cable companies, then we worked 

up one which I'm syre,is discussed in the history. Without this 

intercept service thére would have been no point in developing 

the cryptanalytic capability for intelligence production. 

, Maaber ne ; } : 
wn? Os Col. Moberrt was doing this on his own wasn't he? 

Ag With official sanction of course, but he was doing it without, 
————— ) 

with a minimum knowledge of other people and he was doing it 



Of how to train us was to set up a series of problems and he 

— —. , eo hy 

ee a he was a dedicated man and he were ,as well as Col Parker 

Rit, they were good friends, knew the importance of getting on 

with this, wide project of cryptology they had conceived anal 

thought ought to be incorporated in the War Pepartment structure 

. va Ute 

and I guess history proved them pretty close to right. 

had a course in cryptanalysis which he had specially developed 

‘for these four candidates, junior cryptanalysts, that had been 

hired. Technically only three of us were junior cryptanalysts 

and one was a cryptanalyst aide which was Mr. Hurt because Mr.Hurt 

didn't qualify because of his lack of mathematical and scientific 

training for the junior cryptanalyst slot, and anyhow he was on 

a special slot which was a sort of an exempted position as I 

recollect. So Mr. Friedman looked on us as a team of four 

without any regard tojdistinction between aubeeyana’ ovr and it 

didn't make a bit of difference to us because we were all ignorant 

you see, didn't know anthing about cryptanalysis. We started 
ere 

off the first lessons in cryptanalysis I had were in what we 

Leavenwnth 
called the Levinworth manual jwhich was a little bro Hh covered 

publication about five and a half by eight aR EnES (A I have a 

copy if you don't have a copy... At was a copy Friedman gave me 

when I was a student and I kept it and its in a leather binding 

we 
different from the one you, hrewefhin the Librany tf you indeed 

have one! and at the end of this book after, was quite a few pages, 

T4hink? 
ee d say 100-125 pages give or take ee techniques there were 

a set of problems which we were supposed toSolve, and then some 
' \ 



Ald 
answers at the back of the book. The books we got had the 

answers torn out of them which was )I think, Dave Crawfords 
ern unc, 

idea and I think a very good one because I can work mR 
Lis tee ov ’ . F aasrestre a, double acrostic without looking at the answer. 

I don't know whether in those days I could have resisted Kertoeegy - 

eribbing «cate out of the boo feast anyhow we didn't have opportunity 

to see the answers but we worked out the problems. They were 

very trivial, about what you'd find in a crossword puzzle ge 

magazine, crypto section. A couple of them were a little 

more sophpisticated because they had transposition. I tell 

you. The thing they compared most favorably with is this 

American Cryptogram Association’ magazine. I haven't seen 

one for years... They were simple problems, unsophisticated 

ciphers but a lot of fun to doe Fhen after that he divided us 

up after we'd gone through this, he divided us up into two 
(Huu) 

teams, Abe and Kully, Sinkov and Kullback as one team, and 
A 

Hurt and Rowlett as the other team,and fhe idea here was healthy 

competition will stimulate the students, and there was a lot of 

onerous, clerical work that needs to be done and two people can 

make twice as much progress as one and this kind of thing and 
hat te fad bois: 

1t was a wise idea, because it worked out very well. Competition 
t 

VN at 
was pretty strong between us because we were eager beavers and 

wanted to show our capabilities in this a we worked real 
— == 

hard to outdo each team the other one. There were ,oh I'd say, 
ay 

15 or 20 problems starting out from very simple things,and the 

last sort of problems were fairly complex ciphers, polyalphabetic 

Wi Wiha Cie. 
aa Oe 

oer 
Ne ea dhe 



in nature ,and in each case there was smaller and smaller amount 

of text to work with because jless text the more difficult sometimes 

to achieve a solution. After these ‘problems were finished, Friedman 

had certain other things that he wanted us to do. For example, 

the old M94 cipher device which was really invented by Thomas 

Hitt 
Jefferson and not by Eneine) Bazerses and not by Parker Hit and Joe 

Mau borg we 
Mobern'but by Thomas Jefferson before he got to be President of the 

United States. Do you know this one? I'll write you a paper 

on it sometime. I think it would make an interesting paper to 

publish. It would hurt nothing. David Kahn tells all about Le 

in his book, but, he doesn't know the whole story. Well anyhow 

one of the first problems we had was to recover the key, ta the 

alignment of the disc of this old type M94 cipher device,and that 

was probably the’ simplest cryptograph that we dealt with. Then 

we had certain other things. A machine invented by a Swede whose 

, i )~ A- M~ha" ; 

name was Damn which we called the "Damn" Machine because the 

thing didn't work very well and it seemed a proper name for it, 

and this machine had a series of interrupter wheels. I believe 

four which operated in pairs on two fé¥e ten-position# 

Hebew 
commutators \ke called them half Hebron commutators because 

Hebtrw 
effectively they did only half of what a Hebren wheel would do 

in terms of a cryptographic substitution,and really it was arin 

OH oc 

effect ,of&=the combination @ each of the two commutators was a 

combination of two separate five-letter fractionation squares — — 

so you got the effect of an interrupter operating on a fractionation 



FEN ae 
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alphabet with two different eoiipeneate. thie machine was not 

too sophisticated and we were able to do it without too much 

trouble, amd Ehen we went on to the Kryha machine which was a 

rather Grassy, clumsy, awkward machine to operate, and it had been 

invented and developed and manufactured by a firm in Germany , 

and in effect what it did was to effect a Vigenere encipherment 

using a mixed alphabet against starting against another mixed 

alphabet and you generate the alphabets by taking little tabs 

off feremeemi— one semi-circular component which was arrayed along 

the Outside of a wheel that spun and this inner wheel had 52 

segments into which you could put a letter sot, got a double 

mixed alphabet for the other components you see. The reason you~ 

had to have a double mixed alphabet was because the first, the 

outer alphabet was a semi-circular so unless you had repeated 
Wueres 

the inner alphabet well, this is too much detail. But anyhow the % 5 

Kryha machine), in effect) had a yagetes, with an interrupter wheel. 

This interrupter wheel was driven by clockwork mechanism with a 

spring and after ene pees Say 50 or 60 letters, you had to 

crank it up like an old fashioned Edison phonograph and then 

you'd poke a button you S66) aid read the letter. The Damm 

Machine was a little more sophisticated in its construction 

although it was weaker in its cryptographic principles because 

it had a keyboard and a battery and a bank of saan that when 

you depressed a key you pushed the control wheels forward which 

in turn engaged the substitution elements and when the contact 

was cleanly made, a light would flash up and that said if you push 



ae, mS 
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the key "B) was enciphered by whatever Light lit up and it could ale 

be any of the 26 letters so the Dammy mareh tare was a little more 

sophisticated in its Nechantods, ser teal concept than the 

Kryha but probably wasn't as good. Both of them were trivial 

but they were a lot of fun to do and we learned a lot doing them. 

TREES was an old fashionedjprini tive Hagelin machine. I believe 

this was a five-+wheel machine. It was a fore-runner of the C47 ies 

anyhow it was a'30 number, as I recollect, and this ought to be 

checked, Hagelin numbered his machines with the two digits of the 

year in which he put them in® production,so C37 would have been 

ot 
he produced in'37. I¢é you modified it in'39 it would 

} 

the model 

be a C39. Well, we did one of the early models and sort of as a 

«ef 

step in getting Ready, Dbeparing for training,this group of 

cryptanalysts ,G2 dug up some money out ot) anokher fund and sent 

it to the military attaches abroad,particularly to Germany and 

England and France and ‘countries that showed some sophfistication 

in the building of devices and bought up copies =. each one of 

these machines. They got some bargains pecaude, some of the 

companies thought well maybe we could sell this to the US govern- 

ment, and if we sort of give them one we might get the contract -- — 

Ae : 
arhey won't buy it. So we 

had a copy of every machine that could be bought overseas. We 

but if we make the price too high 

also had a copy of the codebooks. We had a very good Enigma 
OF Curse, 

machine. It was the commerical Enigma. yone German government 
UmbeRncum: 

ed ea com eo us at that time been making plans to use the Enigma, 
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and the. commercial model ‘wis ‘soméihat different from the one 

we discovered used by the German navy, air force and army 

during WWII. Well we went on problem by problem,machine by 

machine, taking these in the order of difficulty until we got 

up to the duplication of Friedman's solution of ‘gt oe 

machine which he had done at the request of the i Interesting::’ 

one of the most interesting devices we worked a what was 

known as the IT&T machine. [atter Col Parker eit panvaed from 

the Army with somewhat of a reputation as being the outstanding 

cryptanalyst, military cryptanalyst, he had been hired by IT&éT 

and they put up about a 100 grand as I recollect for the develop- 

ment of an automatic cipher machine which they hoped to sell 

to the State Department for encipherment of State Department messages 

This was to replace the code books which Hit didn't trust. Well 

there was a Mr. David Salmon who was head of the section in the 

dak Cbnsluelrre 
State Department that dealt with the encoding and deeoding ,ot 

the State Department codes just like the Signal @orps had to 

eventually Se a eeeeer aes in the army, and Salmon was the 

counterpart/of tile Gignal Inteltigence Service in the State 

Department. Salmon's office was the counterpart of Friedman's 

office, the Signal €orps, or the Arny. Now Friedman and Salmon 

were pretty good friends and of course Hit knew about Friedman 

and had been privy to the plans for hiring the four of us, Hurt, 

Kully, Sinkov and myself and he knew about the Friedman team as 

he called it, so he was very anxious for the State Department to 

have this concept tested out by Friedman's team for his own | 

Oe ews 
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[xf [gratification » probably to see if he did have a good cipher 
is 

machine. Well I can remember that Ee couche the thing down 

ae UUs 

and showed us how it worked jan this was done of in response to # 

official request that Salmon had made on the Chief Signal 

@fficer and which had been agreed to by the Chief Signal 

Officer, but Billy and Salmon had worked this thing out as a 

way of insuring the machine was a proper machine for enciphering 

State Department classified information. | I'll make this a 

short story. It's a sad story for Betas after studying 

the machine for probably less than a day we developed, Abe and 

Kully and I, I think this was when Hurt was sick, we developed 

a technique, an attack on it. It used a ten-letter keyword and 

“Uh ishsy’ 
‘one of the fetes was so designed ied the evidence of the 

eo fates PHuheels aig 4 

cryptographic setting that it applied, through pinwheets You 

re: ede 

could push welt gen could turn the wheel but there were little 

lugs on the wheels which caused a contact to make or break — 

+rernr 

according to whether tt was a lug or not,and the contours on 

one of these wheels, they were fixed) just didn't wasn't a very 

good selection,and so the evidence showed through both statis- 

tically in the message and spilled over into the adjacent wheel 

which worked in connection with it. So it was a great & Sx 

in the machine and since this was the ninth and tenth position, 

and since Se a stipulated that he was going to use ten-letter 

keywords, good English words, we sort of said well now look 

what we'll do is just make the common endings of all the ten- 

letter words we can find and we did a little card breaking and 
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“ As we just sat down and thought of words like,Washington, Black 

Horse," you know.., All the kinds of things that you would use 
, WH O- ry! ae 4 

for making up a ten-letter key. We find out that {tem and “ing 
he -g 8 (ieug ijpey 

baad - = tf a. Y é . ae ae and es and iy pretty common /So instead of trying all 

uf 

hem 
possible combinations for these last two wheels we took @ 

Ve-su ieuy" 

which was pretty common and BS and BR and we'd try them first, 

you see, and when we find a pair that fit them then we'd move 

on and take off the other wheels. Sometimes we got nowhere 

and we'd try Washington and actually that was the key word 

Heny 
for one of the messages and we found SN fit we immediately 

a) 

tried Washington, and we decoded the message and we had ghis 

machine broken in two hours. A little bit of black magic 

Hret 
but... ell, 1 must say that I admired Col Hétt because when 

per 

he came well, we read all the messages.--I think it was some- 

thing like ten , and when we finished the tenth message 
! 

Friedman called Hit/and Salmon. Salmon didn't come down. | 

He was had a bad leg, club foot ,I think , and he didn't travel 
aus 

around muchp I think he felt ill at ease in the Military 

establishment, but ee on down in a real hurry and Hit 

wae t don't know whether he was prouder of us for having | 

ee the PaaS ee whether he was crushed wth Fi fact 

that we had broken it, but I have a feeling that i Sa more 

pleased to learn that we had the Capability for breaking that 

machine and he was crushed because we had broken it, because 
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honest patriot. He was a dedicated Signal 
H,tt 
Ht was a nea 

€orps officer) and one of the highest types that you could 

find, and lL think while it was a Geena ee dim he did feel 

that he had made a contribution 26 Supporting and helping 

organize this group of pealaueee that could do something 

far beyond what he had ever been able to do, ‘that he was real 

proud of us as a team. I think this ought to be somewhere 

in the history because there's a lot to be said about the 

integrity of some of the people that we were associated with 

in the military services in those days. Well probably the 

capping exercise that we went through to work on the classic 

Friedman solution of soe machine,and then we were 

about ready to go on our own. Now while all this training — — 

this work on, training exercises was being done by us ae spent: . 

about half of our time doing other chores such as code 

compilation, we had a whole body of new codes that Friedman 

had been charged to get out to replace some of the old codes. 

As a matter of fact,I think it was WeaeBepartment telegraphic 

code 1907 Sowtd still be used for economy purposes and the 

RQ 

printer's overrun of that had been delivered to beok store# 

You See, 

in Chicago ,and he was selling cis Bae a surplus and this is 

somewhere in the history and I think its in a copy of the 

Wy, that's 
ar Pepartment telegraph code 1907 and—its over in the central 

library. If I ever get over there I'll look it up for you, 

but it was this overrun that was in the public market, wowd 



. A/mm 
Vow 
“Gee I think it was 1907 somewhere in the first decade of 

this century. Now I think it was a code that was made 
Ged War Tl 

probably for use ES that they were using for restricted 

communications in ae Repartment coderoom. I ee to 

tell a little experience that I had which I think} has seen 

lost sight of inthe Behe histories. When we took over the 

coderoom operations from the Adjutant General's office, 

Benjamin Smith and Mr. Williams and a couple more people 
, r dow whose names I don't remember came dete as the members of the 

trained staff who were encoding and decoding ren 

_messages. There wasn't too much code traffic in those days. 

The security of military communications had deteriorated to 

the point of where the Only distinction that was made between 
Seone ACONEDENTIAL ESIRACTED a Beesed and vontidentiel and resteieted message waS the first 

code group of the message which was the code group for whatever 

the classification of the message. For example, if the message 

had been stamped SECRET then the first code group of the 

message was the code group for the word SECRET which was 

looked up in the code, CONFIDENTIAL was distinguished from 

SECRET by 

(Good heavens) 

as this is true and if you Look v4 
Ao 

(It aia’ a lot of good) 

Mauborg we. 
Well, you can see why Albright and Friedman and Mgbern aid 

the others were aber ao General Squires was distressed 

about thisy because they knew about this and they had no way 
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of forcing the Adjutant General in the military hierarchy 

to break off these old practices and use better practices -- 

and they were scared to death that they invested all this 

money in the new codes and a Wee Bepartment telegraph code 

is‘as big as a telephone book and takes lots of hours of 

careful work to make sure that its properly compiled, the 

vocabulary is properly chosen; that there are no errors which 

Fan bles . cust, 
would introduce deabies into your communication, At you 

want a secure code, in those days we thought two-part codes 

were much better than one~part ,and so we wanted to go to 

two-part codes. We were afraid if we turned these over to 

author) tative 
the AG without the autherattve control which could be exercised 

only by people knowledgeable in the. technical weaknesses of 

these things, that all the expense and effort that we'd gone 

ease: een be for no purpose,3%0 that was one of the driving 

reasons for getting the coderoom under the control of the 

Chief Signal @£ficer as well as the distribution and issuance 

of keys for War Bepartment communications. One of the bright- 

est spots in the coderoom picture was the fact that military 

intelligence had’a special code, "10,000 group code, I believe 

it was a two-part, I'm not sure at this point, but it was 

used in conjunction with a set of ten tables which changed 

every three months. The code groups were five letters,;and the 

tables each consisted of a set of twenty alphabets which would 

be used in rotation, alphkbieh one far, the first letter of the 



er, 

codeyroup} alphabet two for the second letter; alphabet five 

for the last letter’ alphabet six for the first letter of the 

succeeding group and on through the twentieth, the last letter 

of the fourth group which would be the twentieth letter and 

then it would be repeated maybe two or three times, then you 

would insert an indicator which said go to some other table 

which would be specified by the indicator and then you would 
Gee : | 

apply this new table, so you had a sort of anprratic inter- i? 
f aCe At ruption is the use of these wabige wee os superencipherment 

of the code group. This set of tables and that particular 

S005 Or these sets of tables and that particular code were 

EO 34 3b (3) safe and this is a wonderful story-—I don't know , it is 

true or not but it sure makes good listening if you can tell 
,Of course, 

it well. Now our duties,was to watch these codes being used 
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to try to come up with recommendations for tieir improvement 

; cede room ; 

and improve sedexcem measures. I'm not so sure this latter 

was wise pecaude, we were just young fellows and we had a lot 

of opportunity a study math in college and a lot of 

opportuni ty to study ciphers and codes ,both their construction 

and their solution, in Friedman's courses but we had no 

practical experience in communications techniques and pro- 

cedures and code room procedures so it was quite a revelation) 

particularly to me, when I went back and found out the differenc 

between the PECRET and. CONFIDENTIAL message was the same code 

book but a different code word at the front, and I had a 

little more respect for the MA code. This was MI9 or MI10v 

and incidentally it was MI10 which almost brougkt a rupture 

Weld Way f 

between the US and UK early an Wika because there was a 

military attache I think his name was Mead, John Mead, who 

was sent over as an observer and he took this code along 

We MI eee {he 
with him, #= j1 believe it was | MI10 code and a special set of 

cipher tables jand he'd attend a briefing and the end of every 

Aefl Remme| 
day you know) when the British were . Remad , and the 

next day he would sené. a message enciphered in this code 

tar Hat's 

giving-the results of the prugeing,s, | the war room briefing. 

he soon pecans evident to the oeieian that their reading of 

ine Baler traffic, ‘that there was a daily summary of this 

oe briefing falling into the hands of the Germans because 



there was a German cryptanalytic organization somewhere in 
[Comme s 

Germany which was radioing these summaries to ee 

quarters in North Africa and they began to recognize and 

identify that this had to be tied in with the briefing shies 

they read the Enigma messages through cryptanalysis at 

Bletchley Park, §o you see here were the Germans producing 

intelligence by SIGINT, if you will, and the British jin turn , 

using their SIGINT techniques to identify the intellig @mce, 

and then using their investigative techniques to try to 

determine where the leak was and how to stop it. 

I recall, wasn't he the military attache in Cairo, wasn't he? 

sending these reports back here and the Germans picked them 

off? 

He was attached as I recollect and I may be wrong on this 

because I remember briefing him. It was a Major John Mead 

and he was identified tofne as the observer who was being 

attached to the British forces in North Africa. Now I believe 
’ Feilers'! ¢ 

there is what's known as the RBetboews incident ,and I believe 
Fellers 

was the military attache ,but John Mead was the observer 
fejlers! 

and probably he was using Fellews code room to file his 
-—~ tejlers' Lapth NESSagS S6 you'll hear about this either as the aeUSeS I) 

eed 
incident or the Mead incident and I think there Was 

remember Mead as the observer but I think there were more one, 

Fellas 
there were two or three observers. I believe Feltews-, though, 

was the pilitary Attache. This is sh pb aoebsta, point in my J 
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- memory so it should be checked. 

O's How long would you say four training period? Did it ever 
A 

(uibeer) end spice Fas a sense Or were you continuing training well 

into the 30s? 

A: Every time, Vince I'm going to answer this obviously, and I'm 

going to sound a little snotty , but you never quit being 

trained as a cryptanalyst because as you learn more about 

cryptanalysis you are then able to devige better codes, ciphers 

and better techniques ,so as each one is developed ;sort of in 

protection against the techniques of breaking it, you have to 

go and learn)by developing a new gat of techniques, how to 

cope with this thing)so there its just like any discipline, 

scientific that you encounter in ese aa iene s no end 

to how much math that you can be trained in. The only limit 

to 1t is how good you are. 

Q: 4 But didn't you spend in the very beginning, say from 30 to"33, 

(Hark) P ee toou : : 
much more time in terms of training, in actual production? 

A: About half and half. Yes. And then our training sort of 

evolved from a formal set of problems that Friedman presented 

- 
to us in the individual research, for example, this Parker 

Wi tt 
Htt device.e, Friedman had never seen that before so that,as 

ae aBsignnene’, was a bit of a research assignment ,if you will, 

Ae was sort of like you do post-graduate work.,,/You take 

something that hasn't been done before and you write a paper 



on it. So we'a taxe a cipner wacnine that hadn't been 

broken before and we'd figure out how to do it. Now next 

time that thing comes along, you modify your techniques 

and hopefully improve them until you've advanced the art. 

One of the significant things as part of this training that 

P Tete ous and I think should be mentioned, was the work on 

the ADFGVX oiphes When we ‘ptartea looking through the files 

that Yardley had left as a result of his Black Chamber being 

abolished by Stimpson, we found a whole mass of German military 

messages, field ciphers consisting only of the six letters 

ADFGVX. This was a fractionatg#/systen formed by a square 

that's six letters as the én and Side coordinates ,and each 

letter of course, each pair of letters that you could choose 

would represent an individual letter of German plain language 

which Was, OG course, the purpose of the square. So you could 

encipher a text in German with a sort of a diagraphic sub- 

stitution that resulted, an the application of this square. 

Now after the message was enciphered it consisted of only 

Da letters, so what the Germans did because this would not 

have been very secure,is to write this in the transposition 

matrix somewhere from 15 to 25 columns and with the trans- 
tee Write the 

position key across the top, thet ADFGVX version of a message 

in the matrix and then transpose it in accordance iviten, eee 

key written across the top of the matrix,column 1 coming up 

first, then 2 and so ong {, decipher simple reverse. The 
“A 

interesting thing to me about this ADFGVX is(l) tl.at the 
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classic solution developed in Ame was not a general solution, 

but dealt only with a special case, repeated beginnings, 

rt Me 

repeated endings. Agee, Bound a repeated beginning of sub- 

stantial length or repeated ending they combed 

could devise the key for that day, solve the key. If they 

ov Dajinning 
didn't have this repeated begéirmang-en ending then they had 

no way of solving the message. Friedman had a vision ,I 

think, that his group would someday be able to come out with 

a general solution so that any messuga; ti" this rather 

clumsy, put Box all intentSand purposes at that time, secure 

system, he Awouant if we could read any message, Peas that 

would be a real step forward. So ne steed us onto this 

problem, got us to working on it — we 

End of Tape l 

Op AE OY prin. y Re Ft pe premtts be Woneng. 5, 

dutty frvtho trenecnyce 
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“to be delivered sometime in 1930. G2 had a very commendable attitidesas I 

ae nace > 

in the process of construction and they wanted to protect, for as long as 

they cei ana information about the cipher machine which had been projected --: 

which Friedman had been working on, and which was under contract and about 
— 

npAt 

look back ,because Albright realized that it would take some time for the 

Signal Corps to get itself organized to duplicate what Yardley had done. 

One difficulty became evident early on in the operation of our activity and 

that was that it would be most difficult to obtain from the cable companies 

ct mes 
in Washington and New York copiesjas Yardley and his Black Chamber had been j 

dha Dabarbrwenk able to do} because we were afraidgword would get back to State pert so this 

Dep Arr 

gave an extra impetus to the War ‘Bape to develop an intercept service and 

fee Secenal A 
arrangements had been made to set uP ‘ee Second Signal Service Company up at 

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, administered from Washington by an officer who’ 

was attached to the Signals intelligence Service in the @ffice of the Chief 

Signal 6fficer and the first intercept station was set up at Fort Monmouthg 

Then it was planned to have one in San Francisco$ one in each of the three 

Qyx 
departments, that would be Panama, Hawaii (the[Philippines department )) and 

Phink 
one in Fort Sam. Now this one in Fort ae ae rather amusing because if we 

eve ; j look at Fort Sam as a good location for intercept station under todays 

concept it's about the worst place you could pick; that's Fort Sam Houston, 
Buk . 

Texas . "They had lots of space out there at Fort Sam and the Signal €orps 

had a good installation, so evidently this seemed like a good idea at the 

time. ‘a Kat PP Bétte Bar ait lrg . Taw ture rye sued] 
Lele 
What was the name of the new Jap code? 

There were a variety of names for it. The one I remember now is PAK2 and 



if we look at the Jap history, the Japanese diplomatic history, the 

B3 history, we can get the whole series nomenclature as it was lined 

en. of the research activities that Friedman got us to 

undertake comes to mind as probably one of the most important develop- 

ments that we were involved in in the early days of the Kullback, 

Weed War I 
Sinkov, Rowlett, Friedman efforts. During WHE the Germans had intro- 

duced a field cipher. The messages in this cipher could be identified 

because they contained only six letters of the alphabet - A, D, F, 

cd \s 

G, V # X. The reason these letters were selected was because if you 
oN ait achat ee CGPiwrlPEn4nrs r 

look at the Morse code | bquipmentsthey are mae beast likely to be 
; dana 

mistaken one for the other, and the Germans};chose six letters because - - 

used in a fractionation typejpubstitucion @ square could be developed 

with six , by six cells, or 36 characters and that gave you the 25 or 

26 Letters! alphabet, the ten numbers and géouple of sunotuatien signs 

which ee very useful thing for field cipher. The use of the frac- 

tionation square was the first step, this performed the substitution ) 

a lieed _—— 

and of course the text, the resulting cryptographic cext ene the 

application of this step resulted in a message twice as long as the 

original message. I think the Germans thought this was a good trade- 

off because they had trouble in training their operators and if they 

could train them to receive the six letters with a minimum of error 

it really went faster than if they had made a more economical choice 

o~ 
B 

ene to one substitution instead of a one to two. Now the next 

step was pretty clever. The Germans used a transposition a 

¥G 
as I recall the key was somew!iee between 15 and 25 elements long. 

The way they applied this was normal transposition, columnar 
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transposition by writing fer example, a mixed sequence of numbers 

from one to whatever the key might belt it was 18 long they'd write 

iqhtreu 

the numbers 1 to 18 acrossy +? columns of squared paper, inscribe 

the ADFGVAgresulting from the first substitution-.process normally into. 
=~ 

f 

this matrix and then transcribe it by the numbered column, She first 

column as the first part of the message, the second column and soon. 

eet be. ay a 

When this was introduced on the western front in Pues the French had 

intercepted some of the German messages, and, there was a French a 

pamela: Vain 
by the name of ein as I remember his name, it was spelled, Pale NeN: 

WEE ea EE AY 
MED and there is a very good picture of him in David Kahn's 

CODEBREAKERS . So if you want to see what a French cryptanalyst looks 

like,you can refer to Kahn. The picture is very truthful I believe 
er. 
ON Vw 

as contrasted with some of the text in Kahn's book. Now Peinbeen had 

successfully solved certain messages in this system. His technique 

: oe aay : ’ 

of solution though; was very, sort of what I would call a special solution 

because it required similar beginnings or endings in two messages with 

the same key and the same substitution square. I won't describe how 
* 

1? 
this done because similar beginningsand endings are pretty well known ta he 

OUSdIERS, 

but Friedman had a sort of dream I believe jor an inspiration because 

he felt that there could be a solution, a general solution, so that 

u 2 2 2 2 

every days traffic could be read. The French solution just gave traffic --~- 

readable Borris Oly when you found the special case messages,and this 

was not very satisfactory and you had to wait in those cases until the 

two messages had been intercepted. Friedman thought it could be done 

with maybe eight or ten messages long enough, of course to give certain 
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information that you needed: So as soon as he thought we were ready in 

our analysis of ciphers and this was I'd say about a year afterg- - 

Mass of 
probably the summer of 1931, he got us to work on the great mesmeve 

traffic that had been inherited from Yardley's Black Chamber. Well ~ - 

I'm not sure whether Yardley had it or whether G2 had saved it but 

it was in the vault, Room 2742 Munitions Bldg., where the archives 

of the Black Chamber had been stored after Yardley's group had been 

disbanded. Well we dug out those files and there was enough stuff 

for us to work on, but Friedman made up as I recollect, had us make up 

some test messages in English which were kind of favorable for the kind of 

attack that he'd hoped for us to use) ard so we pursued our investiga- 

tions and I think in a very short time, maybe a couple of weeks we 

had Gevetared the outline of a general solutionsatd then we went down 
Viy u3 mia tian” far 

to the real traffic, whee traffic, intercepted during ‘WWE several. w 

10-15 years before, oy tried out the techniques on chet ere lo and 

behold these messages Broke nd then we had a general solution and this 

er solution is written up as one of the technical papers that 

Pirdued), 
Signal Intelligence Service ot think the title of it is "The General 

“ 
ny 

Solution of the ADFGVX System®, Now this is important to me because 

Weld War T 
the general solution which was developed to solve this old Wt traffic 

was ready-made for one of the Japanese diplomatic systems that was 

attained 

introduced shortly after the PURPLE SOLO E LOT had been ebteined and 

when the Japs were generally improving their diplomatic communications 

Wt tetragreb lic 
amd Fhe system they introduced was a difgraphic, tetographic,code, 

the typical Jap two-letter/ four-letter code, ane the Japanese text was 
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first enciphered by this two -léefter/four=letter set of tables. 

The resulting text was then written into a matrix a great deal like 
Loti Hus 

fhe ecemane did. The only difference between the Japanese matrix 

and that used in the ADFGVX system is that at the top of certain of 

the columns the Japs had blocked out, evidently they had a printed 

form for each one of the transposition keys with a key printed on 

top, then,I'm SOrry, iv -m not sure they had the key eee on the 

~ = fe pln prey ioe 
top but they had these blocks pre- printed, so “chat the Japs could, 

if they desired, write in the transposition key at the head of it. 

She het's say the longest key I'm sure that the Japs used was honk 

25 and if their key let's say could have been 17 or 18 they would 

simply scrub off the last columns limiting the key to 17 or 18 and 

then when they transcribe the message they would operate just like 

the ADFGVX column by column according to the number at the top of the 

column and when one of these blocked out cells appeared they simply 

missed the letter you see. So then we were confronted with a text 

which was first enciphered by the two letter/four letter charts and 

then subsequently transposed according to this interrupted matrix 

transposition key Pb Now this didn't bother us when we started 

working on the interruptions didn't bother us when we started working 

on the messages because, the Message was long enough we simply ignored:-. 

we'd say well it's 25-letter key, we'll divide the long total number 

of messages by 25, we'll ignore we'll find how long the average column 

is, we will ignore the first five letters of that column, break it up 
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ASU 

roughly into these columns and certainly the first and last will be 

fee ete 

a pure, we will TRO we won't have to worry about the.interrupters 

in the first few iteeuia ee wetacete and the last few letters. Now 

this may get smeared in the message because if its 18 instead of 25 

there will be a little bit of accommodation that will have to be made 

and figured out as we proceed inside the message. Well now the way 

this system came into effecthve found a whole brand new set of messages 

that just had new indicators and just didn't seem to work at all. 

When we tried the techniques ofted sting transposition which was a 

fairly simple thing, this transposition seemed to be quite different, 

when it appeared in traffic. Then lo and behold the Navy came along 

with a package of material that they had procured through e eewnds 

story operation, naval jntelligence. I'm not sure just where this 

" from . 

package came from, I suspect it was/Chicago or New York because they 

& fembassy or had worked out a pretty good deal to enter the Japanese 

PADEWS 

Peer and certainly in New York, and| 1f I can interrupt here, when 

To go back to this the Navy came over with a package, we looked at it 

with great interest and curiosity of course, and we discussed it and I 

) 
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remember one of the things Friedman said when he saw this and we were 

trying to figure out just how we would approach these messages. He 

said this is more difficult than the Purple machine and I doubt if we 

will read it. This was his first reaction. Now I mention this because 

Friedman§words were turned against him because this project of research 

that he'd lead us into in the ADFGVX came right back to haunt him 

because it was that trick that he'd encouraged us to develop that 

enabled us to read the new system. We had a lot of fun with Billy 

Friedman about his prognostication saying that he'd just forgotten 

his early cryptanalytic impulses. Needless to say we were all 
Et 

delightedfthe work had been done. Now I'm going to continue because 

this leads us into something that I think is probably the most 

important thing that I saw happen in the whole field of cryptanalysis — - 

because in our work on this transposed Japanese code with the patterned 

after the ADFGVX as I described, we found that the Japanese key changes, 

four times a day as I recall plus the proliferation of keys, each area 
é. 2 i} 

a tr 
of the WeEiE | Rad a different set of keys )so if you had several areas — - 

and lets say three or four areas times four changes a day that gave you 
different 

three or four times four, twelve or sixteenkeys you had to recover to 

read each days traffic completely and we'd long before set the standard 
would message 

that we pj read every Japaneseathat wasn't too garbled, every Japanese 

diplomatic message that wasn't too garbled. If we had one laying around 

and we couldn't read it we worked until we found out why we couldn't 

read it. So we wanted 100 percent solution to continue and we were 

somewhat distressed when we found out that there just wasn't enough of 
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us to recover these keys because it pretty, onerous task to do by hand. 

We were using IBM machines” In some sort of a stupid way to help us, 

+, | ve 

but this turned usually more work than a clever cryptanalyst would have 
“A 

to expend if he just sat down and forced the text out. Well, (Bob "* 

Ferner, gol 

Furner , Al Small, , Sem: Snyder and myself got kind of worried about 

this. We were ee like the frog; we'd jump up six inches today and 

fall back twelve inches tomorrow. you see. We weren't getting to the 

top of the well at all and so we just quit jumping and sat down and 

ft t 
{ - as? 

said What can we do to speed up this solution, and we, tt became quite 
} ; 

evident that the only thing we could do weas to find a much better 

“hn li 

way of using the IBM machines then we'd up to that point in time 

developed. So we did I think the first serious thinking about 

mechanising a cryptanalytic process. . One of the most significant 

sian, 

ae that came-up in that connection was an idea by (Albert Small} 

Sisnatil early on in his training as a ccryptanalyst, and he came in several 

pe Ste 
years after, Rully and I aia, (Small had introduced the idea of 

substituting for the observel frequency if you were doing the computatione:: 

chi s nQ type 
that -¢+ iu ebad of computation substituting the Ligure? 

fF nN “ 

of the frequency for the frequency itself and then all you had to do 

was add the logargthms which was a lot simpler thing than multiply, the 

frequencies. Squaring the frequencies you just double the log sort of— - 

Wanted 
and if you wpAeed- to match a couple of alphabets you cross added the 

logs for each one of the letters instead of multiplying. We didn't 

have these little electronic desk calculators in those days. I wish 

Td, had one, I'd been a lot more able as a cryptanalyst. Well that 
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one thing\S sat cia aa fs, te be heckay ‘idea which I think * 
aly is 

terrific) and which rounded first concept of using the log of 
A 

working out’ sort of a technique for reducing these logargthms to 

a single digit so you laid them out on a scale of ten rather than 

a hundred or thousand as you would if you used a two-place or three- 

place table. Well now this opened the door to the use of the IBM 

machine in a very unique way. We could then bnaden, os IBM machines 
) AS de Jil Be ye wa athna 

to wee these logs. IBM machines, could add very na bit they couldn't 

fhe 
multiply efficiently so by simply adding the roseiie got an index 

directdd fronthe machine that would have been denied us if we tried 

to multiply. I elaborate this concept because it was the key to the 

next step we took. And the next step we took was to organize a program 4 

which could be adapted to the existing IBM machines just as we developed 

of 4% 
a program today for a computer except we didn't Seeniesaaca a 

Machines 4 7 
program and the IBM as a computer. 

pe nn RET FET EEN pepe : ait Aud 

which we could employ the machines to apply for us. .% shorten this 

"Geewhy22Er." vs 
story we built the first Geewhizer This required a special attachment 

to the IBM machines and etth our experience with second switches and 

telephone relays thatwwe'd developed“out of the Purple machine attack 

Commu: bactere 
it was a very simple matter for“us to develop a sort of ecomutetrer 

es device that would be hookéd’ on to the IBM tabulator and in this concept -\r \ A 

of course there was no“memo ty of any type in the IBM tabulator, but a 4 
“s Ferner 

we designed a are. and I think ‘Small and Furner did most of the work on tA 
6e8 

this , we designed a card that in effect contained the data, statistical 
A 

data associated with each of the 26 letters of the alphabet as it joined 
¢ 5 

with edch of the other 26 letters*and if you will imagine the first ) 

a 
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3 he Eset 52 columns of a card, 26 for, the initials,and 26 for the 

finals, and then the statistics for each column, for each letter, would 

be written in the appropriate column ing let me say this/preciselyyg 

Phe first 26 columns of the card would have the statistics for each of 
aif 

the 26 is hee of the alphabet, A in column 1,::B ia 2, Zin 

column 26. \Now A, with 4# as an initial would be pinched ri the first 
/ 

é 
column. If it was a four, the josaeretuaie frequency of Abas it appeared 

X 
in our statistical, charts then would be punghed as a four in that 

i Z : 

column, AB would be punched whatever one-sdigit logargthm came out to 

be,say a 9 and that would have been a real high one, and AC would have 
f / 

/ 
been a QO and AD would-hevetbees-a 1 and so on until you had written in 

/ 
\ 

the data for A with each of the other letters. Now that would be as 

+t \ 
a final. Columns 27 +hrough s7f'che same data except A inthe other 

\ 

position, A initial for the first 26 and A final for the last 26 and 

then you would have a card’ for B and ‘a card for C and so on. Now these 

\ Arqitiig frre 
bands, and I've gone at/some length, —_ in a useless “sebression 70 

trying to describe the cards, bat I've tritd to lay the groundwork for 

\ 

the concept that tHe two fields of each card was in fact a memory, and 

ous 

it remembered for us the statistical logarythn!@quivalent of the 

combination of these letters each with the other. Now in Stead of 

as 

having a drum or tapenjwe normally think of a memory, the memory was 
x 

the field of these cards, and that was how we got ae the hump of a 

" GeewhizzEn, " \Getwlzere” 

memory in this Geewhieesx. Now another thing this Seowhtzer had to do 

* 

ae we call‘ Prag" and I'm not going to go into that ‘because it is 

a/little too technical for this type of discussion but if you want to 



‘ NeewhnzzEer 
look into this Ceewhieer thing you might read a write-up. I think 

P A 
there is a very excellent one somewhere in the histories. Néw this 

cigdimarsee 
lashup, this tigmarete of wires, haywire if you will or whatever you 

want to call it, was the most startling, the most effective tool 

aA Vt 

that L saa seen in the years that t~heve- been working, including all 

the work on the Purple, the work on the ECM and, all the other machines. 

This was the peak of cryptanalytic achievement even though it looked 

(dub CarttimM 
se A e- 

like something that come out of a Rep Goldberg codesmer. Now we started 
s ‘ 

\ 

\, ery 

using this, of coursé, we didn't have the relay banks, again my 

Thomas Edison impulses, wound up by wiring up these banks, amd bf 

course we kept the IBM service.man out of the room because it was ree 

classified. There was a rule IBM made. You couldn't hook anything 

onto the machines but we-ignored this. We went in and changed the 

*y Cw 
wiring and when we had’ trouble with “she tabulator we actually had to 

go back and put they wires back before we could let the man test the 

2 \. 

machine. This was a kind of routine we vane through until we finally 

% aay Tid oi a 

got him into our confidence. He was a good\guy. Well after about 
* ‘“ 

six weeks work, and it went pretty fast once we got the program laid 

out, we begdn to turn out keys that produced much faster than with the 

hand methods and most gratifying to us we were ie solve messages 

that we had not been able to solve by our hand techniques because we 
F 

could change the tables very rapidly, you see,by simply a up the 

néw deck of cards. hat was the memory. We could change the memory 
A 

/just through thetroutine. Maybe take three or four hours which was a 
f \ Gf que \ 

long time which would be a long time by todays standards but by our e . 
\ 

‘\ 

S 
\ 
4 

in| 
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\ a” wt y ; New, ae, 

Sagandards it was a lot shorter than By doing it by hand. Se of course , 

throughout this approach on the new transposed Japanese code we‘col- 

» yr endl. 

laborated,wi h the Mav ‘and we exchanged technical ageas and we » kept 
\ i CeECW ALTE - 

them aware of what we were doing with this Geewhiecer. /i think they 
\ 

as I look back , because thepwere they didn't haved faith in it, 

knew the hand “methods would WORE, Oud so they didn/'t \have fuite) the 

impulse to deal with IBM machines and utilize ee that we had in the 

Army and so they maybe didn't have the faith/we had. Well prep iat 

they begdn to be amazed at how many keys we were pulling out, and we 

were pulling out keys that they couldn't pull out ,and So there was 

an Ensign Hargraves that was very much interested in this. This was 

ear 

his job to solve the Japanese\transposed code, $0 he came over and worked 
A : 

‘with us for a few days and he was so enchanted with this device that 

pee 
he said we got to have some in the eur ana So they we I don't know 

A 

whether they built theirs or we produced one and gave to them,but 

NGecwhlazers’ 
anyhow we had a whole bunch of Geewhizers hooked onto the IBM repro- 

that was 

ducers/ pulling out Japanese transposed keys for us. I'd like to 

emphasize this for my own viewpoint as being the most significant 

Wola Won \ 
step taken in the ade cryptanalytic endeavor in both the Army 

and Havy and iE was far in advance of Serine tu was done in GCHQ 

ra 

except probably the Bombes that had been deve laped for work on the 

"Geewhizzer’ 
Enigma wa course comparing Ehe Gsevareet te the Bembe is a little 

bit of an’ apple-and orange comparison because the concept, of the Bombe 

was per the machine, the German machine, and to es real 

fast/if I can oversimplify the Bombe concept. The concept of the 

"@gewhirzer" wot 
- was distinctly different from the Bombe concept ingwe Te 

A 
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vand try it out to sort of see which one looked the best but we were 
\. a 

s 
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fe ee 
Ga ie 

" Geewhizter Hd 
using the Geewhizer not to duplicate the Japanese transposition 

going in and boring from within using the statistics from what I \ 

mentioned: earlier, the front first columy and the last column of the 
ie 

message. As we drug these letter~by letter through the message until 

we found the place’ where thé last ten letters of the lith to the 15th... 

20th letter of the fixSt column. The last ten letters of the message 

are the lenvepe“cuabetet 11 Yo. 20 whatever, 217, 11-20. We could take 

letters 11 20 and put it in all poSitions and #e would be one very 
p oy 2, 

good match, mopenaiiche pate of columns that joined each éuivee were 
TR 

nara Wihz2evD 
cc adjacent in the transposition matrix. The Geewhieer story tells the 

Q: (Jane) 

A: 

technical details. I remember them. I think I could. duplicate them 

(aerate nent: 

but I can't describe them well enough for this kind of presentation. | 

Ate Fe are neater Hee ape 

What kind of messages were these used for? Were these diplomatic? 

Japanese diplomatic messages. Let me talk about that. What the 

Japanese did in their diplomatic network they had a series of keys 

for the US. I believe another series of keys for South America and 

one for Europe and one for Far East. There was some division like 

this but its been so many years how they divided it up is a little 

bit elusive. Now ve transposition system equated in its importance 

to the Purple and was used in those Japanese installations, diplomatic 

installations, not military, where they had no Purple. As I recollect 

the Purple distribution was limited to Tokyo of course, Washington, 

London, Paris, Rome,Berlin, Moscow, Warsaw, Ankara. There should have 

been ten and I think I mentioned ten cities. Now if the Japanese 

wanted to communicate catia ith , XA CO. pety, Wate eas. no Purple machine 
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A: 

/. | 
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and to send a message at highest classification to Mexico City they 
A 

would use this transposed code. If they had a message to send to 

Washington of similar classification they wouldn't use the transposed 
pak 

code; they would use the machine cipher. Now if the message was a 
ok 

book message sort of and included both Mexico City which didn't have 

a machine and Washington which had the machine then it would go in 

i thu ve 

the commonly held system, namely the transposed code because both 

agell = = true i 
Washington ,which held the transposed code, and Mexico could read it. 

a 

Did they ever use both to your knowledge? 

Yes. If a resend of a message was required, for example if a message 

came to Washington and at some time later they needed to send this message 

ih Capher 
to Mexico Gaky, Roe message had already been sent - to Washington 

AN 

with the machine. Now , say three weeks later after the message had gone 

over the air, they needed to send the text to Mexico all they could do 

would be to reencipher the message in the transposed code and send it 

to Mexico City. We had not too many cases but I remember one that was 

week 
a lot of fun, When we were studying a new, after we had solved the 

AN 

Purple, we had a case of where there was a normal change of the Japanese 

diplomatic code which was a forerunner of this transposed code system. 

hed CEWAL WA er 

This was several years before this new sacs several BERENS before the 

new code had come into effect, I think it was pretty close, maybe within 

(+ charts « 
Ranier 

Gpgl TAC 
a year. Our problem was to recover the two-letterffour—letter 

When the new code came into effect, I remember Louise Prather, who was 
) 

in charge of the registration of the JapEaeSe MeSSBeeS came in to where 
@ ; 

( Fjtner and Small] and I were working and gave us the text of a message 

jot" 
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tae 

and the Japs always enciphered-the number of the message in little 

auxillary ciphers which didn't change and if it did we could redd itt 
< 

pare 

in a hurry. The messa eon this transposed code text was the same as y g NX P 
there 

one in the aad ae to Washington, amd “there was another case whereqwas 

a resend in this new code of a message in a previously solved code. 

As I recollect the machine message was fairly short. But the 

be 
retransmission of the code message was fairly long so we had,duplicate 

Alps 
in the old code, new code, and a duplicate where we had the literal 

«y . 

text in Japanese, Romaji, with the new code. Now we weren't that good 

in Japanese that we could solve a Japanese code. We usually relied on 

Phil Cote Pa, pa Ca 
Johnny Hurt and his BrOny aed GE Rers to do this. Well-Kate didn't 

Cress: ; 
like to recover Japanese, He could translate. He was a wonderful 

just 

translator, very capable in language but heAwasn't a good code 

Ow 
recoverer. Harold Bewd who was probably one of the best, he and 

Merrit Booth, Col Booth,were the best that we had working directly 

Sherr 
with us. Joe Sher was very good,but Sher came in at a time when 

e Dou 
there was very little code recovery to be se ia Booth and Devd 

wererbegh excellent at code recovery. Well,Dowd had been working 

/ > 

on the first few messages that we had produced ae trying 

to recover the code, the two-and four-letter charg and jof course ; 

you recovered the two-letter char first because its got the more 

frequent eves tw the 
Pedeccnes and as the meee oF ike appeared , with less frequent 

as A 0 

Eeouye, CUEY. came later. Well, Dowd had been working on this thing 
a 

Os Ve 

on a Wednesday morning. Wednesday afternoon the officers were ws 
é 

to take a half day off for exercise so he closed up at aoen bodes 

his books} put them on top of his” desk and said good- bye to us. ngs 

Bae tee WOE he eb a § Se — ies 

“3 
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Prather brought in these messages shortly-after he left and we couldn't 

keep our hands off of them so we did the obvious. We took the text. 

Doud's 
We took Dewd+s worksheets and his partially recovered codes and we made 

a new copy of them and we added every one of these recoveries which 

came out solid because the two-and foum letters were just simple ,new 

additionjso they came out just exactly; and we'd recovered enough to 

at least 
read aboutta third, statistical third of the groups and all the messages 

received. We did this by the close of business, straightforward trick. 

do lA 4 fe i a i 

So very straight face, next morning when BDewd came in, in with Feener 

un . 

and Small and Sammy Snyder and myself in the room, we said Well we 

thought it was a slow day yesterday, and we thought we'd do a little 

work on code recovery. You want to check these out and see how bad a 

{ 7a ‘ f i 
job we did. Yea,’ he says, well I'll see. So he goes on in,awal I peeked 

into his office, he had a little alcove in the corner of the building,, . 

I peeked into his office and he was doing something I think he had some 

fad 

correspondence in his he had to make some kind of report that he had 
A 

taken exercise the day before. After about a half an hour it became 

evident that he was going to work on ieee, OWL sort of kept him under 

surveillance, and He looked at it and he got the strangest look on his 

+ pate hes 
face 7 ne was real pained and hea beating the side of his head, this 

Pa 

was a habit of his, and after about 20 minutes of this, he came out and 
“ A 

eee ; So > Pa 

said "What did you all do?" never saw anything BE AMAZIN, Ho—saidy 
A 

{ ; 
Ay couldn't have done this in three weeks. How did you get all these 

Values 7! 
* Well it was too good to take it any further so we told him 

} 
Jura 

but he was a very distressed man because he couldn't understand the 
al 

short time we left him in the dark, how we had been so successful. 

jans and we had figured out some kind of 
Be Rn Ye 

* era = - —_ - _ + 
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NQeeu WILLEN , a 
deuioe like the Geewhtzer to recover the codes for hin. ‘YAnd this was 

the impression he had@ that we had done this by some super magic that 

he didn't know about. I'm sorry to introduce this but it was so much 

fun I couldn't leave it out. As a_sort of interesting sidelight on 

nee wlo ele + 

the developmentf of the Geewhizer and#I'd like to identify it right 

here in my own mind, being the.first constructive ,creative effort 

at the production of a device which in the form of a computer) primitive 

as it was,demonstrated that a computer could be effectively used to 

advantage. The other devices, computer-like things, like the old 

Bush machine which the Wavy developed and some of the other things 

that had been produced under contract by Eastman Kodak were well : 

cowkivvedt 
motivated efforts into this field,but the were so simple and i 

/ 
to such a limited domain of cryptanalysis it was easier to do them by 

hand or by modified IBM technique then it was to build a special 

machine. As a matter of fact we discarded all these special devices 

that had been built very early on in our examination of them because 

” reeuhizzer ' 
it was more work to use them than they were worth. { Now the Geewhtzer 

Mi Geewhizzer 
was quite a different animal because the~Geewhizer not only carried 

—— 

its own weight but pushed the frontiers of our achievement. Our ability 

to read more messages, messages with less information in them, I'm 

talking not of intelligence information, but less statistical information - - 

shahsheal Whaat mn 
that was so low that our hand methods wouldn't discover it. So it 

A 

really pustfthe frontiers of cryptanalysis far enough ahead so that we 

proved that a computer could be benefiqally and profitably used in 

cryptanalysis and could do things which the human could not do. Of 
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course you can postulate this latter by saying well if a computer can 

multiply ten times faster than a human than it will do ten times as 

Geewhirrer" oi MFLe, 

The Geewhtzer not only took this sort of;nonsensical much work. 
hue —— 

argument I just voiced, but it proved icf y actually setting down and 
“A } 

doing the thing itself. So this I think was a breakthrough, probably 

ae os 

Ree 

the most significant breakthrough in cryptanalysis that, well I'm 

convinced that its the greatest step that I saw in my whole career, and 

that includes the present day achievements because some of them are 

real startling but the difference between where we weré\before the 
Hi 

ui Gbe whurqer P h Geewhirzer" 

-Geewhiger and where we were after the~Geewhizer-was a greater gap then 

the difference where we were before some of these newer innovations ]} 

and where we were after, and that's the way I'm trying to measure it. 

Now as a little bit of a humorous side light to this thing there has 
Nene 

always been the question ~ which came first, the chicken or the egg? 

I've translated this into a concept - which came first ,the hardware 

or the software in the computer business? I think historically ,if you 

to a 
believe what I've told you, what we did was develop, she program and then 

; A 

we built the hardware,So the program came first, the software came first, 

and then the hardware came afterwards. Without the program we would have 

KjNP ok 

had no idea whaty hardware , obviously, we would have to build. Now in a’ 
A 

more serious vein, what did we learn about how GCHQ jwho was confronted 

with this system, dealt with it ‘and what did we learn about the Dutch ~ 

Crcen lizzer" 
and how. they: dealt with it? Of course the GCHQ didn't have a-~Geewhtzer 

and they were kind of busy with other things like the Enigma so they 

didn't really hammer as hard on this transposed code system as we did. 



They did achieve a certain amount of success by hand techniques. |Now 
ee 

* i ‘ 

about the Dutch to go up into time to the point of where the Dutch/ 

‘East Indies fell under the Japs: this was of, course, after Pearl Harbor. 

pbee Sef vead 
And the way I learned, how the Dutch saw this Japanese transposéd code 

Verba | / 
came ‘about as a result of the assignment of one Col Brétkéte/ a Dutch 

\ \ y 

cryptanalyst, who was the head.of the Dutch tae eae es 

in DANDUNG in the East Indies, ame He'd been sae out of the 

; ye ee 
East Indies, flown as the Japs were coming, flown to Australia and 

/ 

then shuttled rapidly to Washington because he was/considered by the 

Dutch as their most’ valuable codebreaker, and they wanted the Americans 

/ +4 
to take advantage of his abilities, aQt course G2,always @ Syndrome 

. Agency 
of, ‘We don't understand this Army Securityjout fit% haybe there are 

Wot } 
things around the worldat hey don't know dbout. They're pretty good 

i d i 
but they might learn something.' G2 wanted him assigned to the 

\ 

Japanese section, and this was A sane strange thing because we didn't 

much like to let Americans in let along tered guste bat when G2 ordered 

us to take this fellow in and put him to work on the Japanese code 

solutions we had no choice. A remember one morning in March after 

Pearl Harbor, and at that eae I was a first lieutenant) that this Dutch 

Colonel, I was introducedxhim. He Was miserable looking individual at 

that point in time because it was snowing outside and he had on a 

a 
summer uniform and Ke was dead tired and extremely distressed because 

he m4de this long trip from Taw dene to Australia to America within - - 

just as fast as they could get him there. But most of all he didn't 

know what hdd happened to his wife and family who had been left. He'd 

been ordered out of there ;you see 
) 

i 4 ; ; \ 
distreSsed, emotionally distressed, because he didn't know what was 

to leave them and a gl extremely 
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happening to enon. (| veut this happened before lunch and he was brought 

right in into my office. This was behind closed doors, a sealed off 

he Eyt fer; Lr 

area, ,and I was told to put him to work. Well I looked at him and,felt 

so sorry for him, aad he was ready to go to work right then. I said; 

"Do you have a place to stay?" and he said,"No*," I wasn't really ready 

for him so there was a little bit of self-serving in this so I said, 
4 

“Why don't you take the rest of the day, We'll send you up to the 

Dutch Eubassybminson find a place to stay amd-gjeou get yourself some 

warm clothes’ andemcu do whatever you need to do and when you feel like 

pay _— 

it you come back here andy.we will start work but you get rested and 

get ready to do something because you'll be sick if you don't sort of®.'! 

He did and we got ready for him,aad {tn due course he became a member of 

the section. What I did was put him in a room by himself and gave him 

some Japanese messages after talking to him about it and he said y¥es, 

| 
we can read this one. He identified the messages.] His ignglish was 

not too good at that point in time because he was out of practice, So 

there was a bit of difficulty in talking about penn ieet things. 

%¢ free bs ater" 

Gomeedmes we "d invent a technical word like a Geewhizer that meant a 
“f 

“ (ee he “2 er 

whole lot to us but qnonsense to anybo 

VGeewhirter” 
I didn't tell him about the Geewhizer. 

who didn't know a 
A A 

ly intention was to find out 

Wack , hee vee url ‘toe . 

what he could do before I told him about what we could do. se his 

techniques were a great deal like the French stati the ADFGVX. 

Duableyin ty 
Again. similarity to the systems. But they 7 had a special case ~- - 

similar beginnings or endings it worked just Like |the ADFGVX jbut these 

were rare and they'd gotten a break into the system through this 

techataveyaad With their knowledge of previous systems they'd done a 
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Cw 

commendable job, learning the mysteries of this new system. They had 

a 
read several days traffic by combination of techniques. I think they'd 

A 

found the repeated messages useful too because there were a few 

cases of that, aad Having discovered this much information about the 

Dutch techniques, and finding the man right in our midst) and also being 
) 

a ér pressure from G2 to employ him because he was highly touted by 

AS 
the Butgh officials here in Washington, we finally introduced him to - 

ed weli22eK) uM 

| the Geewhizer but we limited his access just to the diplomatic section. 

We did not\give him access to the Purple at that time. Now to get a 

bye Verein’ os ~~ 

little away from the technical aspects of Brékites assignment, his 
A ‘ “ie 

working partner was a yound fellow who was fairly good at working on 

— “(he / ) 
this particular Japanese system. ~ yound,fellow, the Americans name 

was Joe Peterson,and this is when er en and Lot acquainted. 

Peterson ae 

The association between; I think is a important because 

LK, tee MA, 

yorker! to operate as a penetration 

of the US COMINT organization \ ‘the advantage of the Dutch intelligence 

Verluy | \ 
services. The settle Peterson story. is well documented and reference 

wii 
to thaUSIB deliberations and the EPOER, THE yaeee for ooh, Cements 

Va cay| 
the importance of the introduction of Brikile into the ASA cryptanalytic 

\ ana 
yand I think should be consideredias a case in of the 

Peterson was actually eee 

+] organizatio 

need to exercise the utmost caution in our relations with foreign 

~ 

intelligence services. To put it bluntly, the mission of a foreign 

intelligence service is to produce intelligence without ‘any restrictions 

F3 “\ . 

on the techniques used. There may be honor among thieves but there is 
, 

7 . 

ia something less than honor between intelligence services.\ End of mene 

WM @1alt 2 suas “ 
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In the cpydae area of our effortsyjin the early days of the Signal 

Security Sprvice, we had as part of the mission of the Chief Signal 

Officer the responsibility for improving the cryptographic security 

and of course the systems that were employed by the military services. 

Now this eanegeh roth the field ciphers:where the M94 was used ,and that 

ft thst fve | 
was the authorized device, right on up to the highest echelons of the 

War Department network. The old ciphers were pretty weak. The codes 

used had been in effect for years. There was very little concept on 

: a. “i, 

the part of the Adjutant General's office of what constituted gy TI": 
4 
(a 

cryptographic security in the sense that they could very well understand 

locking books up in safes,but they didn't understand the damage of xt‘ 

say sending too many messages in a given system. The things that a 

ur Ere 
cryptanalyst would employ to break the system werk! not understood by 

the people who were administering the code rooms and the code room 

practices in the War Department messages centers in those days. Now 

Friedman had made a pretty good analysis of the situation and had concluded 

quite rightly that mechanization, the use of machines, was absolutely 

necessary if a substantial improvement was to be achieved. However in 

recognition of the fact that machines were a new thing and that there 

Ce macbyn 
might have to be several Beier n Lene besane we would find one that would 

be totally satisfactory he continued the use of planned to continue the 
“A 

use of code books, $o as a part of the program which he'd undertaken 

, 2a bis 
himself there were new additions of codes¢ a War Department secret codeg 

which was a very voluminous thingy At had something like 50,000 groups 

in it as I recollect) A War Department confidential code) and new 

— we 

editions of the military intelligence code, we were up to MI, military 
d A 

eT er arers Cot ag tg ae ieee — r) 
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masador ‘cae 

intelligence code ie at that, time so we needed 11, 12 and so on, and 

he had started to prepare the manuscripts for the vocabularies of these 

new codes. Now our contribution, our useful contribution fer this 

program in our early days of being students was to 

work mainly in the editorial phase of the code compilation progran.- 

This eae AME other things, the preparation of code vocabularies» 

i meant the preparation of reliable code group vocabularies in the 

sense that you had to avoid garbles and ambiguities and I'll simply 

refer to this as the Sev EOE Oger ae of, or the construction 

of the most efficient permutation tables which could be used for 

generating the code groups forming the vocabulary; and, of course ,cross ___ 

chan hag we typ of 
referencing ,cross checking the galley proofs of the manuscriptsAbefore 

they went to the Government Printing Office’and then cross checking 
i} 

the galley proofs after they came back, and then cross checking the 
a iy : 
mee : 

final galley to make sure)no single error no single errorga 100 ,000%, 

if you will, accuracy had been achieved in relating the code groups and 

plaintext elements of the encoding section with the code groups arch 

plaintext elements of the decoding section. Now this was pretty 

important, this latter, because sometimes the printer not quite 

realizing what he was doing would take a slug out, would take a in making 

a eotrection, would let the code vocabulary slide one or two places 

with reference to the plaintext vocabulary in either the encoding or 

decottas section and every group that was affected by that slide 

would then become an error. This is only one example of the kind of 

things we had to avoid. I think from my own standpoint that the 

drudgery which we had to go through to prepare these codes since they 

were all done by hand aad on 3 i pequired- typing with a 
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Well this all had to be avoided and I think this drudgery | 

art 
“which we were confronted with convinced me that Priedman 
‘A 

was absolutely right. We had to have cipher machines. and 

TANS S 

-of-course Ehere was no argument , as far as I could tell from 

Abe and Kully who were at that time we-were pretty well 

indoctrinated in what needed to be done to improve the US 
.er——_-—- - : 

syubens.on 

Just about this time the machine#g, which Friedman had developed 

rt thorn 
fromthe results of his studdes, his research into the Hebron 

Vouk’ ii", 

device that the Navy had asked him to. stady was about to come 

off the assembly line. We had about a-dezen—items a dozen 

of these machines which had been constructed by a firm up in 

vith wlacs hit 

New Jersey, Wallace and aa Signal Corps Labs had let a 

jas 
contract, with-themand- Ehese ae were. Coming off the 

line and we got the first two to test out. They looked 

as 
pretty good, that-ts we compared them with the Enigma, the 

Kryha, the so-called Damn machine, Shis—is the electrical 

-Hagelin_that—type Hagelin-type machine that was developed 
_-_— sy : 

by Dam in eestor ane. they looked much better than the Heb¥on 

machine which was a pretty well constructed machine, and-aise 

als c tov 

'Fhey, looked better than the Mark Hah which the as had tet—on 

-rad contracted on the second contract with Heb¥on. They used 

an electromatic typewriter «<efke<eme that was built by IBM. 
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whieh was a very good typewriter egauaens the staté of the 

art in those days and had a speciallybuilt keyboard which 

Ternan had fabricated in Reais laboratories. The wheels 

were driven by solenoids and they were controlled in their 

motion by a teletype tape. | wow the way the tape controlled . 
ysis Hrd 

the wheels. phe tape was. punched up with a bunch of 

nonsense characters and the tape could be several hundred 
Very \ 

any yAy ma) 
» Characters lorg like the key tape in the Vernun- machine 

which wae. desenibad in the patents... That's the old two-tape 

system that Friedman incidentally aetie and which ee one 

of the earlier exercises that he gave us in our training as 

junior cryptanalysts, $0 the key tape principle was ie from 

the yori concept and applied to the wheel stepping concept 

or Gree eee to produce an unpredictable motor key -= 

hopefully--to keep the wheels in motion for the encipherment 

of any message. | Now the these machines had not been field 

tested, $o after testing the first two delivered by the 

manufacturer, approval would be given to go ahead with the 

remaining machines.samd When they were te be delivered they 
OE) ; 
would-be distributed to the War Bepartment code center and the 

Since they had te be sestoutin Peres, 
three departments a ae t-weutd accommodate tat had--to—be- 

Sent—out—in-pairs that would accommodate eight end=that—would 

Seale. a couple of spares in case things went bad at one of 
_ ohare the 

the points machines were issued and they had to ke replace 

it. se We also looked forward to having these machines -im-the 

effiee in our working eae ‘so we” could examine . them and 
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understand them and maybe make some tests on them and do 

some research and see-if we-coutdn*t” figure-out—some effective 
~ 

eeuntermeasure-you see which would-well-we- wantdto prove thak 

the cryptographic principle was good, aad We-didn't care 

whether—itwas;we-just-wanted: to-make sure it was good. awd. 

J£ we broke it we would have been proud and we would have 

figured out a better one to incorporate in the next generation 

of mach:ines. Now at that time. our this would be about 33/3" 

years after the first of April 1930, eee that as a base 

time, sad the machines which we received szomthe testing I 

would say came in about three years about 1933. “This can 

be verified by looking into’ history of the SIGABA. The 

dates can be accurately determined if they are important. 

Now as a pat of the program,Friedman thought it would be 
/ 

well to have the key tapes which would be issued with each 

of these machines. Actually the system consisted of the 

chassis, the machine itself, an assembly of wheels,I believe 

there were ten. The machine used five at a time, so you 

pick five out of ten wheels, a set of ten wheels, and these 

were used lets say for a days key. Ehen you had a key tape 

for that day, and it was a numbered tape so you could start 

not always at zero, but you could a? ego 

as as vida had enough tape left to finish the message ant — 

Then ti the 1 book of instructions and some auxilliary keying 

material that sort of made sure that the right wheels could 
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be put in the machine for each day's: traffic, and the right 

tapes were choosen out of the supply of tapes issued with 

the machine,§o we had the chassis, the wheels, the tapes, 

the book of instructions ,and—then the keying list which 

identified the wheels, and the tapes to be used for a given 

day over a period of time,say a year. Now Friedman's thought 

was that we ought to get cracking on the construction of 
~- Po preparation) Roce tapis =~ 

these tapes, so that when the machines came off the assembly 

line up at Wallace and Ternan , the complete package would be 

ready including the manuscript for the tape instructions 

and the auxilliary keys. Well I got stuck with the job of 

making the tapes because I had a little bit more practice 

in mechanical things than the rest of the Sides + think 

they were smarter than I because they didn't let it be 

known. ard Bo I got the job of making the key tapes for the 

M134. I might spend a little while describing the process. 

We had a tape punch. It was a keyboard device, amd ‘You typed 

on the keyboard with your fingers just like you would with 

but , a a typewriter, and instead of printing something on a piece of 

Ww win 

A 

hundreds of them around computerg installations now. This 

paper this punched a tape, just like you get 

rare , ; ; was a mete thing. I'd never seen one until I was introduced 

to this program. Western Union had built several of them for 

use in the automatic tape transmissions areas around the 
awd 

country se this” “was a standard Western Union product. Western 
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Union also had # what they called a:tape head which was a 

small box made of metal with a lot of wiring, a couple 

of strong magnets in it,and five little punches that would 

take the tape and read it. We called this the tape reader. 

Then we had a tpae duplicator which was a product of IT&T 

rather than Western Union, and this would take a given tape 

t£ -you-.d_punched a—tape- would -take-the- tape that you'd 

punched and make another tape. And then we had a fourth 

device wie oh ae a sort of haywire lashup of two of the 

Western Union tape readers which we called the tape ahaaker, 

and ‘You would bo example ,a master tape and pass it 

aww 

through one se a duplicate tape, the tape duplicated, ~ 
~ 

lets call it the slave tape for clarity, and you could compare 

the master tape with the slave tape to make sure that there 

Purichy 

foarte in the slave tape, and it was in fact 

identical, a 100% identical with the master tape. If there 

was no missing 

was a difference of one hole in any one of the levels of 

either of the two tapes the thing would stop and a little 

red light would go on, amd Friedman was. planning to put a 

buzzer or: it so you vould also know about! by the bell ringing 

and the buzz buzzing. This was the tape factory and this 

was my baby. Probably one of the worst things that happened 

was the choice of the tape stock that was to be used for the 

key tapes that would be issued. Friedman had looked ahead 

and thought that the thin paper tape, which was used for 

ordinary message work and which at the most would be run 3 

or 4 times and usually only once through the tape head, and—re 

MS ob ak 

tek dr at + 
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juste -dtdnt+—_think-this would, stand up. This was one of the 

Vv Ne Weyas 
problems with: the ¥Vernun machine for example that made it 

impracticable, because {f you looked at it it was a pretty 

doggone good idea from a commercial tiaraeenieae cae when you 

used the key tape or the two key tapes, 2 ee times they 

just wore out. The little reading punches reading fingers, ~ 

in the tape head would finally penetrate the tape stock and 

you'd get a false ho1s, ama “Ehis created garbles.$o we used 

a Bee strong,and I remember it was kind of a grayish blue, 

“Slate blue stock,and it was real thick+amd when it was put 

together they must have put some kind of an abrasive 

material in it, a fine powder or something, because in due 

course the tape punches the little punches that automatically 

perforated the tape would get aul iFthey would begin to get 

tapered if you looked at them under a microscope, and they 

woud stick in the tape.afd then you had to clean Gy the 

head a put in new punches, awed ir you didn't have new punches 

you had to sharpen the old ones. Well, things went along 

pretty well the first few hours when we got started on the 

production program, ameé But within a couple of days,the whole 

thing bogged down because the apparatus just wasn't up to the 

standard of a | necessary to meet the ee doatae the 
yw de 

system, #% My ee sore of generated into a super maintenance 

project on this strange set of equipment which was not 
aA a hea. ail 

designed for the purpose it was being used,amd I had to sort 
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of coax out - enough tapes se—we-courd make the initial 

distribution of the machines, and~thés I don't know that I 
was tutus 

ia with a more hopeless task then making these 

devices work Auk 6 what was needed, amé@ I soon became 

desperate. I+didn't take more than a month for me to realize 

that I was fighting a real losing battle here, and as you 

are apt to do in the case ef where necessity becomes very 

better 
evident, you try to figure out some ,way of doing ale 

I was dreaming about how rotors could be made to do, other 

things ‘and -décipher messag@s. I thought it would be a 

helluva good idea if we replaced these key tapes with a 

second set of rotors, WHten ‘Tn effect would generate five 

pate of impulses equivalent to the’ holes’ and ‘no holes’ in 

the five levels of the tape and use this assembly of five 

additional rotors instead of the tapes. Well I thought this 

was a pretty powerful things aad I just was so enthusiastic 

about it,because it looked like I was getting out of this 
tHat- 

impossible task, I went to tell Friedman about it. It must 
JN 

have hit at the wrong time because it didn't ring a bell 
Mw & Very Wice Wty y 

with him at all that day.beeause He Said,"Well, look Mr. 

Rowlett. We've got to have these tapes. We're committed, 

Hes 3 
se Please go on and make tapes,’ # en—a-vesy Aiee—way-- and 30 

I weht back to my tape factory and greatly disappointed, but 

the impulse to improve this process if any thing got stronger. 
a 
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Now might talk a little bit about what was the difference was 

between the rotor concept that I was trying to sell and 

the tape concept that I was trving to get set up for. The 

preparation of the tapes involved,of course, a determination 

of something pretty much random which would be mamehed on 

the key tape that had to be duplicated and manufactured. 

Now how did we determine cede Of course it didn't have to 

be random,and this is a fine point in cryptanalysis. It 

just had tobe unpredictable you see Or extremely difficult 

to predict. Now almost any way you wanted to get a stream 

of unpredictable cheraabane ates for example you could have 

a scrabble set. You could take the letters of the alphabet 

and just mix them all up equal frequencies, same number of 

A's, B's and so on, mix ee up and then take the text 

resulting from a random drawing of these out of a hat and 

type it on the key perforator, ag@ [t would give you a 

perfectly acceptable tape. This is a great deal like you 

prepare one-time pad using digits. The idea was the same. 

Now the difference between this and my peepee ao a the 

wheels jas I analyzed it,was that if vou had the wheels and 

knew the alignment of tke wheels then you could predict the 

key that was going to be generated by these wheels. Now this 

I thought was an advantage because vou could then store a lot 
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of key in a few number of wheels just like you store a lot 

of substitution key in terms of the substitution wheel arr 

hiso if you made this device in such a way that the two 

sets of wheels could be interchanged then you get a double 

advantage as I look at it, my arguments then and this may 

be true or not cryptanalytically speaking, You get the 

double advantage that you get extra mileage out of your 

manufacturing process that produced the wheels. I didn't 

see anything wrong with it, and I could see a lot of advantages 

cryptographically as well as the personal advantage of getting 

out of this dirty job that I had, © I kept insisting that we 

pick this thing up and employ it instead of the key tapes. 

Well Friedman was most reluctant,I think for a variety of 

reasons, to go into this because we were indeed committed to 

the M134T1 and there wasn't anyfuore money laying around for 

the next version of it. Well finally in desperation I con- 

fronted Friedman. This went on for, ob I guess, six, eight, 

ten months, I confronted Friedman and Said "Look, I'm just 

not getting any: here with t’ is. We've got to do something 
They ne not 

about a replacement for the tapes. Fheir going to work. I 

bie TY, nee going to work because I've been closer to it 

than anybody else, ard We just gct to get something better 

and the onl: thing I know better is what I told you abouts 

vamd Friedman was still reluctant and finally out of a real 
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fit of desperation I Said either Mr. Friedman I don't know 

what I'm talking about, or I know what I'm talking abott and 

you don't understand me. We just don't have a meeting of 

+e minds and I think we got to clear this up because I'm 

going to have to quit that job. I just can't meet your 

requirements." Well he was real fussed ahout this because 

this was a hard spot and he just couldn't get around it 

on this confrontation.anmé 80 finally we took a couple of 

hours one afternoon and we went through it all over again? 

the circuitry and the controls, and the variety of modes 

that we emeley this thing and finally he agreed 8h nie 
A , 

ought to be given more consideration, ard We wound up both 

of us very tired, aud I think Mr. Friedman was real distressed 

about this turn of events because it meant backing off from 

scmething that he had sold real strengly. Well next morning 

he came in, eyes shining, just all excited and he says we're 

going to do this. We're going to de it, itsgoing to work, 

its a beautiful idea, I'll see what I can do about getting 

out of the tare factory business, and he went up to see the 

chief signal officer with stars in his eyes to try to sell 

this new idea and the chief signal officer ,who was great 

admirer of Mr. Friedman's, sent him down to see Col. Roger 

Colton who was the signal finance officer to see if there 

was money to develop this idea. Well Colton Sas, rite it 

up Billy." So Friedman came back and we wrote it up and we 
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worked over the prospectus What ‘we'd have o do anc. what 

was involved and took it up to Colton. He had pis so-called 

experts make a study of how much this would cost-and came 

back and said Friedman there just isn't that much money. 

& 
We can't do this” It'hes have to wait for a couple of 

years because we don't have it set up in our iuidiefet, att 

Billy was very distressed and I think its amusing to note 

too that he found out,as a result of this exercise and when 

the papers returned, for the first time that the $2500 that 

he thought he-had for developmental work, research aie 

development up at the signal corps laboratories had been 

expended on a field cipher machine for use out in the field 

under the direction of a mechanical engineer employed by 

the signal corps laboratories at Fort Monmouth without—any 

-knewledge—ef-this without Friedman or the SIS having any 

knowledge of this at all. Coltan and his finance people 

and the other research and development people had kept this 

a secret from Friedman and had gone ahead and backed the 

oe 
proposal fem the mechanical engineer. The money had been 

commit ed amd the device was about talf built, this new 

field device was about half built, and Friedman still didn't 

know about it,amd Col Reeder, Major Reeder at that time -- 

latér General tele aa was also very d:stressed because 
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he felt this was not a gdod-w run a research and 

development project. Reeder was the assistant to the 
Atwats fa 

head of the war plans and training so he was the number 
‘ : ; Bane he . . 

two man in the organization, ae got on this project. 
: A 

—and-make_sure—and I'm diverting myself a little bit from 

the ECM in this but I think its important to see what 

blocks were in our way when we tried to get a new and good 

idea sponsored by the fiscal people at that time. Unless 

you had pretty much the nod of the chief signal officer or 

the director of G2, things just didn't happen. It was kind 

of a personal decision at the top level and each one of the 

branches of the service. Well this was a very disappointing 

development and it didn't get me out of the tape factory 

business,amd I guess about the only enjoyment I got out of 

_ was the 
it in the drafting of a,patent application to cover the 

wN = 

invention so we could make an application for a patent 

to protect the governments rights. We didn't realize at 

. bul ; that time that our own rights were protected, We felt it 

was important to protect the governments rights, ask So 

Friedman and I spent quite a bit of time putting the idea 

down on paper and consulting with the patent attorney. I 

think is Mr. Rowe was his name. I'm sure its in history in 

the records of the SIGABA or the ea idl I'm sure the files 

are there because I saw them oh about ten years ago down at 
4 A 

the archives. Now, something else came along that was important 
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in the development of the EC!’ I think I brought us up to 

the point of frustration. Now lets see if we can get the 

frustration out of the way. I lose my recollection of the 

time frame but sometime after the disappointment and after 

I'd produced enough tapes to satisfy initial distribution 

of the machines the Navy in one of the rare periods of con- 

Sultation between Kavy organization and the Army organization -- 

I think it was Joe Wenger# who told and it might have — 

Saford, but I believe it was Joe, I'm sure it was Joeman Joe 

Wengeré told Friedman that the Wavy would beénr peat dieasesinee 

with the Hebpen contract end because the two machines )the 

Mark I and Mark II Heb¥en, had been unsatisfactcry they now 

had a lot of deve lopment” money but didn't have any ideas to 

invest the money ait as for goodness sakes did the Army have 

something-—that any good ideas at all. Well Friedman was 

pretty circumspect in ae le alata he talked to Wengeré€ 

about the basic concept theory of the ECM, got permission from 

the chief signal officer to reveal this to Wenger@ ake se 

‘In due course the Havy was told about the rotor controf. concept 

for a cipher machine. suse that term to talk akout the 

theory or theoretical concept. Now t#s things moved pretty 

fast just for a little while. Wengerf took this idea, went 

back, came back in a couple of days with one of his collabora- 

tors, Friedman went over the idea again and discussed its 

potentials, its operation and the Wavy boys went away,.-- 
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Wenger® and his fiend, amd Ehen in about a week a whole 

drove of them came over. I fini there were five or six 

of them,asad Ehey sat down in Friedman's office and discussed 

the this rotor control concept, ami Ehere were some nodding 

of the heads and there was some shaking of the heads, as E 

recollect, but there was certainly great interest on the part 

of the avy folks who were looking at itsand then they went 

away, and ten it got awful quiet for several days. I kept 

sort of bothering Friedman, "well, any reaction?" You see I 

had a sort of more than just a curiosity interest in this 

tiing. I wanted to know what was happening to this what I 

thought was a very good idea,So Friedman asked Wengert and 

he—came_back—and reported ivengert had told him in oe 

to a direct question that they were thinking about, amd there 

were certain difficulties, operational difficulties, that they 

just weren't sure the idea would work. Well having gone 

through the experience of persuading Friedman I just didn't 

helieve what the Nav- was telling. I thought the doggone 

thing would work and maybe they weren't as smart as they 

thought they were. That was’ ny very bald,country boy reaction 

to this. How stupid can they get sort of? Now time passes 

on. The rest of the M134 tape control models are delivered 

to the Signal Intelligence Service, amg I remember Major 

Reeder personally supervised the transport of these ten or 

twelve machines from New Jersey in an anny truck down to 

DES ee ae Sate Ne etd ie wile 

mea 
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Washington, aed He treated each one just like it was a baby 

in its cradle gard When he got ces te the igadias platform 

down underneath the wing bi kei the Signal Intelligence 

eee ee wer lccated I was up cn the third story the third 

floor , looking down at the truck and watching the unloading 

process. a@a@ I saw Reeder get two stevedor types up in the 

back of the truck and he said, "Now we got to unload these 

boxes boys." This was in the summer time and the windows 

were open and I could hear his orders, $0 he goes around the 

truck and as he comes back around, one of these great huskies 

has got one end of the box and is gett.ng ready to tip it 

over. Reeder runs throws up his hands and "Dont do that. 

Bux 
Don't do thatl" At's too late, and the box comes down on its 

end. Oh wiat a crash. Now later on when we looked at these 

eb ewS 

things the inside of that pitiful cipher machine just as 
4 

scrambled as you could imagine it could be because it weighed 

something like 250 lbs packed.awd fhe basket of the typewriter 

had fallen out, some of tire solpnoids had been jarred loose, 

the frame of the typewr’ter had been fractured,and it was a 

total mess. One cipher machine lost but something we learned. 

A valuatle lesson. You got to build them rugged if you're 

going to have them in the Army ,§0 it wasn't a total loss. 

Well anyhow we got the machines up and Friedman got ready 

to make a trip to Eonolulu and to Panama to install the first 
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four machines. e ide LEEE Tt to us, Abe, Kully and myself 

and I got the brunt of this work peuange I was more familiar 

with this tape operation than anybody else, s Ve get the 

two mach: nes working fn the War Qepartment code center. I 

had a third machine in the office that I used as a back up 

fcr the code center machines because every now and then we 

figured it wouldn't work and I wanted to know why this 

wasn't working to fold it back into the design of the next 

machine. Friedman was all for this. We were just together 

on this idea. Now Friedman gets his passport ready and gets 

his orders,amé the machines are shipped,and when he gets 

word that they have arrived at Panama and Honolu]u ,he gets 

on a boat, one of the army transports, and he takes a cruise 

shoals 
to Panama and he sets the machines working and we start 

communicating. We sent test err esr first step £9 

the introduction of the machines. This may sound foolish 

to a lot of modern day people,but this was really out in 

the wilderness for us. Nobody had ever done this before. 

Nobody had ever issued in the War Bepartment machines to be 

used for enciphering messages,and the people in the coderooms 

were completely ignorant of what was required to make these 

things operate pees oe So we had to bridge that gap as 

well as to introduce the new machines.awd Ehose of us who 

stayed at Washington did this for the coderoom and Friedman 
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was supposed to do it for Panama and Honolulu. Well to make 

a long story kind’ a lot shorter,we got them working with the 

two places and Friedman started back home. Well it was 

about this time »e-wexe-wer-_ine-en the B machine had been 

introduced and we were working on it,a@nd-we-were -werking 
The ; : 

WES 
’ 

Army group wexe working very closely with t.e lkavy group 

“ 

because when the B machine came in it replaced the old Red 

machine in great measurer ama. G2 sae ee ‘aa very anxious 

for the decodes of this new system because with the introductio 

of the new machine and=sine- we weren't able to read the 

traffic we'd lost ,among other things, the whole story of the 

tripartite arrangement which was being developed between Japan 

Germany and Italy and that was of high interest amd Wé also 

knew from the Red traffic there was a secret codicil that 

had been formulated ,and we suspected the terms of this secret 

codicil to the treaty was in the messages between Tokyo, 

Berlin and Rome,a@®i So both G2 anx 66E were very anxious 

for us to get on with this. Well Hamm Wright and I used to 

exchange results more or less on a daily basis and we'd 

recovered the sixes with the Purple and we'd decoded these 
dork 2 

in a lot of the messages but we just couldn's decide what 
i 

to do about the twenties at that point in time and Hamm and 

I were speculating as to what kind cf a mec..anism the Japs 

could use. We understood #e what we call the six mechanism. 

It was a pretty simple thing, but the twenty mechanism was a 
f 



great mystery at that time. Hamm I. think was siezed by 

an inspiration. He said to me with a great big staring 

lcoking in his eyes’, he said "I'll bet you the Japs ame 

stumbled on whet-re!tse—prtting the prirciple that we're 

putting in our new cipher machine." and I said "Well, 

‘have you got a new cipher machine sort of?" "Yeah," and 

then he proceeded tc describe the principle to me, and ho 

and behold it was the thing that I had shown Friedman as 

the replacement for our tape generating project and that 

Friedman had revesled to wengerf ae the othexpeople from 

the Wavy, ae Gf course I was delighted, but 1! didn't let 

show through to Hamm that I was aware of these principles 

Bees I figured thet maybe net Grae a little premature 

in his revelation because the background that I knew that 

Ao” aw 
Hamm didn't know. So after Hamm left I sought out Major 

Reeder who by this time had become not only a very good 

boss but a very good personal friend and I tcld him about 

Hamm's story to me and reminded him that Friedman had 

revealed this several monti:s earlier to the Navy. Well 

this amused Reeder quite a bit and he laughed and then he 

explained why he was amused about it. He said "I talked to 
& 

Saford and itlengeré a few weeks ago 
A 

and.they told me that they were just about to receive from 

pilot 
IT&T the-preduct model of a cipher machine incorporating 

"s absence they proposed 
ome 

these principles and in Friedman 

Fae [are ms 



that when he comes back and this device arrives they will 

have a demonstration for you and the Arny, you'll He -danbbed 

over and you'll take a look at it." and he says “Frank 

I'm going to make sure you go sort oft awd So far as I was 

concerned that closed the evisode Reaves diane was no 

point in pursuing it. I was satisfied that the Japs though 

were not using this principle because I knew enough and 

had done envugh tests on it that and as a matter of fact 

I had run this thing against the text earlier before Hamp 

had proposed it because it was so close to the top of my 

mind I just couldn't avoid making the test really. 

TET Ee 
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typewriter and typists to dothe manuscripts, at least the first 

ete 

manuscript, and then the sorting well, then as we went from one code to 

“A 

the next code that is we took the MI11 and wanted to construct MI12 

it meant a realignment of the plaintext elements with the code groups 

and thus we had to make a scramble, a new scramble of the relationship 

between the code vocabularies and the plaintext vocabularies. This 

was a very onerous task and had to be done cleverly so there was fit 

system or rhyme or reason that could be used by a cryptanalytic 

organization who might undertake the study of this code to their 

yt, 
4h 

advantage. |al dont remember the exactpthat we were invited over to 

‘the Navy to see this first model of the new device, but I believe it 

was within a couple of months after Friedman's return. He and Sinkov 

te and Kullback and I were invited over to the fhavy where they gave us 

a demonstration of the device, and I must say teat I was personally 

real gratified when I saw the theory put into hardware. It was a 

US 4 a 
much better device from design and construction standpoint. -Much 

more rugged, much more reliable than the M134Tl. The keyboard ,for 

example, on the device was specially built, modification of the teletype 

‘9 
re 

IT&Ty/keypunch. The rotors were well built stainless steel parts were 
A 

in them. This the Wavy required for operation on the battleships. 

The electrical components were first class for those days. The contacts - - 

ax 
ere very difficult part of a cipher machine are the separator contacts 

~- (wr Wie 

that operate between the moving as i designed » 
2 

-in-these-and Jt was a most beautiful thing to look at from where I 

go 

stood and I couldn't keep my hands off its ame Or course the Navy was 
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delighted to find somebody as enthusiastic about it as I appeared to 

be. Well we spent, I dont know, 1 lose all track of time but I think 

at this N 

it was a couple of hours just lookinggand talking about it. One of 

a little bit 

the things that bothered pee I look back is the Scripts 

incorporation of an extra/@#10-point wheels in front of the two sets 

vr ae ; sit 
of wheels, one, of which eae—cet provided the substitution maze as 

Ut: 

they called and the other the control maze.,@ad I was very curious 

n 

about the circuitry that they'd decided on in terms of the association 

éud piaks 

of the contacts on the mpbates of the control maze with the stepping 

magnets of th both mazes. Of course; the stepping of the first maze 

defied 

was metric and required Bay OREBO Ly DUE the stepping of the—mace-vwhickh= 

; thing 

the wheels which comprised the substitution maze was a criticaljin 

the whole concept and that poe course, was achieved by the circuitry 

through the control maze. As I recall the machine and Look)jthe design 

of the stepping mechanism was far in advance of the stepping m@chanism 

used in the M134 that Friedman had just distributed. In the Army 134 , 

a single solenoid was energized top the energy stored up in the solenoid 

then kicked the wheel forward. If the spring got weak or the voltage 

‘nr 

dropped off, sometimes the magnet would not energize store up enough 
ve 

energy to push the wheel forward, aad Lf the contacts wheels themselves 

got a little gummed up then the resistance of the wheel would overcome 

the push of the solenoid and you'd get an operational failure. The 

machine built by IT&T for the Macy had a positive mechanical drive with 

only a trigger operated by the electrical circuit and this trigger could 

a= 

be adjusted so that ws it required only a little bit of aaezEey, Sut 

RAE ANSE ea ee 
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thes it wasn't apt to gum up like the wheel in the Arny device ,and 

this was a beautiful thing to contemplate,and I think in the ITS&T 

model that they produced for the lavy they used real forward looking 

engineering ,and I can remember the feeling that look we are ahead of 

the rest of the world in cipher machine production. This is beautiful. 

Mechanically we're good and of course I was convinced that crypto- 

graphically we were good because there it was) the idea you see, right 

Mahe 
in the machine. Well there wasn't we could do about this machine, 

A : . | ik 
nor was there much we wanted to do about changing jbecause the work 

7 ppflera lar 
that had been done engineering wise was very cae, f£ the principles. 

\ 

We didnt see, though, the advantage of the extra set of rotors that 

a. 
the Navy had introduced for Army purposes. We preferred ‘the, plugboard. 

heee- 
The Wavy for some reason didn't like plugboards, but this was not a 

he 
point to this-was-not—a-peint te quibble about. Now I'd like to go 

a little bit further down the historical path of this thing. I think 

from this point on in the story of the ECM or the 134 is ee eee 
aN 

I think it was 4 wonderful cD al a miraculous thing ,that phraugh 

the accidents I've described here, the Arny and avy decided to have 

a machine that would be used by both that was identical in chassis , 

identical in operation and which permitted. through the issuance of 

differently wired rotors to the two services sort of a three-part 

séncepe Sepadation, Far example) using the same chassis the ML34T the 
chassis ~— é ‘ 

ECMpwe called it the ML34T1, 2 or 3, I dont remember what type it was ~ - 

probably type 2,and type 3 came on later, using that same chassis with 

a rotor of the nature the difference between rotors being the wiring 
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different 

of the rotors and you could have just as many,Wwired rotors as you 

want and they'd all work in the machine: amé Ehe control rotors were 

A 
interchangeable with the substitution rotorstamd Ehis was an 

ae 
@o it made both the operation and the construction of the 

\ 
machine acceptable to both services, Bu¥ now this is what resulted. 

advantage 

The ie could, by having its own set of wheels; have privacy of its 

own communications within the naval service. The Arny by having its 

own set of wheels could have privacy of communications within the is 

CUNSVA | Wey 

army services, emd could extend the use of this machine down through 

4 a , 

the echelons without, jeopardizing the Navy messages enciphered by 

the machine | because they used different meets, ene likewise not having 

SUR — ’ N ie epee A 
its @ee, communications jeopardized by the Wavys use and indeed misuse 

cay 

MK 
because the principle was powerful at that point in time that our 

A Sma, 

cryptanalytic capability wasn't affected by it... Zt could resist 

there A 

everything we knew at that time. NOW, was a third domain of advantage, 

aad Ehis was in terms of joint communication between naval elements 

and tee army elements. Of course the Air Force not being separated 

off from the Army at that time,there was no third service communication 

requirement needed. Now there was another sort of advantagef’ that if 

you wanted to use this machine for the War Department gommand network 

you could have a special set of rotors wired up for the War Department 

command network,then for the next echelon down you could have a different 

set of rotors so that you maintained the integrity of the communication 

-of the relative echelons of commands both in the Army and the svy as 

well as the joint communications,a@d this was a most persuasive and 
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forward step I think in practical cryptography because before you 

had to have a different set of codebooks and these became onerous - - 

but here ard Tictie "pldecs, of/zotors was all you needed was-a little 

pamphlet that told you how to use the rotors and so the concept was 

indeed very practical.) Now when we beg&n collaborating with the 

British there was.a third advantage which came out *ael fhe British 
N 

used Oey es It was not a very practical machine. It wasn't 

near the slick article that IT&T had produced for the Aeaue and Wavy 

yw this joint contract that ultimately came @foutsamd I remember 

eee in with ee Ree and with che faritish communicators#and trying 

to determine what kind of a cryptographic system would be used for 

combined communications between US forces both Army and havy and their 

opposite numbers the British. \\The British openly proposed the Type X. 

We did not propose the ECM on orders from high command both in the Army 

and Navyy’ that we would look at their devices but we would not tell 

ane Fhis was prudent,and I believed that this was 
J a 

.2 good decision because we had watched HDBOEE yaad we didn't want ,by 
a 

revealing our device to the British yto jeopardize the security of the 

ECM by spreading the knowledge any further than we had to. I think 

we got a good aed neat solution to this because by a sli ht modification g } aa iy g 

a 
of the control circuit in i ea we could make it duplicate the Type 

x Xo we accepted the Type X for combined communications with special 

rotors but we postulated that we would use our own modified machines, 

which the British could not have access ie our code rooms and they 

could use the Type X. In other wards we could take this ECM and convert 
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it and-duplicate everything that the Type X,and actually it was a more 

efficient machine than the British Type X. \Now let me sort of philoso- 

a minute yan 

phizejhere because I don't, whether anybody else saw this as vividly as 

I didsBut if I think back at what a conglomeration of a mess we would 

' wor ok core 
have had if we had to a Wavy machine , which was one type of machine; @* 

and an army mathine, Which was another type of machine, we'd probably 

have to have a third machine which would be needed for the joint 

communications and then when we got into the combined communications 

AW 
, ° with the British I don't whether we could have modified one of these 

machines or what kind of a thing we'd had,Go I think it wasa ad 
a) 

heavenly miracle that the decision was taken when it was taken for the 

Army and lyavy to use the same machine.asd I thank the Lord that we 

collaborated in the production of this thing and I'n quite sure that 

one of the uatebiuuetess ea eke Signals Intelligence Service made to 

tiald WON TL 
the winning of the war Wet is found in the good sound cryptography 

that developed and which was finally realized when the machines were 

put in use. And I think there was one side advantage of this that 

probably has been lost sight of. In our arrangements with the bivy to 

have the ECM bulk-produced, the Havy, who, let the contract, wanted to get 

the devices out to the fleet and naval stations on shore, S0 they had 

planned to take the first output of the assembly line where these 

machines were being built. The Army was going to take the second 

SNE 
batch. I don't remember how many was in the first batch but +t was 

enough to satisfy the avy requirements and then the Acmy was going 
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a a 

equipg each division, angthe War Départment command circuits, related 
A i 

circuits with second batch. Now just about the time they-were_eemine 
“A 

o&f, the first models were coming off the assembly line is when the 

Japs hit us at Pearl Harbor. The Army mobilized overnight and there 

was an urgent a for cipher machines. There was a batch of cipher 

Serie \ ; machines with ee nameplates on them. The Wavy didn't need these 

machines so agreement between the Army and havy Was to flipy and—what 

they _had-te—de—te—put_itnto effect this ehange-in-plan, the flip namely 

being that the Army took first rn and the tao took the second batch 

ito le ¢ 
of machines, Au they had to doqtwo guys, one with a cold chisél,a small 

dyed 
chisel and a hammer and he went down and knocked the nameplates off - — 

and the second came along and put the Army nameplates on where the Wavy 

nameplates had been removed. Now this is a piece of ruck {Su really 

don't deserve, but we had it and thank the Lord that we did have it 

because if we'd had those separate machines the Army might not have had 

machines for its division until it was too late for them to be effectively "The 

usedy-aied we. ‘would have had another repetition of what I'd like to tell 
(SiGCum ) 

as the SIGCOM story. _ It might be important at this particular point 

to make a comparison between the status of cryptography with reference 

mame 
to cipher machines in the various nations. } I mentioned the British 

Type  x(feas fae—beyend—the-—was- far below ae beautiful model produced 
seg EOL 

by IT&T. Let me talk a little bit about the Type X. Type X was a 

modified Enigma if you look at it substantially. The greatest advantage 

that the British had incorporated in it was that it had wheels with a 

Cem phe) i double row of contacts. Just as the telephone, uses a double contact 
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to insure positive operation of the relay, the British applied this 

ne fabs 
prinicple of a double circuit to the wheel to insure positive operation 

of the wheel ¢ontacts because they were the greatest source of trouble 
Lou take - + 

in a rotor machine. 4 That is; the contacts quite a bit of resistance 
dt 36 4 
uw 

build UPA 2 small voltage traveling over a circuit that passes through 

a bunch of contacts that may become dirty overnight,particularly if its 

in an area where there's quite a bit of moisture, smog and sea water, 

§o the British\had built this mechanical or electrical advantage into 

the machine, but its motion was a great deal like the ML34T1 that 

cw 
Friedman had distributed,and—it-wee-met I think they were about equally 

reliable because we did use the M134Tl effectively as a backup system 

in the War Department Lommand net for special communications with the 

ju back ; 
intercept stations, awd the last me@eage intercept message that was 

sent from Corregidor was enciphered in one of the two machines that 

ge 7 
Friedman tookqwhen he first distributed the M134. Now what were the 

Germans using in that timeframe? They used the Enigma. We ewe were 

not unfamiliar with the Enigma because,as a part of this cryptographic 
+ 

purchase program that had been set up when the Signal Intelligence 

Service was first organized, we'd gotten a copy of the commercial Enigma 

and we understood it very well. The military and naval in our Enigmas 

we finally discovered being used by the Germans were some improvement 

over the commercial Enigma. Cryptographically they were much better 

because they had this plugboard arrangement,and s@ you could vary from 
| 
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day to day the relationship between the contacts of the keyboard and 

gud 
the input bt ae ae plate on the rotor maze. The control 

AY 

principlejof both the Type X ad the Enigma , all being rotor machines 

of course, the]ftype Xfand Enigma both used mechanical key generator. 

ciel 

The key was mechanically generated and pretty much a modification of 

shy ppins j i the 

the metric: ab, “the same you a en your odometer on your automobile. 

I believe 

This of course could be varied so you could have two wheels which »the 

British had achieved in the Type X.|1 The Germans had their own special 

way of working this but it Wa@s totally predictable and built into the 

mipWine, Compared with the ECM and its control maze the motor key was 

much more flexible in variation and 4&7 was limited only by your wheel 

combinations that were set up mathe wiring of ie RS in the 

control maze. The order of security was much greater so far as the 

motor key was concerned in the ECM than it was in thd Type Xifor the 
fice I believe 

German Enigmas, even in the best models which\were used by the German 

navy. Also the ECM had the advantage that you could sort of build in 

the mechanical motor key which duplicated the| Eype Xja@@ we actually 

converted some of thea ECMs to do Enigma work pessoaacthey if you 

had to decipher an Enigma messagelthe British didn't of course have any 

device as versatile as this SCH vel They used their own modified Type 

Se 

X aw I remember seeing a battery of them at Bletchley Park when I \ 
inspected the Bombe installation and the decoding section they had 

there. The Bombe installatiomwere separate. But most of the decoding 

and air 

was done in the German military, sectior at Bletchley. Now lets take 

a look at the Japanese machines. The Japanese machines were generically 

{Go in As 
different fen the cryp. raphy they employed from either} Type Spprhiich 

was an Engima rype the Eype X jand sone as bein pretty much comparable» 
| 
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Tre ECM weemeh was more like the oes. X aa Enigma but with greater 

“ Red BES 
advantages built into it. The Japanese Zines, the, Bad machirte, and 

the early on version of the Navy machine which enciphered the Coma bese 4 

7 Heber 
used what I think cal be best described as a half Hebren type of wheel. 

He ripe WALK axe ch 

Let me explain that a minute. A Hebren if you look at it, if you take 
: be { : = “a A 
re bour ie Kuk 

a Hebren type wheel and slide it between a ao al will produce 
A : : 

sort of a substitution square. Now this substitution square can 

if you will 

eryptamalytical ty or cryptographically or cryptologically,be replaced 
\ 

Vi &e nere 

by two viginere squares’ the result of the sliding of fhe two series 

of contacts one on each face of in wheel against the Atpiates, So 

Heber V (qenere. ‘ fh: 

Hebven then, is really a double-wiginere substitution. Now in the / i 

f 

eee and the early Navy machine there was a commutator which 

oe that . ; Nigewtne 
effected a substitution whieh could be exemplified by a simp lettginere 

square, S@we-cedted bor a lack of a better term and because it was a 

very descriptive ae bile called the commutator used in the Red machine 

J frebows oe 
and the early Navy machine a half substitution. Now there were 

two commutators in the Red machine, fhere was a small one for the six 

that had six contacts, and a large one for the twenties. Both these 

were linked mechanically so they could not get out of step, But the 

on 

mechanical linkage was driven by what evidently was a pin wheel of some 

2 within the #W@ machine the 

motor wheel afforded was basically a 47-point wheel and certain of the 

pins or certain of the positions on this could be varied either to 

produce a step or, to skip a step, aad -his is what interrupted the 

IGemone Hob ere 
movement of the viginere or half Hebren type commutator to produce 
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the substitution. It was a very simple concept and was prehably not 

as good as what we found in the Rey h na. Lf you examinedit carefully. 

Now the Purple machine was a breed of cats entirely different. Weve 

found anything like it in the literature. There was nothing like it 

in the machines, the Enigma was entirely different. What the Japs 

had done evidently was to use the concept of employing telephone 

relays. That hadnt been done before. We never thought about. As a 

matter of fact I didn't know about telephone relay until Rosen brought 

it in and said why don't we use one of these to effect the substitution 

for the sixes on the Purple machine we're building. I'll ese ‘the 

Purple story but venadeute know about telephone relays until we'd actually 

gone deeply into the solution of the Purple machine. Telephone relays | 

and the stepping relays in the sense that they could provide a crypt- 

ographic mechanism. Now the Japs then I think were in a completely 

different concept with their Purple tatiana rest of the world 

because we had pretty much tied ourselves to the rotor concept. awd Ehe 

Japs. evidently} tke rotors or didn't know about them because they never 

used them. Now there was another machine, the Hagelin machine, which was 

ou DAwoen 
Straight mechanical device. The demr machine was a failure-because 

electrically wasn't reliable/So Hagelin gambled strongly on the develop- 

ment of this device. We-beught—a—whete—buncth-of them for use as-a 

\ae bought the rights from Hagelin, I think the US government did and 

we had one of the typewriter concerns up in New England build a whole 

mess of them. I believe they're the 209s. That was about the state- 

of-the-art in cipher machines around the turn of the '30s into the '40s. 

I'm real prowl GS, got IT&T to build the ECM because it worked 

throughout the war and was most reliable. qT think we had the best 
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ae 

cipher of anybody. The Hagelins £they—used them-and-etectricahly 

¥'m-serry the Italians used the Hagelin principle 

—— AY ee wid 

except it was motor driven, the machines were motor driven instead of 

crank driven. The bryha. machine never penis nobody ever used the 
J A 

Krag a I think it was used for some German communications but they 

weren't very important. 

Was the ECM ever used for non-military communications? Diplomatic? 

No. Actually if you look at WWII the main communications in the 

diplomatic fields were between London and Washington.and—+think—there 

Diplomatic communications don't amount to cee in 

war time. . They're great things in peacetime , put whomcbost oF your 

diplomatic work just siesta nder tte em considerations, 

sndeeehel bullt of communications between Washington and’ London were 

-- btdutar 
military, =-mean Eisenhower and George Marshall. 

Did the President use the ECM? 

Not in the sense that the President personally typed the message but 

his messages were all encoded in the ECM. The ECM was lecbed-at, looked 

upon by both the roy and the avy as the ultimate in US secure 

, Weld War Dy 
communications during WHEL and naturally it carried the best, the most 

secret traffic. Some of the Roosevelt-Churchill conversations and some 

of the high-level military communications were carried by the SIGSALLY. 

This is that special voice encipherment system that was set up by 

BELL Telelphone between the Pentagon and the War Room in London and, 

of course the advantage there was to be able to use the telephone 

securely. The Germans pene ae ion the the SIGSALLY. It was well 
A 

ahead of its day. I think fell Labs did a magnificent job in coming 
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up with what they did at thé time they did. 

Q: (ae) Did we assist with that at all? 

A: Yes. From the standpoint of the cryptography we had and this was the 

Signals Intelligence Service, Leo Rosen and 1 were—te work with Bell 

Labs in analyzing and assessing the security of this thing. 

5 wus 

It was good. The security was good, and We make some nasty remarks 
A ‘ 

about it but we didn't really have any thing to add to the security 

ove 

because what they did is they used a random noise source which then 
A 

: ermam 

was mixed somewhat along the Seenan principle with the voice channels 

pias yt 

and so you got a real good encipher It was one-time key really and 

so) have Na KS Chaat ts 

they had kad a bunch of plates cut and distributed between Washington 
aN n 

d 

and London. These were the two centers that SIGSALLY serviced. All 

\ Beli 

other te ae with North Africa ,for example with Australia went 

through the Ban, nee Army and Navy separate channels. ded this is an 

example of what a wonderful thing it was that the Arny and Wavy used 

anny Fi 
5) the same doggone machine. One of the problems which was always with 

us during the 1930s is how the Army and base should work in collaboration 

in both the fields of intelligence production through cryptanalysis 

ww The 
and (improvement of twe cryptographic systemjso that the US BeEVAGES 

sheesh military naan a hopefully thts—~weekd=spitt-evrer—inte the 

LA Lr 
n oo Department|\which were the three major users of #ke cryptography yo 

in those days would have the best ciphers systems that could be achieved. 

in that time period. This was a fairly difficult problem for both sides 

because while on the technical level there was a great hunger for the 
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expansion of knowledge through exchange of ideas and discussion® as 

well as exchange of results, Fis hunger was not fully appreciated by 

44, nerd 
the more or less pelicans ep em echelon Generals and Admirals, ame 

This showed through very vividly in connection with the collaboration 

on the Japanese problem itself. Early on in our work in Japanese the 

Army and avy had tackled the Japanese systems, aad the exploitation 

of Japanese diplomatic ciphers,so far as the two~and. four-letter codes 

; : ol UM : 
which were used unenciphered te~fun transposed in those days, offered 

no problem but was really a magnificent training exercise to lay the 

groundwork for the more exacting responsibilities which developed when 

2G ir 
the Japbmese BBLS to improve their cryptography. The problem though 

which ATOSE, the vexing part of the problem was soon developed when the 

Heqan 

Army and Navy bégir translating the same messages and different versions 

NI 
of the same message would go from G2 and @& to the same recipient { let's 

say up in the State Dept _ There was a great bit of acrimonious discussion 

. dha 7 

which resulted from which Hes See reliable the Arny translation or the 
A 

on translation. Which version was more accurate? “This bothered those 

of us who were in the technical end of the business because we did not 

have any competence in translation. We could recover codes and recover 

keys and decode messages and we could turn them over to the translators 

who would reduce them to English, But whether {this was an accurate 

become mast 
translation sometimes, beeause ee Cen because Japanese in itself 

is a most difficult language to set over into English »Mert Johnny Hurt 

used to make a statement that I carry with me and I think is pertinent 

now that the best you can do in translating a Japanese message is to 
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make a commentary on what the substance of the message is. You can 

not do a word for word translation but you can describe in English 

what the Japanese text is trying to convey if you're dealing with a 

Message or a letter or a newspaper article. So according to Hurt's 

philosophy as I recollect it,Japanese would be avery difficult 

language to make sort of accurate verifiable translation of Ad The 

accuracy of the translation depends on the translators understanding 

of the subject matter which is being discussed in the Message. amd 

Ehis becomes Probably more of a problem in Japanese than it would in 

German or one of the Yomance languages. Now this problem became 

aggravated when the Red machine was solved, f think I mentioned earlier 

that the Army had made the initial break into the Red machine and we'd 

started into production on it and were feeding translations to G2. In 
ot Case 

our developing collaboration with the Navy, we had revealed to them what 

we had found out about the machines, and remember there-is—avery—strone- 

‘motivation—on—the-part—of the dra, there was a very strong motivation 

on the part of the Army and at the same time on the part of the Wavy - - Cawab Paricthe You wl , but tk was tung te ILiep "tach Oh, uafousnid + 

Since we were both Americans and since we both were sister services, 

tet it was in the common interest to exchange anything technical... 

any knowledge about the operation of cryptography of a foreign country 

because this might develop in some other aspect or context, maybe in 
system 

a military system or a naval system or a weatherjor an air system used 

by a foreign country, $e—there-was_a—sreat_motivation,—eallit patriotit- 

it _you_will,_but—it_was—thereto-keep—eactrother—infommenh So this 
that 

sort of acrimonious attitude developed from the comparison of the 
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translations was a little bit distressing But we didn't concern 

OPV cls ‘ ’ 

ourself A about it because our concept of translation was that lets 

then 

translate this in the Army and the Wavy ang ere pick the translation 

which sounds the best, most plausible and most in line with what the 

message really says Ganande of the basic difficulty of making the 

translation as Hurt described it,and let that stand and let G2 and 

ee this problem themselves. Now the problem in the Arny was 

a little bit different from that in the Wavy because the Wavy trans- 

lating people were the type that ie represented. He was a very 

good Japanese scholgr and most of the evaluation of the contents of 

the naval messages were done by Jepenesejtrained Japanese language 

trained officers. There weren't as many of these in the Army as we 

needed amé@ so instead of assigning these e2 we brought them up to 

ow 

supmeae the Army translation staff.aad the evaluation was done by the 

desk officers in G2 who might or might not be knowledgable in Japanese. 

Well) the intelligence which we developed out of the Red machine solution 

was of such a high quality that the Navy felt that this was no longer 

sort of a training exerciseeand—that G2 likewise felt the same way, and 

\ab were now getting intelligence of such importance that they could 

begin’ Some kind of a picture about the Japanese. There was a very able 

officer by ene name of Col. Bratton in G2 who probably contributed 

more to this concept than any previous officer we'd had. Bratton was 

a 

Japanese trained, he was intelligence trained, he was fairly senior 
A 
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officer, he was a full colonel, and spent a lot of time in the Orient 

and probably had a better understanding of what was required than anybody 

else in G2 or in the War Department at that time,amd I can remember 

Bratton coming up and being in the office, standing outside the vault 

-- qe os Dauslahoy 
door out of which we operated y before got there early in the morning « 

—te-verdfy-e—tranciationsand Ehe specific one I remember dealt with the 

tripartite arrangement between Japan, Germany and Italy and it was the 

first announcement of this,amsd Bratton was terribly concerned about the 

2 e : 2 ° whi implications of this for the obvious reason that the Japs and the Germans 
A 

and the Italians all got together it meant something pretty formidable 

. thar 
that the US would be confronted with and she war plans would have to 

be examined. The whole posture of the US military might be affected 

by #& this diplomatic development. Now,as we see now-the imperteanee 

punpevhuw + 
ef& the contents of mnese Messages becoming more and more 

to Aw bar Bours aR 
and of greater interest a both services and—thatthe upper levels—ef— 

theArmy—andHevy-were—aware of it and we find thet now-in—time-that 
wor to mewhsu 

interest at the Presidential 

ele find another 
A 

development taking place namely, this old competitive attitude between 

ib 
the Army and ass and who gets the credit for it if you want, te put 

level/ and at the Secretary level in the State Departmen 

—— 

+ bluntly. I can remember once when I took dee et was gone for about 

three weeks and before I left we had successfully predicted all the 
A ~~ Hal 

Red cipher machine keys for a year ahead, awd If felt, ens the work 
A 

load is diminished and before I get on another project I had better 
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get aig leave in because I ce Anes cane erat Sek leave and when 

I left the pot had begun to boil in terms of who gets the credit for 

these messages, who really broke this. We felt pretty strongly about 

it because Kullback, Solomon Kullback and Frank Rowlett had made the 

entry into the Red machine and it was Army property. The solution to 

the Red machine was Army property. Although we've got to give some 

credit to the haar for telling about the cryptographic instruction of 

the Japanese naval sists aich the Red machine was a prototype. 

But the simple fact is that the eeaey hadjread the !Red machine and they'd 

had ample opportunity and intercept to do, but because of their pre- 

occupation with the naval problem’had not paid sufficient attention to 

the diplomatic problem to carry on this next and) as it turned out be 

we very feasible step in working on the Japanese diplomatic traffic. 

This point was appreciated by the folks on the) top echelons of the 

War Department and made a big issue of in their arguments with the 

people on the top of the echelon of the lie Nanslenene as to who should 

get credit. I think Te pretty obvious that the Arny wanted credit 

for the whole kit and @aboodle and the havy couldn't tolerate this-+am 

I can side with both because I don't 

think it really made any difference who got the eredit as long as the 

word got up to the people who needed to have it. ; But evidently it 

made some difference somewhere in the avy, maybe before it got to 

the Secretarial level and in the Arny before it got to the Secretary 

(cher 

of War. So when I came back from leave George Beecher who was one of 



the military students assigned met me almost at the front door on the 

first morning I came back and he said We've got a terrible oe on our 

hands. Watwe It was decided while you were gone that the drmy would 

send the translations up one day and the Wavy would send the translations 

up the other day,aad They drew straws to see which service would get 

the odd day and even day and it was decided.Bit it doesn't work because 

what they're using is the date that the message was translated and we 

if still got this duplication of effort. How do we solve it? This may 
L 
oe 

seem absurd but I think (does demonstrate sort of the lack of understanding 

of the technical aspects of the kind of work ERet we were doing, a 

eb finally concluded that, since the Japanese changed their key ona 

24-hour basis,at midnight PR ener eee See eT message 4 } “ 
which was applied in the key for the calendar day listed in the Japanese 

= 
AN 

code instructions pamphlet and that was the proper cryptographic date 

of the message and that would also be considered as the origination 

date of the wieoeeee, ahd Phen we would have another little box down on 

the corner of the translation which said "date translated" because that 

could be anywhere from twelve hours to Eve EyTour: months away from the 

cryptographic date of the message. Well if it had not been for this 

nicety of the Japanese changing theft cryptographic date of their 

hat 
message at 2400 we Wapieee Deee able to resolve this problem between 

the Army and Wavy as to who get@ credit for the delivery or production 

of the translation. I think it is also a sad commentary on the people 

gage WO 
who receivey the message who thought some special magic that the Army 

A 
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or avy had which permitted them to produc message Galyyon an 

Ow 
odd or even day. I have never resolved this absurdity. I apologize 

i 

for bearing down so hard on this odd-even day thing because it may 

seem trival as we look at it today but at that time it was happening 

it was a big issue-amd I think’ gives a pretty good example of just 

what the climate was at that time in terms of collaboration between 

the Army and, Wavy. Actually these problems were not real problems 

in terms of what was going on in the more technical aspects of the 

work because there was this strong motivation on the part of each to 

keep the other apprised yé anything new that was developed. Another 

difficulty we had +a which had to be surmounted was the reluctance of 

either service to disclose its cryptographic principles to the other. 

Ww 

The ss however I think showed tHe wisdom o& calling on the Army for 

consultation purposes when it approached Friedman in terms of the 

testing of che ‘Hebron principles md I think we Oe te realize that 

we had to exchange information aed assist in that/kind of a fashion 

if we were to do the best kind of a job we could for the country. So 

this soon became accepted as a principle of collaboration. Now one of 

the examples of collaboration between the Arny and the Wavy that I 

think might be considered for a minute wet sce ies of the strip 

cipher as a joint system. The Army used codes mainly in the early '30s/ 

about 1935 I would say is the time frame) and the ‘eee had certain 

ciphers dnd code systems which they used for the fleet and shore 

installation communications. Now to develop a system that could be 
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used and totally viable for joint use between the brmy and eo was 
A f 

one of the problems we had to solve. This was done by a sort of 

conference at the technical level between Friedman who headed up the 

Arny side and,I believe it was I don't remember who was on the hiewy 
“A 

side, I don't think it was Wenger@ in this instance, but as a result of 

Ma, 
this it was decided if we could take the M&@i which at that time was 

authorized for Arny use and make it more secure that something like 

that might be a good thing to use for joint communications. However, 

Mad 
our work on the en to our research as students in the Army, had 

convinced us that it was not a proper cipher to be used and should be 

rejected and eliminated from our communications security usage as 

soon as possible sand We were most reluctant in the Army to propose 
f ‘\ 

wy 

and accept this as a joint communication, because we didn't want to 
a 

Lary alse 

continue to use it,and We were afraid if we accepted it as the joint 
A 

system that it would be perpetuated unnaturally beyond its already 

too long a life. I think its pretty obvious that the strip system 

celtrwt 

came out aS a more or less automatic result of these discussions ef 
A 

Wa aw | 
the and the need for joint systeme.amgi I remember that we collab- 

A 

orated in the development of the strip cipher device. Some of the 

early models of it were made out of plastic covered paper and these 

GA Ut 

were not very good. The strips were thick, about a 1/16 “ printed 
A 

at the Government Printing Office and overlayed on cardboard stock 

which was pretty fragile, amd if you started shoving these strips up (] 

ure ql 

and downgholders they'd break jand pretty soon you had an inoperable 
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system. Seiler and his group over at the eval Gun factory had some 

milling machines they used, awd Ehey took some aluminum sheets about 

don. dak 

1/4 or 5/16 in thickness and big toh hold 15 strips and build out 

some dovetail slots that would accept a strip of paper. aad ‘fhis looked 

like a pretty good device. Another approach to it was to rivet some 

round bars on a metal plate big enough again to guide the strips. These 

didn't work so good because = you had rivets all the way down the 

bar, and we could visualize only three or four PeRR ES even now and 

—~— = 

then the strip would get caught under the bar, wedge itself in,and 

HELV : 

you'd tzy the strip and again the device became inoperable. Finally 

some molded bakelite bases were made and the system then began to 

reach the realm of feasability, om was in fact adopted by the Army and 

besry as a joint a con nie eeanti system. Now this was a healthy 

thing, to be confronted with a problem and have to solve it jointly ° 

oad put the joint resources to work and to get a successful solution 

; ther 

was encouraging, amd Ehis meant a step closeryb tween the Army and avy 

at least so far as the technical people were concerned ,and I think 

probably was a very useful thing in laying the groundwork for the 

later collaboration and adoption ofAECM when the time came for that 

decision to be made. Other aspects of collaboration where ve, bain 

to work together was found in the intercept. The Le had eens 

considerable facilities in the uae = and we were trying “and they 
Ni 

were intercepting both diplomatic phrase from diplomatic net. They 

had the best coverage possible from it, and we were trying to develop 

Some 

some military intercept, intercept frem Japanese military messages 
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from Manila and without success. We didn't realize it at the time 

2 

but it became evident later that you have to send a message before you 
Can 

‘ag intercept it and the Japanese military just weren't sending any 

messages. They didn't have any need to in that time in history 

although when they began the invasion of China later on why there was 

a great rash of Japanese military messages suddenly blossomed up« asad 

O£ course when we saw this happen we realized why we'd been unable to 

intercept Japanese military messages in the earlier years. So this 

collaboration sort of dividing up the intercept field without total 
2s A 

commitment to responsibility mainly as a friendly arrangement rather 
“A 

a3 ned 
than a hard and fast arrangement I think ime SISHION also another 

A . 

step forward in collaboration. We're now reaching the point where 

about the time the Purple system came into being we find that the 

Arny [and| Wavy, so far as the Japanese is concerned, are producing 

Se translations on an odd and even basis. There is a complete change of 
2 

technical information, cryptanalytic intercept and the other important 
Qa. : 

materials of exploitation and #f fairly friendly and rested and easy young 

‘i bearer ‘getme relationship between the technical people. Phis—beganeviderees 
Ai. Ba A. 

ee \trouble began to emerge shortly after the introduction of Purple. 

I saw this pretty clearly because when the new ied eg B machine 
pa 

was introduced in March whatever year it was which slips me for the 
A 

minute, the Navy was as much interested in breaking into it as we in 

the Amy. I think the havy kind of felt like well the Army scooped us 

on this Red machine lets scoopAA them on the Purple machine and this 
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4 

was terrific because it stimulated both of us to lot stronger effort al bs ot 

than we might have if we'd been operating without this competitive 
A 

spirit. The first appearance of this change in attitude or change in 
eon 

Dhee haul 
philosophy came, thresh the Purple machine, that resisted our solution 

efforts for about 4 or 5 months and the bala began to get pressure - - 

thar 
I believe this was about the time they Admiral Redman was beginning 

to make his influence felt strongly in the Wavy and the decision was 
; A 

taken that any effort which remained over and above what was required 

for work on the Japanese naval systems could then be applied to the 

ties 
diplomatic. Now as you begin to work oi Geeeaerapinto system and you 

A “Ad, A 

gu “ne 
know more about it, you find that you need more and more help on it. 

on df you begin to get a break for example in the navy system with this 

sort of: greater urgency on naval problems you if you were -in the navy--— 

would then tend to break away from the diplomatic and first thing you 

know the diplomatic effort is just atrophied ,I guess is a good word 

iy 
for ity Ahe point of where you might as well break it off and not 

: Hew si Sa . 
do it. I think +t was an interesting sidelight on this that I might 

pul X) 
bringimaybe when we talk about Purple, but we found that the Navy ,along 

about six months after the B machine had come into effect, had sort of 

decided that it was no longer an important thing for them to work on. 

and—se They turned away from it and went to work on the navy ciphers. 

Well, this bothered us in the Army a little bit because we kind of felt 

like maybe the easiest way to get into some of the naval systems was 

through solving this new machine, because Lt was a good machine and 
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they might be using it in the avy ‘atid’ ‘it seemed not to prudent, at 

least that was my attitudg for the heey to drop its effort. That was 

the Navy decision and they did. We didn't argue too strongly against 

it because then we would have been meddling in — policy, and this 

was against the ethics of the Army and we were charged not to try to-.- 

well to avoid any meddling if we knew how to do it. I think from this 

rev ear} led 
point on until we +eweetesé to the hee that we "d successfully broken 

the Purple machine in the Arny , the situation tended to get a little 

worse, But it took a sudden turn within days after the — discovered 

that we were again into the main stream of intelligence between 

erdens 
Washington and Tokyo and the other -hetes-of the Purple machine. a:id 

ff, they felt a strong compulsion to get back onto the diplomatic tiekt/¢ 

in full force. teed Ehis continued until Pearl Harbor. The — effort 

from that time on on the diplomatic remained as great as was required 
A al 

“ th. AK 
and) en example of their increased interest in diplomatic traffic is 

iw uw 

found that they called in some reservists - this was the Frank Raven, 
lynn, fhu. 

George @¢&d, the protherhood group, who were put onywatches over in 

the abs to make sure that the Navy was doing at least its share of 

the RBaE EL Ce were ready to do more. Of course we had augmented our 

effort in the Arny because the traffic was much more valuable from an 

Since 
intelligence standpoint beseuse now we were delivering it to the 

On ee 
President, G2, State Dept, Secretary of State, everybody was, this was 

A“ 

a big deal of the day for them to see what the Japanese were saying to 

hid 
each other, eo Ehe interest ,was generated there was reflected back 
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into the working circles in the sense that: we moved things faster, 

UW a 
we got intercepts, faster, we turned out the translations faster, we 

/ JA 

screened the traffic looking for interesting items. I say "We", I 

mean this—is the people in G2 and Ost as well as the cryptanalytic 

whe uu 

organizations made sure that those items which an interest had been 

CV Yuk sud a pee 

expressed ae ateees Presidential, Secretarial (ete wade ee 
F A 

ke got up there just as quickly as they could, aed jn fact it was in 
it 

this period I remember two things that are worth, sibie mention. 

== ay N 

One ,for one year,I think there wasn't a single Japanese diplomatic A i. , 
message that we'd intercepted that we couldn't/except a I believe 

these MERE PAE of these was a numerical message which was addressed 

wt 5 BE Haak 
to Hanoi and I think the reason that we didn't read it was the intercept 

operator made a mistake and typed in the wrong heading on it ,ambEt 

was a maybe a French or Spanish ae ig Japanese codes 

: : Shag es ZL 

wouldn't work on that. Kei We had a little batch of traffic that we 

f But U 
so badly garbled that you couldn't tell what it WAS, ae event some of 

WE. had ’ A 

this wéc@ teed ferreted out and gone in the middle. We lost the heading 
A“ “A 

and the beginnings and endings and just little stretches in the middle 

that the intercept operator had sent ene we liked for them to do 

this because we might miss the heading at one intercept station and 
ai 

pick it up at another, @M@,by patching the two together you could come 

out with a complete Testo we encouraged the intercept stationSto 

do duplicative work, ut, there mae trivial, microscopic amount « 'd 

say less than a message that we failed to read in one year,.and I did 
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a little work on this to see if there was in fact a message that 

we hadn't read and thesé are the results of that survey which was 

stimulated more by curiosity than necessity. Now we also made 

arrangements in that time frame to get the messages directly from 
| The Taps we! file@ | 
the cable companies in Washington, witci=had their messages to be 

sent to San Francisco by landline and then in San Francisco at the 

commercial radio station they'd be put on the air on a regular 

schedule and would be transmitted to Tokyos ard Conversely when they 

came from Tokyo to Washington,which was our high priority circuit, 

tie 65 idio 2 they'd come by landline from Perttre into Washington. Well Earl Cook¢, 
Farle Cook, yn thER het, ‘ 

Lt Fard—Covke, would every morning on his way to work come by the 

cable company up in Washington and pick up well, they had a little dark 
~~ he itp there as 

room a little room wpstetes with a camera in it, and he—woutd-teke-atti A 

the—zpanese=-mescages—that he would be given all the Japanese messages 

that had been filed or received that—dey in the 24 hours preceding. 

He would go into this little room, photograph them with this little 

aud - 
Kodak camera that he had set up there dr the light since Saas then bring 

the exposed film down to a dark room that we had set up in the Signal 

Intelligence Service ,amd We "4 develop the film and print up the copies 
Aa 

innediatelyfand this was a matter of 30 or 40 minutes processing time 

f&cause we sort of rushed processing, amd le could in those cases ,and 
a 
é 

I've seen this happen many times, we*%e had the messageAand the trans- 

lation in G2 and the Japs were still servicing the thing to make sure 
ARQ « : 

it had gotten through to Tokyo 4 We had text of a lot of these messages, 
f NN 
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and in any case we wanted to I'm sure; @ could have beaten the Japs 

in processing. This is true of the 14-part NES SHIGE because we had 

that text as it came in typed up and delivered while the Japanese 
res su shee 

ing out one finger at ¢his typewriter trying ta. Praduce 
hiss Ta OVW UU l FUSE ’ m ie iS be ne that same “copy pie See ere his sidekick needed for Hull. seals andtyn 

eM Oh 
Kueus wy Kurasy ~s 

ens correct. It didn't begin with an'S. : Now,as ou—can seein lip ige 

site, 2 as you can probably feel from what I've said in the few months mae 

preceding Pearl Harbor, the problems of collaboration had almost 

totally disappeared between the two services and they had developed 

a very aaa eiseéinda between them so that there was apabrass 

instead of hinderance, and I think its important to note this because 

as we look forward down into the post-war years this was one of the 

strongest arguments the Wavy could offer in its presentation of its 

case for continued separation of the two activities. Now during the 

war years collaboration problems were not didn't offer much of a 

hinderance to the efforts, with the exception lets es of the weather 

problem where the iis felt a strong responsibility, cosy had to 

satisfy the naval weather requirements and that they could not rely- - a ad his. e 
this was the service requirementw—You know the counterpart responsi- 

bility principle was applied strictly to this in rie Wa avy. Outside 

of that of course the Army couldn't accept this because our planes 
a wt adher You 

fly “the same >, Wet ships sail in we just couldn't seem to get this 
A 

across to the Navy, and if we did they weren't in a position to accept 
little 

it. Outside of this and maybe a couple of other, problems) collaboration 

was magnificent between they, There was some jflousy which seem to be 
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generated and I think this was more personal thing. -It depended on 
Ae phy A WS +o 

the individual “mere tehan the service ef who could get along better, 
ae Cerlermaw 
with the British put Red Gerdamen I think kept the Arny pretty much 

in line, and Smedberg, Capt Smedberg later Admiral Smedberg of the 

aie would not tolerate any nonsense, aad So the two chief partiesy: 

the army technicans and the navy technicians off GCHOF had no problems 

that weren't immediately solved by the effectivé policies laid down 
Cerderuiiyre 

by Gerdaman- and Smedberg. But it’s interesting to note they had to 

th 
lay down these policies because it seemed to be a sort of, spontaneous 

thing that the service competitive spirit would tend to go up if you 

didn't keep it under control;and the fact that they did have to 
i 

exercise control over it.as I saw it,sort of says that it could've 
had’ + pew’ Sci im ming ily Aly, J 

happened if it waen't, watched. Well, now things went along swiminely’ 

if I can use that PER MAE AA the end of the war and then we were 

confronted on both sides with this kind of a situation. Both the 
couldn't 2 

Army and the Wavy knew that they YA maintain,enormous work forces 

that had been accumulated during the war in this cryptologic business. 

So there was going to be a cutback, both in personnel and funds. 

Weid ws (Cy Tt 
Another very, very crucial point had to be decided. Early on in (FE 

the bdavy decided that they could not afford to work on any diplomatic 

system whatsoever: Zhey therefore announced to the Acmy that they 

were dropping all diplomatic work. 

a: (fice) WWI ox WWII? . 
UA 

AY WWII. This was oe ce aba announced eney were dropping all 

fhuiceie bit on spanish, 
dud sare ace 

Freyhed a little bit on gcc. | jwwers. more Poken effort. The Arny 
“A 

had done most of the work on Floradora system. This was Kullback's 
yer or fe robe es BEE (aren 
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Cerman outfit. Abe and his people had done some work on the Italian 

systems, and the aw teed had a token effort and had a small force, ata 

They were having pretty good luck on the Italian as f recollect but 

not much luck on the German. It was a little bit too much of a 

problem and the load that they, see, there was a lot Se German naval 

intercept and they! had a lot to work on but tewae—a_kind ‘of dry 

well they were pumping at that time ae they ‘hada e- didn’ t know 

“se 

enough of about German cryptography. They of course learned from the 

British about the German Enigma and that gave them a better opportunity 

to produce intelligence. Now when the Navy made this decision early 

Wordig WaT Hae : 

on in WEE to drop diplomatic a te course the Arny was confronted 

with a corollary problem. Do we, in the Arny, concentrate, on the 

military, or do we carry on for both the Army and hevy" Garry on this 

work? Well I remember that one,General Carter clarkfetrongly believed 

that you would get useful military information out of what the diplo- 

mats were saying ,and he gave us no choice but to continue and went 

out and worked very hard to get the auchorLey and the funds and the 

space and whatever other facilities we needéf@ to continue this work 

on the diplomatic materials. I can't help but feel like ciarefvas 

a great Wiser maybe than his counterpart in en ee Because the 

eos suddenly found itself ina : a would say, stranded position at the 

Word Won TL a 
end of WWE because they had no continuity, they had no work force 

or anybody trained in dealing ##eh let's ae: Hagelin ciphers, 

with the Floradora type;jtverman ESdess Oey didn't really appreciate 

the magnificent capabilities which had been developed for dealing 
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with key generation geet as exemplified. in the German one-time 

pad system you see. We had devdnaned in the Army te the German ° 

section had developed in the Army a technique ae going behind the 

text and finding out how the key was generated by the Germans to 

produce what they call their one-time pads, and in effect the solution 

to the one~time pad system was not the solution of the one-time 

system itself but of the machine that generated the one-time system. 

And this was a sort of window into the wilderness that had never been 

opened before, and I am being critical now of the Wavy for its lack 

of foresight in developing the broad base of cryptanalytie sompenende 

that it obviously would need in the years hopefully peaceful years —- - 

tis fied rtd Ward ; tuat 
CCS a Wels. Well this PEoetSn the pax was confronted with A 

was also translated into a problem the Arny had. Could the Army 

afford to carry on as big an operation aad its attack on ene) axplonacic 

systems as it had been able to support during the war years? } And 

the answer was "It might but! was most doubtful if they could do the 
} This uta 

full job that was needed i Because inevitably the funds could be cut 

back and so we'd be drawn into the situation without the motivation 

we had before the war to read the Japanese and German stuff because 

the war was over andj at thas time we didn't really recognize the 

problem we had with Russ@ia." RI'1] talk about that a little later. 

I might mention right now with reference to the Russian problem that 

whertfeied) Te unan and Bevin and Churchill sat down at Potsdam and we'd 

known about the message in which the Japanese foreign office had 



directed the Ambassador, I believe was Sato in Moscow, to get the 

Russians to intercede with the Allies for a dishonorable peace} + ~ 

Phe only caveat being that the integrity of the Imperial household 

would be TERE ARES, He when that did not surface at these conferences ; 

I think some of us in Washington saw the handwriting on the wall. 

I know I discussed with G2, and we discussed it among ourselved that 

the next big problem is going to be the Russian probien, | We had 

some effort that had been started on it. Clarke was a good man to 

have in the intelligence business in our line of command because he 

didn't trust any nation. He just said "Look they're your friends 
ee 

today and they're enemies tomorrow, and when they're on your side 
} 

A 

find out as much as you can about them because you can't when they 

become your enemy." And he said "Now lets have a[Bracilian section, 

a Russian section, Jand have all these things, and lets take advantage 

of the mistakes they're going to make in war so we'll be ahead of 

them when the peace comes." And his philosophy was a real good one 

and I'm glad I recorded it. Row, 36 we did have an effort fon the 

em ras 

Russian probien| fn we did other things: and I think we should have 

a section on what we aid{on the tuaeteales another part of these 

tapings. a aaa draw a line and see where we stand at about the 

time in September of the last year of the war, that would be September 

1946. } The Weep ad no diplomatic problems}{to sustain its organization. 

They -didn't expect to have much ofa navy eryptanalytic problem 

; Ry a Werte 

ae ae te navies, had been effectively neutralized. How could it 

maintain its cryptanalytic continuity, its technical being unless it 

had some live problems to work on? And where were the problems? 
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perees 

Over at Arlington Hall Station because the: yey had turned over these 

New “nr 
to the Arlington Hall Station people. et thats the Mavys, the bind 

+O, j A 

the Navy was in. What was the bind ‘the Aiceisy was in? Everybody was 

wanting to go home. All the boys in uniform wanted to get out. Some 
4 

were better cryptanalysts like Art Levgnaon, Dale Marston, John Seymon, - chy 4) 

Walt Freed. I mention these names because I know them and they were Fo na, 

good.,. Oliver Kirby, and just dozens and dozens and dozens of others 

who certainly were needed in the peacetime effort, post-war peacetime 

effort, had businesses they had to go back to. Seymon was a lawyer. 

Of course some of the people like Dale and Roy Sepaaee” Gos Chittenden 
A 

to mention just three names had been grabbed right out of at the time 
A 

Uri vet ) 
of graduation from college they were reservists and they had never 

A 

or a 

gotten their feet established in the business world, and these were 

prime candidates. These were the people we wewe wanted to keep, the 

Herb Conleys, the Benson Buffhams, I can just name more and more of 

them. Fresh out of college, right into the Army, right into Arlington 

Hall Station, well trained, best trained group that you could hope for. 

You could never duplicate this again in peacetime circumstances and we 

didn't want to lose these. We wanted a positive thrust and this was 

Clarke's doctrine. We wanted a positive thrust in the future into- - 

continue this research in the cryptanalytic work. We'd found out how 

much it paid off in the development of ECM, and our reinvention and 

reconstruction of the Purple machine, and the solution of the one-time 

tape generator that was used for the German one-time Benes These 

were only three dramatic examples of the other things we hoped might 
Pas 
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be achieved in the post-war years when we didn't have to submit ourselves 

to the pressures of immediate production of intelligence The end of 

the war wiped out some of the cryptanalytic problems,and I think its 

; fe. 
quite obvious that there was no longer any effort required on/three 

major Mrigerents, namely Japan, Germany and Italy. These were our 

three primary targets. The three priorities in the 1930s. Although 

they had disappeared, other problems had begun to develop The main 

_two,as J, necall. were. the. Russian: and: the 

And of course, there was the very early ‘creeds on the part of the 

a 
* 

s 

on " intelligence community to understand what was happening in terms of 

*the Red Chinese movement which had been generated in South China 
is “ a “a ” 

There was also 
. 

the whole 

Middle East erica be continued and in fact sebatoraats South 

America jtheys ey. government ,and there was a whole variety of rather 

impressive list of countries that we needed to continue our effort on. | 

am 
- 

From my. viewpoint as probably a very selfish viewpoint because in my 

s 

* position’, in Army t the dies effort I was responsible for these during 
A 

we odd RAL 
oo and’ i was anxious to see the problems which we had kept going through- 
¥ 

out the war.continued and that maybe we were able to do a better job 

che? 

pecause certainly ‘there wasn' t enough in the requieed in the work, on the 

in producing*‘intelligence from the if I can call them the non-b 
. A 

countries. 

Sphigerent 

THe Wavy had a very justifiable argument that if there was 

no Japanese navy, no German navy, no Italian navy to work on how could 

‘they keep the motivation alive in their cryptanalytic organization 
“f af + 
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s 1S 
because these systems were pretty trivial and the navys were not of 

‘4+ LAS 
much importance. I haven't mentioned the Russian navy because quite 

putter [seta 
obvious that was a tremendous{as well as the[___—ipavy ut they 

ye 
needed more thanpbecause to develop the broad understafiding of crypt- 

analysis it was essential.,. they needed to have reasonable examples 
7 x 

Heselin Keven ye a Whe LE 
of lets sap ages machines, Hebron thachines, Enigmas or whatever 

you might find them. So there was a very strong reason for the havy 

a7 5 
to have some kind of a sustaining effort,and a reason for,sustaining 

of the effort would be live Sediee to work on,awd -here was no 
ra 

countering this argument because it was a solid argument. The avy 

also Sonbeaded. “aid I don't know whether this can be documented or not 

I never worried about because I don't remember making any such promise 
~-—) ther 

myself or anybody else, when the navy had dumped all the diplomatic 
oat 

Wpa- 

work;they had been doing in the halls of the Signal Intelligence 

Service over in the icc thio Buridiue that they had exacted a promise 

from the Army that the army would hold them for safe keeping for the 

war and then returne@i them at the end of the war. I didn't remember 

that although it is quoted that I have been party to it.All I remember 

iswhat in the world am I going to do with all these files that the 

ltavy has left, and some of us must have been real lucky in that we had 

the wisdom to preserve the files because I think my reaction was to 

seal them and store them .and thank the Lord dewaned when we started 

the Pearl Harbor investigation the Navy was real wild to get back to 

these files and see if they were in tact and they were in tact and I 
+ A A 
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think simply because one sfrgeant, Johnny Richardson, that I'd given 

an ondary ier I became a cee. to keep these things properly 

segregated; and his responsibility as a storage files officer obeyed 

the order strictly and it was just sheer luck I think that they 

didn't get lost in the shuffle of the moves between the kdunitions 

building and the old Arlington Hall Girls School and''A Building, and 

finally they wound up in’B’ Building in a little alcove that we'd set 

aside for historical records. I don't believe this has been noted 

in history anywhere else but that's about the way it was with reference 

to the files that became so vital to the Hage when they were, defending 

their position, because the Army itself had to defend its position in 

terms of the Pearl Harbor inquiry (hich was undertaken after the war 

was sank Now there were a lot of other kind of nasty problems which 

had to be solved,»but I think the real problem which bothered, us was 

ja \ we , 
how do we sort this, out here and give the Wavy something to sustain 

~~ 

its effort so it can so it can honestly go and get the manpower spaces 

ino ‘. an | 

and budget dollars to keep the proper kind ofpeffort for the phe 

Well,then the problem began to define itself. If we're going to do a 
i 

right kind of a job we're going to have something like, and I say it 

proudly, ‘this old B3, where we had the new cryptanalytic ORERALZS ELEM 

rou be mainly the diplomatic effort on all the nations of the worl] 

which were then coordinated to support the military effort which would 

need to be developed in case a situation like Pearl Harbor came about 

againsSo you'd have a force in being who was on top of the military 

systems for the Army and the naval systems for the Wavy. And some of 
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™’ ; [ apde Pere a 

ug.’ who were closer to the B3 operation.I wah probably the closest . os 

ia kee s of Vanybody who was called on to argue sey how we were going to i 
& 

. . . é 

cOllgbokate after the war. I just couldn't find any justification . es S: 

for breaking up this going this viable organization which was pro- e ary s a 

ductive and *furning out translations regularly and achieving solutions . “os . 

and it. seemed’to me a disaster if this had to be destroyed. Now this 

ig a very personal viewpoint thet I had about it because here this 

was my baby and I just was of course trying to protect it. And I 
. . 8 ie that ; 

cauldn't*help but feél;the arguments of the Wavy were specious and 

self-serving’, because they were not offset by the arguments that I 
s 

* . 

had developed.in my own mind for the necessity for preserving this 
. * . 

liwing breathing producing ar ganization. I guess this showed through 
: rs 2 i ow \ eve ; pretty clearly tn our meeting ‘when I was called on to testify, amd I 

theink when the decision was finally taken that some of the problems 
s * 

. 

would be moved over to the Wavy, 1 recall protesting strongly that if 
s . 

they took the problems they had better take the people and hire the 
. eof s ie eA (“ *. 

people &be had+ been, trainigg the probkems because we would lose our . . . A . c s < ‘ 

continuity and I*was ‘sure that it would take the avy a good couple of 

years to develop ‘the problems with new peopie to the point that they'd 

been reached in tHe beng: Ahis got through tq the intelligence people : . os Bey ted 
who were part of the discussions and I scaredgq +I told them they 

messages ‘and those who lived 

anothermand Near Eastern was another.|/ And so finally the decision was 
—— 

made, yes if the Wesry took a problem they would take a number of people 

2 we ais pk gp ag oy 
Wd tinea a eee ee 

bale ect 
Pere 
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in the section who would be willing to go.: For example, the} Chinese 

problem went over to the Navy or a segment of it. Then some 

ured by the 

people would be picked up on eae had been previously Army , and 

\ 
to 4 

then we would supplement this group by the assignment of some skilled 

vA 

avy people who were staying on in the post-war days. Well this was ; 

I think probably the best solution we could arrive at because we also 

/ 

had the problem of a cutback in workforce; as I think we did as well as 

we sone with this kind of solution, probably better than we could if 

we tg ‘tried any other approach. Well over a period of about six or 

uduak. 
nine months this problen, that started out as something to worry / about, 

fg bal 

became a real problemyas we began to move the people over and we could 
ra 

see what was happening, the rest of the WOTIROE ES SM Hee morale, the 

; mBE 

escape of our mest skilled cryptanalysts from the uniform and in our 

desire to keep the Kirbys, and the Buffhams, and the Conleys, and the 

others that I mentioned earlier. We didn't want them to leave. We 

wanted them to stay so we had to have slots created for them you see in 

our civilian workforce. The problem just became a tremendous problem 

Sete are 

and from where I satyal think quite honestly from where everybody sat 

there was great doubt that we'd be able to keep enough of these 

tremendously valuable military convertees on board to satisfy our 

requirements. My answer to it was single service. Let the Arny and 

the Navy jointly carrypn one outfit ,in one location ,and work all these 
A ! 

problems together and separately assign naval and army personnel to the 

unit. Give up either Arlington Hall Station or Naval Communications 

a) 

Annex and just have one because this would be a step forward aad the 
A 
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achievement of unification and pattsiying et the same time; the services - - 

and at the same time we would minimize the manpower and budget require~ 

ments that we'd have to seek in order to sustain the effort that we'd 

aid ; already developed Sa which we certainly shouldn't lose. I think its 

interesting to note that everybody agreed that we shouldn't lose what 

we'd achieved.The difference was in whether unification was the answer. 
< Ki Pin? 

Marshall and Cathe had some feelings and ideas about this problen, 

and there was tensive agreement reached in certain letters between 

ite 4 

General Marshall and Admiral -Gathe-that the post-war effort should be 

designed more or less on the basis of unified effort. I think you 

cerrespereleue 
will find this. y 

? 

somewhere in the archives. But there was 

Rud meicrrda 
an exchange of letters, memorandum between the two in which they both 

tentatively agreed that the unification consideration should be explored. 

The judgment was that this would be probably necessary if the work 

was to be continued. What brought the thing to a head though oo 
) 1 believeg 

the decision was takenyby Congress, and the bill was passed setting up 

the Department of Defense with three services, Army, Navy and Air Force. 

at CUC Ee. 
Because All of -a-suddea it became evident to both the Army and Navy that 

, Herne 
the Air Force was going need was going to have to be another step in 

aud - 
this division, that some of the problems which the Army had kept and was 

responsible for, and some of the problems that had been turned over to } 
the Navy would have to be again divided up and the Air Force given some. 

by 
and Fhis was further complicated,the fact that the Air Force Headquarters 

was in San Antonio which was hardly within commuting distance. 

Gtibes bie © IG edd WI le Bee 
Bas on 
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The Air Force in its move to Brooks Field of course generated another 

“18 - 
problem as it contemplated its organization headquarters in San Antonio 

; A ss ‘ 

; gee 
because it was a lot further from Arlington Hall Station), the Naval 

Communications Annex Breeks=Fieid than it was just across town between 

the two local stations eext ‘the further complication of distance added 

Cpweeu a te) athe 
to the division of the effort were-the most distressing thing to 

contemplate. Things got a little bit out of our hands. The respons- 

ibility for making this decision and thrashing it out among us was 

whl P 

taken away from us by the Secretary Royal who,at that time was Secretary 

Chote 

of the Army who had heard about the intentions of the Air Force to set 

up this third SIGINT aficctvasd te was already a little bit distressed 
ry 

fe 
about the problems that had been reported to him thaty,arisen between 

| F ae ; 
the Army and Navy in trying to divide up the Washington effort. He 

talked to Mr. Forestal about this -— My Forestal being the first 

Secretary of Defense and considerably Wavy oriented because of his 

naval experience at the secretarial level and as a result of Royal's 

interests in conserving both money and preserving T mean both conserving 

money and preserving continuity ,Forestal arrived at the solutions and 

I'm not so sure that this ohne best thing he could have done because 

he might have made a decisionsI guess that's the fault I find withut. 

He set up a board to study the problem. Well the problem had already 

( This) 
been studied by the people who were most knowledgable, amd -the- board 

simply took it out of the domain of the people who understood the 

problem and put it into the domain of people who were responsible for 

making decisions witnout maybe too much knowledge of what they were 
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deciding about. So a board was set up and.on it were representatives 

offG2 and Arlington Hail Station, Col Hayes,who was the head of ‘the 

Army Security Agency at that time )was a proper member of the boards 
é aud) 18? > 

I was a sort of secondary member, , the head of the special branch 

also a member. These two positions were matched by the analogous 

positions in the Wavy and Air Force,so-and Ehen there was a chairman 

of the board and Lin this point in time cannot identify who was the 

chairman. The board took its time in getting started. I suspected 

at the time and I have no reason to believe otherwise today that the 
Caan LAA 

Wavy and Air force drug their £ feet in the hope that time would solve 

the problem and they wouldn't have to be confronted with tte unification + 
Thy 

“ei just hoped it would go away.But it didn't go away because the 

A bs wah ge 

pressures and’ manpower kept becoming increasing’ evident and some 

(alse) response had to be given to them-amd Fhe Air force was, having trouble 

in getting justification for its budget at Brooks Field because the 
ATES 

problem$ were still in an unresolved state. So despite their reluctance 

to deal with the problem it was forced on all} the Navy and Air force 

reluctantly, and happily in terms of the Army because the Army had. made 

Belling up its mind it was for unification. We believed in it. General Boeing 

believed in it. R Clarke believed in it. Hayes believed in it ,and 

those of us who had seen the way Arlington Hall Station had worked also 

believed in ite and We thought it was an essential thing from the COMSEC 

viewpoint. So the Army was solid for unification and of course out of 

agreement with the Wavy and Air Force. I don't think the Air force 

really knew what it was proposing because the people, and I do this not 

with the intention of denigrating ae eee of the Air force on the 
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board but they just didn't have anybody who was knowledgeable. We 

A ° 5 

found it most difficult to make ourselves understood by the Air Force 

A 

members when we tried to explain a point dealing with the handling 

& A fyprhe 
Of bee |probiem. These discussions of the board resulted in several 

ré 

arg 
proposals. I remember every week came it was a new proposal - Hirt (le 

, fa ( 
the Air ree would have a proposal, and the favy would have a proposal» 

end Then the Air Force and the — would joing their proposals. ard 

then the Army would come in with a counterproposal and the whiter 

' gic 
the pavy-Air Force proposals got, the blacker in contrast, well the 

£ ode 
’ 

more diversified the ee ee Foreehb came, the more ‘unified’ the 

Army proposal became, if I can do a pun,and so the situation instead 

ctw, J 
fae got worse. I look back with a certain amount of dissatis- 

faction on my role in these discussions because I remember the first 

time I was called. on, I gt up and made an impassioned speech for 

unification threatening the loss of any continuity that had been 

developed by the Army during the war and the thrust of this was that 

I didn't think the Wavy and the Air force could do what the Army had 

coneyas the interpretation given to it. It was a very poorly chosen 

presentation that 1 dee but quite honest and from the heart and I would 

probably do it today if I had to do it over again. As a result of this 

I became persona non grata to everybody except the Arny who was on this 

committee end Pretty soon the Wavy and Air force proposed that I be 

replaced by somebody else. Hayes declined to replace me, but said I 

any longer : 

would not sit at the tablesbut I would certainly be there in support 

of you. Well this was a half victory for both of us and in counsel 

Belle Piece 
atch Seaise and Clarke and Hayes I was encouraged to speak my peace 

HO aa oe od 
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fully and clearly and as emotionally as I saw fit,and if they couldn't 

Pick up the pieces it was just too bad. They didn't discourage ‘me at 

all and I'm grateful for that) but I think that I might have used better 

judgment in presenting my arguments. Actually most of the Aeuyra tate 

work on this was done in the intelligence division which had come into 

being attire as we reorganized the war time effort to the upcoming 

peace time effort,amd I think this was a healthy thing we did in the 

Army jand it does have a bearing on the unification problem, $o I might 

describe how the Army concept of dealing with the cryptologic problem 

was exemplified. It was evident that we had to have the best specialist 

we could find in COMSEC, and Shr concept COMSEC was more important then 

COMINT and why? 
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Well there was a little bit of that in their attitude but we had at 

whatever cost to protect our own communications, and COMINT white 

interesting from an intelligence viewpoint was important toa large 

degree because it enabled us to have a better understanding of the 

weakness of the cryptographic systems which then we could fold over 

into the improvement of our own systems. Now this was a little bit of 

the Arlington Hall view so we made sure that our COMSEC organization 

was properly staffed. Then we realized that there was a great quantity 

etd 7 

of effort that had to be ES tes a production of intelligence 

and exploitation of intercepted messages: aad $o this became the 

intelligence branch of Arlington Hall Station. So we had thegwo poles 

COMSEC and COMINT. Then there ite a great and most important area of the 

development of new techniques and equipment, computers we now realize 

were important. We kind of got stopped on our investigations into 

US AGE 
compueny Sueaee 11 satisfying the needs of the wartime efforte$o one 

of the domains that had to be fully explored was what could we do in 

the development of computers that would enable us better to solve 

foreign systems and better to evaluate our own systems, amd vb saw in 

the analogs of the Enigma that the/British call the Bombe and our 

f : > wy 

Madam X out at Arlington Hall Station- Be looked on these as only sae 

agen 
in the direction of most sophisticated, 

the 

real high-speed electronic devices @rant its a dream but , dream was 

interim solution in a feeble effo 

there and the vision was there, aad We looked on this research and 

development component that we had visualized as administering the new 
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Work RB eeete 
~werd in development of high speed devices, ibetted means of intercept, 

4 

and whatever was needed in support of beth ‘the 

COMSEC and COMINT esfortnoutd be developed or tg there and we would 

have the best experts we could find turning te rains onthe solutions 

of the problems which had been generated by the COMSEC and COMINT effort. 

Alsg we visualized this central function as a place where ie COMS EC 

and the COMINT would be married. We could see from our wartime 

Bee 
experience that people who nécionbe: Javelved in the day-to-day production 

of COMSEC materials were S0 preoccupied that they might not have the 

time to do the thinking and learn about the cryptanalytic 

techniques that were important. Conversely the people who were dealing 

with the day-to-day production of intelligence, exploitation of intercept, 

would be so preoccupied with that they would let slide the marrying of 

the COMSEC/COMINT interests #@ necessary for the tmprevement—of_the 

feat) 
development of new and improved systems, azai We saw ,the concept of. shi 

research and aides erin between the COMSEC and the COMINT, 

where the work was done for both efforts,would be a better administrative 
+ development 

arrangement than having two separate researchjorganizations, one in 

support of COMSEC and one in support of COMINT. So the three legged, 

the triumvirate concept is the one we bought.a@d I think this is 

important to note because this was the theory behind the deny's proposal 

for unification that it developed. — Now in contrast to theSconcept 

that the Army had proposed the aay and fir force had a variety of 

concepts. I'm not sure that the Air Force really ever crystallized 

in its own thinking what kind of an organization it wanted to set up. 

I think they ene ee the by virtue of their association with the New 
ee j a. MP geese ep Pu ee eal 



as being opposed to ant ication iOS Seay a the ae solution 

to this future problem ,and the Lar in its efforts to overcome the 

Arny's solid position on unification tried to,as I mentioned aunties a 

variety of diane pa ooss. I think one of them is worthy of note, and 

I will give a little bit of the backgroundjhy they latched on to this 

and pressed it to the decree they did. We found that toward the end 

of the war there were a variety of things that just weren't getting 

coordinated, and $o I believe Billy Friedman had proposed the establishment 

of some kind of a coordinating committee which insured shat the full 

and free flow of technical information between the sig teaawiaake 

of the Army (Arlington Hall Station) and the Wavy cryptanalysts.. I don't 

think this was really needed but it did serve to bring out into the open 

some of the problems chat, been festering between he organizations... 

Aattle problems which if you didn't watch and solve could become big 

problems. id Ehere were a few of these, the weather problem I mentioned 

earlier was—enaly was probably the biggest one ,and there were other little 

proble 7a}: 
Hlike dealing with plaintext, division of intercept, keeping of records, 

what to do about, well one of the important things that developed was 
} 

how do you record technical successes? How do you perpetuate and pass OPL 

nowledgegfor example,if you solve a new Japanese system, how do you k ledges le,if l J 1 ho d 
? 

insure that knowledge gets to other people who could use ite a these 

dé1e 
were the kind of problems that we had tried to achieve some kind of 

wre 
solution for in the Army and wes set up under a fellow by the name of 

Maloney and Miss Margaret es little bit of a cryptédogic 
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storehouse of HETOEnEaLOn same a, avy. had matched this 

SO we were making some effort to get this exchange going and it ‘was 

Pretty successful. But some of the nastier problems like the weather 

problem just didnt get resolved at this level and had to be dealt with 

at a higher echelon. Actually I don't think the higher echelon really 

knew what to do about these problems so they were quite glad to have 

Friedmanyproposal to set up a coordinating committee accepted and we 

called this the Technical Exchange Committee to start with, I believe 

we called it "TEC" and some of us Punned TICTACTOE you see to boot. 

It worked after a fashion and we Supported it and did patticipate in 

Colla bord Heal it but I think the back-of -the -scenescontinued to satisfy our major 

hungers much better than this committee. Well pretty soon this committee 

ttself got itself seized by trying to solve the unification problem. 

And then it became apparent that this might be a useful gNtick if the 

lyavy and Air Force accepted this as a solution because the committee I think 

itself wanted to perpetuate itself, wanted to become more responsible. 

Then we also had another problem and that wasfithe liaison problem with 

war became a very important thing in S@e both the Army and Wavy beeanae 

Yo we continue this Sitiepolecton in peacetime€ra, or is it better to 
dad ae Stop it for security reasons go back“to our isolationist position in A 

= 2 terms of technical collaboratiofi and. just what do we do. Well most of wo 

- 

us who had worked closely with the BritiSh, kind of felt like they were 

going to suffer from the same kind of prob lenis. we did, amd ven though 

they were obviously going to have much less money\than the ane 
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community to Laveen in éeyptenaliyele work they also hed a long,of 

[com 

successfully carrying on this kind of effort even with a minimum of 

support, financial and manpower.\f And we thought it would be useful 

even though they might be smaller than either the Army or Navy eye 

if we did oe or even if we had three. It was to our advantage 

to continue this because we were aware at that time that theffRussian 

and Chinese problems, the communist problem if you will, was the big 

problem ahead of us Now there was then a structure devised and this 

sort of grew out of the kind of problems generated by fithe collaboration 

with the British in WaLEh, Amoee other things, there was an ILG Set up. 

This was the Ji#aison group. 

Then there was 

“+ .another group which ,COMSEC coordination kind of, thing set up and then 
° A § A 

o 
% 6 

thes was a cryptanalytic exchange group. I was deeply involved in the” 

cryptanadytic because of my position as the head of the intelligence 
Nm A HOA ETI I OFS O  e 

of 
2 ae 

division so I, was pretty well involved in this, am I was also deeply ’ 

interested in what, as doing because he was getting in my 
as = | 

hair with his Liaison’ group: beeanad’ 1 didn't want to filter the technical \ 

exchange bepeen the cryptanalyst and Bite intelligence division and the j 

cryptanalyst in the waxy and thé cryptanalyst in Britain through a 

: on weer 

bunch of unkaowiedgable people“that [___]represented Si he had | 

( never been in j COMINI-Susiness = a practicing cryptanalyst,\ Yow thes 

wn jo" ; 
cn 

I mention not as great problems but the kind of problems ‘hae ‘cept coming 

: 
a 

Wile tin de wet VU hised 2 
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~te-—get—_ea—good answem Mell, while everybody wanted to get a good answer 

to them, nobody was willing to accept the other guys solution.and Ehis 

is no way to be successful in the COMINT/COMSEC business. Now this 

technical liaison group jthe coordinating group, then all of a sudden 

got itself involved in a lot of these things and looked like it might 

be a good way a®éund to avoid the problems that were being otherwise 

. generated. So from this came the basic proposal that the evils, the 

post-war evils, be solved by some kind of a coordination mechanism -aerd 

Finally the one which came out involved not only the technical exchange, 

which had grown up from the requirements from the Army and avy group, 

but tad.finaliy got over into the intelligence requirements,amd then 

_ 

it became known /as the Intelligence, the Gis, fommunications Intelligence 

oard. So the crn STAN a “and then we got such things as the 

Arny/Navy Intelligence Organization,aad then State got into it and it 

became STANCIB, and don't know what happened when the Air Force came 

in.s- I kind of forgotten, but these kind of things grew up sort of as 

antgdotes to the poison of lack of unification. I'm sure these dis- 

cussions are the problems are well documented and the deliberations of 

this committee. Incidentally I believe it was known as the Stone Board 

because of Admiral Earl E. Stone who was the head of it, and if you want 

to dig into the Archives and pick out the Stone Board reports you'll 

get the whole story much better than I can recall it. 

Were they doing any Stonewalling? 

Not the way Nixon did. 

Now lets kind of get down to how this mess was resolved. Finally the 
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mas coe agreed that it would turn in a. report. The Navy and Air 
we ; 

Fores ‘stonewalledly’ opposed the split report. The Army had just as 

‘stonwalledly declined to send in a unamimous report or ee. 

send in a compromise reportywhich only the things that were agreed 

upon would be reported on, aod the rest of them wohl se unresolved. 

So the Army wrote a minority report and put the stamp of final approval 

on it and said this is going up regardless of what the Board puts up, 

aad You Army and you bavy and you Air Forse get together and write 

whatever kind of report you want and call it whatever you want to but 

this is the Army answer to the problem that we've been arsed with 

ana the Stone Board is responsible for,anmd Alex Bolling authenticated 

this stand and that's where we stopped. Well this brought the whole 

doggone series of dialogues to an end, from the back rooms of Arlington 

Hall Station Naval Communications Annex, 

the Air Force had its henequanners, At just all jelled into a split 

and the Pentagon rooms where 

report with what thew e@aded they called the minority report which was 

ot 

the Army sean) oui the majority BERR ge Board report which was 

the joint Wavy/Air force. Well this went up to Forestals office with 

Stone's letter saying that the committee had performed its function and 
4 

fi 
we thought there was nothing else they could do. I don't know whether 

he dissolved the committee or not but anyhow things got awful quiet for a 

a while so far as the Stone Board was concerned, but things got worse so 

far as what we were trying to do because the hir Force came in and insisted 
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they have some of the problems 

eae iat 
jyou see, with that authority and before 

(were ) the Secretary of Defense had solved the problem, aad I think one. ; 
/ 

thing happened that I need to tape, because it might otherwise be lost, 
ah al 

was in this interin|the FBI began to raise its voice and say it wanted 

a cryptanalytic organization. -@ewi I think it was within this time 

frame and I believe ¢he my friend Ham Wright really got boxed in on 
. “ik 

this one because. 
when the 

Bureau representatives came down to see what kind of effort they could 

undertake he interpreted the instructions that if they found something 

they could usefully undertake that he would turn over the responsibility 

to the Bureau for this cryptanalytic effort. Well,unfortunately for 

Hamm he chose and did in fact start to turn Over one or two or three 

problems ated, Navy had taken over from the Army, ad fhe couldn't 

have pulled a bigger booboo if he'd sat down and planned it for two 

years because what did this do? It just proved the Army's point that 

(av) the 
you couldn't trust the Navy and if you turned these problemsAfirst 

thing you know they'd just be shuffled around just like a new deal every 

year or two, you see. The ise wanted the problem/so the Navy gave it. 

to them. | There was a ee ee loss of continuity and this was a 

beautiful one. I remember being real angry about this, not at Hamm but 

at the stupidity of the act because it was [couplete contradiction of 

everything that I had believed in and I wanted to see happen. So Dink 

Hayes who was the head of Arlington Hall Station at that time was athe 

CJO or Coordinator of Joint Operations and when I reported this transfer 

to Hayes, Hayes was as angry as I was and he wasn't angry because I Wasa 

rinteresting 

yn 

Oy 
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He was angry because he believed this as I did. deed bb called up 

Admiral Stone ,and he ordered Stone as CJO not to permit these problems 

to be turned to the hiavy- aad then there was a hell of a big conference 

which I attended 

in Hayes'office the next dayaqin which Stone and Wengerg and Hamm Wright - - 
; yt 

and sie tag sat there like a dog with his tail between his legs being 

beaten by both Hayes who did everything but call him stupid) but that 

was quite clear that Hayes thought this was a terribly stupid thing, 

and Stone and Wenger#,on their part, denying any responsibility for this) 

so poor old Ham took the beating. But I think I think this shook 

Stone up. I think he began to understand what we were trying to, the 

point we were trying to make. aad With this sort of in the background 

I think the iy was a little bit weaker in its pressure than it was 

before. Now I've told this story of the turnover, [che problems of the 

as Bureau\sort of out of context. I don't know whether it fits into the 

: ; va teas Hein 
Stone Board report or not because I'm sure that it would not show UP,4 

burt 
genes is the kind of thing that was happening and had to be resolved. 

por Until the unification question had been settled this is an example 

of the kind of thing that was going to keep coming up time after time 

again and which there would never be any good answer for because there 

was no authority for that except the somewhat questionable authority 

of the CJO, ated LE I'd had been Stone I'd called Dink Hayes and said 

"Buddy, you got no authority over me. I got the problems. I can do 

with°them as I, Earl Stone please. I am an Admiral in the Wavy and 

I rank you Colonel." and that's the way that I would have handled it, 



But I don't think I would have made that judgment to start with. But 

this was a very ftiuid, ee. nenoEneeat situation.and most.distress- 

ing to those of us who were at the crgx, who were at the meeting point: 
~- 

be tds of at the crossroads where the problems met besewse you see, there were 
: 

j read just so many problems coming in from ever that we just couldn't 
A 

deal with themand Vie couldn't do our work, because there was no way 

nattered of solving these probleng deotamee” Phay just stayed and netted and 
nattercal nattered : ; ; matted and matted and laid on our back. Now I ma little emotional 

about this because of the terrible way to do the things that needed to 
ic WS f be done, because , the cutbacks, we had to a ack the forces4 we had 

to figure out who we needed to keep in the business{ what to do about 

the Kirbys, and Buffhams, and Conleys$ what to do about the other kinds 
just 

of things that werejwith us and needed immediate decision, and then 

there were budget cuts. How do we get money for this project? What 

do we do here? f/How do we get better intercept for the Russian problem? 

And all these things were just raising hell all over the lot and ths?s 

the dos that we found. Well it was quiet as far as the Stone Board 

was concerned but it wasn't quiet so far as the problem solving was 

concerned, At just got worse, and then unfortunately something happened 

to Mr. Forestal. He committed suicide. I've got to go back and correct 

part of this tape. I said Johnson. It was Kenneth Royal. Did I 

Ss mention Royal who was - then I was correct. But Louis Johnson then 

a ) Sade became Secretary of Defense and took over after Forestals suicide, am 

fhe got General Joe McNarney to come and work half-time in his office 

cy} ry 

EL srr 
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and McNarney's problem his assignment was to go through the unfinished 

business left by Mr. Forestal, amd-iIn his search of these files that 

Anat is J id 

Forestal,McNarney found this split report and he took it away and he 

ite 
studied ard Mr. Johnson had emphasized his interest in doing whatever 

A 

they \could*possibl}do to satisfy Mr. Truman's charge to him that in 

the creation of the three services the new Secretary of Defense would 

emphasize the principles of efficiency and economy in developing the 

new organization. This was sort ee 2 wateumord of the instructions 

conveyed by Johnson to General McNarney, a4 in reading the Army report, 

for some lucky reason, we had written as two of the major advantages 

that this would be more efficient and more economical, and they stood 

out just like red letters in the new testament. How lucky can you get? 

You know one of the mottos of a cryptanalyst is,It's lot better to be 

lucky than smart." So cht stuck in McNarney's mind and he went in to 

see Mr. Johnson, eet He pointed ge outy these particular aspects of the 

report, namely that the Arny could claim economy and efficiency but the 

Air force/ ame jaw solution did not claim it. Mr. Johnson made a simple 

decision. He said “Well Mr. Truman has told me The President has told me 

that I got to do some efficiency and economy jand if the Army thinks 

this is efficient and economical, we'll do it,” and what do we do? 

McNarney said) why don't we talk it over with Mr. Trumanf} Zhe Preeitent. 

Let him know what you're doing. Not only will this show that you're 

(alse 
working hard on this,but it will be evidentethat you're getting some- 

} 
4 i 

thing done in this dinecuion, | eed Go Truman, when he heard that the Army 

} 
said that it would be more economical and efficient, he said Fhat's for 
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us boys, I'll initial itvomt Then it happened. It happened. It 

came in the room like a thief in the night. Nobody knew that McNarney 

and Johnson were. going up and deal with this problem with oe 

-beeause everybody thtought it got lost in Forestals papers, and ae 

course the Navy and air force were real happy because they had bought 

a lot more time. Well we were very much shocked when Bolling called 

Clark, Hayes and myself over to his office and told us what had 

happened. Then Bolling charged Clark/with the responsibility for 

ail e 
drafting the implementing order,» Also charged clark/with the 

responsibility for doing whatever else needed to be done on tie pare 

of the Army to satisfy the requirements ae decision by Secretary 

of Defense. Well about that time we saw the draft of the letter 

approving this which McNarney had drafted for Johnsons signature. I 

think its in the Stone Board file. Its a beautiful, terse ,two-paragraph 

lettera, Zhe intent of wate is vividly clear. You will consolidate. 

And it doesn't say how you do it, but it sets parameters for consolidation 

Limited, those measures which insure efficiency and economy and these will 

be the guiding principles under the consolidation. Obviously the next 

step after the Secretary of Defense had made the decision for unification 

was the creation of some kind of organization which would in fact unify 

the Army, Wavy and Air force efforts. A blueprint had been presented 

by the Arny for a so»called Armed Forces Security Agency and McNarney 

looked upon this as probably being the best that could be done at that 

point in timesso. it was inevitable that an Armed Forces Security Agency 

would be formed because there wasn't any kind of a better thing to be 
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adopted. The general organization was along the lines of a central , 

three~pronged cpuste/comtwt/ Rep structure with such things as 

N@ministration, Araining and Liaison in a staff level. These were 

the important things. There were other things. Policy Staff had to 

be provided for. ma Ehen there had to be some provisionffor what 

erroneously 

somebodyjcalled the residual services which would remain with the 

Arny, savy and Air Force because, even though we wanted to consolidate 

the cryptanalytic organizations, we felt that the intercept should 

not be consolidated and that the services should be held tightly 

responsible for the production of intercept both for the counterpart 

responsibilities and for the consolidated responsibilities in which 

mainly in peacetime would be developed aneind = reer n the diplomatic 

problems and ites wabine military problems could be dealt with at 

the Ponaotidansd Layet, We rather insisted in the Arny report, and this 

was followed that the main thrust of the effort on the military systems 
A 

would be conducted taproxiasey to the diplomatic systemsf because in 

the case of some of the problems it was evident the cryptologic 

principles the cryptographic principles were generally followed through-~- 

Lag rE BOs ONAL Pokieurd Hormgrouk 
* mae the a a We 1, a good gfe eee was the German because the 

German army and air and navy all used the Enigma device with slight 

modifications‘but the basic principles of the Bombe which was used for 
} 

solving them applied all across, aid @nly minor modifications ,if you 

fn veo 
will, had to be made to the Bombe #0 ee ee operate on traffic of 

j A 
any service. We had a lot of problems. The problems didn't just goys 

away right quick overnight because of the consolidation. Such things 
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as moving the blavy SIGINT effort over ‘et Arlington Hall Station, and 

the Army COMSEC effort over ef the Naval Security Station’ where the 

location of the Director's office was going to be, where the otis 

of the staff components; training’, whatever else was needed, what 

kind of an organization would take place in the services for the 

three cryptologic services and how these would be resolved®, But 

this all had to be done within a sort of sudden timeframe because 

once the Secretary of Defense gives an order, it gets implemented or 

it did in those days, I hope it still does, if it's a good order. 

Now my role in this thing I might talk about a little bit ieee I 

was directly involved as being the head of the intelligence division 

of the Army Security Agency. I was directly involved with making sure 

ee people in the Army Security Agency fitted into the new organization. 
Ax ie fsa 

Regeke Mason, Capt at was selected as the head of this new #AFSA 

sears pivision.l I forget what its name was. I think it was 

AFSA — we ns to sort of cover names in those days. So ee 

Régele was! "Vead off AFSA o2[pecause I was a civilian, I was, and the 

senior eee in the Tmy, it didn't make any difference whether you 

were civilian or military you could have command responsibilities but 

seemed like with some concept which the Neny and Air Force had the 

command positions would be held by ee regular hermy , avy or vir Force 

officer rather than a civilian. I think Rete was a good choice jand 
qin aushal phad! Rosie 
I adee—think Resdie was named as sass I didn't at all mind being mausd 

oa HS J aes 
Ris AFSA 0O2A\I believe as-I was called because I was responsible for 
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insuring, progress was maintained within the organization. That was 

my job responsibility but my actual duties were to make sure the Army 

and Navy outfit so far as the Army members were concerned, were organ- 

ized so they got along and there were no personality conflicts and 

Le ie 

there was fairness, fair treatment given to all concerned. vie had a 

{He as Ss 

couple o problems that came up, more personality problems because 

nile she along so well together these problems were resolved just as 

they began to appear. We just did not tolerate any maliciousness or 

If 

any interservice fighting. fwe found a clique of Army lovers fighting 

a clique of avy lovers, we'd beat the heads of both together and nobody 

AS rar ynced wupealnena 

came out with a pretty soon word got around and the -aigawation 
A F 

went along pretty smoothly. Of course, there was always this undercurrent 

of "he's ary - he's Navy" and cau kept going on and still probably 

D tad. we bam lard 2 é LX + “ies 

goes on. aI could name 4 couple I saw just “as I walked out the door 

after my retirement ceremoney but I won't,@ad I don't think we'll ever 

get away from that as long as there is,substantial reatdue of the two 

services and I don't know if its a bad idea for it to be there because 

as I look back and this is one of the strong evs points opposed-+- 

‘Opposition to consolidation that the competitive spirit is a useful 

thing to have happen #md if you wanted to develop a good cryptanalytic 

organization except for some reason I- was Grgued that itswas better 

to fight the enemy than it is your friend. In due course the organi- 

zation started producing again. ‘See wae a ee oe Mies expressed ) 

particularly on the part of the people who originally worked for the 

Army, Ehen when the problems were transferred to the Wavy they were 

picked up on Wavy roles and now they were shuttled back from Nebraska 
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Avenue and had to move awls oven Ke Ariiweven Hall Stationsand fhis 

seemed to be a most tnfair thing, but we made arrangements whereby they 

could be given other jobs in other parts of the organization, amd (ranted 

this wasn't a very efficient way of dealing with the problem, but it 

was a humane way of dealing with the problem and finally these difficulties 

began to disappear and AFSA settled down to getting on with its work. 

Of course the (oMeTK AFSA was only the beginning of another 

series of adjustments that had to be made in the organizational structure 

that dealt with intelligence and COMINT and security, that's COMSEC 

security. For example, the term Armed Forces ee Agency, which had 

sort of been proposed by McNarney as the appellation of the new 

organization,had the connotation that it dealt only with the problems 
‘ee jae 

of the Armed Forces, the Army, the Navy and the Air Forcepand almost 

su to find out the responsibility of AFSA-on doing anything on the diplomatic 
_— 

traffic, clandestine traffic which was required by CIA, and the internal 

U.S. traffic which would be the reudue Wages of the rat.[[. committee 

was formed, an advisory committee if sae ae to the Ditester of AFSA . 

which was an outgrowth of this extensive concept that had been developed 

earlier,f/and the question was whether CIA, the newly organized Central 

| Intelligence Agency, which had no roots at all in the COMINT production 

p te 
} business) and whose activity Be that point in time 

EO 3.3b(1) ; [Certainly there was no question in the minds of anybody that/ cra was to OGA pithy 
do the kind of job that it had been charged, That it would have to have 

| ‘ 

| the output, but it was also quite evident at that point in time that you } 
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cculdn'r, intelligently run a COMINT producing outfit,and I'm talking only 
a A 

about COMINT in Pun context without some sort of a feedback of- 

= g 

requirements from the intelligence consumers, aad this lead to a series 

of discussions and finally the problem was resolved somewhat along 

these vines’ one name AFSA, Armed Forces Security Agency, was 

changed to National Security Agency because the connotation of National 

Security Agency embraced the neaer connate of the other elements of 

the government who had an interest over and above the three military 

services. The line of command was also changed from a lower echelon 

in the Department of Defense I forget now but I think it was the 

: fe (at au 4 rake ) 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of pean ae that level that the AFSA 

reported to and the new Natihal Security Agency was elevated to the 

directly 

position of Deporiang, te the Secretary of Defense. In due course 

a National Security Intelligence Directive known as NSCIDs, NSCID 9 

as I recall specifically dealt with the organization and the respon- 

sibilities of the National Security Agency in its relationship with the 

so-called consumer agencies as well as the military agencies. This 

tended to resolve a lot of the nattering problems because it gave us 

adAyudicatiun 
a sort of code of lawsthat could be applied in the ~judicatiern of any 

A 

conflict of responsibilities, and laid out pretty clearly the role of 

the cryptologic services as well as AFSA and the consumer agencies, and 

I think most happily indicated that all cryptanalytic work would be 

done within the National Security Agency, cryptanalytic in the sense 

of the COMINT production activity and the exploitation. But it took 
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away from NSA the responsibility for evaluation and reporting and 

left these functions with the so-called consumer agencies. Now ‘history 

: , 2 CaM ic 

has sort of developed another modus vivendi so far as this reporting 43 / 

but I think these are proper developments susbsequent to the resolution 

Sivagiat before 

of the basic conflicts in responsibility which were pressed . NSA 

was called NSA and the NSCID was written. I think it is important to 

utes ; 
note because its effect isn't normally observed am the working componem*s 

of NSA, something else that the NetlD 9 provided for, and that was a 

special committee of USIB called a Special Committee and it was comprised 

of the Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense and involved the 

Director of NSA. So this Special fommittee made the decisions about 

the real difficult decisions, Se was supposed to resolve the real 

difficult decisions. I know of only one instance they dealt with that 

amounted to anything, so when the NSCID 5 replaced the NSCID 0, Incidentally, 

I don't remember the full details of this one problem they had, but Lt 

was not much, really not too well resolved by the Special Gommittee 

because chey fin" have the understanding of the problem that was 

necessary.. Hwasn't a single affirmative or negative answer. It was 

a continues review,and you just don't impose on the Secretary of 

State and the Secretary of Defense this continued responsibility of 

dealing with the same problem over and over again as it evolvem So 

when NSCID 5 replaced NSCID 9,and I got this word from Allen Dulles 

himself, it would be useless for us to perpetuate this special committee 

but the full responsibilities for the policy making apparatus which 
rire 

directed developed the policy considerations followed by the Secretary 

of Defense in his administration of the Natthal Security Agency would 

be laid down by the USIB committee. This seemed to work out alright 
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because I followed the Gommittee pretty closely poth| before I went 

ae “to CIA |and then I probably attended, well I attended every meeting of 

USIB that was possible for ‘ie to attend {when I worked for Dulles| and 

I saw this structure evolve so that it did fill the gap that was 

expected of the Special committee. Now I think another very important 

development took place when NSCID 5 was written because there used to 

be two committees, USCLB and USIB. The US Intelligence Board or 

committee, I vate remember whether it was board or committee, and then 

the US Communications Intelligence Board. Now under the NSCID 5 concept » 

as I recall cs two board${were joined and they dealt with the total 

intelligence policy rather than werh separating it out and having 

the regular intelligence of the non-COMINT dealt with by the one board 

“| and the COMINT by another. 

Tape 5, Side 1 The ECM as useful as it was and as wonderful as it was was not the 

total answer to the code machine requirements or the cipher machine 

requirements of both the Arny and the avy . The Army had a more 

pressing requirement for another type of device. Namely one which would 

automatically encipher teletype signals so that you could get automatic 

on-line operation of the cipher machine sitieh ag warixely feasible at 

~— 

that time in terms of the state-of-the- is i. aa that the cipher 

yehuek 
machine fhet would efficiently work Gta IT&T and other automatic 

teletype equipment just hadn't been developed and linked in with the 

transmitting installation. General Stoner and his staff, the Army 

Communications people, early identified this missing piece of their 
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communications gear and re ge eer dagel tip aane Gateias 

either to develop a cipher machine which would securely disguise the 

teletype Signals or work out ae way whereby a device could ts con- 

structed by a contractor.., Hopefully IT&T who had done such a magnificent 

job on the manufacture of the ECM or the SIGABA. At that time I was 

pretty busy with the organization of the 7 ll call it the B3 cryptanalytic 

unit which was essentially everything but the Jap, German eid Italian 

military organization and later did embrace the Japanese military attache 

and certain associated military systems, and Fhis requirement was placed 

on us initially just before we made the move to Arlington Hall Station. 

I think it was along about March or April certainly no later than May 

as I recall. Si itp Bien Wh were about to move to Arlington Hall Station. 

I was spending considerable time working between the Munitions Building 

which we were leaving and going over and seeing how the small unitsyg~— 

some of them were in the Pentagon; some of them were in the Headquarters 

Building, Arlington Hall Station were doing. So one day when I came 

back from Arlington Hall Station Friedman sent for me and asked me to 

come to his officeierd te said I would like for you Frank to look over 

and witness the recording of an invention that I have produced. This 

is to satisfy the requirement for this automatic teletype enciphering 

device that Army Communicatids' people WATE anid we need some kind of 

circuitry which can be incorporated into a piece of gear that can be 

used with the teletype tape transmitters and which can be operated 

directly on the line so that you've got real time encipherment of the 

Signal and real time deciphering of the signal. Well I looked over his 
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diagram and it was a pretty clever idea except it had certain circuits bre ez 

pire ; 
weiceke just wouldn't permit the thing to operate. tae this was a dis- 

appointment to Friedman when he found out about it. I could go into 

this detail because I think it shows just how these things come into 

being, ase We was real shook up because he said Mell, we've got to have 

something that will satisfy this requirement because we're going to«-< 

they wanted to set up some ose eleaniee batvede he US and North Africa 

and this is an urgent requirement. Its going to be talking about the 

convoy sailings$ they're going to be talking about shipment manifest , 

and a lot of vital information ies San the Germans knew about it, could 

be disastrous to the plans for North Africa. Well there was no arguing with 

this so we sat there and batted the idea around for a while and I had 

ecé 

been working between the time that the Ml that the ECM had been produced 

and Pearl Harbore-SZort of inbetween Japanese chores, l had been working 

on a variety of circuits, printing mechanism for all sorts of enciphering 

conceptsy” Hust for my own amusement to see what could come out, ata I 

recall that one of the ideas that I distilled out of this had to do 

with teletype encipherment, amd ty curiosity in this particular instance 

when I'd done the thinking about the idea was could we use the, cipher 

wheel to generate a key, or a batch of cipher wheels to generate a key 

which then could be used as a five-baud encipherment. And it came out 

pretty obvious as I looked at it. All that was needed was to take the 

control rotors in the ECM, disassociate them from the substitution 

maze rotors, and feed the circuitry from the end plate which normally 

would go to the solenoid controls on the five substitution wheels and 

just feed these circuits into a set of five relays which would/then \\ 

ioe nee 
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; vVeEmmaw\ Vervam 
operate a conventional Wurnum mixing pattern. is the man 

who invented the automatic enciphering machine in early 1920s, amg kt 

(now A 
was already wellyin the state-of-the-art that you could mix a key signal 

like a one-time tape with a plain language signal so that you got a 

fairly good encipherment, automatic and actually instantaneous of the 

plain language using this principle. So what I was really doing in my 

proposal that I developed for Friedman was to take the output of the 

Vewvidls nm 
control maze from the ABA and feed it in to take the place of the 

tape impulses in the mixing apparatus that he'd put together for his 

earlier cipher machines. This wasn't a very remarkable idea by any 

means but it was new and it hadn't been done before,amd it was obvious 

that the thing would work because we knew enough about the impulses 

on the control maze on the ABA to have tested ss we knew enough 

Vernaw 
about the operation of the old Burnum cipher machine to know that that 

worked, and it was real easy to imagine that the signals through the 

} i av 
a1 Verna 

cipher wheels would simply replace the tape 6& the Burnum apparatus and 

we had an automatic cipher machine. Well this delighted Friedman and 

I was feeling pretty good because it was a chance to do something toward 

speeding up the cipher program without too much effort on my part. So 

we developed the idea on paper there at his desk and put it in the form 

of a proposal and we both signed it and got witnesses on the thing as an 

invention within a matter of two-three hours. And then Friedman took 

it up to Army Communications and the IT&T engineers in due course and 

when I saw him in a couple of weeks he said I think we've got something 

that's going to satisfy the requirement. IT&T is real pleased with the 
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prospects of putting it into hardware and General Stoner is real pleased 

that we got something that IT&T wants to do and thinks they can-do 

within the time frame that is required of hin. Well I guess in peace 

° 

time , if there hadn't been a war on I'd stayed closer to it, put I 

kind of lost track of it at that point in time and we moved over to 

Arlington Hall Station and great droves of people came in and I didn't 

have much time to get involved with the COMSEC things until I was 

invited over the see the first model of this some few months later in 

operation in a small, isolated area. I don't remember whether this was 

in the Pentagon or Arlington Hall Station or in the Munitions Building, 

but there it was working and working beautifully and Stoner was delighted. 

So evidently the COMSEC people and Arny Communications people and IT&T 

thought this was quite adequate for the fast communicatios requirement 

and I didn't think much about I didn't worry much about ;because I was 

worried about other things. Now when the device came out into production 

it was at a very good point in time to establish the lise link between 

Washington and North Africa. The Army @ommunications people took one 

radio circuit, two-way circuit ~""teletype circuit, and installed two 

devices on each end. One of those devices was for enciphering the 

transmitted signal which went from Washington to North Africa and 

the other of the devices was to decipher the signal that came from North 

Africa to Washington. Of course there had to be a encipher/deciphering 

arrangement on each end because you enciphered the Washington signal 

it had to be deciphered in North Africa jand then the North African 

signal was enciphered there and deciphered in Washington. And was ain 
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real-time operation. Rather simple procedure code had been developed 

for synchronization nik whe wie arses in giving the key settings because 

the key consisted in the selection of five wheels out of ten. These 

were reversible wheels so you set your basket with the five wheels. 

The stepping as I recall, well I found out it was a meterlike later, 

and the banding of course was an internal circuitry element of the 

basket containing the wheels and the banding is the connection are the 

connections between the end plate and the, ecm type mixing device 

which mixed the cipher signal with the plain language signal both of 

them in the teletype mode. Ateer bout the time this en a8 

established I got called away part-time from the cryptanalytic duties, 

and Because of the scarcity of cryptanalysts who understood mechanical 

GR ivr ; noite 
Teeteeseee, Bee suse I'd been involved da the ECM) I guess I was the 

candidate for this selection, the head of the War Bepartment code room’ 

had set up a monitoring scheme in a little room separate from the code 

“ED€ 

roomin which he had spy machines which could be connected to the 

’ 
: 

radio circuits so that you could print out on a printed slip whatever 

was being transmitted. tami they normally used these spy machines to 

validate the operation of the cryptographic devices, the circuitry and 

other things. So when I went over to begin my twice weekly or so 

inspection of the code room at various times through the period of the 

assignment aad) I would go over sometimes in the daytime, sometimes on 

the night shift’, and sometimes on the swing shift; just go in and 

putter around and look over the shoulders of the coderoom operators, and 

watch the radio transmitters work ,and go in and take a look at the spy 
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machines,and just generally satisfy myself.that the thing was operating 
} 

smoothly and that I didn't see any cryptographic booboos appearing 

ane Aru : 
4 

ES taks.) Ree ee eee people looked about the proper operation of 

the eLReLbey: All I was interested in, were we making cryptographic 

of 

violations becawemisuse of the codes by the operators with the cipher 

wtpe Ue, 
machines, the ECMs being fudedy! were the procedures the best, could we 

modify the procedures, for example, to make them more efficient? And 

these were the kind of general things we were looking for. There was 

no type! job description for this. Just please take a look Frank, and 

if you see something wrong try to straighten it out. That was the 

general concept. Well I was I knew that the SIGCOM thats what we called 

—_ ne U 4 

the SIGCOM was going into 
AP be Je ahead Bde etal 

UES (8° I selected that particular night at about the time jto go take a 

this new automatic teletype encipher device, 

look at it and see how it stood up. Well when I got over there I was 

a little disappointed. I foundthat they had already started using the 

thing when the radio circuits first came up, they just couldn't wait. 

Stoner had put the pressure on them so I got there a little late. I 

didn't see the first operation. I watched this for a couple of days. 

I don't remember just how many days. But I do remember this - one night 

after I'd eaten dinner at home, I went over to the Pentagon which was. 

, rye F 
oh, a couple of miles ,from Arlington Hall Station, went up to the code 

room and sat down in the room where the two spy machines had been 

installed and just watched what happened. I just sat there and watched, 

sort of feeling like I ought to put a good hard eye on thpse two spy 
f « 
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to see just what was really taking place, not just a quick lookgee, 

but a long, deep looksee. Well after about two hours of almost steady 

operation I saw something that really shook me up. I watched the Spy 

tape come out of the printer head and these two spy machines were on 

the two-way circuits. One of the spy machines was on the Washington- 

North Africa cireuit and the other was on the North Africa-Washington 

circuit so you could see right there in front of you what was happening 

on both ends really. The signal on the Washington spy machine was taken 

off before it went on the air} the signal on the incoming circuit was at 

the equivalent point after it had been taken out of there but before it 

got into the code roomy Yo I could see exactly what the en might be 

intercepting if the enemy intercept people were on these two otreiits. 

Well, this thing that shook me up came about as follows: I saw the 

procedure signal go out from Washington - "Get set up". I had my little 

book there so I could see what he was saying. "Set up your wheels. I'm 

ready to transmit" I guess would be the equivalent. Then from the other 

end "OK" you see. "Set". They gave the indicator which disguised the 

initial alignment of the wheels, the five letters,one on each one of che 
) 

wheels, was sort of the key setting for the wheels. And then I saw the 

signal come back from the other ooo ae And "Go Ahead Please" GAPLS: 

if you will and then I saw the transmission take place. iveryehine was 

beautiful up to this point of time. There wasn’t a thing that I could 

be worried about. Then after about, oh I'd say twentyfour to thirty 

ee 
inches of tape had gone through the tape had gone on to the circuit, 

I saw spy machine covering the circuit from North Africa to Washington 
A 
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send an innex—reute and the Washington transmission was broken and there 

was word from the other end whteh-whent—teeked-and-which I realized 

must have been "We've got a bust, Please retransmit", and I ehawelte 

let's see how he handles this because this is a very critical thing. 

and I had my choice of going in and 2h Be careful buddy" or I had ny 

choice of leaving it up to him because he supposedly was trained the 

S wath ‘ 
epetsror eae just to see what happen and if he did it right then 

everything would be good. Also it was just a little bit of a distance 

from the spy machines to where they actual transmitt@rs were operated- 

‘amd You had to travel ‘round eee a couple doors and down a corridor, 

so it would take a couple of minutes for me to get up and go down there - - 

and I just let it happen, because I wanted to see if these things were 

being done right. That was my job. Well,in due course the new trans- 

mission was made-and I looked and compared the two tapes to see if it 

was identical. Whether the bust was on my end or the other end and 

obviously it was on—the-other—end on my end because the two texts were 

different and the tape started spewing out.: Ittook me a few seconds to 

realize this you see jand finally I thought Well, Sesh he's misset one of 

the wheels in the basket and that's the reason the fellow on the other 

end couldn't read himsaad We got a retransmission of the identical text 

because it was tape punched you see, automatic tape, and here's a 

retransmission with a wheel offset, one of the wheels offset just one 

element, and that could be very dangerous depending on the internal wiring 

of the machine. ~tre by the time i got around and told the operator we 

were having some possible trouble and please stop,the message had to go 

anyhow so it didn't really make too much difference whether it went in 

had already started 
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in this version to set up a third version and it didn't make any 

difference anyhow becausé I didn't get there in time to stop it. 

The damage was done. Well this bothered me. It took maybe ten 

minutes for the full impact of this thing to sink through to me and 

of course I had immediately recognized that this was a bad thing to 
enemy 

happen. A favorable bust for thefcryptanalyst and I just hoped that 

I would have gotten one on Sani of their machines if I'd been in a 

similar circumstance. So I decided I'd better go back and see if I 

could determine just how bad the bust was. I didn't feel like stopping 

ie rest of the transmission because I didn't have the hard evidence, 

if you will, to Say that this bust is dangerous, but I got back to my 

office over in Arlington Hall Station with the spy tapes that I'd 

collected for the whole evening with these two bust tapes ,if you will, 

that I had cbiieated the last moment off the circuits, and sat down and 

started to analyze them. Now I knew the theory of the machine but I 

had not had time to study the internal wiring and how gS were 

wee weed 
wired and how the rotorsy;and whether these were the best arrangements or 

not. I just didn't know. In fact I didn't know what the endplate wiring 

was and what the circuitry was, but LI did know enough about the recovery 

of cipher wheels from that kind of an operation to feel like I might be 

diileaee See the set of wheels. By early morning, around 2 or 3 o'clock 

I'd recovered the entire machine - the wiring of the wheels, the endplate 

wiring,and its operational connections to the mixing relay device. With 

this data I could have built a machine like it if I hadn't known about the 

machine. And what was my reaction? I went to the bathroom and wretched. 
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IL was really sick because of the realization that if I could do this - - 

although I had the advantage of understanding the PO A os gion 

realized that there was enough information available from these busts 

so that a clever cryptanalyst, a clever German could duplicate what I 

did, maybe not as fast, but certainly it was inevitable that he could 

duplicate it. All they had to have was an intercept capability latched 

deowr to these ee ee and the bust message together with enough 

text to carry on. I didn't have to try to read any other messages on 

that transmission because if I could go that far with the bust, I was 

certain I could put the others in. And then I had to decide what I was 

going to do at 2:30 in the morning with this information in front of me 

and I called Xorderman who was the Commanding Officer, Arlington Hall 

Station and got him out of bed and got him to come over and see what 

I had done. €orderman was all shook up just like Iwas. He didn't 

wretch because he hadn't been working on the thing at high speed for 3 

or 4 hours but he was just about as aiee as I was and he took a decision 

that he would try to get in touch with General Stoner amd be thought we 

ought to set up a meeting because there was no point in getting Stoner 

without the Army Communications Staff, Set up a neeteng at the earliest 

possible time next morning and lay the whole thing"and say sort of -~ 

ASA goofed and we've got to take this thing off the air. I was particu- 

larly chafgrined because I was the little boy that sat down at Friedmads 

desk and put the idea forward and I was the foolish little boy that 

didn't follow through and take a look at the circuitry eé which had 

been employed when the engineers had put the thing together. They did 
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a beautiful engineering job, but they took that type of circuitry which 

was most efficient for their manufacture of the machine. Its from the 

cryptanalytic standpoint, was the worst that could have been selected. 

Now this is the relationship, the movement, the banding of the output 
_f 

LEC WANN 

endplate with the mixing device-and $0 I kind of felt like I 

committed a terrible crime. I don't know that I had committed a crime 

ws 
but tr just didn't do a good job I guess and it bothered me. Well 

I went home and tried to sleep.amd I came back early next morning, and 

Leo Rosen had been working on the SIGTOT the concept of using a one-time 

tape with you run a mixer just like we were using at the SIGCOM so in 

effect we took the SIGCOM out and put in the one time tape and we were 

in business. We discussed this and I told Rosen about the awful thing 

ae UTA, 
that I had discovered early that morning. He didn't aeenl ie was shocked, 

but as he thought about it he said Well, ve got to do something. We 

got to put this thing through a test. We can't let it go out again. 

We must instead of immediately using it ,we've got to reexamine the 

whole cryptographic connections inside the thing ema CF course this 

was absolutely what had to be done. We also recognized in our discussion 

that Stoner was going to put the pressure on us for an interim solutione 

aad Rosen checked up on the status of the SIGTOT and came back before I 

C kha 
left in the staff car to pick up Korderman in Headquarters to go up to 

ke (Ruseui) eect 
the Rentagets, Game back with the report that he fete’ we were ready to 

go into penmucttos because the whole concept had been tested and the 

only thing needed was a tape factory to make a bunch of dhe sii wapes 

in quantity to get them over to North Africa aud pe course, the Pentagon 

so that we could have two-way communication with the one-time tape 

Then Gorderman and 
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I got in the staff car,;and left. I didn't- have a chance to tell 

@orderman of my discussions with Rosen. In the first place we couldn't 

talk in the car because it was an enlisted man driver who wasn't cleared } 

. Ve 
and second we were under pressure to get there and make sure I had my 

ral 

worksheets laid out for the meeting so I didn't tell him about this 

replacement thing because we were so worried about producing the bad 

news we didn't take time out to discuss any possible good news that 

might be needed by Stoner and company. Well the meeting came off about 

10 o'clock in the morning and General Stoner I recall sat down at the 

end of the table, a long conference table outside his office. Grieenin 

and I sat down at the other end and I faced Stoner cause I was going to 

do the talking and the whole army communications staft Spout a dozen 

officers mostly, well, the senior members of his staff were there because 

he sensed something dramatic was going to be presented. Well Korderman 

made the pitch that we had distressing news. The spy machines had 

revealed that there had been a bust and that by working overnight on it 

that one cryptanalyst, namely Rowlett here, was able to recover the entire 

machine ; and feels like the German cryptanalysts could do it if they had 

the intercept whéeh of the messages weat’ on that particular circuit last 

evening. er so I told Stoner what had happened. He and his staff 

had questions. When we got bheoudh Stoner had an awful black look on 

his face and I remember his exact words and they were to the effect 

"Rowlett I don't like what you've told me ;ybut I know you and your 

reputation and I think you're honest man. I don't understand really 
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what soars explained but I think you know what you're doing and I'm 

going to take your wand for it. Gentlemen we are going to take this 

SIGCOM out of operation right now and you and Matt Jones go and get 

started." Well I was a little bit afraid of Stoner because I eae ee. 

a captain and here he was a Ouaos: LGIRBE dae but I knew what I had 

presented was solid. The next sort of important thing that happened 

was that he turned to €orderman and he said, "Now look Red, we been 

' pumping money and manpower into that Army Security Agency of yours. 

dy pe 
You produced a device here that was a wonderfuljand, you destroyed it. 

And you denied us the use of it. Mechanically and electrically from 

a communications standpoint it was ideal. Now I charged you with the 

responsibility for putting this as your first responsibility. ~ You go 

back to Arlington Hall Station and you turn on your best people for this 

job and get me a replacement for the SIGCOM." Weil I wished then at 

that point that I'd told €orderman, and I didn't know whether really I 

ought to go ahead and spill the story about what Rosen and I discussed 

that a I also knew that if I didn't do it Stoner would be 

unkappy’a lot longer time,ami I had enough confidence in what Rosen had 

promised so I just stepped out and laid it right on the table- _that 
$e 

we could produce a one-time tape system that would operate as efficiently 

v 

so far as communications were concerned as a SIGCOM. It did have the 

disadvantage though of the tape factory and I could speak with authority 

on that because of my earlier experience in the 134Tl tapes) and that the 

only hitch was to assemble enough gear to produce the tapes in quantity 

. % ee EE 

; orererers it} waihilase 
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and get them to North Africa. But I was sure that the whole thing 

could come to a head in the same time frame ;but I had no way of 

determining whether it.would be a month, a week or six months and the 

only way we'd know was to get started and when we got done we'd know 

how long it took us. I was giving myself enough latitude so I didn't 

C 

get hooked with a date ,and I certainly didn't want to hook Corderman 

on that ee Stoner didn't hesitate. He said "Red, do it. 

Co ahead." Well I could tell about Korderman's distress because of the 

bind the whole agency was in,and I could tell about my own Siauseds of 

having to step out in front of my boss and take the wand away ee him- 

But it worked out wacieniacd oe a matter of a few weeks we had 

/ 

SIGTOT working. The SIGCOM was examined. We put out best cryptanalysts 

who had not had a chance to look at eee eee and Small. I got 

involved in it.~—Friedman was involvedy” Won a reexamination of the 

SIGCOM and we changed the wiring. We eliminated the fault that ate 

ea ae we changed the aa we put in an extra little gadget 

to further enhance its securitye amd-With these modifications the STCCOM 

came into being and was a useful machine for the rest of the war. I 

think this an important story because I don't know anywhere else in my 

ort fil 

experience where one individual was so deeply involved: $8) in the 

development of the concept,and then within a short period of time 

destroyed his own concept and denigrated it to the point of where it 

had to be reworked. Of course this left a question for us. Were-the 

Germans able to intercept the SIGCOM messages that I had exploited ~- 



because we knew that these would provide the answer they would be 

trying to seeké And did they in fact achieve any solution or success 

with the SIGCOM either at that time or later on because of what they 
A 

had learned from this particular instance, or others which may have 
) 

happened and that we didn't catch because there was nobody -etse” looking 

at the spy machines? We did find the answer to that question. First 

question as I see it is, did a intercept the signal? | The answer 

is when the TICOM team went into Germany they found no evidence the 

Germans had identified this circuit early enough in -~¢Re its use as 

being an automatic encipherment circuit for them to become interested 

in time 

in it,jto pick up the bust | Evidently they did find the SIGTOT being 

used later on. What time I don't remember. So far as I know the Germans 

were never able to discriminate between the SIGTOT transmissions and 

the SIGCOM transmissions. eu Ehis becomes a little bit of a sophisticated 

technique in cryptanalysis. Ouy/TICOM investigation ¥s I believe clearly 

indicated that the Germans had not achieved this level of competence and 

this was of course fortunate for the allies, Because had they achieved 

the level of competence that was demonstrated by the rather simple 

cryptanalytic operation that I had performed on the bust message, I 

think they would have been able to do a lot more with the allied auto- 

matic teleprinter transmissions which were enciphered by mechanical 

devices. I don't think they could have done anything at all with the 

SIGTOT which about the time that we put it into use became evident as 

the most secure of all systems that we were using in that timeframe 
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because the key re be randomly ee es knew full well the 

mathematics behind it and we knew how to use the random emissions a 

vacuum tubes and read this off so that the key was unpredictable, amd 

Wwe could mathematically prove that the key stream on the SIGTOT was 

pure, one-time if you will, and totally unpredictable based on well under- 

stood physical laws. This is not true of rotor devices or any mechanical 

pinwheel device like the Hagelin which generates a kind of motor key 

and I don't think we had fully appreciated the significance of the 

mathematical provgable randomness versus the device-generated, unpredictable 

key until we actually started using the SIGTOT. And what we did learn 

from the use of the SIGTOT was that we were most vulnerable when an 

individual used the same key twice or the same tape ct thea that 

wasn't news to us because we knew this was true of the Hagelin and all 

other devices which generated keys and applied them in a manner similar 

to" which the SIGTOT was used or even the Hagelin ifself. Another interest- 

ing example of possible COMSEC hazards is found in what is commonly 

known as the Felléws Incident. I'1l not repeat the full circumstances 

of the administrative arrangements that were made, but simply there was 

a military observer US military observer attached to the British forces 

in North Africa-.I believe it was known as Montgomery's headquarters. 

The purpose of this observer and this was of course before Pearl Harbor 

and before the US was in the wey wee to report back to G2,Washington 

whatever he thought was worthy of their knowing and to do this in 

whatever detail was necessary. Of course he had to use cryptographic 
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system to secure this intormention and the decision was made to use 

the current military inte ieeape code with its cipher tables fon 

securing his reports when they were transmitted electrically to 

Washington. After his assignment and in due course in time ,the British 

discovered that there was some leak which they finally identified as 
m 

being centered around the daily sare ated held in the British 

headquarters in North Africa. This is where the situation where the 
' 

24-hours was discussed, typical war room briefing and they were very 

much distressed about this and they began to search out to determine 

where this penetration might be and who was responsible for the Germans 

receiving this information and hopefully how the penetration was 

ef fect Ste and how it was operating. After thoroughly scrutinizing 

the British officers who were privy to the information which was being 

compromised they came to the conclusion that it could not be one of 

the British officers, and the further conclusion that it must be the 

American military observer who either might have been an agent or that 

his reports either in North Africa or in Washington were falling into 

German hands. Obviously this was a very delicate matter which had to 

be dealt with in very diplomatic sort of way and the British approach 

to the Americans was carefully thought out, carefully phrased,and as 
7 

I recall came through the Lord Halifax/White House levels initially. 

ak ene 

Of course when the implications of this approach, namely could it be 

that the military observers messages were falling into German hands 

which is the form that the appramch took when it was made by Halifax's 

office to the appropriate people in the White House. It had to be 

relayed from the White House down to the Director. of Intelligence, G2, 
sR ALT 
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and normally would have come to the counterintelligence organization 

in G2 which in this case it did. G2s reaction was somewhat as follows: 

This could not happen in G2. It could not be Fellers. It must be 

the British and therefore we should respond that it is not an American 

leak. You had better go back and look at your own people because the 

only possible way we could have a leak is through our representative. 

We're convinced that he is secure and thattpeopils en this end who read 

his reports are secure and they're not getting in the German hands. 

So we are not to blame. You are to blame. That was the answer. 

British didn't take this as without taking a further step. They made a 

reclama,asd this time they inferred that our codes might have been 

—— 

violated by the Germans and through this channel, Halifax to the White 

House, the response came. This time because it involved cryptography— — 

— 

the @hief Signals @fficer became involved, and I remember attending a 

meeting in his office in which G2 representatives and representatives 

Balloch 
of the Signals Intelligence Service, that's Col Bultet and Billy Friedman 

and myself sat and listened to the proposal of the British,and the 

_ Yesponse which was formulated was simply a reiteration of the previous 

response with the addition that not only are our people secure but our 

codes are secure. It must be your people and your codes Lord Halifax. 

I think Friedman and I were a little bit uneasy about this last answer 

because we had a little more savvy about the vulnerability of cryptographic 

Srey 

systems) and we what che German and Italian cryptanalysts could do we 

didn't know much about and I think we ascribe to them powers far beyond 
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what we later found out when the (ITCOM_ceains came back from their 

survey of German cryptanalytic, cryptologic eftenna. After Sat eile 

response, very negative from the US the British took the bull by the 

horns and this is the interesting part of my story. Since they were 

reluctant to tell the true information that they had because they 

would have to reveal the source through the diplomatic channe ss, they 

took advantage of the fact that Kullback was on a TDY in London and 

because of the exchange on the Purple keys and JMA a being 
, ASS 

conducted in B3. we'd set up a secure cryptographic channel of communi- 

cation ftom 33 to the counter offices in GCHQ and Kully of course knew 

about this channel and knew that the information that came over this 

channel would be tightly held and never get into the command message pace 

where it would be duplicated and spread throughout the communications 

file. So Kully did this. He sent me a message and it was a rather long 

Message because he had quite a story to tell and the message substan- 

tially conveyed this information. The British had been reading the 

Enigma traffic from Berlin to North Africa. They had found in the 

decodes of the Enigma traffic what appear to be translations into German 

of reports filed by the military observer in North Africa, the U.S. 

military observer in North Africa. They have given me the text of three 

of these messages and urged me to call this the text of these messages 

and their concern about these reports, to SIS, that's Signal Intelligence 

Service, attention. They feel that the American code has either been 

stolen or solved by the Germans and that these reports are the result of 

the interception and exploitation of the observers messages. They 
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urgently request that SIS undertake a review of the particulars of the 

use and security of the military intelligence code which the niideary 

observer is using,and to take whatever remedial measures are necessary 

to stop this most important and disastrous leak. These are my own 

words but this is what the message said and then there were three 

messages that came as annexes to this basic message. These were the 

from 

British translations of the German messages which were sent Berlin 

to North Africa and which in themselves were translations from English 

into German of the text of the reports that had been transmitted in the 

American code presumably. This message of course meant the following 

action had to be taken: first, we had to ascertain exactly what code 

was being used and what cipher tables for the encipher of this code 

had been used. This was easy. It could be only one code and the current 

cipher tables. The second was s jeeaenine if G2 had in fact could in 

fact identify the text of the messages as being the MA the military 

observers report. In order to do this we had to go through the Ghief 

Signal @fficer and the Director of IntelligencesSo a meeting was 

arranged one Sunday morning, because the message came in early Sunday 

morning promptly, meeting was arranged between the Chief Signals 

Officer and those of us who had been involved and knew of the message 

Bullock 5 

Friedman, Butifck and myself from the SIS point of view and the appropriate 

people in G2. Well we presented Kully's message, fortunately the G2 

peophe who were involved had been cleared for the knowledge of our 

cryptanalytic capabilities and our liaison with the British cryptanalytic 

Sree eeries our so we could talk freely and explain how the message 
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had come and validate its authenticity. G2 representatives however 

were not familiar with the reports and the first reaction was that 

this really couldn't happen. This was a defénsive reaction. But it 

was clear that the way to test this out was to find from the code room 

tT” Cimtee- 

in the war department {if there were in fact messages bearing the 

numbers that were ascribed to these reports, and if they jibed the 

text of eee messages bearing these numbers did in fact jibé@with the 

text fie British had recovered and the German translation that they 

Ree atebeeemeely: We found these messages in short order. ‘The three 

messages identified by Kully in his transmission from GCHQ ee 

text and the British proposal. What did we do about it? Within 24 hours 

military observer in the North Africa had received an ABA. A unique 

set of wheels. The ABA being the ECM. A unique set of wheels and two 

officers to train him and one officer to train him in its use and one 

officer to operate it for him. We heard no more about the incident. 

— >» One of the often discussed mysteries of the early organization of the 

SIS is why Yardley was not brought back into the War Department to assist 

in the establishment or the Signal Intelligence Service. a& What I know 

about may help resolve some of the questions resulting from Yardley's 

not having been involved. In the first place, Yardley was a marked man 

so far as the Signal Intelligence Service was concerned because he was 

the key figure in the American Black Chamber and would immediately be 

identified as being associated with that kind of activity had he officially 

been employed by pela Department and this would have destroyed the 
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cover that the G2 and Chief Signal Officer people had desired for the 

resurrection of the cryptanalytic capability within the War Department 

establishment. So it was almost impossible even to consider Yardley 

as having any contact with the rebirth of the cryptanalytic capability. 

This could be looked on as a mistake but I think events proved it was 

not a mLShake) Hecnune the way it actually developed the way the new 

Signal Intelligence Service ceria Vy developed proves that probably 

there tithe any advantage in starting afresh without being hampered by the 

desires and likes of the American Black Chamber. The American Black 

Chamber for denn le dealt mainly with manual systems solutions. The 

real breakaway, or breakthrough if you will , produced by the Signal 

Intelligence Service was as a result of Friedmans hope that we could 

mechani és encipherment and the result vell the in due course the 

adoption of International Business Machines were assistants in the 

program 

co-productionjand later on the cryptanalytic effort and finally the 

feewhenier" 

development off/the which was the first breakthrough into 

computery fo I remember having seen in cryptanalytic operations 

anywhere, Army, Navy or UK. Now I think this adequately explains why 

Yardley was not employed in the development of the Signal Intelligence 

Service. Had Yardley not come into print with his book, The American 

Black Chamber, he might in due course have been brought in when it was 
ere 

considered Sete f Momever because Yardley did publish the three articles 

in the Saturday Evening Post and I believe he got a thousand bucks for 

each one of these articles which was a pretty good sum in those days ~ — 

and had he not published The American Black Chamber, I believe he would 
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have been held in high esteem as a pioneer in signals intelligence. 

The fact that he did go into public print and the fact that a law was 

passed as a result of his publication of the information about the 

American Black Chamber put him on the black list across the board within 

the Army and Navy. In fact, when the liaison with the British was 

established shortly before, well sa the summer eu, Petre Pearl Saas 

the British raised the question - What about Mate ley Sone of? And the 

response of the US military establishment, I don't know what the Navy 

said, was Let ve want no part of him. We will not have him in our 

pesado Then the British asked the real question. Well the 

Canadians have hired him to help organize a cryptanalytic bureau in 

Canada. What about that? The answer is) #f Yardley works for the 

Canadians we will lve nothing to do with the Canadians as long as he 

works for rig I think this graphically represents the attitude of 

the Americans toward Yardley at that point in time. However, there 

are a couple of steps in between that ought to be talked about. One 

is when Yardley’s book came out, Friedman was really excited and distressed 

that 

because he felt knowing /Japanese was the number one priority of the 

small as 

Samtl group he was charged with developing he felt that the Japanese 
A 

would be put on the alert and that they would overhaul their cryptography 

and the result would be that we would have to rework and re-recover 

Japanese cryptography probably more difficult one than Yardley had been 

confronted with. His distress and emotion about this point I think was 
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well taken becatle we later found out the Japanese were extremely distressed 

about the Yardley revelations. They were so concerned about it ‘that a 

translation of Yardley's Black Chamber into Japanese was made and it was 

put out in paperback form and sold for about 10¢ American on Japanese 

newstands. I know this because we ordered a set of them from Japan and 

it cost us very little for each one of the volumes. There is a copy of 

this Japanese version in the NSA library. This was Larry Clark's copy 

which he gave, to me sort of as a personal gratuity and which I accepted 

only if I could at the time I left NSA let the library have it because 

it was then out of print and a very rare book and it seemed only right 

and proper that the NSA library would have a copy of the Japanese edition. 

The fact that: they did publish this and some of the editorials that 

supaaned in the Japanese newspapers which were reported on by the 

military attaches and the State Department representatives in Tokyo 

confirmed Friedman's fears and there was quite bit of excitement in 

both Japanese and diplomatic circles about these revelations particularly 

that part whitch dealt with the 5-5-3 ratio which Yardley tells about 

in his American Black Chamber. I think at this point in time Friedman 

became an activist operating against Yardley because one of the things 

he did was take a copy of the Black Chamber and he went through and he 

annotated it this copy. Charles Lindelson who had been on Yardley's 

staff and who before that time had been a great admirer of Yardley was 

also concerned about Yardley's revelation and he assisted Friedman in 

these annotations of the Yardley book. I think this would be an interesting 

historical item if that copy which Lindelson and Friedman worked on could 
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be recovered and made an example of history. I think it would throw 

’ a4 ecedtie- 

a lot of light on the Yardley{and why wasn't he employed by the* 

government in his cryptanalytic specialfty. The other thing that Yardley 
noes ae 

did that. further pushed him away from the possibility of employment 

with the government was that he took a contract with the Chinese in which 

he was to help the Chinese develop a cryptanalytic capability against 

the Japanese. By this time Yardley's family life had broken up and so 

he went to China where he worked for several months and actually was 
Vv 

one of the last a down the Burma road before the Japanese 

invasion. This was a rather perilous strip at that time eee the 

road was not too well developed so he barely got out. When he came back 

to Washington there was an official connection between Yardley and the 

government. General Akin who was the head of the War Plans and Training 

Division in consultation with G2 felt there might be some useful informa- 

tion that could be obtained from Yardley because of his being hired by 

the Chinese to work on Japanese military systems. At that time we had 

no military intercept of Japanese messages in quantities sufficient to 

allow us to make even an estimate of what kind of systems were to be 

used,and even in this timeframe it became evident cua We began to sense 
? 

sort of the inevitableness of war with Japan. Within the circle who 

were intimately concerned with the cryptanalytic activities and our 

concern was based more on being prepared to deal with Japanese military 

, ; Pe Hes 
ciphers in case these hostilities broke out aad it was with the fact of 

ral 

‘the hostilities. I want to make that point clear. We were more con- 

cerned of our incapability for dealing with Japanese ciphers in this 

~~ 

event than we were with the realities of war because the evidence was 
‘ AN 

Skeum 
pretty Sorimps at that time) but the evidence was sufficient that it gave 

eye 
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us a certain feeling of urgency that this had to be done. I think 

these last two expressions put it in proper context. Well éervain funds 

were made available to General Akin for making a contract with Yardley 

for some brochures in which he dealt with a variety of aspects of 

Japanese military codes and I believe copies of these can be found in 

the archives. I know there were at least four of them. The reason I 

know is because I was selected by Akin to be what was known in those 

days as a Contract Officer for these small contracts. Friedman was not 

selected because of his strong feeling about Yardley's book and I was 

pretty much neutral and a newcomer and a fresh face so it seemed to be 

YTD yd toe. ty’ 

more appropriate to deal with Yardley that anyone? else because at that 

) Japanese 

time I was ini charge of the\diplomatic section. Incidentally at that 

' Uwmse ‘ 

time Yardley's one-time secretary, Miss Rumset had been hired by the 

Signal Corps and was working on the Japanese diplomatic section as one 

of the clerks Gide lenient work cryptanalysis exploitation of the 

Japanese systemS, I became very well acquainted with Yardley as a result 

of this Contract Officer relationship I had. I would inspect the brochures. 

I would een them with him. I would formulate questions which could 

be put to him because there were unclear parts in the brochures and that 

was part of the contract. It would be this clarification process. Sol 

spent quite a bit of time with Yardley. I would meet with him in his 

apartment which was in just within the "F" Street area above the 

Munitions Building ,and I'd usually go up early in the morning and take 

up whatever business matters I had with him. Yardley told me recounted 
a 
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to me several times some of his personal experiences in working with 

the Chinese and I think probably the most significant of the yarns 

that he told {3 about his relations with the Chinese intelligence service. 

He had probably 150 or 200 photographs which he had brought with him 

when he came out of China. These were photographs that had been. provided 

i him by the Chinese intelligence service:and Ehe way the pictures were 

obtained was through the simple expedient of having extra copies fof any 

films developed by Chinese film processing laboratories that had been 

presented to them for processing by the Japanese occupational troops in 

the areas that the Japs had taken over. While this is not evwecerapidc 

in nature it was interesting that Yardley had a copy of that famous 
in LIFE 

picture which was published/about the massacre of the Chinese and he had 

other examples of Japanese atrocities to both males and fémales which 

were unthinkable to somebody raised in Kise extremely brutal en 

of humans with no regard for sex or human life. These pictures presum- 

ably had been made available by Yardley to G2 and I think showed that he 

was closely associated with Chinese intelligence, However the results 

which we got from these brochures were revealed to us certain aspects of 

Japanese cryptq@raphy, Of interest they were of very little technical use 

because Yardley was unable to make any progress at all in with his 

resources into the solution of the Japanese military systems , and Probably 

this is the reason that he quit working for the Chinese and came back 

to America along with the fact that the situation was getting pretty 

rough out there. I don't think Yardley would have come back to America 
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if he'd started to be sich eSbeth” oa Aapencad oat I think this was 

the opinion that Akin and Friedman iso sete ind about the considera- 

tions of Yardley's retum. After we got the brochures and looked them 

over pretty carefully and examined them in the light of the intercept 

which is now starting to build up on Japanese military systems from our 

stations in the Philippine’, we concluded that Yardley could offer us 

nothing and that the best monices of action would be not to have him 

involved in the new effort that had been started in 1930. I don't 

think Friedman during his life ever ever forgave Yardley for going into 

public print. 

What was done in terms of developing traffic analysis in the early 1930s? 

In early 1930s traffic analysis was not recognized. Traffic analysis 

was considered as a separate process ~ Separate from interception and 

«ce 

exploitation cryptologic exploitation of intercept,@nly after we had 

"A 4A £e) 
joined forces with the British a aoe Eres that they had been able 

by setting the externals of certain German messages to arrive at certain 

intelligence conclusions which were valuable. On our side we'd had so 

much success with the systems that we'd been working on that we did ee 

have to stop with the externals. We went in to the body of the message 

and therefore we considered the information from the externals trivial 

and something less than the, less valid than the translation of the text. 

Our success had been great enough so that we never had to drop back and 

ro 

relgy on the external so we while we were aware that some information 
Ve 

could be produced by setting the externals we didn't think we didn't 

find it necessary to undertake such a study in the formal sense that the 
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British finally developed when they had to’ deal with ‘some systems which 

* 

were invulnerable to their cryptanalytic effort and I Thane 26 I remember 

in discussing this with some of the more cryptanalytic minded people in 

GCHQ they also looked on traffic analysis as being measures employed 

in-between the successful exploitation of elements of traffic. If you 

couldn't read the message then you got what you could out of the 

externals, but when you start reading the message the externals were not 

as important as they were when you weren't reading the message. 

Where was the authority, the official authority, for tasking both in 

terms of targets and in specific systems? Where did that originate? 

In what timeframe? 

In from the 30s up through December 7 again. 

The best way to answer that question is to describe what I recall. 

As I mentioned in some of the other recordings the initial priorities 

were Japanese, that was the first, German was second, Italian was third, 

and everything else after these had been dealt with. So our first 

priority Aer imene caus the first task we undertook once Kully and Abe 

and Hurt and Rowlett had developed to the point of where they were ready 

to undertake active analysis of traffic, was to go back to the Yardley 

files which were in room 2742 Munitions Building, select from those 

files the Yardley worksheets and the intercepts of early Japanese messages 

and update the small force of the four people I mentioned together with 

Clark who had come in at that time in making an estimate of what had 

WORK 
to be done on the Japanese first. Of course we'd done this research,yon 
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ADFGDX which was a little bit a8 Sere in terms of the second priority, 

but the first priority still remained Japanese. This is further rein- 

forced by the intercept activities which in short were directed at the 

interception of Japanese cick paininias messages and of course 

wound up in that timeframe before the Japs went into China with only 

results in the Japanese diplomatic field because there just wasn't that 

much traffic on the air in the wildtary for the US to intercept from the 

remote intercept stations it had in the Philippines. Now the basis for 

selection of Japanese first priority came from G2,amm@ I suppose that we 

could say the translation of that priority into action was to start out 

with Japanese and see what could be done with it. Our first effomwas to 

take that traffic out of the vault, bring it up to 3418 which was another 

vault in the Munitions Building, where to start with Kullback and Kurt, > > 

Hurt because of his language capabilities and Kullback because he wasn't 

involved as Abe was in the preparation of military training material like 

Special Text 165 and 166 or like myself, 1 was involved, I was the 

co-production program, I was doing the cipher tables for the MI code. 

These had to ‘be issued @very three months. New codes had to be run in and 

A other 

out of the place and so Abe and I were kind of up to our necks inj things 

and Kully was the only free one,awd the idea was that Kully and Hurt would 

make the first survey. Abe and I were involved in a little different 

way in that we had been taking Japanese training in Japanese, Japanese 

language, both spoken and written along with Kullback for several months, 

‘4 OULV * 1 . 

and we continued ttt study of Japanese, and It was Friedman's idea that 

after Kullback and Hurt had gotten this stuff organized and sort of found 

out what there was to work with and when they had defined the proper 
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set of traffic for us to work on starting with Yardley Black Chamber 

es? sort of. i 

uaLerdal, setog from the known into the unknown of current intercept — - 

that we would all become involved and this is exactly what happened. 

When Kully and Hurt organized and determined what was available and identifiec 

some unsolved messages that Yardley left behind we tried to go from the 

exploitable traffic, the time period of the exploitable traffic, into 

this unexploitable area and bridge the gap and hopefully use that as a 

further bridge to current intercept,and this is exactly the way i. 

thing developed. Now it was within a matter ee co eight months 

I think after Kully started looking at the Japanese material with Hurt 

that we made our first recoveries of Japanese two~and four-letter code 

charts. These were the old J series and fortunately in that particular 

era particular year this was about '33 or '34 the full effects of Yardley's 

Black Chamber had not filtered down through the Japanese cryptographic 

service and they hadn't yet initiated this dreaded overhaul that Friedman 

had described as a horror story. So we were able then s@ sort ofvcarry 

the bull around while it was a calf, and we grew faster than the bull 

did because as we look further down to the point of where they began 

to introduce very unsophisticated transposition supercipherments of some 

of these two-and four-letter charts ,and the Red machine which I think 

was being used about 1932 in the Far East diplomatic net, khen that got 

distributed out of Tokyo to Washington, Berlin, London, Rome, Moscow, 

Ankara, ten all told, ee an able to read everything except 

the Red machine, amd then of snide ae had to go to Panama od a Seceatus 

assignment = ene and I stayed behind and carryied on, awd Since this 

batch of traffic which was later identified as being all Red machine 
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we went in to assist them, §o at that point. in time the total effort of 

the SIS was on Japanese diplomatic. Now hee did we get started on 

Germané and Italiang$ seems to be a proper question that ought to be 

answered.and When Abe came back from ida tacts Dr. Sinkov came back 

from Panama we had reached the point of es we were pretty well on 

top of all the Japanese diplomatic traffic, aad I guess the reason that 

I was more mechanically fexelapea and more interested in cipher machines 

than the other two, I was given the Japanese problemeasd We'd been getting 

and other things 

some intercept in Italian and German and French, Mexicanjas a result 

of this covering of the diplomatic circuits infresponse to the Japanese 

diplomatic interests that both G2 and we ead tbeauae of our success, §o 

the time had come to set up some kind of effort on the German and 

Italian which were #2 and #3 priorities. and then sort of everything 

else;So this kind of an action was taken. I don't think there was any 

direction to this from outside other than the statement of the priority 

and the order of priority because the implementation was left up to us 

in the Signal Intelligence Service and Friedman's decision with the 

approval of the war plans and training division was all that was nec- 

carry. G2 didn't know enough about what we; were doing to make a judgement. 

I guess that is what it boils down to) and Friedman and his people did 

so they left it up to us, aad the decision was taken that we will start 

bevy, ee 

then a German section and this for some reason to Kullback 

\ 
although he was Spanish trained when he was hiredjand the Italian section 

fell to Sinkov although he was French trained) and the rest of the world’ 
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the French, Mexican, South America fell to. RO ce "d come in 

a little later. I don't remember the rationale for this thing. - I 

remember in my case I was real delighted that I was staying on with the 

old Red machine because there were certain things I wanted to do, and of 

course it was understood that we would all be working on everything that 

nobody would be denied access to any of the other sections ard We'd 

gotten some money and we'd a able to ee the staffe-— Bob ferner 
Senrd'l gretyan Ce = 

had been hired, Al Smajl had been hired, sada reer later Jean. 

Feinstein, Mary Jo Dunning. We'd started turning out translations 

formally and we had to have a stenographic force. We had to have extra 

translator help, so we got a couple of those. We got military assignments 

like the language officers from Japan. We hired some Italian and German 

linguists and they began to come inabFSBese how we're getting up in the 

rine Pease where we considered war, _ that it was inevitable that some kind 
i 

of a hostility would break out and we had better by God be ready. Now 

this goes back to a remark I made earlier in these recordings tkat about 

~~ 

Yardley, that while we weren't sure the war was going to come on us we 
is 

: rai ; pier ta pk => 
had to be prepared that it was, ity the sense that it was inventabie 

so we went to work real hard in this direction. I guess to summarize and 

make a simple answer to a question that I turned into a very complicated 

Gas, Fhat the way the priorities were given to the Signal Intelligence 

Service without any binding instructions as to how to use the resources 

in response to these priorities ,was the first step in the organization 

of the effort, and the second step in the organization of the effort was 

— ar eee 

meee wath Lett fee det alive 
te eh eae 
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the utilization of what resources were available, both intercept and 

npOReT La such a way that the most efficient utilization and production 

and exploitation could be achieved. 

Q: tage | Did this situation change once the war actually began and we became 

involved in it? 

A: Yes and for a new set of reasons. The Japanese diplomatic effort had 

been pretty well cleared up when we finished the solution of the Purple 

and it was more of a sustaining effort at that time because if you're 

producing good intelligence people sort of leave you alone. Now when 

Pearl Harbor came into being,G2 was aware that there was a going effort 

Loa 

in the SIS in terms of Kullyswork on German; there was a going effort 

‘ sacl : ; 
in terms of Abe and his sections work on the TtalijoA|jand Bearce's outfit 

on the rest of the world. They also knew that we were making a rather 

broad study of cipher machines. This was again my responsibility because 

I had the machine experts in’ terms of Farner, Small, Synder, Rosen was 

very closely associated with the Japanese outfit because here was the 

live, living traffic that you could practice on you see and the prize 

was great intelligence apd £0 they were aware that we were pretty well 
x 

out in front technically and ready to deal with whatever we could get 

our hands on in terms of intercept. Now when war, when Pearl Harbor 

happened then of course everybody got excited and wanted the answer 

day before yesterday. Now this generated problems from the concept 

on which your question is based. We did have to make a reexamination 

of our effort and what this amounted to in that timeframe is that we 

could ill afford to stop what was going because in all the sections, 

in the German, Sechicn, ane in Abe's section in Pan eeeelee Se could not 

“ee Webbie | 



afford to lose the momentum which had been. built up when they were 

able to spend more time with posaanen: Also, there was a tremendous 

increase in the intercept for two reasons. One, we had built up a 

greater intercept capability within the U.S. Granted it was still 

naa flO state of ee also had a mass of material we were 

4K . 
getting im the UK you see; because they had a well organized ,active 

and well trained,as well as productive intercept activity, so with the 

initiation of the liaison with GCHQ we just got a massive amount of 

traffic. Also in Kully's case there was the work cnarene sriesen had 
mS 

done in terms of the analysis of the I'll call it the Floradora system, 
A 

that was the double additive system that was less than the one we later 

identified as the one-time system and called GEE nd so there was the 
, Ne 

technical information that Kully got ta waSa similar batch of informa- 

tion from what Abe got amd in his work on Italian,sand then the rest of 

the world, the French and so ae course by this time the French, the 

only thing left in the French was the Vighy government, But there was 

ak 1s Joss ios 
another seceinerain Oe interest in thej/Turkish, and the Near East i 

iy 

and the Middle East and what was going on down there, and so we were 

beginatme being propelled into a situation which would embrace all the 

important nations of the world whether ilo big or little with 

particular emphasis on the miaarg Kee and South America. Now the 

rf 

positive action which had to“be taken wag te get enough people on board 

and enough skills partiéularly language skills to begin undertaking some 

kind of a positive and formal effort 5s deca ee ea in the Middle 



y was made as a result of our liaison with GCHQ. /fAs a part of the deal; 

fe —— tn tgon with ot: | 

Carter Gtéke had argued that we ought to get access to every damn thing 
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that the British had been successful invand Ye wouldn't play ball unless 

we got it and he made it stick amd Ehe British came over and gave us 

everything except the Enigma and some of the clandestine effort on the 

German clandestine evBuiane & think in some of the literature on 

geet 

this question some misunderstanding has resulted about the British how 

free the British were in their exchange. I can tell you that I saw it 

eromthe inside and that the British clearly gave us everything. except 

He ; | 
the Enigma and,clandestine, and they were reluctant to do this because of 

the very tight security which they had surrounded this effort and they 

felt it was untimely unless we could use it, unless we were actively 

in need of the intelligence from the German Enigma, aed GF course we 

had no CIA or clandestine intelligence service capability at that time— -— 

Just what the Bureau was doing and that was an exchange of the trans- 

lations on that. (There was a fellow by the name of Simperman, FBI 

representative in London, who as a result of this exchange got the  ~—':* 

results of the British clandestine effort | So we-were—pretty well 

we were pretty well satisfied even on these two areas they withheld ; 

and I think our relations with them as time went on resulted in the 

British 

Navy building a typical, Bombe over at the NSS for exploiting German 

naval traffic because we argued that we ought to have this capability 

in case England did in fact fall,and We went to the relay mechanism 

known as Madam X inthe basement of B Building. Now to summarize what 
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we did was sort of follow our nose taking advantage of each break,each 
a : ; ok opportunity to expénd the effort for any one country using the existing 

organizational structure with a full freedom of flow of our technical 

gaLve 
people from one area to another including @itold you in my oe flowing 

just yy} 
back and forth between the COMSEC. So we really grew like a I guess 

7 
is the proper. adjective. 
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Tape 6, Side @]| The question is what was the basis for the nomenclature of U.S. devices 

as exemplified by the term SIGCOM, SIGABA, M134Tl, T2, T3, and T4, etc. 

A little chronological review. Prior to 1930 the concept of covernames 

had not been developed and usually a short title, an abbreviated title, 

was used to describe a development. An example of the pre-1930 attitude 

is found in €ipher Bevice Fype M94 which was abbreviated to CDM94 which 

taken just the five elements or so a a nonsense group. But if you 

expand it its just the initial for “éipher Device” Type M94. Now when we 

get down to the easty earliest model of the M134 which went in effect, 

we find this title was ascribed to the machine about 1930 vara afd Friedman 
Leyes : 5 ; , (T 

and the signals ofsted were getting a LitelePiervous about the use of 

{ ' vast , 
the term CD or @ipher Bevice' so they simply tagged on the M a3."M34, 

meaning Model of machine 134 and you identified the cipher machines out 

of the rest of the development contracts because as in the other case 

they continued the abbreviation process,So it was no Shbueviatl an, At 

was a cryptographic development. In about the period of 1938 - 39 there 

were quite a number of new devices being developed and. became necessary 

to do two things. One;is to have a meaningful designation for a crypto- 

graphic device or system and a secure designation,$o a list of pseudo 

code words was generated using the term SIGH as the first three letters 

followed by another three letter group as in the case of SIGABA, 

S-I-G-A-B-A was cipher machine or cryptographic device or Signal Intelli- 

wuicec” 

gencejdevice, A-B-A, and the} we get on down,and the next one that comes 

to mind is SIGCOM you see which was subsequent to it, $0 in this list 

which had been generated and probably can be found somewhere in the 
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COMSEC archives you can idéntify the short. titles of SIGABA, SIGCOM and 

SIGTOT which is another example that #® sort of as time goes on ‘the 

alphabetical progression is effectively chronological and in the order 

that the concepts were advanced. Now the aes did not adopt this 

system. They used their own nomenclature. For example, the ECM which 

is the havy nomenclature for what we in the Army called the SIGABA is 

Navy terminology. So the ECM and the SIGABA are identical devices. 

To go back to the earlier system of nomenclature I mentioned the 134 - - 

M134. I remember being confronted with the problem im one day when 

= —— 

Friedman was absent. We were required to I was asked the War Plans 
A 

and Training Division was required to produce a secure title for a 

cipher machine that didn't reveal #kat it was a cipher machine because 

they didn't want the unauthorized people to know really how many cipher 

aNd . 

machines we had to develen ko I was asked what we could use in lieu of 

A 

the term cipher device or cipher machine ,as we found in the case of the 

M94-which wouldn't mislead or disguise the fact that it was a cipher 

j 
machine. At the same time we wanted something meaningful. I think T 

proposed the word converter because it converted plain language into 

cipher text and this delighted everybody so we started calling the 134, 

“Converter M134" and of course M is Modele§o if you find the word converter 

its obviously a cipher machine aa if in fact its date is before the 

inauggration of the SIGABA, SIGCOM, SIGTOT nomenclature sie. Ue 

question is what do I know about direction finding in the 1930s. There 

was some direction finding effort undertaken by the Signal Corps 

laboratories at Monmouth the development of radio goniometric apparatus. 

I remember also on the occasion of a trip to Haasan hten was part of 
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our indoctrination and training during the- early 30s, that I'd gone out 

to examine a field installation that had been set up by the Signal 
L 

€orps Aaboratories under the auspices of the then being born Second 

Signal Service Company who was operating this DF installation :amd it 

was a porteble, Eype of device. It had a loop, small loop which was 

mounted on a 1x23 metal case which contained the electronics, andes 

‘hades, Loop could be rotated 360° and had gradations degree @egradations 

marked around it just like on a transit head, ar So by tugning the 

receiver ofthe contained in the lower box and by rotating the loop you 

could approximate the direction from which the signal was se I 

Temember particularly the-technieal _aspeet one technical point that came 

up in connection with it and this was a SReat—deek great suprise to the 

operators and the officer in charge of the test. They found if they 

moved out on top of a hill that they got one kind of a mending » Eneh 

moving directly away from this reading down into a meadow Slawe* tee. 

bit 
road they got another reading: ame hater on when I learned a littlejmore 

about direction sanding, 1 remembered that the there was a power line 

along the second locationssed jt didn't occur to any of us at that Piney 

either myself as an observer or the people who were operating the set) 

that the direction could have been distorted by the presence of the 

power line. I mention this sort of as an indication of the understanding 

of the state-of-the-art. We had no people in the Second Signal Service 

who had any understanding or experience of the principles of radio 
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goniometry) and we as cryptanalysts had very little interest in the 

mechanics of it but we had great interest in a direction finding in 

order to determine the location of radio stations and other things for 

intercept purposes. But we considered this beyond our responsibilities. 

Now later on several contracts were let by the Signal Corps,and by 

the beginning of WWII there was quite an effort and a great deal of 

sophistication in this area. ieee is where there teletypes in 

operation on December 7, how many and where were they located? 

On December 7 there were two circuits in being. They had not been 

activated previously. I'm now talking about the Army Security Service. 

leave 

Not the Navy. The Navy had other circuits and I will the answer 

to what the haw had to somebody who knows more about it, But I know 

Presidio 
“what the Army had and we had a circuit to -Peidic, the Sgvereest station 

+p Staten: One 
out in California, and one ee Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. Wethad had 

— tee a, 

these installed these teletype installations installed and I guess if 
‘\ 

you want to know how many machines there are there were four machines 

because there was a machine on either end of each of the two circuits. 

So we had one installation in San Francisco, one machine one in Monmouth, 

in thhafe i 
an installation with one machine and an installationywith two machines, 

one for each of the two separate circuits. | These two circuits were to 

de = | 
only,two of the intercept stations. The ones which we figured were bke> 

most important in covering the Japanese diplomatic message circuits, 

The one in San Francisco was very close of course to the West Coast 

Transpacific, terminal of RCA and the one up in Monmouth was very close 
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to the Transatlantic terminal out I believe its out on Long Island ~ i : : 

s ay 8 5 a as i . . 

east of New York City,amd so these two stations would enable us ‘to 

intercept the transpacific commercial circuits and the transatlantic 

° inane ae? \ ry . ° 

commercial circuits, amd thats why these two were chosen as the initial 

ans - 
q 

installation? We had contemplated and if Pearl Harbor hadn't happened 
a a 

we'd probably in a few months would have had intercept teletype service 

with Fort Hunt because it was close enough that we could" tolerate 

Schakradt 
a courier trip which was performed by Lt. Shweraft later he was Col 

Schatvaft ui 
, “AX very knowledgeable man in the intercept exploitation areas 

of SIGINT. Pearl Harbor however changed the picture and we took the 

our contemplated arrangement and lost sight of in the 
( : - 

simple plans, 

expansion of the intercept service because its character suddenly changed 

primarily 

from being interestedfin diplomatic to what to do about Japanese military 

and what to do about, in the case of the Wavy ; , the Japanese navy, and So 

there was quite a readjustment and replanning and a terrificly/jaugmenta- 

tion of intercept facilities. The two teletype circuits between Washing- 

Viresicve . 

ton and-Rsidie and Monmouth were activated after the announcement had 

been intercepted and translated and delivered to G2 that the 14-part 

message was going to be transmittedeand the reason we activated or tried 

; . ; . ’ Tha acdc 
to ead I will talk more about that in a short while, atleast 

wieeg we tried to activate these two circuits was to insure rapid delivery 

Pressaid 

of whatever intercept particularly from Psidie could be obtained because 

we thought the message would come in through that link and this was the 

fastest way of getting it that we knew of. Shucraft and I were the ones 

who activated these two links because we did not know how otherwise to 

expedite the processing of this message once it had been intercepted 

If we didn't get it 
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from San Francisco ever the teletype link it would have ey, Saale have 

- Ae Pres ide. 
required the mailing of the intercepts from Psidie to Washington,armd 

So we were very anxious to get them in a hurry and this gave us a very 

strong motivation to get that circuit into operation. We did raise 

San Francisco and we got a response, but unfortunately,in the case of 

the message that we were desirous of receiving rapidly, the intercept 

station had already sent its batch of traffic down to the mail room 

Ait. Wenig per HI 
in Psidte and it took sometning like three quarters of an hour sto 

i 

retrieve the traffic and poke it up and put it on the line coming back 
eqs 

{' 
easy , 

to Washington. In the case of Monmouth, I recall this,as a little bit 

amusing today but it was a very disheartening situation when I learned 

Sheed about it. ft was extremely distressed, but the officer i fharge 

; ; Ista abun ; 
of the intercept station when the imtercept was made,as a precautionary 

measure ,warned all the enlisted personnel not to touch this machine, to 

leave it alone unless he was there and was insuring that it worked. Now 

when we tried to call up from Washington to activate the circuit to 

Monmouth ,this officer was not present,esai [he enlisted man,who was in 

charge of the intercept activity heard the bell which normally rang in 

i ee 

the callup and ask you for a response, heard the bell ringing, and of 

course the machine was plugged in and the power was on, it was operating 

for a callup. So after being annoyed by this bell ringing for some time 

over in the corner where-he where the office in which he was located,he 

gets up and pulls the plug and the machine quits ringing its bell and 

SchukwaFt 
nothing happens. I don't suppose Skheewaft and I thought about calling 

up on the telephone to see what was wrong but we sort of didn't worry 
a taa ms 

woe a Nae nae 
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too much about Monmouth after we had raised San Francisco becawe Monmouth 

: ' tab . 7 , : . 2 : . . didn't seem to be tee important in satisfying our desire to pick up this 

14parter as evidently San Francisco would be because of its location 

right in the line of the transpacific radio circuit. Of course this was 

a little bit of departure. The activation or the attempt to activate 
aja! A 

these circuits was a little bit of departure from the other arrangements 
\ 

we had for rapid delivery of traffic. The fastest way we had of getting 

an intercept to work on was to pick it up, intercept it at Fort Hunt 

which was just a couple of miles down the river from Washington and 

courier, send it up by courier from the intercept station to Washington. 
Schur aft 
Shweererft when the pressure was on would make three or four trips a day 

down picking up the messages bringing the important ones, and in some 
/ 

cases he'd kind of wait around until the circuit closed down and bring 

the whole load for _ day so we were working on messages that had been 

only minutes, well just the time it took to get it off out of the 

intercept operators typewriter and for him to bring it up to the Munitions 

Building and log it in.We religiously logged every message that came in 

and I 'm glad we did because this was a wonderful thing in terms of the 

Pearl Harbor inquiry that came later. We could locate whether or not we 

had found the message, we had the message what happened to it and where it 

was in the processing what the well, we could go back in the translation 

to the intercept copy and this was extremely important from the Army 
SS 

standpoint in answering the questions about the message. 

Now that was our best source of intercept ~—Most promptly received 

source of intercept. And then there was another very important, vital 

Beetles ae 4 
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source of intercept and that was found in the pickup arrangement we'd 

worked out with the local RCA office in Washington and the other cable 

outlets that we could trust. Early each morning an officer in civilian 

clothes this vasfrinarily lstLt. Earle F. Cook who later became Chief 

Signal Officer: St was his duty ,when he was assigned to SIS, to go to the 

cable company, pick up the messages that he had worked out an arrangement 

to have held for him and I believe that they had an extra copy, I'm not 

sure, they had an accounting copy and before it went to the accounting 

office why Cook was given access to it. And he had a little cubbyhole 

sort of under a stairway somewhere in the building and in ‘nr he had 

a little installation consisting of a 35mm Kodak with a closeup lens and 

a couple of lights. I think they had a package Kodak sold in those days 

_and we bought one af fe and put it up there in this little room 

and he would photograph these messages just like Cicero did in Five Fingers . 

and we could see his fingers on many of thehessages and then turn back 

the accounting copy to his friend in the cable office and bring the 

undeveloped rolls of film in his pocket and briefcase down to the Munitions 

Building where we'd run them through a little dark room laboratory set 

up that we had right next to the cryptanalytic office and run off a 

prints in a fairly short length of time. These were very good copies. 

They were garble-free and sometimes they were useful,not so much in the 

case of the Japanese in the example that I'm going to cite, but in the 

case of some of the work we were doing on Hagelin machines and other 

things because sometimes a notation would be made on the copy which was 

in our 
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cryptanalytic work. He'd make a little pencil notation and sometimes he 

would rub it out, sometimes he'd leave it on and this would tell us a 

little bit about the setting of the machines and the wheels and the 

type of device. | For example, there was no doubt that the Norwegians 

were using the Hagelin machine and the Swedes Mier d\ also/ using the Hagelin 

machine because they had prepared the message blanks by pasting up the 

little gum slip of paper that comes out of the cryptographic Hagelin 

device itself. fc there was a little bit of abide benefit from this 

photographic intercept activity. We didn't have as I recall right now, 

I don't think we had any other but the Washington. Question is what was 

the legal status of this so-called photographic intercept through obtaining 

copies from the cable companies? The answer ee yan you can also find eee: 

in the Pearl Harbor eee this was strictly illegal. It was 

against the law and it goes back to the law that was passed whenever 

Yardley issued his Black Chamber;and this is where the boot came back 

to bite us. However if you will i up in the Pearl Harbor, look up 

the reference in the Pearl Harbor! to this question you will find that the 

congressional reports commends the U.S. military installations eae its 

foresight and initiative in undertaking this clandestine procurement 

although it was a very sategaly oF thy illegal operation, commends the 

military for undertaking this effort. When the group was organized in 

Mitdtinthy 
1930 very little thought,;had ‘deen given to background, well sort of to 

be brutally frank no thought had been given to such things as background 

investigations and security clearances or the other things which seem to 
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have developed as a result of our becoming more sophisticated and 

éxburing ourselves of the security of individuals. What happened is 

L think about the limit that could be expected in those days. I believe 

Friedman and Crawford in their selection of those of us who joined the 

Signal Intelligence Service were quite satisfied. For example in my 

case to see that I was a mountain boy from the heart of Southwest 

Virginia anit was most aglively that I would tie, fralve any loyalties 

I think 

except to the United States. Same thing /\applied to Hurt and to Sinkov 

and Kullback,awi Larry Clark was a son of a metropolitan policemen. So 

you see our family connection$ where we were born, and we were all 

obviously born in this country, although Friedman wasn't, he was born 

in Russia, seemed to satisfy the, what then was thought to be a security 

requirement. fadoceetaadion. The indoctrination that I got the first 

"day that I arrived on board was after I had been processed and taken the 

oath of office, which was a very simple thing in those days, later on 

I was fingerprinted but wasn't given any priority at all. When I was 

introduced to Major Crawford, later General Crawford, he was then the 

head of the War Plans and Training Division, so we talked He was very 

pleasant) welcomed me and had some words to say and asked some questions. 

And then he sort of leaned back and put his hands behind his head in his 

chair which was a swivel chair with a spring in it and looked at me very 

sharply through his rimless glasses and said something to the effect that, 

"Young man you are not to talk about your duties in this office. If 

anybody asks you what you are doing tell them you are working for the 

Chief Signal Officer. And if they ask the nature of your work tell them 
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its statistical and aathenmatigal, and if they ask you any more 

embarrassing questions lie to them as best you can." And these * 

instructions were reinforced by Friedman a couple of times and then 

finally they wore out because we began to laugh at them when they 

gave us these indoctrinations.and Actually I did find it necessary on 

occasion to actually to fabricate stories explaining why was a mathe- 

matician in the office of the Chief Signal Officer and my answer was 

we were doing statistical work Sei see on message counts. We had to 

do certain statistical analyses of these in terms of routing of messages 

and this was a little bit too much for the average friend I had in those 

days so they dropped the question. We never mentioned codes and ciphers 

and really ny wife had very little idea of what my whole career was until 

I retired and she was, she read some of the remarks that had been made 

both in connection with the publicity which I got before I retired. So 

she was a little surprised at what she learned about me. It is interesting 

to note that this kind of close knit group we had #& very tight, personal 
A 

relationships - Friedman and those of us who were working for him,and 

coupled fwth sort of a clandestine nature of eode breaking, made us more 

security conscious than all the indoctrination could have been given us 

by Friedman, Crawford or anybody in those times sbeaasuse We were developing 

our own understanding of the need for secrefcy and particularly when we 

began having some success you see, breaking the Japanese diplomatic codes 

we didn't want to have to go through that ordeal again because Friedman 

had made such a horror story out of the Yardley book that we could 

. ean narrate 

imagine we might become Yardleys. f One of the most interesting post-war 

efforts that I remember was what we call the TICOM effort. The five-— 
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letter group TICOM stands for Target Intelligence Committee, and I forget 

what the 0, well, thats what II, Intelligences com committee. And this 

was generated by a British concept. They seemed to be a little aye YWHLEAS. 

clbuee about these a Americans were because théy theuptk 

it would be a wonderful aa : have a team of knnwladgeaire people, 

experts \if you will, poisedyito is in and occupy and examine and latch 

en to the files of installations that had been tavoryéa in cryptanalytic 

and cryptographic work in Germany. These had Sach lancet pinpointed ~—\- 

accurately pinpointed through their intercept work and other intelligence 
c 

reporting so they knew exactly where they were,and Ehey had a plan and | 
‘ 

had developed sort = project,I believe we called it a project, to 

| uncover, to occupy ,te one and cakg/control of these installations at 

the earliest possible moment, afeér they had been enveloped by the invading 

\ and attacking forces, the > ae a Allied Forces. Well, we collaborated t 

ra 

with the British in this and there was full cooperation and we had quite 

a party for both the bey and Wavy a aaa Park and we designated 

f 
some of our better people in both services to join with the selected group 

a 
of Britishers. We placed emphasis on knowledge of German because we 

wanted any interrogation to be done as close ‘to the language as possibleje 

‘aos he had interpreters as well as experts to reinforce this language 

then we were ready and we did assemble these teams togethersend We had 

time , e 

them. just behind the forces so eachyjone of these installations was overrun 

there 

there was a group of cryptologic experts right inginterrogating the 

| 

| 
| 
| 

problem, and As we began to see the German pee © disintegrating 

| people who were who had been doing the work for the German intelligence 

. a 

services. { Among those I remember Oliver Kirby was one of the Americans 

ed 
—— 

"who went on this. I believe Bop Johnson I ‘Giderstand Roy is dead now, ~f 
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me 

but Roy went along on that and somé others. I was greatly disappointed 

because I wanted to go and Corderman wouldn't let me. He said FE need 

somebody here to help clean up this mess. The people are ail going to 

be leaving and you're stuck buddy. So I didn't get to go, I wish I had. 

I could've have gotten by on my college German probably. Now to get 

back to business, the teams did go in and I mentioned in the SIGCOM 

be Abe iylbiw : 
reportiyé that we made how we had learned that the Germans were not too 

successful in discriminating between the SIGTOT and SIGCOM traffic. This 
v j po ‘ ‘ 

we learned that was A: We also were very much interested in what results 
no 

would have Pere wnat results have been achieved by the Germans on the 

ECM or the SIGABA. And we got the answer to that. I think its an 

amusing answer and I will put it in my own way as more of a joke But 

Art LevZnson who I believe was on this team, and I believe it was Art 

who reported to me when they talked to the fellow who was in charge of 

what they called the American Big Machine, see they'd identified the 

Big Machine as the one jointly used by the Army and Navy, Ehey couldn't 

tell we were using different rotors or other things because their 

cryptanalytic understanding was just not at that level and that was an 

interesting item in itself. But Art's report as I recall was that they 

found this guy inebriated and his co-workers reported that he had turned 

into a dipsomaniac because of his lack of success on this "American Big 

Machine". They did have some success with the Hagelin which was used 

with US Air Force and I'm awful sorry we didn't have a better device. 
a gs 

hae ; Of course maybe we were lucky/'we even had that because enciphering our 
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es oN 
‘ , ; poche ed, Sat : F : 

communications in the timeframe thats permitted by, rapidly flying 

airplane with something that the state-of-the-art just couldn't © 

accommodate in WWI $0 we fell flat of our faces in providing secure 

communications there. Now this weakness of air-to-ground communications 

ow 

was more critical in the Pacific’ because the Japs took advantage of the 

voice-to-ground communications and actually destroyed planes because 

of the indiscretions made by the pilots. 1 believe thats documented 

somewhere in the history. I recall it as one of the bad aspects of 

our work. Now of course the experience with Germany and the grand 

results which we obtained the insight into not only the Germans but 

what they'd obtained from the Italians, the collaboration with the 

Fins, the Japanese which we already knew a little about because of our 
oe a 

. pmb puna zips , 4 se 
reading the Japaneseyattache system was terrific information. |It gave 
oe ee ee 

us a little better feel for the relative competence of the U.S. and the 
| 

UK otganizations which had about lifted each other to abeut the same 

I mean 2 

level. where we were deficient in additive recoyery and things like 

fo] a 
that the British‘were very skilled. They weré not as clever in the 

s 

machine cipher solutidn_as we were,and I think our cryptography was ~ - 
J 

~_ 

because of the ECM and the SIGTOT well, mainly because the ECM, because 

HAG ra all) 

ECM was a much better and more reliable device both cryptographic#y 
v\ 

and from the engineerifg and operating standpoints provided by the IT&T 
z ™., 

~~ 

engineers, much ip’advance of the Type X. The British did have a machine 
J 

which they isadvertently showed to me and to Leo Rosen and as Sir Edward 

Travis’ once put it "He couldn't have picked two worse guys to have it 

shown to." Quite by mistake they showed us a new device.I forget the 

ne 



name of it. It was all in chrome and black and was demonstrated both 

to Rosen and me. Rosen, don't know what date he saw it but I saw the 
N\ s 

first\time I went to Britain,and I guess the reason I saw it is because 

\, 
I was a cipher machine expert and they felt they had to show me all the 

‘machines. But nobody had told them, ¢'Don't show them the British machine." 

y Pac. ais 
It was a pretty’ good machine. Actually they installed it between’ the, 

in America Fires Deniers New York office and Washington and the British 

office in Ottawa. And then they used within well between Britain and 
A 

fi the continent after #D-Day" because it was before D-Day that I saw the 
~~ 

thing. Well to get back to, TICOM a little more” about it. It might 
ZN va 

be interesting that we had truck load after’ truck load of German crypto- 

Pa 

graphic equipment. We had Geheuscnfi ber aud Type X's, naval air. We 

€ 

had commercial Enigmas. I'm sorry I mean Enigma not Type X. Type X 

is the British machine and we ad the naval Enigmas, the military Enigmas, 
f 

the air Enigmas, commercial Enigmas. a ae some forward looking 
Pd 

. ; ; j 
developments in the Gerfman cryptography that hadn't come into being. 

Z ? eectia | 
We had some of the-technical reports right up to the solution of-beeks- | 

and ciphers of other countries, photographic neues oe second-story 

jobs that they had performed on safes and embassy coderoons, and a 
{ 
| 
| 

whole variety of stuff like that. This was gone over ,carefully evaluated 

and assessed, and a series of reports produced which you might find neue? 

! ' 

the term TICOM Keports. To add my own personal evaluation of this thing, 
x 

Fs 

c it was a wonderful thing to have this insight into what the Germans and 
ages ay 

a ee ee what the Germans had been aac And I think 

i 
at oo aaa ee 
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its a proper commentary on: Germans the Germary in that they had seven 
A 

. | 
separate and identifiable COMINT organizations each in competition 

4he 

with all the others, and I would hazard A ~ guess that they could have 

done a lot better if they had a unified central cryptanalytic organi- 

zation which was politically impossible in those days the way Germany | 

and the German government was organized and the SSS and ad eee 

and the Canarises all sort of looking with great suspicion on the 

others. Now a few words about the effort in Japan, After we had seen 

how wonderful, this work was in\terms of the German TICOM aftorte.’ We 

thought we'd better do the same Shing when Japan surrendered so we sent 

in some teams. These were mainly taken from the force down in Australia. 

Hugh Resikebue I believe was the head of che: itt oar team. Larry Clarke 

was on it. I don't know whether Abe was involved in this or not. I 

think he came on back to the States pretty soon jbut Hugh was very good 

hugs | 
for this because -High was excellent in Japanese. He could do ene 

interrogation. and ‘We'd provide them with a list a questions including 

alae Winds ) ‘ 
aohest about the Wes 2 message, and I think Hugh' a epee in TICOM 

will speak oe Ltaeit We also, I don't believe it was\ through TICOM but 

we pirated up. pretty late in the war when we overran the Res éppines, we 

picked up a new Japanese cipher machine that was entirely different from 

anything else we'd seen. _The Purple. —It was more like a sort of a ‘cross 

between, the Enigma and the Japanese version of a rotor machine. Strictly 

/ Ay 
Japanése. No resemblance at all to the ECM but I believe it had a 

something like ten wheels, eight or ten wheels and a lot of controls. 
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It's described also in the we used to have it in the musuem if there is 

gneid NB fl 
a museum, it can be cited. I think it's interesting to sort “review 

: , i de 
what the attitude of the upper echelons of the War @epartment were 

towards this nny born Signal Intelligence Service. Very few people 

Legs, LL 

knew about it outside of the people/involved. Those were the Shief 

Signal officer-—fF course he was directly involved administratively 

but technically and operationally was not involved, Ahe Director of 

Cem, tera} << of 

Intelligence 2, the communications desk ‘s were involved in the planning 

and there wasn't much anybody could do except support the effort until 

it had proved that it was going to be capable of producing results. 

God's 

Now, @% attitude in the early days when we were being trained was 

ae 
"Let's leave them alone until they learnythey can and then we'll 

put a the pressure on them.’ We'll start working on the. Japanese and 

then when they find out what they can do on the Japanese then we'll go 

Grd 
to German and Italian." So @ was very generous to us in those early 

\ 

years and I think it was to our benefit and to the benefit of the effort 

that they took this attitude. This was sort of the status until we 

began reading some of the Red Machine messages which let show through 

i. 
sthe glimmer of the German, Japanese and Italian tripartite pact. That 

Te, the: ey 

was the most exciting thing that I can remember,that really got fa up 

on its ears,amd Johnny Hurt turned out a translation one afternoon of a 

partially recovered code message in which this was mentioned and we 

ature Barre 7a) Bratton 

sent down an-attempted translation. Col. Biackman: was up the next 

morning waiting for us ta Chentthe office to verify the translation. A 

He wanted to see the Japanese text. When he saw the kind of meager 
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recoveries that Hurt had used to make this tentative translation 

he went away sort of shaking his head and said) "I wish we had more 

regik 

v “Now you see 
A 

of that text recovered boys. Please get to work on it. 

when they began to get these nice tidbits and morsels they suddenly 

developed an interest in speeding up the operation because they wanted 

to get more and more information. Well this was this pressure was GPPctes 

in a very friendly and benign way, thank the Lord. They didn't go up 

Mi. bbe Singles 

and crack the whip of the Chief Signal Officergand issue orders to read 

those code messages yesterday boys. They just had more sense in those 

days than to do that kind ex -rhine because I think they had a pete 

they were lucky to have anything, any prospect of dealing with future 

intelligence production. So they left us pretty much alone and just 

encouraged us. That vas, Gate attitude. And then of course when the 

Red Machine was broken why then they began to be more specific in their 

requests. Theydsay "Translate these mesaages from Tokyo to Washington 

before you translate the ones from Tokyo to Ankara, for example." And 

they began to sort of lead us, not by orders, but say sort of "We would 

like to have it this way instead of the way you're doing it." And! that 
( 

Liaw 

was a healthy thing. Ang, ,the next step because they could get Jepanese 

Dusen berry Sheer 
language officers like Carlisle Km and Joe Shere and others, 

Doud, 
Dewd,, Spenson and-eh Munson, Freddy Munson, General Freddy Munson was 

Gok 

one of them. They'd get them assigned ae and they'd detail them up 

to Signal Intelligence Service as erausiatorsene then the military 

language officer who was assigned to the SIS would perform the selection 

Dias eis TAG edie CUNT ae bed 

Wi ca Dts ’ 
Ni et Fa @ 
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duty that is what messages were to be translated. We just funneled 

all the messages across his desk and he'd sort of make a little note 
Vx aksie © 4 Cyerenw 

on them like this message is about~Garesets conversations with Bexu mn 

with Hull or foreign ministers discussions with (gress on this subject 

sort of indicate whether it should be done immediately or not translated, 

or held in abeyance and translated when time was available. Now this 

aL 
was a useful thing. Quite a natural development. We could live with .7@ 

hb 
St 

without a bit of trouble and,@@ could live with it. But at that time 
\ 

there was not the very urgent pressure for the general flow of intelli- 

LH, “A Kee mes 
gence, just ‘new items about the éripartite pact angthings somata, 

morsels of interest. Now we're getting up to about the time the 

Purple went into use, atid Ehen we felt a little bit stronger pressure 

$ hed Petenns 

to get on with the reading of tee, Furpte because the traffic ta, Tokyo 

— 

and the holders of the Purple machine, Ene real good intelligence, the 

kind of discussions I mentioned about the tripartite arrangements, they 

were lost because they were in this unsolved system. And so I wish you 

could read that new machine is what they'd say to Friedman andthe 

Chief Signal ofticer,O when we read that new machine we will have a 

better insight into some of these arrangements. This was a friendly 

pressure. We were sort of family. There was nothing in opposition 

ae 
betweerthe in the 30s andthe Signal Intelligence Section of the 30s. 

Now I'm probably spending too much time on this ,but I think it was a 

alow & iat ligt 

healthy thing and contributed/to expediting our development because they 

could have hampered us by placing requirements. I'm sure that if they 

had pushed us on the Japanese that Kully would not have made the progress 
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in his German section nor would have Abe in the Italian or Bearce in 

his other responsibilities but they let us do it the best way we could 

gu 
and sort of in oursway under their general request that this is the 

i 

kindb£ thing we want. Now when war became imménent we began to feel 

uy aa 

this a little bit stronger because, G2 got an augmentation in intelligence 

officer assignments .amt Unfortunately the amount of training in inteilligenc: 

to make a proper intelligence officer,”~ There was nothing, ‘there was 

no training of intelligence officers. If you were a Japanese language 

student then you got assigned to the Japanese desk. If you were a 

EO 3.3b(1) German student you got assigned to the German desk, and that's about 

ae what it amounted to. Individuals were selected more for their personal 

‘ *, interest than they were by what training they got. I think this is also 

f, K . 

. Zarhecias 

’ true in the Navy because I think Zackaryus was never as an intelligence 

. officet. He just naturally gravitated into it. (So this seemed to be 

e 

: the rule actoss the board for both the Army and the Wavy awd certainly 

*, none of the sophistication we now find in the State Department and. DIA 

[ene their development of evaluators and recorders with respective 

ka intelligence organizatiots | It just wasn't that way in those days. 

. wos nh 

And maybe it wasn't needed in those, days because the need was recognized, 

« 

but I'll tell you when it was needed is-if we'd had such a force in 

being and crained| tke they've got in pia] feodas) 2 think they 

would have found out a lot more about Pearl Harbor. There just wasn't 

3 ; pact 

fs anybody that knew what the messages or had the imagination or experience 

s 

/ IN 

enough to visualize what the implications of these messages were. 50 

it was kind of an indifferent situation in the sense of training, But as 
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these new people came in they hadj something to do and they wanted 

4 Mcse ae 
something to work with, a As a few of them learned like mest Pettigrew’. - 

out in the Signal Corps cfack 

did about the ee one of this code breaking activity, they wanted to Pers 5 

see what the Signal Corps and so pressures began to be put on us,-and 

gome of them who didn't know about it would come in and say, 

"Well look if you're not reading the German codes we ought to be, you 

see." And that kind of a pressure was reflected through. Now of 

course when Pearl Harbor came then the system of priorities got to be 

quite a bit different, ami We got introduced to this early on in the 

days of our collaboration with /the Brdcish because one of the things 

that showed through from our discussions with Dennigon and people up 

at Bletchley Park, Dennigon being the one I knew most about because he 

was responsible for the diplomatic effort down at,Barclay St. in London. 

And some of the people “" Bletchley Paceychdoe who were working on 

Japanese military and the Japanese diplongi{c, well, the Japanese military 

and some of the other ee? ne « I was interested in in my 

section, became evident that Ge do some kind of sorting-out of 

priorities and requirements/aed {Nis was vividly demonstrated when we 

looked at what happened” in terms of the German military solution of the 

Enigma ina h cae point is that the intelligence people would drive 

real hard to hdve GCHQ concentrate on its ‘intercept around the [isesti 

a 
oil fields, and what was happening in certain areas of Central Europe. 

While wanted) as a first order of business at about 3 o'clock in the ahs, 

he 
morning, to pickup a weather report, the old famous Vcd [llr (2? 

from Scandanavia because this message was transmitted all down through 

NAPS Ose boty hiwaed wt, dete 
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middle Europe and it was transmitted first early in the morning up in 

Scandanavia)so if they got this intercept then they could recover the 

exact texyos the message for that network you see. And then keep pushing 

it down and finally when they recovered the Central Europe or Southern 

Europe key then they were able to read all the messages, but if they had 

tackled only the Southern European intercept it would have taken much 

i= 

longer and been, much more difficult job. So you see GCHQ was explaining 

adie Cad al Ww i My bin fe Shae one 

to us ‘these kind of problems | originaté. ay we resolved the problem, ina 

Lysol aue™ Recschawiac 
very pragmatic and effective way because Ed ieee dcemidamel Reshour, 

headed up a small unit of skill” language people who had developed into 

reporters and had a little cadre of these in what was known as B4,that's 

the Japanese language group of Arlington Hall Station:and Then there was 

Reisehaccd., 

this very close interworking;— The direct liaison between Resheur and 

his representative and Grell @ano was the head of B4, and the mingling | 

together of the translators and intelligence people. All of them 

inowledgeabiie in Japanese 50 really the problem didn't develop in terms 

of both Japanese diplomatic and Japanese military. I don't know how 

the May dealt with this, but the German military problem was resolved 

w 

in the UK theater because thats where the main translation effort, [See 

/ H 

we had a group a unit in GCHQ supporting the Bombe effort. ({ This is 

"  @6e Gard) me 

was Kirby's assignment for example, Roy ia Bundy was over 

there in that unit. || Bill Bundy was one of the watch officers. That's 

the Bill dunéy who was Col William P. Bundy's son who was che brother 

vata 
of McGeorge Bundy wrote srtupsons ane? Bill was a very very 

excellent cryptologist, did a bang up job in his assignment there. 
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Well these were the kind of people we had you see so we didn't worry 

about the translation of German messages. All we worried about was 

getting = Xfto help out in the solution of some of these situations 

where there was an important message and its indicator had been lost 

because, old|iaaan X, Wthe way she worked, Sie was a relay device, you see, 

and the Bombe was an analog of the Enigma machine and it had to go 

through the whole cycle. [vecen X could do the cycle bit by piece you 

7 

seefiso we could go in anywhere in the message without doing the whole 
=> 

Enigma cycle and get the enewer, and-ve]the UK unit see aaa 

select the message that they wanted Madam X to test, put the data in 

a telegram,~radio the code text of this telégram to Arlington Hall 

Slew 
Station, Jt would Peadeceded, heya sét up the program on the this 

r Pa (a wn) : 

relay analog of the German saci oe aera Enigma ,would run the test 

in something less than a half an hours. If they found an answer they'd 

get the answer back and®G2 could run it through the deciphering for this 

particular message4’ run it through the deciphering Operation and make a 

translation of it. If they had run the Bombe on it the mecltanical Eni 

analog they probably wouldn't if they got the answer at all it would 

have been several hours unless they were lucky. But old Madam X she 

turned out answers real fast.} So you see we really didn't have too 

much of a sorting out problem because the way the responsibilities 

developed sort of lead us into a pragmatic rationalized approach to 

the” problem avoiding any dictatorial actions on the part of G2 as to 

how we would run our business. I've talked a great deal about the 
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Headquarters operation regarding all stations and a little bit about 

what the army did in support of the GCHQ which itself is a headquarters 

‘operation. Now part of the action which was taken in reference to the 
elie 

total COMINT production;envisioned what I woud: like to call as field 

units. We had a name for them and I've forgotten the name put George 

“Biehoe foe 

Beetirer for eames, who was one of the old students, “SIs students and 
A 

who became a colonel and was austen to the European theatre early in 

the war had as his responsibility to develop COMINT support to the field 

commanders amd \we carefully selected officers, reservists and enlisted 

men and gave them some kind of training at Arlington Hall Station. It 

J wees 

was not a very well thought out set of training because we didn' t know 

what to trainiws them in. We just made sure they knew what a code, was, 

and cipher was , amd what a fractionating system was because the Germans 

were using a system that 1, just for the purpose of this recording will 

tientiey ial don't even remember the name, but it was a field system 

and it could be solvedsBut the best way to solve it was to capture one 

of the charts 
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tape 6, Side & Chart thing it wasn't very sophisticated and I believe it didn't if you 

A 
had enough traffic it wasn't much of a problem but if you didn't have 

much traffic if you had just a few messages it would be extremely 

difficult to deal with and did take some time. Well we envisioned that 

this is a kind of a system that the field, sort of field ciphers of the 

Germans, thatthe kind of a system they'd use for field ciphers. We 

PGi Ae Bomb of on the counterpart concept, that we ought to be able to 
} 

read these field systems in the field and give them to the field 

commanders. Well that was an awful good idea if it had worked, but we 

did find that the field intercept companies provided real good informa- 

tion, valuable information, but the best way to deal with it was to have 

a cenkua. Somewhat remotely located behind-the~lines unit with an 

increase capability, a rather good capability, rather than two men and 

a boy and an intercept operator capability. We had to have enough 

people skilled and backed up with some IBM machines amt actually to 

solve this traffic. And we found the best way to get it done was to 

send copies of the message to GCHQ where they had a field cipher unit; 

and when they got the keys they would send them back by securbey telegram 
A 

to the field units where the process then was reduced to a decoding 



operation,And that's about the way it worked out. The Germans several 

~-and 
times of course the these things were not useful until the invasion had 

been successfully achieved and then things moved real fast from then 

on, So the situation changed so fast we never really did firm up on 

exactly what kind of an organization was best. Now this was a little 

different in the Pacific and I believe Dr. Sinkov could best answer 

this question or Hugh Erskine but there was some field activity organized 
i PAS 

and I'm going to leave that to him because he can tell you the story 

because he was there and he was responsible fer if not for all of it - 

certainly for part of it 
| 

) 

{ 

sphere 

cipher.’ The information is easy to collect, 

| 

j and contributed greatly to what was done-in 

the Pacific. Dke=Ehes.I think its worthy to note in connection with this 

field effort that while we were while at least I felt we should be 
A 

something less than proud of what we were able to do in the cryptanalytic 

there was some very useful results produced by what we defined 
} 

as traffic analysis, because one, @# the techniques of traffic analysis 

are not so sophisticated as maybe the solution of a double transposition 

\apidly compiled, and 

evaluations and assessments can be made continuously on the data that's 

been assembled and dn the traffic analytic effort we found that the 
— = 

Field installations probably made a pecwebly could do a better job than 

we could do with any other arrangement,awd [this of course was directly 

in support of the intercept operator and in itself was dixaekix supported 

by the intercept activity EGseLE =e there was an immediate and direct 

interplay of information between the two which in intelligence operations 

pew ys 

is advantageous, $o I believe that the traffic analytic effort, which the 
é 
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Americans were involved in in Europe, found: its highpoint in the field 

operation. The question is did we know about the Battle of the Bulge 

beforehand? This is what I remember about the Battle of the Bulge. 

It did catch us by surprise ,but from the COMINT standpoint there were 

some Reneneee, 2 think at least one message which carried the key the 

information about the Battle of the Bulge that did not,well, resisted 

Bombe treatment and ~in-aftesthey Wbliify They didn't realize the importance 

of this batch of messages because this key message, the thing that con- 

tained the tip-off to the possibility of the Bul ge, was buried in this 

unreadable message. Now in due course this message found its wily. 

electrically to Arlington Hall Station where it was run through) Madam X, | 

and Ehe answer went back, and in due course the message was tran A 

and fitted in into this other package and when the whole package was 

tied together as a single package, that iis our first clue about the 

Battle of the Bulge that came out of COMINT. By that time the Battle 

of the Bulge was on. 
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In meeting the first priori thes and also validating @he our competence 

in terms of cryptanalysts,Friedman set us to work ee Eapenees as the 

first order of COMINT production business. Yardley's files which had 

been ateked up in New York City when his group was abolished and moved . 

to the ‘62 area in the Munitions Building, had been deposited in Room 2742 

which was a windowless vault located on the second floor obviously 
‘ A 

second floor, seventh wing in the Munitions Building. This vault had 

(i -2 Wil 

been turned over by -& to the Chief Signal Corps as a_ storagesfor these 

materials for the purpose of providing background material for this new 

organization for the Signal Intelligence Service that was being put 

together. I remember looking into this vault first time we ever knew 

z 
about its existance, the four of us, three of us really because Hurt 

was not involved in this particular thing. Friedman told us he was 

@-3 | 
going to take us down to -€2 this morning and to come with him,So we all 

gaa | 
went down to @ thinking it was some important deal,we going to learn —e%. 

something real big, meet some important people, that kind of a thing. 

He didn't take the time to tell us anything about what we were planning 

to do, But he goes streaking down the corridors with his natty blue suit 

and leads us right down tothe second floor, down to the seventh wing 

and right up to this vault door,-asd When he gets up there he reaches 

down in his pocket and pulls out a little slip of paper and he twiddles 

Thew hs 
the dial and opens the doorsamd reaches in another pocket and takes out 

a key and unlocks the second door and he stands back while this foul 

air sort of spills out and some fresh air spills in. Then he lights a 

_—m ave 

match takes a maAcen4 box of matches out of his pocket, lights a match 
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Quid We 
and goes in and starts pulling strings, pulls on four lights, and Then 

\ 

he goes.over and throws two switches and starts two fans circulating 

with a little bit of dust attended with this pers because this 

was the dustiest room I ever saw. Friedman turns around and looks at 

us and says "Welcome, Gentlemen, to the secret archives of the Black 

Chamber." And that's the first that I ever heard of the Black Chamber, 

‘S§0 we got introduced to this. amd Ehen he told us what was in there 

and he left us for a couple of hours to examine the contents of materials. 

Se you or familiar with this because this is going to be your basic 

raw sab catah when we get interested in breaking the codes of other 

countriess onlile pointed out such things as the location of the Japanese 

diplomatic files, the ADFGVX messages and the correspondence files, and 

then told us he'd be back about lunch time and just don't let anybody 

in but find out all you can about these things. Well this was a real, 

real weninine: I tell you there were treasures there. The most exciting 

things in the world in spite of the a mess, Were were the 

decodes, the worksheets that Yardley had saved in connection with his 

-Washington conference messages. Here were photographs of things like 

Spanish codes. Here were letters of commendation from the Secretary 

of State to Mr. Yardley and his people for the magnificent work they 

had done and this and that and the other. Here were these old ADFGVX 

messages. Here were some sade Wouke: All sorts of things. You know 

you just had a ball looking at these Cities) aan We fiddled around down 

there and first thing you know Friedman was back and says time for lunch 

gentlemen, aad He found us pretty grimy because it was dirty, So we broke 

the tei a) 
off, he locked Lk pateiemes and I think it was more to excite us than 

SER eae inks , 
Ll 

TOA crane 
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anything else that he let'us down there and I think it was a psycholog- 

ical move. Well we went to lunch. We could hardly keep quiet’ about 

this. Then we came back to Friedman's office and he laid out the whole 

vista er 
nae AOE our future for us. This was early on probably Junedr July in 

1930. Now at this time we there was no activity no work on the Japanese 

problem at all. But in due course in ie or three years we got ready 

to start work on these old files of Yardley's and this is when Kully 

and Hurt began an examination of thes materials and we, Abe and I, 

joined them later along with Clark so we undertook a real positive 

effort. By this time we were getting intercept from Station One,, the 

one up at Monmouth , and some material on tapes from General {Colonel Joe 

Mau be 
—Mebern sort of down in my basement intercept station and I'm not going 

to talk about that here but its a good story for another recording. 

We soon established how Yardley had solved his codes. We soon established 
ue 

that thereatraffic messages intercept of his time which had not been 

solved and we soon associated the forms of the messages with the intercepts 

which we were currently receiving. At about this time we also began 

getting ,through some arrangement Friedman worked out with the Navy to 

which I was not privy in those days) some naval intercept which was of 

py to 

from the Far East diplomatic mess that we later identified and which 

provided unique messages we didn't get from any other source. It was 

Ce 

high quality. It was good intercept as 1 have evex seen in my life. 
Z é 

Much better than what our teams up at Monmouth had produced and so we 

had a sizeable batch of material accumulated to work on. Well I'm not 
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going to talk much in detail Hout how he jane put together their two- 

and four-letter codes. nhabte 2 sepaxate recording but I would:like to 

deal with the machine ciphers from this point on now that I've laid the 

background. I would say about 1935 we had all these non-machine systems 

under control which left a strap of traffic identified by this five digit 

indicator at the front addressed to GAIPUDAITIN ; Tokyo or the 

several something Like 10 Japanese diplomatic installations Washington, 

be Tokyo, London, etcs,throughout the world and similar traffic going 

rom ae 

back these places addressed to, well both ways traffic. Now this had 
“ey 

resisted our effortsamd we'd done a little playing around with the traffic - 

this so called five-letter aca Viaaie digit ie five digit indicator 

uatticy thats what we called it and wed noted certain janes in some 

messages,aadé this phenomenon seemed to be confined to a ten day period. 

In some messages. we would find six letters g, would be inordinately high 

in frequency, with the remaining twenty sort of coming out average 

frequency for the expected Japanese frequency of appearance for those 

messages. If you sum the frequency of the six letters which were very 

high de very low because it could be either high or low you could take 

the expected frequency of these six letters as a group and it came out 

that this was the average frequency. This then lead us to another 

observation. What did the early traffic with these five digit indicators 

look 1itke"aad We found it was strictly “iby consonant and greatly 

comparable to the vowel-consonant appearance of the Japanese language 

that we discovered in the Wee -alphabetic solution , sev -alphabetic 

messages that we'd solved, amd $0 we came to the conclusion that the 
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Japs had developed some kind of a way of enciphering the six vowels 

and the twenty consonants separately so that they retained their vowel 

Wwe 

and consonant identities and it was reflected through, the cipher text 

of the message. 

because the International Telegraphic Regulations at that time required 

H 

that a certain number of vowels be present in each five-letter group 

r el 

otherwise it would be charged at a higher rate.50 if it was a pronoungable 
hye ‘ 

abe 
/ 

a ere a ee money, but if you couldn't pronounce it and it had 
! if 4 

five consonants for\example in the five letter group ,it cost you five 

etters. And I ieee Japanese had hit upon the 
< 

ff 

trick that if they could ‘have a one-~to-orie encipherment of vowels to 

times as much as five 

vowels and consonants to ie: he they would automatically because of 

the way the Japanese language is put together when it was Romanized) come 
7 

/ 
out with a cipher text that would exactly meet the requirements of these 

; 

f 
international regulations, and’ they\could send five messages for the cost 

of one, and fevidently whoevér designed this system had this in mind, 

because this wader ial underlying consideration in their vowel-con- 

\ 
f ; ih 

sonant , consonant-vowel, two~letter four-letter charts you see. The kind 

f 
‘of thing that vangley usedfnder the old LA system which was in effect 

in Yatdley's time and later was found and exploited by us in the early 

days of our investigation of the Japanese diplomatic traffic and we 

iF 

made a few/translations of it. Now the old mono-alphabetic things that 

— 

I mentioned earlier -sinee-wese the mono-alphabetic substitutions were 

designed so that vowels went to vowels and consonants went to consonants, 

| 

So you got the vowel-consonant relationship in the five-letter groups 

| 

« 
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that were. transmitted occaSionally in this mono-alphabetic systems ,30 

we kind of thought and I'm’sure as I look back and give all the evidence|, 

A 
that the Japs ae a concept over into the cipher machine simply 

for itp urposes of economy. Well,we noted tod that the traffic that 

we started to examine areund 35 and 36 had lost this vowel-consonant 

evidence. and the other evidence that oe namely there would 
i A \ | 

be six high frequency letters and twenty maybe lower in frequency or 

six noticeably low frequency letters and twenty much higher frequency 
wv 

We kind of figured that what’ they'd done was to forget about the 

vowel-vowel and consonant-consonant, relationship and develop some kind 

of a system that would permit the cross representation of vowels and 

‘ a 
consonants, awd Wwe/were simply seeing the effects of this whatever 

\ ‘\ 

technique and whatever idea or trick they\d used to keep the integrity 

of the vowel-consonant and pronounceable code group, that they'd gone. 

away from it and indiscriminately mixed the vowels and consonants and 

\ 
were treating them cryptographically as they had previously. Well this 

as you look at it doesn't mean much but it sort of does prove that 

there could be two components in whatever system, one dealing with the 

vowels and the other dealing with the consonants. And that gives you 

a big leg up on an appreciation of what the Red Htachlne could be. 

Well we'd done a little work on some of these earlier vowel messages 

and I mentioned this morning that this trick that Friedman had used 

for recovering the wearing of the Hebéon wheels, What he called the AL 

066 factor, ead-we I remember applying this technique to some of those 

Japanese messages and I remember recovering two sequences, one from a 
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long message and another from another long message on the same day. 

\ ie rf ytogether 
And ‘the amazing,about these two sequences which Vd put, statistically 

and cryptographically is that one was the exact reverse of the other. 

And it mbes me and I didn't know what to make of zt ane Kully it 

puzzled ans: aati was puzzled but wé had other things to do 

so we forgot about it for a time and I kept it in my junk box and T'll 

go back and find out why this happened/one of these days was my 

attitude. And then we had this message and I'm up in the 1935, 36,'37 
4 

Saeymort id 

time period, We had eer aer that excited Col. Bratton about “i. 

z= 

FLL Soe 

tripartite and we won ret ate 1/believe was one he transposed 

code messages, and we wondered what was being said in this unreadable 

stream of traffic and all of a’ sudden its importance dawned on us and 

we put other things aside sil we ssa work seriously on this. 

Kully and I did most of the work on it <a Abe was away at that 

time and Hurt was pretty sick and there wee lot of other things to 

be done so Kully and I did this as a little bit ef a part-time job 

when we had time ANEL PLS to get started on iteamh Wwe got our data 

organized, laid out the attack, sort of figured out what we're going 

to do not really icndwing much more about thebystem than\that it -———=——- 

had vowels going to vowels and consonants salen to consonants,and then 

something else . happened and also that as we watched this\later 

traffic where 5 have a high frequency six and twenty lettexs of 

lower cee! we could see this phenomenon would be exemplified for 

\ 

a period of tlen days. So there were three ten days periods ina 

\ month nae i frequency phenomenon that I mentioned reflected | 
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So for example lets take es first ten days it would have a set of 

six letters be very hieh, bhen precisely at midnight on the llth of 

that month this phenomenon would disappear and it would be sixother 

\ letters either high or low frequency but distinctly different from 

the outward characteristics of the first ten dave trafficesand then 
\ 

if you started on the 21st at midnight the messages’could be put in 

a see het showed an entirely different ee en for the 

x 

message content, $o it became pretty clear from this evidence which was 
K 

\ slowly worked and analyzed over several days 
} 

\ 

It finally dawned\on us that the Japs were changing their keys every 

maybe two or three weeks. 

\, 

ten days and this was the result fs key change. We also kind of 
\ 

% 

; \ F / 
figured each message had a different key because we found repeats only 

r penis ; ; Sth Outta s ; 
in those messages bearing\identical five-digit indicators, wo-indieaters. 

mn 5 ° 
If an indicator was used twice on the same day you might find some 

v 

repetitions and you'd find a se te of coincidence between the 

# 
messages when they weré directly superimposed. And these pieces of- 

evidence that I mentioned just about the status of our progress on 

whey / a 

the mach ine,@eai: Meth we were suddenly urged to go on and make a big 

i sent ok- 

effort on this. Well we worked on it for two.or three weeks, started 

looking for, ideas but we hadn't been able to develop anything else 
/ 

of significance other than these things I mentione — then Friedman 

had a conversation with Wenger and he mentioned that w "d been working 

on this thing and we rather suspected it was a machine and told him a 

little bit about the sixes and twentyseamd this is the time when Wenger 
\ 

described to Friedman the sort of general concept of construction of the 
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oe net 

correct in identifying it as the €ONNA machine. I believe that it was. 

| WRNA 7 RANA 
the 47 GONNA machine. I'm not sure where I get the Been ett CONNA but 

KRNA 
it was a-~GONNA machine and as Wenger described it to ptieduan it had | 

; em i ‘ 
two commutators half-Hebrerns which performed a sort of a viginere: 

coe. 

‘substitution on a long sequence and a shorter Pequence of so that 

{4850 letters ff 
of the Japanese alphabet had been divided into two 

parts somehow or other and then cryptographicly treated,aad then the 

uhh: fe 
‘ iA a, 5 . 
, movement of these\commutators;were directly linked together by mechanical 

linkage and could not get out of step with each other was controlled by 

a motor key which in effect was’ a 47 tooth gear with a couple of several 

/ jump 
positions which permitted\an extrajor a double jump of the commutators 

as the substitution cycle’ was affected as you went through the message. 

Well Wenger's discussion with Friedman lead us to lay out the messages 

FL 
sort of on cycles wean 47 and 46 and 45 and 44 and 43 and on down and we 

Pa i 

began looking for repetitions down columns because Wenger's machine was 
¥ \, 

carried over, /the Wwavy machine was carried over into the diplomatic 
/ 

rh 

machine conéept then this could be shown if we selected the right kind 

of teprerts and the evidence in some cases might be as good as several 

letters neokacad you see. If there was a proper \repeat in the plaintext 

this would be reflected in the cipher text. Unfortunately we found 

nothing like thise and So we milled around for quite a\while trying to 

i es a 

/ resolve this machine concept we'd developed for the system,we were 

/ 

attacking based on what Wenger told Friedman. Well at this, point we 

sort of stepped back and took a look at where we were going and see if 

| 
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| we couten'e devise some other approach that would offer us more hope. 

We did a little bit of a tentative survey of what of the cipher machines y 
f 

4 \ / _. BPAMM 
we ‘knew about, For example fu pd He Rhine that I mentioned in other 

{' a / 

recordings, there was our own M134, there was our own concept of the 

ECM chatwas now in the process of being developed, a German Enigma, 

-~— See 

the Hagelin, machine and Shatever the Key Ac and whatever ether machines 
vf 

we could think of we said are eee any characteristics of these 

machines that would show this vowel to vowel kind of thing or the 

\ : 
high PPS WEENS oe ee six as opposed to the different frequency 

’ : 

for the twenties and just what is there,and tye found nothing that 

7 2 

equated to a that would weed, ug’ to produce the?’phenomenon that were 

ce er 
very evident now. So we, obvio nae had to come to the conclusion, #8 a 

aw ne ; 

this eae Fa DEee machine hace a e evidence was pretty good that it was. 

/% 
because what the Navy reported and what we had found out,that it was 

/ 

an entirely different kind of cipher machine from anything except this 

A 
Wavy aaa aces it had tbe ec from that because the havy 

td 

machine had a much/longer a greater vapacity the 47 50. go-on that Ura: 

‘ A acy Mav 

comprise the Japanese written alphabet ‘because this was limited just ~ 

y 

to the 26 English letters so there was a modification of this Navy 

/ 
, 

machine and/ significant modification probably. Well we didn't quite 

understand all this and the lew didn't give uS any more details ,$o0 

‘ 

I guess Wenger went just a little bit further thay he thought he was 

authorized because Friedman didn't see him for quit& some time. Well 

sort of in desperation Kully and I one day after lune thought we'd 

(go back and look at these early iesSeEes Sone that\I'd done some 

\ 

earlier work on and because I felt real strongly ae 2a carry the 
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bull when its a calf bet you May carry it when it's grown. I,kind of 
3 / 

felt that was a good philosophy even though it was peagmarteally not so 
\ 

\ in the case of the example. So I persuaded Kully maybe/that we ought 
Vereen 

to go back and get these old messages and work on them and I think it 

a g Ue 

was a pretty good proposal because we began to imagine how we could get 

some text you see. We sort of looked at these’ monoalphabetic substi- 

tutions to see what kind of words were in i4 and one of the things that 
Ly eye va 

hit us was the word OYOBE which was three vowels a consonant and a vowel 

fon 
you see. And that Was a kind of odd pattern. You can develop this like 

# if you have a doubie, KYUUEkey for’ example you get this pattern but 

Oslo il 
Q¥YOBE is a very frequent, word and hese other patterns produced this kind 

of thing are somewhat less\frequent. You have to say"and"in all 

Oyobt \ at 
languages and QYOBE meant" and. Well we wrote some worksheets and we 

; a 

started looking for seme patterns. We found a lot of interesting things. 

We found sequences BE pine the vowel consonant pattern for several 

letters would ee vowel oe pattern in other parts of the 

message which lead us to believe thesé might be repetitions. We also 

OYCBis \ 
found a lot of possible O¥OBEs , aad then we thought what other things 

could we use./ There was such things as Toe, KeTo, KOTC To MAR - = 

the Japanesé language has got a lot of grammatical pecularities where 

they have/to use a lot more letters to take a of such things as is 

represented in English by has and have been and i eae and 

other/things that all have the pecular ways ef—seying—them of representing, 

these thoughts ,asd So there were certain combinations of words that 

were most frequently well unduly frequently as you companed i@ with the 

a 4 ' : Fi Af 

“have and has’ in English so we started looking for these things. Finally 

we patched together enough possible so we thought we might oy ao 
\ 

OUED ee FIO Wii VT fe eae oT. 

Sor ee ee et 
AR ATES ; | 

Baty hat ni 
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o 
ie e OYo6B i 

something with it. Well the reason we wanted OYOBE-is because that 
a y, 

‘. 
. « : / 

gives the chance to develop some kind of recovery of this six letter 
/ 

re 
sequence because you see with five letters, four of them/being vowels 

cA 

\ 

sort of\went along with each other if we could get some of these 
\, 
\ 

hanging together than we might produce the six letter sequence. Well 

there was one message one of the long messages we hada We soon began 

to get some letters hanging together and findlly we got a total com- 

patible group of six letters which es in several cases if we 

used those six ieeeene, And we couldn't go much further than that 

fn Vey 

because we didn't hardléy see how oer work. So am sort of catching 
a Z 

our breath we compared this sequerice with the two statistically produced 

sequences ,and lo and behold ‘bodes identical with one of the sequences 

been recovered by the sa cae, alae We felt real good about 

7 
that because we felt that /this this:was a significant assortment of 

letters and we ought to/be able to get something out of it,So we went 

Hiatuxe:+ for example , 

to the cases e€ grepafwhere we found these six letters hanging together 

A OY CB OYCBis. % 

and we began assuming these were OYOBEs. We, didn't have enough sort of 

‘ 
- E 

to lay the thing/try to break the solution bring the solution into full 

A A 

being So we had to back off and said well now we\ll have to deal with 

by waking 
P x a 

the twenties, How can we recover these? And +—-reéken certain several 
N Fy 

assumptions and doing some guessing finally we developed some plausible 

plaintext. I believe MANSHUROKU - - since this was a Rar Eastern 

message was a good candidate and I seem to remember one of the guesses 

we made was the romanized word for Manchuria and a couple of\other | 

ie Oe ee awe: EE witsen hd LM 
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Be ea aay 

: 4k TOKO RL , fe -  - were useful. 
things , RSL eee, KOTO NARs and so on asd Finally we Seeen to 

f 

develop about ten or fifteen of the consonants which seemed to, hang 

together and to get some plaintext ,aad then for some reasons ail of 

just 

a sudden things jelled. I don't remember/-how they jelled but we were 

operating\these two sequences the six and this tentatively recovered 

twenty sequence just like two’ Kry ha sequences you see operating 
a os 

in synchronization. When we found a vowel we would decipher it with 

a vowel six sequence and when we found a consonant we'd move both of 
\ See 

them one position bécause it had to be one position the way the two 
n 

ices if 

things had been put together, and decipher that and pretty soon we were 

4g 

getting little patches of \ Japanese ec aces that looked real promising» 

\ 

‘, est 
and ‘Then we'd make a guess or two and Hext thing you know we had the 

sequence put Rageriets But every now and then as we'd go through the 

ar4 
message we ‘4 find the thing got Out of sync and sometimes we had to 

step it two and occasion taney a instead of oney but we'd go 

for long stretches before we’ cm . this extra jump. Well we 

sort of stopped and looked at this thing‘and then we found the most 

promising place and we decided we'd work back and forth from this. 

particular point and /outting in the plaintext it seemed firm using 

the sequences we '@/ recovered and then see what ase And I 

remember we were Peele working together. I was aie oh the sequences. 

Kully as éalling the shots from the worksheets you sée and bots r 

us would check what resulted. He did the recording and I\did the | 

i manipulation sand we both evaluated the esentes of the application of 

these two processes aed We found that by being very careful and a 
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selective we could produce about 50 or 60-letters of. plaintext if we 

allowed ourselves to take some extra jumps somewhere in that stretch. 

And then we kept pushing it and finally when we got down to about 

os letters, Kully was making red marks on the sheet of paper with 

a red pencil where this extra jump came in and we,/began to count the 

intervals\.between it and lo and behold it eanerout to be something 
% 

\ 
like 43 or 44 which was in the ballpark of the 47-—tooth wheel that 

WE 
Wenger had described .amd@d I think Be knew we were over the hump at that 

«x 

point because then we began to lay out/these red marks in advance and 

you see i 
going Bocksends ion Seeing if we'd adjust“the sequences just what would 

\ 
happen and lo and ea es sequences and through this sort of cut 

wage He 

and try operation keeping ia ae ount this 44 cycle did se a decode,a 

logical clearly fomanized Japanese decodement of this message. We 

didn't worry about what it/was Bay tng - We just worried was it good 

Japanese and could we produce more of this. Well by this time everybody 

— had gone home but Kull’y and me and we were tired and it was almost well 

\ 
it was pretty late in the afternoon, At was about 6 o'clock and we felt ic 

\ . 
good and we felt tired. We decided we'd cin al go home and come 

back in the morning and take it from there and we did. We came in the 
A 

next morning.” Both of us got there real early. nee couldn't wait 

Fi you see 

to get dnovd of this. Fortunately we worked behind this steel doorjand 

we could/leave our papers and everything on the table, Fuse walk up and 

ES Lock the door \ 
leave thempand come back next morning and we didn't have to hook for a 

\ 

thing. We didn't lose anything. We didn't have anything in our ai 

ey 
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| we just went ahead, sat down and carried on. Well Friedman didn't 

come in.on time that morning but the rest of the staff came in and 

\ 
B F fo 

we were so busy they didn't pay much attention to them and we were 
" 

J 
A 

so anxious to really make sure that we knew what we were doing that 

we didn't bother them much and so we decided to go on and try the 

other message. We tried the same trick, scooting/the wheels the same 

way we did in the first message. We didn't get’ a thing. Then it | 

dawned on us that maybe if we slip them backwards instead of forwards 

and follow something like this pattern we’ might get text, and lo and 

\, 
behold we aids Ana 1o\ and behold this was the reverse of the sequence 

earlier 

because the simplification statisti¢ally that we had notedjnow became 
\ \ 

\ 

a real thing because you ‘could get this reversal of the sequence by 
\ \ 

sliding the two components ig the opposite direction, So we figured the 

\ 

machine then had to consist of\something like this, Kao half Heb sen wt 

commutators ,accommodating six letters and the other twenty which were 

rigidly linked together maybe on a\common shaft and ‘these were 

motivated either forward or backward by a motor wheel which basically 

had 47 points or 47 teeth if you will with provision made for ne 

tion. We also noted in the second message\there was a different 

he ; an ' ; 
interruption/pattern from this motor wheel that we found in the first 

f MUST 

message:So we had pretty good edging Sitice we had plaintext in two 

messages. One by pushing the machine forward and the other by pushing 

Qik 
the commutators backwards that we : into the machine and we were 

\ 
subStantially close to a total solution of it. The only ‘thing was how 

| [ 
now 

\ 



\, in and we couldn't wait to tell him and he came in and ohhed and awwed sort 

fa 

.with us and said "Gee, we're real proud of this because heré now we going 

Oauat 
to read all these other messages that hadn't been read for years. And 

indeed it was years because the machine went into ee in 1932 and this_ 

‘ 

was up ‘in the towards the late 40's, I mean the late 30's early 40's ~~ 
: A a 

pretty cldge to 1940. Well Friedman thought ae be a good idea 

if we got the other people into this thing bécause a lot of work to be 

done and we wanted to get right on with it you know. Everything was hot 

and fresh and piping and so we ae effort. We thought it 

would be a good idea to do a little more work on this batch of old 

messages to see what else we could learn because we Knew the sequences 

and it was easier to deal vith it,but we were very anxious to get down 

to some of the Wastrington-TelGa messages which had been currently 
\ 

intercepted and which we'd/ done Some work on where we knew the frequencies 

because quite clear now/to us that what they'd done was to mix the 

vowels andgonsonants in the subsequent\and current traffic. Well we - - 

Kully and I since we were familiar with the techniques involved in our 

study of the Red/Machine package continued to try to read some other | 

messages and we read three or four. Meanwhile Clark and Mrs. Nelson, 

Louise Newkirk was her maiden name, and some others of the staff began 

to set up/worksheets which we thought would be advantageous in our 

analysis of the current traffic and we spesitied 6t course now it 

became evident that the ten day statistical evidence was \really 

Me a 

significant ,and we specified that we would use only messages which 

showed this characteristic of high six letters and hopefully "G a 

\ 
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ind one with the two vowels,in the sixes because then we could.use this 

aud thevA 
066\phenomenon to recover the six Sequnnts amdabeek we'd use it asa 

A 

penetration into the twenties, amb Ehereby the Jdps in their lack of 

appreciation of just exactly what they were doing by dividing the 

sequence into two portions, one a six and one a twenty, had given us 

a exyptanaly id eb eo their system which they would have avoided 

had they not a it. Without ae nto the details of how we managed 

to apply the sae ques that had ZL ecaianaa in our initial break 

into the system, — ot of day we had forced out the text 

of a couple of the currént ee, and had determined that in effect 
_— 

the basic structure of the Fae, had not been changed,only the manner 

of its use namely that t Aco sonants had been intermingled instead of 

kept separate as they Had been in the messages which we had read the 

day before. We also/verified that\the sequences which we had recovered 

a Ase we 

for the current meSsages remained in\effect for, ten days and that there 

were a variety gf interrupter patterns,\evidently associated with some 

kind of an adjustment that could be made bn the 47th tooth wheel which.e. 

This effec was then transmitted to the substitution component in the 

machine go that we found that we could simply cipher the messages 

6 
a ean effect and allowing for the os patterns and 

duplicate the operation of the machine with cross sestion paper and a 

properly prepared worksheet which would enable us take track of the 

location of the sequences, their position with reference tg the 47 gi - 

tooth wheel and the position of the 47-tooth wheel itself. also 

imagined at this point in time in that there was a plug board sgmewhere 
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| beeween the commutators, and the keyboard printer mechanism which the 

machine evidently employed and we weren't sure that this-was a mechanical 

printer mechanism like you'd find with an electromatic typewriter 

with ‘solenoids or a lank bank arrangement/we found in the first model 

arn hk aos Dame 

of the Heb#em and the Enigma and in the Hagelin the emn’’ machine 

which ee, built in Sweden. It /was also evident that there was 

some kind of a\gearing arrangement which would permit the motor wheel 

to drive the commitators operating in eee either forward 

or backwards. oe a the airectfreverse sequence that we 

had found employed both\in/ the earlier messages that we had solved the 

day before and in the ssages hich ag been forced out which were 

of current intercept date. The next couple of weeks putting our work 

on the Red Machine nacre we did not call it Red Machine in that 
f - z 

time frame we a called it the Japanese cipher machine because that 

was the only ong we knew about» mhe work on the Japanese cipher machine ~- 

then was given high priority during the next few days and we tried and 

recover and /force out as many keys and ‘messages as we could and finally 

we reduced’ the whole process to a rather simple,straightforward crypt- 

analytic/exploitation process. We found that the keys remain in effect 

for ten days.’ That each indicator appearing as the first group of the 

o-oo — 

ie sah that is the five digit group identified the starting position 

A “A : — jee SB 

of the two sequences the six and the twenty sequence identified the 

x starting position of the 47~-tooth ee Rel as I recall the interrupter 

pattern which had been set up on the wheel remained ineffect for thc 

full day, aad jt was only what point of the 47-tooth wheel that was to 

be used as the starting point for the first} S\ of the \message— — 

ue 
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is was the only change in the motor wheel application. Without going 
\ 
A 
into further detail on what we recovered and what the a Ae 

“~<a 
\ 

Like\and how it operated I believe it would be better to exa inh the 

in terms of the videotape which is planned then to sontinle the aawentee 

it verbally. As soon as it became evident to Friedman’ that we had 

actually an ees penetrated the Red cipher machine and that 

there was no reason that we could not exploit it fully,he called in the 

(Chief Signal @ffiser and our immediate boss) C Gsies of War plans and 

‘raining Rivision ang explained what had Happened and showed them the 

text and needless to - they were read delighted and seieente excited 

because here was evidence ‘of the eae off on the sort of long-term le 

investment that the Giiek Stenai ferric some years before had undertaken. 

The next step of course was to rey Sere its interesting to note 

a 

that Friedman and Ghief ‘signal Ci¥teer and Ghief of the War plans and 

ming 

~ 

training Division had some reservation about this, not because they 

ne GD bet G-2 
oe trust €2 ena cee were afraid-G2 might be so anxious to have us 

\ 
\ ray 

start delivering productive ieee we'd not be able to carry 

on the research which they felt was BEGeSS ay to complete the other 

missions that/had been planned for the signal \[ntelligence Service. So 

I suppose it sie with little Srepleaeien maoe a dreat deal but they 

made the/decision to apprise G2 folke of what cae teeemeaid The Ghief 

Signay Officer did this by calling on the Director of \Wilitary Intelii- 

gen¢ée whose name I have forgotten now and ina couple of days we had [ 

two visitors, Col Bratton,who was on the Japanese seskand\ believe one 

aa! 
other officer from~G2 and they were indeed pleased and delighted to see 
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nd been able to translate. Bratton was particularly excited/about 

ae 
break through because he had never before seen such a complete 

— 

and authentic text. He had some doubts about Mr. Hurt's’ code recovery 

ability \but there was no question that the romanized/text was exactly the 

Japanese that had been transmitted and there was no latitude for 

ambiquity in ‘the text produced by the decipherment of the Japanese 

cipher machine thessage. He was also somewhdt amazed how carefully 

the Japs worked out the romanization fo in cases where the 

Pel 

hevmpast representation might not have been clearly defined they 

had taken other steps to clarify tHe text. In our discussions which 

z 
took place after we made our demonstration Friedman raised the point 

that there was still a oc work to be done, there was a lot of 

back traffic to be read ahd we ‘needed to recover more information about 

the indicators which at this — time had not been solved and 

suggested that it would be better to\clean up the solution activities 

é, 
before we went into full production on the current intercept traffic. 

f 

Brak fe \ i 
was pléased about this suggestion because he wanted tapersonally 

\ / 
examine the hima re text resulting from Our decode decipherments 

ra 

of the messages because he felt there was such a volume of them that he 

did not want to be burdened with numerous translations\of low interest, 

but would like to determine what categories of subject matter would be 

Gh rox beth \ 
of most use to hw cea conservingyphis time and Mr. Hurt's time The 

—S— ee / % 

se Red Machine did in fact seem to carry the bulk of the high level Japanese 
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foreign office correspondence between Tokyo and the outlying stations 

was made i 

which the distributionjand these as I recall were Washington, London, 

_—— 

Paris,Rome, Berlin, Moscow, Ankara, Warsaw and a couple of,and the 
A 

headquarters of the Far Eastern diplomatic net. I believe this allows 

— 

for tén including Tokyo, Ten links. We also found that in some cases 
: E: 

there would be book messages going to two or more stations = if 

these oo ia held the Red Machine they always went in the Red 

Machine. Tf one of the stations to which the book message was addressed, 

maybe Mexico City for example, then the Red Machjrle would not be used ne 

‘ \ Z, 

for that message, but one of the codes held by’ Mexico City would be used 

~— — 

and usually 4f it was the codeg which the manual Boe She two-and four- 

Panes 

letter code that was, used for transposition ja rather simple transposition= 
i v /, 

aunateneipherment, so we felt that we had really tapped the main high 

level stream cae A communications and we had 

successfully broken this Red 4Achine. It remained in effect for several 

years after we'd sepa we'd been successful in solving it.ane 

Irs replacement machine which came in in March 1939 did not fully replace 

it,bae some few messages for several mnths after March 1939 continued 

in / 
to be sent in the Red Machine. We also found thatysome installations 

the machines were not operating effectively. One machine ,and I don't 

remember which capital it was) had a - it kept generating 

garbles in thehessage pot bhor the Japanese a ourselves and ourselves 

until we found out what caused the garbles and then it quit bothering 

leat the Japs never did learn and so they asked for several resends. 

shold Rotts amused us and made us feel pretty good. We really felt smart. 

7 
\ 

i ‘ 
7 - 

Sy iS 

ae a ar 5 ‘ . : re Oars av re ear or Hey 
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Smarter than the Japanese and I suppose justifiably so. Now probably 

the next significant development in connection with the Purple machine 

was that after we'd been reading the messages for several months we 

discovered there was a pattern to the formation of the sequences. o£ 
ae PA AN 

the.six and twenty sequences and we began to develop new sequences 
A 

which we'd find repeated elsewhere which we could find appearing else- 

where although in a different form,but we could predict and generate 

the@e a whole body of sequences, and finally we gd6t enough information 

together so we could actually predict and idéntify for several months 

in advance what sequonee would be used and wee the date period for the 

sequence would be when the Japs put it into effect. Also another 

significant development was Phat the Sa akoupad their ten-day change 

and went into a daily change of Key and finally it turned out that the 

exploitation of the ne cipher machine traffic was probably 

the easiest task we had in/front of us at that time because it was so 

\a& 
automatic. He, also undertaken to build an\automatic machine which we 

Z ad 
ask the levy } an ak to bcgamnes aa as ah interim deciphering 

arrangement we COOSERUSTES I think I built os these in my basement, 

re ae 
Le Me constructed Yittle cipher devices like the cipher disk, like the old 

x 
Army Sieoat Corps cipher disk except modified and arranged so that we 

could write in the sequences in penal decipher Seon and by keeping 

\ 
track of the interrupter pattern actually decipher the message rapidly 

by tHe use of this little celluloid disk. Now there was a little bit 

“Sy 

" 
fact 

of a question of whether or not ,right after the system had been solved , 

Lf 
whether we should tell the avy about ity But I don't think there was 
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ra 
much of a problem about &eadéeag making the decision to”“fell the ae 

iS N, 

because it became clear that what Wenger had toldts ae Navy 

machine had Been useful in working out the principles“of the Red Machine it 
Lf, 

and we a i this information te useftl, I mean similar 

information from .ourN\work on the Red chirfe would be useful to be 142 ae. 
f fo 

i ; Pa : 
avy in some ee of ee on Japanese naval 

systems. I think this prinedble“was a good one for us to follow and 

Hur ; 

s the hsavy found the information 
A 

Weep 
probably the ~weese effect frém it 

so valuable .wnich is fontained in thesé\Red messages ;that they decided 

they should jridertiake likewise the exploitation of the Red traffic, awd 

“Fhis offered né6“ problems on the technical level\because we fully 

ers 
‘i? 

coordinated” our technical work to recover jthe seque t was from hcees-.erd 

ta 
ea 

chile, ap teneenent we were able to ask the vy to build the automatile 

— 

asf FA é 7 ; : 
cipher machine keyboard operated with a printer. 
ea pie Seis a a aie | 

which developed came out of the fact that when the baavy translators 

The problem though 

would find an interesting message they would go ahead and translate it 

without reference tothe Remy and similarly we in he Bea would make a 

translation if we found this message of interest to Soi and Lien sometd mass" 

in the few people who were privy to the fact that we had read these 

messages, sonetines they would be confronted with two translations 

sometimes almost identical but in some cases different enough to raise 

questions about the validity of either the Arny translations or the 

Wavy translations and this caused some problems. Also another problem 

developed in connection with discrepancies between the translation 

because se as soon as the information the contents of these messages 

pe yo Fre er Te ee 

eA TyY 78 Ne oe 
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Cod) 
had to be disseminated out of the War ee eee Depabhtiont jsay 

to a re = tt 
for exampleythe State i cea and they were considerable interest 

; A 

to certain State Department desks,then the question of who got the 
/ 

credit for the production of intelligence raised its head because 

Re eM Xx 
pretty soon 2 and Ope when they got a hot item would start running 

up to the State Department authorized recipient and they would both 

flip down these somewhat different translations in some cases and then 

raise a lot of questions and this problem got up on a pretty high level 

in the Army, Navy and again if I can in a lighter vein refer to the 

General/Admiral svndrome of competition some kind of a split had ro be 

hi pleealer . 
determined. Some wav of avoiding and each side getting the fair share 

of the credit. Those of us in the Army felt like well we'd actually 

hroken this machine. Our people ought to get all the credit for it 

you seeyand Fhe havy on the other hand felt like well intellicence is 

iS 
intelligence and if we find some we thinkg interesting there's no reason 

iN 
& 

why we shouldn't produre ‘and go up there, $a there was pretty vood basis 

on each side, «ad Finally some one propnse4 the solution that if the 

. i . 

Army toot them up on the odd days and the Wave tonk them un on the even 

~— and -- 
davs then thie does sort of smacl’ of easoline retioning todaw that this 

a ' (\ 

dilemma would be avoided. Actually this tnitial solution was 2 very 

poor one because the date of trans’ation was “se? as the identifying 

date ard the farny might translate a mescage on the first of January for 

j 
evammle 2nd the Wavy not trenslate the mecsace until the secon’ and then 

you still had the durlicative evidence and prob’em atead of "s. 
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ee 

Finally we resolved, this problem by using the crypto- 

graphic date of the message because the Japs weeedaw 

changing the keys ,the sequences on a daily basissané—messaq 

jfor example weed 

on the first of January. every message using this sequence 

then automatically became a first of January message and 

consequently an odd day, 16 the sequence for the second 

day of January was used then this message was an even 

eeiioa “ye actually put the onus of selecting the date 

on the Japanese originator of the message in the code 

room clerk when they put it in the machine using the 

sequence of the day. 
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As you choose. I think you a pick it right up with 

the beginning there if you wanted to or as you and Kully 

and Abe Sinkov became, got into it, and, it started to grow, 

Well I think we have to go back to the very early days of 

the Signal Intelligence Service. As is pretty well 

documented Yardley's operations conducted in New York City 

was the only cryptologic operation of any importance that 

had been developed in the U.S. history. It had its 

genesis in the WWI requirements and Yardley carried on 

his staff which had been developed in WWI through the 

1920s(up +hxBgh 1929 when Secretary of State Stimpson 

decided that this was unappropriate thing for the State 

Department to be associated with. When Yardley's organi-~ 

zation was actually abolished by Stimpson's, I'11 call it 
-—— 

a decree, because I can't think of any other word that 
over in @BG-a2 

describes it better, a need was recognized;for this kind of 

ast~ - intelligence. | The reason the &@ probably the reason the 
AN 4 

@@ became aware of this was because they had been funding 
A 

—— 

part of the Yardley operation and when the Black Chamber 

in New York City was abolished they had these funds avail- 
ThA 

able. - was also considerable evidence and full realizatio 
the importance of 

ofjthis evidence that U.S. systems had to be improved. 

At that time the most popular form of cryptography was 

a great big two-part code, something like 60 to 100,000 
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groups and these — axpindives” thet were no machines 

to eliminate the berdan of encoding and decoding ‘but 

these codes, the big two-part codes, were expensive things 

and they would last only as long as the security was 

maintained either through second-story compromise or crypt- 
eae 

analytic compromise. '/ In those days sort of second-story 

or surreptitious ent aspect of compromise was much 

tha ie 
easier to achieve that it is today because people just 

rs weren | rt. security a clad F-Te) you, it, kind of figured by 
Ba oe 
-@2 and the Chief, ignal Gfficer; who was responsible for 

a Ape PdeYn} 
the part of the code Ered tiga) tact some improvement had 

~~ —-was Gia, 

ot 

to be neve Also at that time the cryptographic 

process, the™€iHtoding process /Separace and apart from @ 

Ge 
and @Ghief Signal G£ficer- was the responsibility of the 

-\ . 

Adjutant General, §o there was a sort of three-prong e 

Cen 
direction /administration of the cryptologic effort. 42 

was security, Chief Signal Gfficer for the technical 

aspects of code compilation and the transmission of the 

messages, because the Chief Signal 6fficer was running 

/ ; 
the War Bepartment networks and the Adjutant General and 

4 
his responsibility for keeping the records and conducting 

the correspondence of the Army or the lwar Department 

as it was known at that time. Now this sort of mishmash 4- - 

lack of any single line of responsibility plus the general 



uncertainty about security made @% Chief Signal Officer 

extremely nervous mad there was also the requirement of 

intelligence, production of intelligence by cryptanalysis | ~ 

that they looked on as a sort of longer term arrangement. 

But they had to get some kind of a force into being 

because Yardley's force had been dispersed and at that 

time they decided the Chief signal Officer and the 

Director of Military Intelligence they would take this 

ten grand and build up a new organization,and they had 

a real good foundation for this because Billy Friedman 

had been hired by the Chief Signal Officer some five or 

six years before in the middle '20s to Supervise as a 

sort of one-man effort the production of codes for the 

War Bepartment and they decided to augment Friedman's 

staff with a small unit hopefully four people who would 

be trained in all that was known about cryptology which 

: ttre 
in essence was all, Friedman knew because that was the 

Only source of information anywhere in the world that 

was available. Other countries maybe Britain might have 

known more ,but Friedman was the only one who could be 

contacted or utilized by the U.S. government ;$o Billy 

was given the job of selecting four fellows and hiring 

them and his administrative responsibility was to determine 

two things initially followed by these other things. 

The two things was what type of people he needed and what 
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kind of training they needed tand fhat administrative 

problem was pretty Simple because the funds available 

were only enough to hire about four people ane he pretty 

wisely selected mathematically trained people, individuals 

with college majors in mathematics. and Me hoped to 

supplement this mathematical background with some linguistic 

background and he had in mind four languages, French, 

YC 
‘and German. Wetl this selection +s based Spanish, Japanese, 

on mathematical plus@ An individual with some competence 

in each one of these languages. To get a little bit off 

the sort of administrative pattern ard talk about the 

reality of the situation, he was able to find three 

mathematically trained people with the desired languages 

French, Spanish and German. Abe Sinkov was the French 

speaker, Kully was the Spanish speaker and I was skz 

selected because I'd had a couple years of German in 

college but he couldn't find a fourth with mathematical 

training who knew Japanese. So he had to stop with three 

and later on we were extremely fortunate in getting a 

fourth, Johnny Hurt whose ability with mathematics was 

anything but striking. He never could add two and two 

twice in a row and get the same answer and he wasn't 

ashamed of it either thank God. 

I suppose I should explain why Yardley or members of 

his staff were not involved in this regeneration of the 

cryptologic effort y but the simple, fact is that the 
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Director of Intéll igenceyChief Signal Officer was afraid 

that if \the geo tetery of State|found out that they had 

planned and were undertaking the regeneration of the | 

cryptologic activity ultimately aimed at doing exactly 

the same kind of things ae Post pemang the same mission - 

for intelligence purposed) vardiey's organization had 

at ee steps would be taken/by Stimpson's 

organization;the State Department and his staff,to get 

a Presidential edict which would completely eliminate 

any hope of regenerating this kind of effort, $o feeling 

that Yardley or any of his people being employed for 

this kind of ‘purpose might put off the fact that steps 

were being taken to regenerate the effort to the State 

Department with the consequence it would be abolished 

lead them to avoid Yardley and his people as if they 

were not americans. | Now what was happening in other 

places? Very little. If you'll read Yardley's book 

you'll find that the lingers attitude towards the intelli- 

gence production through cryptanalysis was either unknown 

to him or somewhat indifferent, and as far as I was able 

£6 hte ee I came in in 1930, the havy's effort was 

inconsequential.(_ The State Department of course had been 

bled by Yardley for anybody with any skills of this 

nature in setting up his organization and there wasn't 
~~ 

anybody else. | The Bureau hadn't of cael not come 
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into existance in those days.) whatever little, law 

to 

enforeement there was was probably left only, the Coast 

Guard and its efforts and apprehending rum runners as 

a result of the prohibition laws: and incidentally in that. 

area there was an effort -e# which was Mrs. Friedman's 

as 

effort. She was Billy's wife had been trained in 

Riverbank Laboratories. That's where they met and got 

married, and She was running a small cryptanalytic bureau 

as a part of the Law enforcement operations of the U.S. 

government ,and as I look back on the use of the information 

from Mrs. Friedman's unit, it was intended to be: supplied 

to thefourts in the prosecution of these violators of the 

Brohibition Act and it was forcing into the press and 

into the new media the capabilities of the Coast Guard 
~ 

in this field, which would be intolerable under today's - ~ 

flat least under the classical concept of security. and 
Va 

Gf course after a while when prohibition was removed from 

the laws there was no need for this unit 

Lum rhe uvt 
peoplép joined the later on activities of 

Inteliigence | 

After we had been assembled and Friedman 

into our training program ,the next phase 
e 

of U.S. cryptography became apparent and 

adoption of an improved systems over and 

and some of the 

the Signal 

has started us 

in the development 

that was the 

above these 
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~aerererrevenr two-part codes” that? we were then Smeg « 

ern had a conviction that the mechanization of the 

encoding and decoding process was the best siege ae 

inagtee the problemsof the U.S. government and he had 

detidcated himself to the development of cipher machines. 

and He had collected and studied all the cipher machines 

that could be purchased on the open market at that time 

there was not enough second-story work to give us an 

insight into what other Neen were using but it was 

pretty evident from Yardley' s files that no other nation 

al had Garr 
was using anything except some form of code book and some 
of these 

jwere enciphered and others were just big two-part books. 

Well Friedman's dedication to this lead to the Signal 

@orps launching on a research and development program to 

produce a cipher machine and other forms of cipher machines 

wexe the ultimate cryptography of the US par Department. 

This was part of the management in the sense that we were 

pushing forward the frontiers of the unknown in cryptology 

to embrace improved systems and faster means of performing 

the coderoom proces# "because using a two-part code is a 

time consuming and error producing operation, a&@ to 

digress a minute I spent some weeks in ene Wee Department 

coderoom as part of my early training and one old gentleman 

there)a Mr. Williams who was about ready to retire ,had 

; “~ 

memorized the most frequent groups in the code and he 
ng 
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was the fastest code decode operator I ever saw in my 

life, But he just produced the answers out of his memory 

and it was only an infrequent group that he would have 

to look up in the code book-azal the would ate. at his 

typewriter and take a copy of theessage from the 

Western Union or the Signal Corps Telegraph operator 

and actually write out the plain language just like 

somebody who was skilled in German could translate a 

German message into English. But this required many 

months of training and a particular apptitude on the 

part of the individual so Friedman's way of beating it 

was to develop cipher machines. Now the next phase in 

the operation of the Signal Intelligence Service was 

to complete the basic training in all aspects of cryptology 

including the principles of how to solve the known cipher 

machines that Friedman had developed, asl en we completed 

this part we then embraced embarked on the code compilation 

program that had been laid out by the Ghief Signal Gfficer 

and this was quite an administrative problem because it 

involved the production of these large code books. There 

were two or three editions of the War eee staff 

code which had about 60,000 groups. The and that was 

two-part )and that was a very onerous job because each group 

of each section had to be individually cross checked against 
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every other group of every other section. It was just 

like climbing a million mile mountain to compile one of 

those things. You never get to the top so it sacmed to 

us who were doing the proofreading ee ee In 

addition to these two very important codes there were 

other codes, war lace staff codes, War Besariment 

confidential code, and a great number of army field codes 

and division field codes. Now probably one of the most 

ee Leen ed. 
important management decisions so far as cryptology,was 

taken just about that time and that was to rent IBM 

equipment to assist the cryptologist in their code 

production program because the IBM equipment in those 

days the accounting machine equipment)which consisted 

mainly of key punches using cards and sorters and repro- 

ducers and printers, were ideal for the code production 

program and when this step was taken and we proved that 

it was a good step to take, I say we because Friedman ae 

his staff were the sie who actually did the work of 

showing how these could be applied. We produced a whole 

series of division field codes, a two-part code, ten 

thousand groups in less time than normally it would take 

_to produce one code and then oe aad generate other codes 

after we'd done this first batch we could generate other 

codes in something less than the 25th or the 30th of the 

manhours required by the previous techniques. Now this 
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management problem and its early solution certainly 

encouraged Friedman in his philosophy of mechanizing 

as far as possible the cryptologic process. asd [t carried 

it into the earl} stages of cryptography rather than 

just the code room which is the"use'stages as I look 

on it in my concept of the flow chart. He got back into 

the production stage and really the preproduction stage. 

This was where we could develop the vocabularies that 

would be required for seca me the varieties of codes, 

¥or example, the vocabulary for a code at division level 

is entirely different me that at army level and quite 

another thing from the one eases oe department level 

which outa be the Secretary of War in those days and 

the commanders of the Corps areas in the overseas depart- 

ments. Now this training program and the early operations 
; htt 

on the code productionodcupied our attention for the 
A 

first four or five years of our effort probably more than 

anything else, but during this time a separate activity 

was being undertaken as part of the cryptologic effort of 

the thar Bepartment and that was the development of the 

intercept or collection service.amd this is pretty well 

defined by the Second Signal Service Company activities 

“if you go back into history. We'd planned several inter- 

cept stations the first of which was to be at Fort Hancock 

New Jersey, close to Fort Monmouth, and another one in 



Twere three in the overseas 

Presidio 
departments,and one at the Psidte in San Frangisco. 

Sa oe 

We though t this would cat I say WE I'm talking, “collectively 

Washington and _ then a ere 

about the people who were involved, but mainly this was 

the Ghief Signal 6fficer and the Director of Intelligence --— 

thought that the weutd=be proper arrangement. to ‘have these 

collection activities located strategically throughout 

the world where they were under control of US military 

installations. fhe Gnce these collection activities 

began producing intercepts and @2 took note of this then 

be cxcsencs another kind of an administrative problem. 

When Mr. Chief Signal Officer are you going to start 

producing intelligence from these things? You've got 

these boys, you've got the ten grand, Friedman's got them 

just about trained, how about some decodes? And so this 

lead us early on to tackling our first foreign government 

code system. In those days there were these priorities? 

Japan was the highest, Germany was second) and Italy was 

third, and I've just defined the tripartite organization 

whrepien 
jthe obvious threat to US security that appeared on the 

horizon at that time. Then everything else was sort of 

lumped together. Well the administrative problem involved 

here was to transform our somewhat theoretical training 

more directed at the production of codes and the satis- 

faction of the code production requirements than intelligenc 
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requirements into an activity which would produce decodes 

of Japanese messages for example. ami(gf course with 

Japan being our highest priority and with the Second 

Signal Service producing intercept Japanese diplomatic 

messages , we naturally fell to work on the Japanese 

diplomatic systems. Yardley had done in his group, had 

done a very commendable job on this. You can read in 

Yardley's book the story of the Hawa Conference success - ~ 

“was—remarkablyin-faver it was a real noteworthy crypt- 

analytic achievement for US intelligence, and So we. 

Friedman's idea which was endorsed by the Chief Signal 

©fficer and the Director of Intelligence was to capitalize 

on the basic work Yardley had done and try to advance it 

into other work on the Japanese, $0 we picked up the thread 

ond about’ 1933 examining Yardley's files learning all we 

could from them, and tackling the current intercepts. Now 

one of the things that had to be accomplished was to 

develop enough knowledge in the cryptanalytic force of 

the Japanese language so we could break the diptomatte 

codes involved, $0 part of our training program was directed 

then to that being introduced to the Japanese language 

which was a terrible thing for an American to learn in 

those days. Fortunately we had one real good expert. 

That was Johnny Hurt. He and his knowledge of the language 
A 



got us over the gap. Hurt unfortunately contracted 

tuberculosis and we had to use some other instruction. 

This kind of amuses me as I look back on it Sadanse we 

hired a white Russian who was a part-time employee of 

SS a who had studied Japanese when he was in the Russian 

Wibik 
army, he was a colonel in the Russian army. He studied 

Japanese at the Gniénkal Institute in Moscow. a#d his 

English was atrocious and sometimes the only way I could 

tell what the man was trying to convey to us in English 

was to ask him in German which he spoke iments or for 

Abe to try him out in French, and Atter about three or 

four months of this we finally gave up and went back to 

self-study and we did a lot better with self~study than 

this white Russian colonel. Incidentally his name was 

Colonel AVASAGU(? Jana I don't know how to spell it but 

we used to make jokes about the colonel and his Av ASAGU 

Now with the generation of the effort on the Japanese it 

took us a little while to get to make a break into the 

current code. The Japanese 4 changed their codes save 

for one. This was a code which bore the indicator , two 

digit indicator LA and had been used in slightly different 

form and had been solved by Yardley-aad I might just give 

you an idea about the life of age code by saying that in 

the end of WWII when the Japs sent the surrender message 
from Tokyo to ee they used a more modern form )an updated 

; ere 

form of this same basic code wh 
bELP ae J 

ich had not been changed 
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so far as the more frequent groups had been concerned; 

but we had this to get started with. tea it was a 

wonderful thing. It sounds like a stupid thing to try 

to read the most, the least secure code of a nationybut 

from our standpoint we developed a great deal of important 

statistical information about the Japanese language as 
out 

it appeared in these telegrams,amd I might point pthe 

Phe eM aHAS oll frequencies of diplomatic language is 

somewhat ditferent from newspaper frequencies and it's 

important to know and understand and appreciate this 

which we soon did from our work on the Japanese. It 

also gave us a feeling for the type of information that 

thang 
would be contained inthe messages because #t would be 

fk hein de, 

crossreferences and we could understdnd, something about 
; } 

YC b bea ¢ 

the Japanese financial cetumnms and the traveling of staff 
Wh the 

people and- Japanese foreign office and other things like 
~~ s 

that. Now we,early on of course ,and I'll brag a little 
i 

bit here, we early on got into the business of reading 

oupler 
some of the -eipher codes that the Japanese had employed 

and this as soon as we had recovered enough of the groups 

to produce skeleton translations or gist translations we 

cide 
would turn these over abs ame Colonel Bratton;who was: 

G- 

then the head of the desk in BY troutd come up and sort of 

discuss with Hurt the text of the messages he was working 

thurs 
on and #% was a sort of crossfeed,and this is important 

/ 

Ay OT ATE 

Ped Vail 
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from an administrative standpoint to appreciate. A 

crossfeed from the people who have requirements for 

intelligence by cryptanalysis or communications intelli- 

gence with the producers of it to feed in the collateral 

information which is essential to update the producers 

with the realities of the intelligence world. ,Now this 

is more or less automatic in present day concept of NSA , 

but it basically satisfies the same requirement of 

updating the knowledge of the people who are trying to 

break codes with the kind of things that are being dis- 

cussed and with the details of what is diseussed and 

What we're seeing in this present day organization of 

feedback between the intelligence agencies and our own 

massive information files here is the outgrowth of this 

very simple impulse which wasn't invented really by Col. 

Bratton and Johnny Hurt, but which was a natural consequence 

of the kind of work that was being done. An interesting 

aspect of our work early work on the Japanese codes was 

that these skeleton translations and Zone translations 

because when we'd worked enough on the code to get it 

fully recovered Hurt could turn out a ead eoanelasted 

of these things, wetted Col Bratton and his staffs 

appetite for more intelligence and one of the things which 

was right on the top burner of the stove at that time was 

for @@ to find out what they could about the arrangements 
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among Japan, Germany and Italy in terms of this tripartite 

alliance which was brewing then at pretty much of a fever 

heat and which really looked like the most ominous cloud 

on the US future. One day Hurt had turned out a message -- 
Re ; ‘ 

translation which was not very complete. It was more or 

less a skeletal thing. This was a very odd message. 
_from Tokyo 

A circular message that had been transmitted,to the more 
posts and ‘ 

important, stations throughout the world.-. Japanese 

foreign office posts and stations, ama it had a very funny-— . 

not funny but a unusual beginning. It started out with 

a Japanese phrase " WKANCHC FUG ATSUKA I 

which literally edie cake pesenenneg Officials Fyes Only,’ 

or the German had another ne: "ig be Decoded by Officers 

Only" and this tagged it as an important message. Well 

Hurt worked this over pretty well, but the code was not 

sufficiently recovered for him turn out much more than just 

the bare gist of what the message was about.and tien 

Bratton's people got dhoia of this they got real excited 

about it, amd Bratton ania up to see Hurt and he told the 

rest of us that it was this was something new, a new 

window into intelligence had been generated by this message 

because he suspected from the words in this message that 

the Japanese and the Germans and the Italians were developin 
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a sort of secret eensut to the fripartite arrangement 

and he wanted to know more about it. Well as a result of 

his very honest pressures on us to learn more about it 

we looked at all the other traffic and we found a strain 

of traffic that we had not yet been able to decode. amd w< 

knew very little about Wand it was pretty much of a mystery 

to us. We'd made some studies but our efforts had not 

been strong enough really to get a handle on what kind 

of a system it was. Well Bratton's encouragement to get 

more about this particular strain of traffic caused us 

to make our first mature , from the dealdvodoapeine develop- 

ment as cryptanalysts,mature break into a sophisticated 

code system. This information was contained in a system 

that we identified by its solution as a Japanese cipher 

machine and it is known as ie Red Machine. and this was At: 
—s ao 

the first time I think well I'm sure so far as the Americans 
/ / 

were ape bela was the first time a foreign government 
machine 

cipher;:had been broken, and the results were sort of 

~_— 

overwhelming because we mechanized the well first in our 

solution of this machine we availed Pee ne the IBM 

equipment that we had rented,arnd this certainly enabled 

us to do much more cryptanalytic work, much more sophisti- 

ir) 
cated cryptanalytic work anc much less real time than had 

ever been visualized even in our wildest dreams about they, 
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eee OF the automatic accounting machine installation. 
~ 
= ~ 

Now we were so a ea aay one way of putting it or 
“A 

the Jap& were so stupid in their choice of a cryptographic 

aixe to = = = & , . 
system that we cies tc of later on lay out full vest vista 

L “A 

of this machine for several months in advance of its 

EL, utes 

use so all we had to do was to 4@ “the keys as the messages 

came in and decode them,aad Since we built some eens 

primitive automatic machines to do this, we were able to 

snicuidie: Ger ae first class intelligence while we went on 

with our researches am this is important from the 

management standpoint» Kesearches into other areas of 

intelligence production and into better equipment for use 

by the US forces and into a greater potential for crypt- 

Ology as we ipckfan a broad hase across the government. 

And if you don't generate this forward look, if you don't 

solve the systems of tomorrow by your work on what you've 
prtnce 

got in front of you today you are then ef-eourse going to 

get behind the operation,asda this is always the fear that 

the administrator must have when he looks at his operation. 

I am investing the right amount in the forward look to 

solve the systems of tomorrow and to improve our cryptor 

graphy of tomorrow whether or not I'm getting anything 

out of it meee | Probably one of the questions that needs 

to be answered in connection with our early activities, 

I have mentioned the use of the Second Signal Service 
_—— = ee aaee =. eet oe 
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which was run. = the ¢hief Signal @fficer as his opera- 

tional activity aimed at satisfying parts of the intelli- 

gence requirements which were imposed by G2. Now how 

sort of did this develop and what kind of administrative 

arrangement was early employed in the integration of both 

the cryptanalytic unit, which was Friedman's technical 

group, the collection of the material on which this group 

worked which was the Second Signal Services role and,;as 

we look at it from our sophisticated viewpoint of 1975, 

what sort of requirements wre generated and who produced 

these ocere Well to deal first with the obvious, . 

ae certainly there was no point in the Ghief Signal Gfficer 

trying to produce intelligence which wasn't required by 

Ge © SF sata out dna & ft £ th ts,and 1K e broadterms o e requirements ,an 

I touched on that when I indicated Japan was the highest 

priority. Well now looking at it in the practical world 

of what limited facilities we had for collection, and they 

were real limited as you compare it with what I can imagine 

are in existance today, something like 100-150 trained 

intercept operators in 1936 and these figures do bear 

checking, but there were lots of people called intercept 

operators but we had only a few good ones , and of course 

“Japan being on top it was barely enough to make a dent 

in '34,135 into the requirement for Japanese. Now 

requirements don't seem to be important if you've got one 
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requirement which will absorb more than jhe resources. 

4nere's no head-scratching or decision or argument about 

it. You do the obvious,ama So in those days there was 

really no squabble about what was to be done. ‘a2 didn't 

know enough about it, the users, intelligence didn't. know 

enough about the problem to say cover this link or cover 

that link, that got invented only when Bart Pulling and 

Jucu.bratinny RE 
some other people tried to do sole ———aneesien- here 

which was completely uncalled for when AFSA was formed, 

So the idea was to intercept the message, try to get 

those that contained the best intelligence and the people 

who knew about that were the fellows who were breaking 

the codes,and Since they translated then the broad require- 

ments eae the narrow eon leanenes of what links to 

cover they sort of had the key position, and I think that 

is right because they're the ones who can look in both 

directions and the other two look from the ends of the 

Line. 

Since its rather difficult to do what I'm trying to do 

here today, namely try to talk about the administrative 

angles of the cryptologic process without my calling to 

mind some of the actual, practical, historical develop- 

a going to talk a little bit about the history 

of our undertaking the broad based operation against 
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other nations other than Japan. In other words we're 

broadening the response of the cryptanalytic and intercept 

organization to the broader priorities of oe een 

ments. We're going from the simple requirement of the 

Japanese into German and Italian and others. In the years 

e Gime when dhe, 
between 1934 to 1939 which rough bracket oe intelligence 

effort.against nations other than Japan was undertaken, 

amel we finally completed our code compilation requirements 

and were able to spend more time looking at better ways 

of solving systems and what to us was very important at 

that time, the development of more skills in our staff. 

We had been able to get enough funds to hire additional 

cryptanalysts and one of the greatest things that happened 

I think was bringing Leo Rosen who was an electrical — - 

electronics engineer, graduate of MIT and a very brilliant 

man to sort of bring to bear on the cryptanalytic process 

electronicsengineering. Friedman had some skills in this, 

I had some but outside of these which were rather accidenta: 

most of our skills were mathematical and LINGULSELG it | 

thosedays and we really had no proper research and develop- 

ment activity. Now while it was assumed and somewhat 

appreciated that science and engineering would play a 
eed ank 

great role in the future of cryptology, Qatanit ty those 

days there was very little opportunity to test this 

concept and Rosen's arrival I think was the first real 
REN 

" hey 265 ees de 
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break into the use of modern)yas we looked at it in those 

years ;modern technology and its direct introduction into 

the cryptologic process. A couple of things happened 

that I think throw some light on the adminstrative problems 

ebea to be solved. The Japanese introduced the new 

machine to replace the Red which later was known as the 

Purple and this was an entirely new principle and those 

of us who were involved in Japanese problem got kind of 

shook up because this real pat solution we'd developed 

for the oe machine went out the window while they were 

still using fhe bulk of their current important traffic, 

[om That is the Japanese Foreign géfice WeatFic, was sent in 

the new machine which we hadn't solved. We had a year 

and a half's interlude of breaking into the new machine 

which in effect was the reinvention of the Japanese 

Machine and From the administrative standpoint I think 

its important to note that these years of non-productive-~ 

non-productivity of probably the cream of the cryptanalytic 

staff had to be tolerated to recover from she simple change. 
a Mil ltt RA 
A Of the Japanese cryptographic administrators to put ina 

new code machine,and this simple decision on the part of 

the opposition created a rather extensive series of 

def@sions on the part of the office of the @hief Signal 

(£ficer in @? as to how they would cope with the situation 



which resulted from the simple decision of the Japanese. 

So adjusting to this made us realize there were certain 

other problems which had to be dealt with. Namely eee 

were how to dispose your forces so you could satisfy your 

requirements of the code production program which we had 

in front of us, the production of intelligence from other 

fields and then the recovery of this small source of 

intelligence which by now @2 had developed a real extra- 

ordinary appetite for, and they wanted some of the old 

food which they had been raised to be served up in front 

of them, awd the tolerance of beer be oud theC@hief Signal 

officer of allowing us to take the cream of our crypt- 

analytic talent gambling that we would be successful in 

reading this new Japanese Purple Machine and I think JL 

taught us a real good lesson. Namely this was a worth 

while gamble and it was a good practice to follow. Now 

as an outgrowth of this we of course had certain side | 

benefits which accrued to us. We had a better understanding 

of the weaknesses of the machineg’ What were bad practices 

in applying machines because by now the Signal Gorps had 

introduced the old M134 into practical use and we were 

having all sorts of problems trying to find out what kind 
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of procedures were the most decure which ought tqbe 

followed in the code room, and Gur work and experience 

with the Japanese and aur success told us what were 

bad experiences, and So we folded these right beck into 

the improvement of US cryptography. Now I guess~this 

is a good point for me to put in a plug for my own concept 

of whats important. Most people ,in my experience, have 

sort of assumed that the production of intelligence 

is the epitomy of the cryptologic effort. I disagree. 

It's pretty high up but it certainly not the top. The 

most important goal of the cryptanalyst, the fellow who 

understands the operation of the codes and ciphers and 

cryptographfae and thats the total process, is to fold 

this back into the improvement and to produce the 

ultimate in cryptography for this government. All these 

other things are incidental to that one particular point. 

And I think we learned at that time that the best way to 

1garn what is good in cryptography is to discover the 

weaknesses and to capitalize on the weaknesses of the 
Pteonrnia ts 

use by foreign sof their own cryptography. Probably the 

guastest thie came out of these early years, the 1930s, 

developed after we had successfully solved the Purple 

be Machine the Japs had introduced.and fhe work we did at 

that time was to solve a Japanese transposed code system, 

which was a very sophisticated type of thing and I don't 
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think I'm doing Billy Friedman ——— a disservice saying 

that he actually did not think we would be able to recover 

this system cryptanalytically. But he didnt discourage 

us. He, simply telling us don't be disappointed if you 

don't because he had faith in our ability to do whatever 

was needed to produce intelligence from this. Well the 

important igac eae this system from the perspective 

we're looking today is that we opened up a door into the 

total vista of the application of computers to cryptanalysis 

Earlier I've mentioned that we had built ourselves the 

standard IBM equipment which in itself is a great step 

forward but looking at it in the context of what I'm 

going to say right NOW, Bhat was the first step necessary \¢ 

first step to the second step which I'm going to describe 

to you. In our work on this transposed code system we 

found out that the so-called hand methods or the standard 

equipment accounting equipment methods that we had developed 

just were not adequate to deal with the cryptanalytic task 

which we had in front of us so we rather, in a rather 

primitive way modified the existing equipment to produce 

a new breed of equipment which I reckon turns out to be 

the first practical computer that was ever built probably 

in the world because most of the other effort had been just 
i wy 

“directed at showing that you can do these pencil and paper 

things mechanically aad bere we had another problem to 



solve mainly do them mechanically and with a greater 

profit so we devised a scheme whereby we could ee 

these standard equipments and actually developed a rather 

primitive computer which did an amazing thing. It enabled 

us to actually stay current with the requirements of 

solving I believe there were four keys every day that had 

to be recovered. Each one was required a great number 

of man hours if you did it by the old tried and tested 

pencil and paper methods and we just didn't have enough 

staff nor could we ever hope to get enough staff to 

achieve this solution. But the challenge here was just 

enough ahead of us so that we could achieve a practical 

solution by modifying what we had in front of us-amd 

fel though it took about ten years and a war iphetween to 

show that computers could be used to tremendous advantage 

in the technical requirements of intelligence production and 

the improvement of our own systems,we did set the ground- 
another thing 

work ,and actually we had to developjwhich from an admin- 

istrative standpoint is awfully important. A sufficient 

understanding of the scientific and engineering processes 

to adapt these to the cryptanalytic process before we 

could really get full benefit from them,and Ehese feeble 

efforts early on which arose from our Japanese problem 

simply told us and proved to us that we had to develop 

this capability before we could really realize the full 
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benefits of the upsurge in the computer technology which 

j AV] 

we're all familiar,as having happened as a result of WWII. 
# 

a 

z= Historically we're now just about three years ahead of 

WWII, and Tt was beginning to be pretty clear to the planner 

and policy makers of the US government that war was coming 

up. Certainly we had to be ready for it whether it came 

up or not. The world situation was right nervous,and 

in the next two or three years I think this nervousness 

became much more apparent and finally we did get in the 

war. But because of the tripartite arrangement and 

because of our ability to read without any delay whatsoever 

the messages from the Japanese foreign office to its 

ambassadors in the key capitals of the world we had a 

pretty good feeling for what was going on in the Japanese 

Mind. We also had a pretty good feeling of what was 

happening in the German field because Kully and his German 

effort, he was heading up the German effort at that time, 

had broken in to one of the more important German diplomati 

codes so that there was some reaction, ertainly not as 

full as we had from our total reading of the Japanese 

because the German one-time pad had not been read at that 

time feeling that things were getting more and more nervous 

Finally Mr. Roosevelt sort of let it be known that if we 

were going to get into this struggle we certainly would 



Side with the British, then of course the war broke out 

in Europe why things crystallized and we were a of 

galvanized the whole government was galvanized into action 

and one of the things that happened was the augamentation | 

of our cryptanalytic staff because this was given extremely 

high priority by both G2, the Secretary of War at this 

time was vitally interested in this thing and the President 

too because the President was privy to he actually read 
A 

the decodes the translations of the decodes of the Japanese 

messages with great interest. Well first thing we 

cee 
did was to call in all the reservists of the G2 and the 

: ; Reger - - 
Signal €orps who would be used, brought in Releson. _He 

was a reserve officer. We found this was a good thing 

SO we searched through the ROTC files and brought in a 

lot of people. Dale Marston is the one I think of as 

probably the most significant of the type of people we 

brought in and he's only one. There are any number who. 

came in in that second wave. Then when war actually 

broke out we were confronted with assembling a whole 

bunch of linguists as well as mathematicians and training 

them and we were confronted with other problems like 
house that you've collected; 

where are you going to HAXE all these peoplejand how are 

you going to get the right amount of equipment and other 

things which they need. Even pencils and paper become 
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problems that would “Have to Se seed: These problems ~ - 

there was no war plan in cryptology that made any sense 

because you didn't really know from nee the next what 

your requirements were going to be. But luckily we had 

people who had guts enough to make a good decision.We 

built two buildings instead of one at Arlington Hall 

Station to Lae the oe Wavy took over a girls’ 

school just like the Army took over a girls’ school and 

they had plenty of housing and as know we had 

plenty of room and plenty of people and 

I don't really eee tell you about the solution of 

these administrative problems except that we had clever © 

people who had guts enough to make decisions and that 

those of us who were on the using end took the time and 

spent the effort to make the best use of what was made 

available to us. In other words we had to take a chaotic 

situation and make some kind of reasonable effort out 

of it. Now you cope with the cas as they come in 

in a case like thats broad general |, kee was to get more 

people, more facilities and more resources and you've got 

almost unlimited money in case of a war to draw on, and 

you've got almost unlimited manpower to draw on in the 



case of WWII So we just did thé best we could. It was 

wasteful. We had to make 2 lot of mistakes but some of 

the mistakes murned out to be wonderful things. For 

example Frank Bullock's decision to build two buildings 

down at Arlington Hall Station was a of the wisest 

decisions he ever made yet he was criticized when he 

asked for the second building that you'll never use this 

and his answer was, "Well if we don't use it for this 

we'll need it for something else. Let's build it." Ana 

we needed it. Now I guess the administrative lesson 

from what I've just said is that in emergency situations 

the rules and the rule book just don't apply. Yel the 

best you can with what you've got and you use your head 

the best way you know how. And I think I've described 

the chaos which we had to clean up in the few months 

after Pearl Harbor. Now there was another, once we got 

the people on board, once we got the training program 

set up, and once we got the space to work in, and once 

we got the IBM and Sthier gear needed to carry on this 

activity, and once we got the contracts rolling for the 

new Cipher machines and other things, the administration 

became pretty straightforward: But the next critical time 

was when we decided to suas effort and you can just 

imagine the five-wheel heavy five-wheel going at high 

speed and how you put the brakes on. How you stop that 
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Cadillac that going 95 miles an hour and stop it in a 

hurry because at the end of the war everybody was eneidae 

to go back home. We and the British were sort of pacing 

each other and how to get back to normal operations, how 

to demobilize really and here again chaos came in and we 

had to make the best solutions we could. Unfortunately 

the rules got changed about every two or three days so 

we finally/idid the best with what we had and looked in 

other directions and just took the blame if something went 

wrong and if it was right why then we used it to qualify 

aur future decisions by saying well we guessed right 

before dhe out we be guessing right now? And from 

an administrative standpoint there is no way of planning 

this. You just deal and you cope. 

-Orle70£) tiie (problems whith 

at One of the problems which began to emerge just before ~- - 

well’ about 1940 was how to divide the cryptanalytic pie. 

or the intelligence pie, This didn't apply to cryptography 

just the intelligence pie between the Army and ay 

cryptanalysts, Develop’ well a little before the war 

started. Once we got actively involved in hostilities 

there was so much more to be done than we had facilities 

to apply that the problem never bothered us, But now when 

the and of the war came and the problems of demobilization 



of the tremendous workforce that had been accuuetated by 

both the Army and Lees for the war “Lime effort and what 

to do for the post’ war effort as these problems began to 

emerge then the problem of collaboration between the Army 

and Navy became the worst administrative problem that had 

to be solved. And this surfaced for very good reasons 

because both of them, both the Army and the hase, were 

asking for funds you see for enough of an effort to 

satisfy the US government, and Gne man in particular, 

cane egaek> this was just about the time the Pepart- 

ment of Pefense was established, Air Force came up as 

a third service, and when the #ir Force put in for a 

similar organization which would be at least as grand as 
; eryoi | 

either the army or the Navy had, Reyabe threw up his 

Seu Saidt , 

We dau? 

hands in disgust and went up to see Foyestal and 

"We cannot have this, this is going to break the back. Stets 
We TG 
going to wind up with something less than a good effort. A 

Each of the services are asking for funds to do exactly 

the same thing and we just can't tolerate this." And 

Forestal who was pretty much of a problem avoider instead 

of a problem solver simply tried to duck the issue. But 

so much steam was generated ite aenat finally a board 

was set up to determine just what sort of effort would 

take place and it was this study of the ~~ 

Was this the Stone Board? 
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Yes. It was this study that generated the proposition 

that a central organization, a Refense Mepartment estab- 

lishment would be developed for the cryptologic activities 

of the US guvennnank, The board was known as the Stone 

Board headed by Admiral E. E. Stone. After several months 

of deliberation ,most of which was acromonious , the decision 

was taken back to Forestal's desk by Secretary Johnson ; 

Loui Johnson, to set up one organization known as the 

Armed Forces Security Agency,asd this he got Mr.. Truman 

to initial and came back and laid on the backs of the 

Army and Navy and Air Force:aawd I want to tell you 

gentlemen if there ever was an administrative problem of 

extraordinary dimensions it was how to consolidate the 

old ingrained Army and Navy organization and this brand 

new sort of still wet-behind~the-ears Air Force organi- 

zation that the Air Force had been rapidly developing 

trying to beat the gun on the consolidation move,and I 

speak about this honestly because openly because it was 

the way it was. Politics of the services were rampant. 

The administrative decisions were not decisions based on 

necessity. They were decisions based on political prestige 

; bY bol CT ay. 
and power and this was an extremely,'Set of decisions to 

cope with. Finally when the President initialled this 
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there was no question ae it had to be put into 

ae cae the type of decisions which had to be 

made were those which had to somehow Marry the prestige 

of each of the services with the actual requirements’ of 

the problems, ax even though this was a difficult thing 

to do, it was still sdkpte/ or at least in my view to solve 

these problems then it was the problems of collaboration 

and the switching of problems between the Army, hege and 
ii 

the Air Force because there a. Aen and 

not very well understood rules that were being applied 

to the collaboration between the services before the 

consolidation took place. I don't think I ought to say 

any more other than to note there were terrific, probably 

the most chaotic administrative situation in he history 

of cryptology that took place at about the time that 

AFSA jlater NSA, was formed. But this was the real adminis- 

trative mess. I hope by today that some of these old 

service philosophies and political and prestige aspects 

have been forgotten and that we can all aim ourself at 

getting on with the problem but I rather suspect that 

they still are here and that maybe you know more about 

them than I do. 
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In early ’30@ after we had reasonably completed the training 

program Friedman had laid out for us and started work on the 

code compilation program, the big codes that were really to 

become the stopgap between the cryptography of 1930 and the 

advent of cipher machines which really didn't ie place until 

Aw(S la) ae i 

about the time,shortly after Pearl Harbor when, ABA which the 
\ 

| 
havy called the ECM was placed in the service by both the Army 

apie Gilt 

and Kavy. A lot of things took place that probably ought to 

be explained. One of the most important features of this era 

ee eee of us that had been selected for training Abe Sinkov, 

Solomon Kullback and myself, later on supplemented by Bob Furner 

Albert smail*teo cise aaa tee turn, supported by some very able 

officers such as George Beethes-and Harold Hayes Col Harold G. 

Hayes, Corderman to some degree. We had begun to develop a 

pretty solid cadre of oe who were knowledgable im crypt} 

analysis. Now the level to which ereens vats had been raised 

by Friedman in his work up to 1930 when we joined him formed the 

foundation on which the future advances in the field of crypt- 

analysis and fe indeed in cryptology because the cryptanalytic 

advances were folded ee eee and the whole field. 

of cryptology was consequently promoted. This arose probably 

because Hiredman's apGirasant ine of cryptanalysis was based 

fundamentally on the statistical and analytic approach rather 

al 
than the procedurg approach that were followed by most people 
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who came into cryptanalysis through mousua: Friedman had a 

feel for the mathematical process although I don't think he 

would have ever admitted that he was a mathematician, But he 

certainly had a feel for the application of mathematics and an 

understanding of how mathematics could be used to advantage: ard 

ite was in love with the analytical approach even to the degree 

that sometimes he, at least in my opinion carried his analysis | 

much further than was merited by the nature of the problem. In 

some cases he would, for example, he-weutd prefer to use. the 

analytical approach over what we called the "golden guess" 

or the {pzoper word approach,and Ef he had any faults it was 

because he too firmly believed in the analytical process and 

sort of psychologically avoided the shortcut, or maybe he 

thought it was really cheating to get the answer without doing 

it the hard way. Now with this kind of a background in psychology 

we all Kullback, Sinkov, myself and the others I mentioned had 

a better appreciation I think of the importance of analysis and 

a greater dedication to it than had ever been encountered in 

any group of cryptanalysts before, and because we had been SO 

carefully selected with certain mathematical training and 

instruction it was easy to build on this so that what little 

powers we had when we first came in were augmented considerably 

by the training and experience which we developed. Now we as 

part of our preparation for in the training preparation Friedman 
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had us study all the machines that he had collected. There were 

such things. well we started off with the simple ones ike the 
L&ohecuts teue 
Wheat-Stone device, then we studied the Kryha which was not much 

of a cipher machine as far as security was concerned but which 

certainly was a practical exemplification of mechanical encipher- 

ment process,and We studied the B21l which became a little more 

sophisticated as you look at it in the scale of complexity. 

Friedman's worig on the HeSren machina,” He helped us through 

that. We didn't duplicate it but we certainly understood it 

completely before he got through with ata The challenge that 

we accepted on the Mark II pe wis had been put together 

. Heber egice re n 
by the Hebrenqfor the avy and we successfully met that challenge 

and with the result the havy felt a little bit well the Wavy 

eee look for another device because we eeoved that the 

Mark II on Was not satisfactory for wide spread Hany usage 

and wouldn't stand up with the terrific strain of Re normal 

naval communications, although it was quite adequate for special 

sie) er ama volume situations. such as for example sending in 

enciphered intercept traffic from an intercept station that had 

to be transmitted by radio »you could use the some of the old 

Mark II types for enciphering this very limited,very specialized 

strand of traffic,aad [he only reason you could do it is because 

wre 
the volume of usage #6 such that it didn't overload the circuits 

and consequently cause the machine to be compromis@able by 

BR Yih ds Miee 
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a sie r 
cryptanalysis. ( another’ we worked on which ought to be mentioned 

A 
is the machine developed by Col Parker Hit for IT&T which was 

presented to the State Department as possible use.| We were 

real lucky on that because veifust gone through Friedman's 
VEU awe, 

exercise on the recovery of the ¥ernun machine and since this 

ITsT development was another modification of the application of 

a keystream generator electrically to the messageStream 

information by.a simple relay additive box that was hooked on-- 

attached to the teleprinter why we had very little difficulty 

in mastering the IT&T device. Now the IT&T device differed 
hfs GALA -— a a little bit from the Vertiat, Mell essentially differem from 

Vi ernam 

the Vernum-in that it used a bunch of cog wheels, gear wheels 

with moveable pins to generate the keystreamsyasd [t was not 

too well designed by Hit ,and we had a lot of luck and a lot of 

fun in breaking this in record time because we did a couple of 
(t { 
golden guesses and got the answer. The first of the challenge 

messages in a remarkably short time. JI think you should note 

hae yalthough he was greatly disappointed that his invention~~ 

his design of the cipher machine fell short of “much short of 

the security requirements|of the State Department| was quite 

pleased that the War Department and the Signal Corps had developed 

a eababia ties for dealing with something which he as an old-time 

cryptanalyst thought was first class cryptography ,and deal with 

it im sort off a mockery of his work. Instead of being sore he 

congratulated us and I think aes pene settee! pleased that we'd 



his machine. Other machines we studied were the eee ae: the 

earlier models of the M209. There were two or three of these. 

I think they were in C40 - c30,well, I don't remember the exact 

nomenclature but basic Hagelins: thats with the five or six ‘ 

wheels, the pin settings on the wheels serving to seein 

which then was used to control the movement of the, well they 

use direct and reverse normal alphabets on the print wheel. 

Of course the big difficulty with this machine is that he two 

messages using exactly the same key that is two messages in 

depth aenta be read without too much difficulty ,;and if you got 

enough of these you could recover the pin settings and reproduce » 

the entire machine. Another thing we studied was you have a 

intensive,a rather exhaustive study of oo eine system. The 

reason that came about is because it is necessary to developa 

cipher machine for joint communicationg Army/Navy units.amd there 

were no mechanical devices available ,and the prospects of printing 

up special eciae ice ‘seats purposes was both time consuming and 

expensive, aut So jee or less agreed to use the strip system. 

The only cryptograph, you couldn' = shouldn' t call at, ‘cipher 

machine that was available at that time for official use within 

the either the Army ox The ‘en any where in the US government 

was the old cipher device M94 which was had been earlier produced 

Maubor ne Colenel H Hitt Mau bor< Ky 
by Hit’and Mebera Mobern;cal_Hi+ and General well later General Mobexh 

A 

who at one time was the Ghief Signal Gfficer particularly in the 

; 0 
days when we were having much more spectacular successes that we 
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thought we would have. iitereseiigly enough the work we did on 

the strip cipher device was quite inadequate for a thorough test 

of its security. The test was based on a set of messages. I 

think there were something like over 600 lines of cipher text - 

25 letters in length that had been enciphered by a simulated 

strip cipher device which we were given as a test problem-and 
ah bawp bert] 

Abe Sinkov and Solomon Kullbacky studied this very carefully and 

all He scemasena in doing was to prove that it was impossible 

to solvey this number of lines of text enciphered with the 

strip cipher device. We did this because we pursued the analytica 

approach too assiduously and we went away sort of feeling 

reassured this was pretty good device and Friedman went away 

reassured that it was a good device and told the havy about it, 

and everybody agreed then to adopt the strip cipher system thet 

the basic system for joint communications between Army and Wavy. 

Later on a couple of the Students I believe,Capt Brown and his 

team had the same problem. JI think Friedman gave it to J: op, 

because he wanted to now these were two military officers who'd 

come in and joined in® the cryptanalytic training beeause part 

of the concept was to train officers as well as civilians in 

cryptanalysis so Phere would be at least a few people in the 

military establishment who had an understanding of the crypto- 

graphic process and cryptology and some understanding of 

cryptanalysis. Well these two fellows instead of approaching 
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it from a mathematical/analytical approach found numerous 

repetitions at the beginning of these messages and started 

guessing such things as battalion and enemies advancing and 

whatever heeinee “es thought might be plausible from the 

form of the text, and Gf course they could check a aes 

the letter could never encipher itself in the strip systems 

and [n about two weeks they had had enough proper wowas Chey 

were able to reconstruct and develop other assumptions in’ 

other lines of the text, and within well a startlin/ short time 

after that they had recovered a set of strips.ami We all learned 

a very good lesson from this because instead of just flashing 

your cryptographic system against one technical approach we 

learned that you better flash it against everyone because the 

analytical approach ;while it might be the only thing that will 

produce results under some pea tae Jonder other oircuni— 

stances does not permit the solution to be obtained, asa jf you 

take a few short cuts and combine analysis for example with the 

probable word system approach then the system itself may not be 

so impregnable. Z 

Now another sort of important thing which developed in, these 

years was that some of us got the opportunity to work in the 

code ne Repattnent code room and actually observed what 

processes needed to be followed in the handling of traffica 
/ : e 

and \be found out by our contact® with the codefroom personnel 

and watching the code clerks who were at that time being trained 
“25 
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to handle the War department codes and also in our work and 

training operators for the M134Tl which came a little later on, 

we found that it would just be impossible to expect # code room 

personnel who were given only very limited and very Specialized 

training to do much more than sort of routinely apply the rules 

which they had been exposed to in their training program ,and 

that if anything we could expect them to be human and to make 

a lot of mistakes,and fhe systems therefore had to be designed 

so that they would rasist the mistakes made by the code clerks 

ae we found in our work on the cipher machines that I 

mentioned earlier and through watching what was happening and 

particularly through the probable word approach that these two 

officers used on the strip system that a lot of Opportunities 

for exploitation even what would seem to be a very good theoreti- 

Cally secure system sometimes just couldn't be achieved when it 

was put into practical operation. As time went on we became 

more and more sophisticated am our experience was expanded 

through the work on the Japanese codes and we learned quite a 

bit from that,We were able to marry the information that we had 

developed,our power ,our cryptanalytic power if you will which we 

had developed on our training program and our work on Japanese 

with the requirements for the development of the secure and 

automated type of cryptography like the cipher machine that was 

required for code room operations at high level or for field 
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operations in terms of the field cipher, to marry them so we 

could begin to visualize the kind of apparatus which would be 

needed for securing US communications in wartime. There had 

been, I might point out that there had been lots of impulses in 

this direction. This had long been Friedman's objective. 

If you have an opportunity to go through Yardley's papers you'll 

‘a Lad 

find that he had advocated machine cryptography, aed the Wavy Lisa 

in their efforts at having Hebron trying to develop a cipher 

machine.was also dedicated to this. Hit and Mobern had long 

had dreams of automatic cipher machines and we were now beginning 

to appreciate the importance of teletype systems instead of 

hand telegram systems for very mobile situations, battle 

Situations if you will because the Army was installing teletype 

machines to be used #@ in support of w@i#é manuevers which they 

were conductingsand Some of us got an opportunity to actually 

go out in the field, I know I was sent to San Antonio, Texas 

just to watch the manuevers and stay around the communications 

centers to see what the field situations were like. And this 

was particularly important because we'd planned to use teletype 

for the first time in a field situation and it had a tremendous 

impact on me as an individual who had been trained in the war 

department code rooms procedures where we were using these 

awkward old code books and we typed up the nies | Seid on 

c 
a radio blank and hand it to the radio operator. 3 see a 

teletype operator weed just take a little old message blank 
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that somebody had written a message on in longhand and stick 

it in his teleprinter and send it several miles to the next 

installation; and it was quite easy for me to visualize some 

kind of a black box hooked onto this teletype and the one on 

the other end operating like the Be eodias was supposed to 

Operate to provide high degree of security for field communicatior 

in the Army,So all these things taken together developed in us 

a real appreciation I'd Say a pretty sophisticated ,in those 

days, appreciation of what might be done with the improvement 

of US security and we fully realized 1 think its important to 

note, that you could obtain the ultimate US security only if you 

had a full appreciation for the cryptanalytic weaknesses of the 

principlesthat were to be employed in these devices that were 

to be hooked on, for example, the teletype system or be incorporated 

in the machines used in the War Bepartment code room. 

At about this point without reference to the year in our develop- 

ment of cryptanalytic appreciation or power if you will something 

happened which I think was pretty important. The first models 

of the first cipher machine that had been, was seine wee iceay 

used by the war department were coming off the assembly line 

and were to be put into effect in the \kar Qepartment code room 

and in the headquarters of the three overseas departments and 

I believe also at San Francisco in the ninth corps area. This 

was the M134Tl. It was a five-rotor device. The movement of 

the rotors were controlled by a punched tape which passed through 
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a head and each hole as it appeared in the tape and each one 

of the streams would tell a cipher wheel of the set of five 

to move forward.If there was no hole of course the cipher wheel 

did not move and the motion of the wheels then was controlled 

directly by the perforations in the tape and each time that 

you depress the key the tape moved forward one and so it was 

basically a real good principle. Theoretically sound anadyou 

eoulé never use the same tape twice, Pbviously it had all the & 

advantages of one-time tape or one-time code system. This was 

the greatest thing that had happened in cryptography up to that 
{ VN 

point in time so far as, US Army was concerned and well in 

advance in sophistication of any other device that we'd studied 

or heard about. I didn't mention that we studied the Enigma. 

We didn't really study it, we examined it. The others that 

I mentioned we had studied in our training program but we never 

did set up a problem where we Pee aan Enigma machine 

and recovered the wheels, the wheel edbines of an Enigma machine 

but we developed certain theoretical studies which we thought 

would be effective if the machine was used in volume. We just 

never had time to make a thorough and exhaustive study of thes 

Enigma device. "He felt from our understanding of the machines 

we looked at successfully studied two solutions that we could 

sort of extrapolate from our knowledge of these and work out 

on solution to the Enigmarand Cobably one of the reasons we 

never went after the Enigma with more fire in our eyes is 

ok 
because we had no idea,how the indicator system that would be 

ae ee 
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used under practical application of the Enigma would work 

because usually at least in our thing at that time big trouble 

was solving of as indicator system rather than the recovery 

of the machine. the iugieakes, tas Daee the solution of the 

system might be a snap. If it was real sophisticated faddicatex 

System of course it might offer more problem in solution ieee 

Pecovery of the machine. Now the M-134 jusing the tape for keying 

the advancement of the wheels ywas far in advance of the Enigma 

and at least in our appreciation of it at that time and the 

indicator system was not at all vulnerable because it was 

Simple enough to apply and yet powerful enough when it was 

applied to make it extremely ,well we Gidn't know how to seieelade 

at that tiné. I think with todays technology it might not 
now 

offer such a problem because wej;know better about the terms 

of use of these things,but at that time it looked pretty 
doggone goode ag “In due course the machines were received 

and sent out) installed. Friedman was able to take the machines 

to Panama and to the other two overseas departments and install 

them and observe the codefoom operations involved in enciphering 

and deciphering messages and he stayed there and worked with -—~- 

actually wotked with and in the eciee getting the machines 

insuring that the machines would work and insuring that the 

coderoom operators knew what they were doing and wouldn't make 

too many stupid doanoteimiiie he was there. The big problem 

with these machines as I recall was,at least the one that I 

be -- 
was involved withthe most was the generation of the key tape 

A beta 



because the state-of-the-art in keypunchphad not advanced too 

far. It was fine to use a very fine piece of papertape such as 

Western Union used for typing up the message ,and if you're 

going to use itlGiice or twice through that tape head and if 

it was plaintext and you tore ahole in that tape it didn't 

make too much difference, But when you were using a piece of 

tape to control the esenant of the cipher wheel and if one 

of those holes was mutilated you got an advance or the wheel 
F3, deen oa 

didn't advance and from then on #® was indecipherablesand %o 

it was very important to have key tapes which were accurately 

prepared and which would endure use and reuse and reuse for 
abo RACAL ck the. 

several days, maybe several messages and sndeemehs tapes which 

we could buy at that time a Ne dies this multiple use 

requirement.$o we began soon to recognize that there were a 

lot of problems, coderoom problems that is, as well as production 

problems in using the key tape as a keying element on the M134. 

—-) I think our biggest problem at that time’ was not the lack of 

ideas for good cryptography eee which could be 

incorporated into devices, but probably the state of the arte dF 

4H manufacture of cipher machines because very little experience 

had been achieved in this field. Wien rotors which had been 

built for the Hebern machine and the M134T4 WERE pat would judge 

by todays Sennen sone or less experimental and the materials 

used, well for example, in the rotors of one of the devices, the 

material was abrasive and we would get shorts between the 
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related contacts,adjacent contacts: and the cipher wheel because 

metal particles had been embedded in the bakelite composition 

material that had been used for the construction of the wheels « 

md this is only one of many other things. Since the M134Tl 

used solenoid-actuated mechanisms for advancing the wheels, 

(ce -These still were more or less in the experimental stage. They 

weren't really tested by operations. _ there shee many failures 

of these particularly in the na347 Bho ackect that I remember 

vividly is that they were very fragile devices, amd I can recall 

watching Major Reeder supervising the unloadingfthe shipment of 

these devices from an army truck, and Ehe enlisted man who was 

unloading the device when Reeder told him to unload that one 

first picked it up by the end and end over end it out,and it 

fell about four feet from the body of the truck down to the 

concrete platform on which the truck was parked asa J can see 

Reeder holding his hands to the side of his head in agony vas 

when they took this thing apart,emd the guts were all in one 

mess when we wedeee ihe case in which the cipher machine was 
<= A Vabtwthe 

enclosed ehety 2h destroyed the machine. In the long a ia 

was a real break because it gave us a keyboard and a solenoid 

operated typewriter to experiment with which we'd never had 

if we'd had to cannibalize an M134. Machines had to be rugged, 

obviously because in this experience of watching the enlisted 

Man unload the first machine from that truck,if we needed any / 

Ps 
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there it was: $o we had to set up a whole new set of parameters 

based on the little experience we'd had with the 134 which 

would have to be brought in to play at the time we produced 

that machine which would be the answer to all our machine 
‘ 

requirements. Now I've sort of dggressed and gone into the 

problems of cipher machineg developments here , but this and the 

advances in our understanding of the @OMSEC Regairenents 

because now they were much clearer to us than they'd ever been 

to any set of people before based on our expgience through 

the analysis of the machines I've mentioned and thebractical 

experience with the 134 that Friedman had received through his 

installation that we observed in our testing of the machine 

both for operational and cryptanalytic security. In the other 

domain that is the broader requirements of the production of 

intelligence we had reached the point of where we felt“there 

wasn't a Japanese diplomatic system that we couldn't read given 

a reasonable amount of intercept and a couple of months time. 

We-—were At that time we had read the Red Machine and we were 

well into the Purple,anmd there were other pressures being 

brought on us both in the intelligence field and in the COMSEC 

field jand these pressures were to produce intelligence not just 
gud 

on Japanese but on German,, Italian and certain other countries,,, : j es 
France as well,/ Spain, some of the South American nations, and 

to produce at least have drawing board designs of field ciphers, 
A 
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mechanical devices for use by army and division message centers 

at army and division level message centers in the Army and 

these would be needed in quantity of course if hostilities 

broke out. ama Go our requirements were beginning to be multiplied 

and the pressures were building up because the war clouds were 

beginning to become more pronounced as we looked at the world 

Situation in those days. We're now getting up around 1938. 

Also it became evident that while we were being held back by 

the state of the art developments in mechanical sort of model 

making and electrical electromechanical manufacturing techniques 

and materials) we were short of people skilled and trained 

people and plans were being made and courses were being 

introduced into schools and i ei to use ROTC students 

and the training of the reserves Signal Corps reservists ana 

cryptography, and_in_particular We hadn't reached the point,& 

where we wanted to train the reservists in cryptanalysis put 

a lot of training courses in cryptography were ore produced 

hes ROTC and the reservists,aad Fhere were two eae 
tuts number Yj 
teehs (1 65, ise aaa Cryptography, and 166, aveneed 

Military Cryptography. were being taken by great numbers of 

reservists and by ROTC students, ard Special courses were being 
wi 

conducted end—-se a couple of th&schools for these ROTC classes. 
“A 

Also we got additional funds for hiring more people. amd In 

those days we spent a lot of time of the new recruits in 
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training. We made sure that everyone was exposed to some 

training oe all the cryptanalytic techniques that we had 

MEME LORS andy wit le it was impossible to train them in the 

more sophisticated techniques of machine analysis ,we did train 

them in the procedural steps which were required in the 

application of the more sophisticated machine analytic attacks. 

So we were beginning to get a pretty well balanced team, people 

with long term, broad ) comprehensive understanding of crypt-~ 

analysis, and some people with somewhat shorter term but very 

specialized training who could be integrated into A special 

%teams for attack on such things as we wieged e etees from 

our practical experience in breaking the Red Machine, the Ke. 

Purple Machine and our security analysis of some of the U.S. 

systems that we had undertakena— yow to develop the team concept ! 

to build a team eee technical leader supported by 

lesser technical tt Hes until we could get a very efficient 

application of manpower resources and produce results ina 

short time. Another sophistication,1 guess that's about as 

good a word as I can think of, that we developed was in the a 

application of accounting machines to cryptography. We'd been 

able to procure a small installation of IBM equipment and we 

thought this was much better for our purposes that the Hollergth 

which at that time was about equal in its importance of its 

business applications to IBM. The reason we chose IBM was the 

flexibility afforded by the IBM plugboard, particularly in the 
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reproducer and the tabulator applications, because we could 

wire from column to column and sort of at will in the IBM 

whereas the Hollergth had a smaller card field and the machine 

had to be mechanically contrived:sand %o it was impossible #® 

‘keep-the for the operator or the user of the machine to 

modify the reading of the card go-BET Was ideal for us 

because the plugwire wes gave us the ultimate in flexibtiiéty <= 

gave us 
well, the-beet-fiexipiizey—that a better flexibility than the 

other and we needed that flexibility. We needed much more 

oe than the IBM could afford us. | 

sh : r ( Tie is 
w We're now,as I look at, it, somewhere around 37, 38. 

@ecthet, at that time in which we weren't really sure we were 

going to be ina wee) EUS if any of us bet on it we'd have to 

bet it would be a real proper war coming up pretty soon. At 

least that was the attitude taken by the Secretary of War and 

such people as the Director of Military Intelligence and the 

Chief Signal Officer who were sort of in the front inthe war 

planning game. Of course the steps taken to augment the 

technical force through the ROTC and reservists was a proper 

one. Still it was impossible to trainxmg these people to the 

degree that would make them immediately useful for use in 

wartime circumstances because they were still they still needed 

the element of experience. I suppose at hae time the pressures 

got sO great that it was inevitable that there would be an 

_—— 

expansion not exactly an explosion ,but a sort of increase in 



the rate of growth,So we began to get a lot of people to train. 

We got the reservists for tours of duties. We got more of the 

military in.Unfortunately they amounted to only a small amount 

because the requirements and needs for regular officers at that 

time had multiplied because of this concept of the imminence 

of the war, and $o it was a little harder to get military 

personnel. ig GE course we augment our intercept capabilities 

by getting US positions authorized, that is both equipment 

and operators, and the growth in that domain was a lot faster 

than in the cryptanalytic domain. We began to recognize the 

need for more people with language skills. aaa So we pretty 

soon had to start on a recruiting program getting people who 

we thought would become qualified as cryptanalysts and people 

with linguistic skills, amd -here cy, of Japanese 

translators because it was extremely difficult to find people 

who spoke Japanese that wanted to work for the government. 

Most of the people who studied Japanese were either military 

and they were absorbed in the intelligence activities, or 

missionaries and missionaries were awful hard to persuade to 

work for the government. We really weren't successful in getnang 

the missionary types into our business A ae oe ee 2 

they readily came and performed nobly ee ork ee on Japanese 

in particular. Other skills we Pe ae students, second 

he a 
generation, the skills I'm talking about nOow4 the eres 
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skills, Spanish, Italian amd We, ‘conducted some courses in 

Japanese and other languages for the cryptanalysts who had 

not had the opportunity to study languages either at home or 

in their scholastic training. When we began to realize the 

results of our recruiting program 

End of Tape 9 Side 1 

Side 2 is blank 
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Tape 10 Side 1 

When we first got the IBM machine it was a wonderful thing 

from the labor saving standpoint and I think this was one 

breakthrough which (ig/frobabiy\not matched by any other 

development in that timeframe, but now that was the first of 

two important steps that were taken. First,was to learn how 

to use these standard IBM accounting machines and cryptanalytic 

and cryptographic process, and then the second step was to 

learn how to modify so they became more efficient and more 

powerful in the support of our cryptanalytic endeavors. 

One of the most important aspects of our use of equipments was ~ - 

well, the one I think is most important is the modification 

because there were certain inhibitions that we had to overcome. 

One of these was the rules made by IBM when they rented us the 

equipment that no modifications would be made except by 

company people ,company repairmen,company servicemen and without 

full consent of IBM. That was pretty terrific inhibition. 

Then there was another very practical inhibition, was did we 

have people who were skilled enough and clever enough to make 

these modifications to pretty complex ,»electromechanical device 

that was just about already beyond the point of engineering 

efficiency. {f you did put any more of a load on it it just got 
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so complex it wouldn't work. Well these inhibitions held us 

“ | ; 
back I think £rom the second phase of the use of automatic 

equipment in cryptanalysis. However there came a time xwhen 

we had no recourse except to go in and modify the accountin 

machines and this came ahout as a result of our work ongthe _ 

Japanese systems. I don't remember exactly sdhale title it had. 

We ean TESk Le us Mm the history but the Japanese had for a 

long time been transposing as a dosdeeued sueeent process 

their basic charts and they had dedicated/certain charts to 

transposed systems so theywere never haa without the trans- 

position cucipueaneat Supeseielpheriant. They reached a point 

however in the cryptographic sinitericatien where they felt 

that the simpler forms of I cay it group transposition ®éause 

thats what we called it es those days where you took a 9-or 

15- or 13-letter key and applied it in repetition to the 

codettext to produce a sdperenciphermenty there came a time Xe. 

in their concept when’ they dropped this sort of simple form of 

group transposition and went into a matrix transposition of 

their messagesaad they sprung this on us without any warning 

actually and in effect what they had was a modification of 

the system uSed by the Germans in WWI known as the ADFGVX 

system which used a transposition key@& something from about 

15 to about 25 in length and was applied to a Se pe Oe 
by five 

dn the’ case of the German, dit was a matrix of first fiveyand 

ADE and V peeenge 
ray 

then six by six identified by the letters 
aromas ei kme * 

KR RS 
‘ ie cack 
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and then they added the X fi believe or another letter which produc 

the sixth element alphabet. Now the systems used by the Japanese 

followed the pattern of the old German field cipher pretty closely 

It had a key, transposition key which changed I believ ‘A 
I. recall now once a day, @x I recall also that ther 

regularly.. 

were four 

transposition keys a day sometime later on in t life of the 

system and this was applied to the digraphic ¢harts which were 

dedicated to the system the Japs eoneiteds? = with the 

transposition keys, and Ehey had added ariother gimmick which was 

pretty sophisticated for them at that time of having what we call 

eeeteg nulls or bhank spaces at re om of the diagram so it 

* 
interrupted the logical tae of the encoded text as it was 

ak 
presented to the matrix wa second step or superencipherment 

step. Well Me actually b led down to matrix with certain number, 

of blank spaces at the fop and then the transposition key applied, 

Ss 
as in effect for a reasonable length of across that,amd -his 

time, say a day or 
) 

it looked pretty/awesome from a cryptanalytic standpoint. We of 

yourth of a day.\ When this came into effect 

never really tried our skills on this kind of a system practically 

The first work that was kxxxgddone on ie ee of system of course 

was done davis in the training which eh OF Kullback and Hurt 

and myself sak eben We'd found considerable ‘amount of ADFGVX 

traffic left over from WWI, and Friedman had een because he 

had worked on the traffic in Europe with the Americah Expeditiona: 
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Forces and in Joust Gneeinn wea French and he was well aware 

of Gaptad, CA ca eian of the ADFGVX which was based/pon 

repeated beginnings or endings in the text of the message and 

Friedman had I believe undertaken personally to develop what he 

called ihe general solution which did not depend om this more or 

less\accidental situation of similar beginnings/or endings. 

He i ee been able to finish his researches so he wanted 

this test\to be done at some time and he gave it to us as one of 

our givet vdseersth tasks in the training program. We were very 

fortunate. We did develop a technique for the solution of this 

and I think we can honestly say that had we been spatteie dn 

WWI there wouldn't have been a days traffic that wouldn't have 

been completely read by the techniqueSwe developed. Thase 

| techniques are written up/in one of the technical papers called 

"Solution of the ADFGVX Cs Neae System" and it was one of the 

technical papers we prepared.\ I don't remember whose name is 

signed on ity iat Was a joint work of a group under Friedman's 

guidance. Now-the Actually to summarize this what we found is 

as ar j ae that She), At the time of Yardley no use of superencipherments~ the 

form of transposition had been observed\. Sometime between the 

end of Yardley's work ae 1935 the Japs began introducing the 

simplest form of transposition to their code kablespnd then they 

continued to increase this and more in the length of the trans- 

position group rather than the complexity of the system until 

they finally introduced this modification of ADFGVX type of syster 

igo 
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Seen 

a IAI, : 

which was a real breakthrough for them. It took it out of/the 

easy into the almost impossible and certainly hard to achieve 

type of solution. “Well_t-den!t renember whether When the Japaneee 

put thg® new system into effect of course we weren't able to read 

any of the messages a it, But one of the good things that happenec 
<= 

at a ee was the i were are the Navy Second- story types 

were mae to do a job on the en instdllation and they 

A ‘y 

and we had full information about thi’s Operation. It turned out 
\ r 

indeed to be a column” transposition. Now for a while, while these 

brought! Chotolpantia of the new rycen pie had been introduced 

keys which had been photographed were in effect; we had no problem 

of course in producing ‘ransfations but the Japs soon changed, 

introduced the second system, took the old system out of effect -- 
x 3 : 

the first system out of effect after a reasonable time I think it 
yf Ei 

was about three months rand the}, introduced a new system. As I 

recall they anand both the aoatiaua the key and then the crunch 

was on us unless the Wavy did some noes photographic work we'd 

have to go back and get the answers by\eryptanalysis. Well we'd 

done ee study on this to confirm the aed suspicfions that 

it would succumb to the ADFGVX techniques phat we developed very 

# 
early’ on in our researches and we soon )when “—< accumulated 

f 

Faimvin 
enough traffic) found that by the application of ‘the old 

/ 

approach, namely the similar beginnings and ends ,we could develop 

enough statistics about the code chart to give us sonics into 

ee 
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i} the relationships of the initials and finals as we did a columnar 

matching in recovering the transposition key even though/we didnt 

know what the underlying code text might represent. The process 

% 
of course was first to remove the pane ae reduce 

the intercept to basic code; and hen after enough’ basic code 

text had been accumulated to recover the code so that the message 

could be reduced to Japanese plain language, Well, our first step: 

were directed at removal of the superenciph erment and we didn't Onn 
Fi 

g really cancern ourselves with the meaning of the code groups 

because it was\the statistical eviderice derived from the composit 

of the code group\that was more useful to us than anything else 

Mec a ed 

at that point in time. We debe rothing else but a good statistica 

table of initials and finals And digraphic combinations. We 

finally developed a ee patterned after the one that 

had been written up in the ‘ADFGVX report that we'd prepared earli 

iL Lhe k 

so that we did achieveyjsome success but we were overwhelmed with 

the workload. This,/was a slow, onerous task and we had not develo 

the experience and campetence so that we could recover these keys 

/ 

aS rapidly as we needed £0; awed. Be therefore were confronted with 

we 

the problem of developing a better way of going about this. I 

f : 

think one oe the impulses that lead us inte the development et Ek 

new approach was Albert Small's conviction that the process that 

/ 

we haG evolved for hand solution could be mechahized .ax# Small gc 

« 

bit by this concept and he just stayed with it and\would not give 

z 
up on it. The rest of us and I think the rest of us were Friedme 
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Furner, Sammy Snyder, you were in on this Sammy, and myself/ \ 

We did a lot of discussion about how to mechanize@ the hard proces 

we'd developed ;but most of it was hot air and very little of it 

was subStance because we just hadn't really faced he the 

problem and didn't understand the problem well endugh at least I 

didn't #o make any sense out of it. Well finally from this, fol- 
\ (CbKt theo. 

lowing Small's sort of first impulses we did distill out a 

s technique for a machine processing of the’ data to satisfy the 

requirements of this\hand technique we/"d developed. The only 

problem was that the IBM machines which we had available had a 

ths 
missing link in it and therefore while we could nee, ae form most 

3 ’ 
f —_ 

of this we couldn't put the\program the process into practical 

4 application until some modification of the IBM machine had been 

, Sf Es Aer ta mm : 
made. We quite well realized ae at that time that I mean it 

Se a 
was clear to us ,really €lear to in unless we did mechanize - - 

although the machines’ weren't ideally suited for this process — 

we did recognize we were going to have to use them to some degree 

and then make up’for their deficiencjes by hand methods, $0 from 
7 

f , 

this,Small I bélieve again was the leader, generated a concept 

whereby the didgraphs of the code were punched \Wweeskhgti cards = — 

IBM cards/and there were two decks of cards set UR, Aone for the fe 

initial/ final arrangements ,and one for the final initial arrange- 

ments’. In other words it was the statistics based on\the diagraph 
f _— 

chart, frequencies of the diagraphs themselves, amd fhese frequencie 

yof course could be recorded effectively in the chart, and what we 
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did was to convert this chart into the form of cards, amd I don't 

remember just who worked out the details of the wiring ,which. 

could be accomplished on the tabulator so that this ,data would 

be presented in a display so that we could by hand neenoa cn 

up\the expected frequencies the statistical frequencies to eval- 

uate whether the specific matches that we wete making were good 

or not, amd I might describe what was in tis matching process. 

The concept was to take make an assumption about how long how 

Many columns ‘were in to transposition key and of course we assume 

it was the longést possible which pwwas 25 and we'd learned this 

from photographs, $6 we took a stretch of text and usually it was 

the last column the last a # the message and we drug it 

position by position ay ee possible alignment of that 

last column with every other segment of the messageeand jf it was 

a 500 position and We ee with 125th of 500 that was the 

number of positions/less the ve: of the column that we had 

to match. Of course we could ao out a few because they just 

weren't logical in certain places that were impossible on this 

assumption, But to mechanize this we = ignore these small 

wv 

Cth pe 
ee aaa it was impossible and just do the whole parbeited 

Bo if there was a 500 letter,or a 1000 letteér message, or a 1500 

letter message there was something 500 or 1000\or 1500 matches tk 

had to be ineds | ane all these had to be computed from the display 

that had been generated by running the cards through the machine. 

One weet ntaemryant eee" 
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i — ] Now the way we effected this “dragging was to use a deck of cards } 
P. 

which had been assembled manually from these stacks ne that 

“Small had prepared carrying the Rats etatsSticed aa data from the 
i" 

charts awd What we had was a bunch of oe Nal anf ane you would 

take the Rese in hand and if the message began XYQBW you 

‘reach in the X bin and that was the first card,and the second 
re % ; 
Klar \ 
Gasd was Y ‘you reached in the Y bin and th&t was the second card 

of the Message, and the third letter you reached in that bin and 

so when you eet: through you'd gone My, a bin and pulled out a card 

corresponding to the identity of the letter in the message and 
= Hye 

that was your neeeage deck. Now’ this ee tet column that 
f = 

you were dragging against each’ position of oe nessage was wired 

into the plugboard of an\ rey tabulator so that you read the 
applied. 

statistics out of the pasligulas columns apply. What they gave 
‘ cdispla 

you then was a dispidee’ / sheet. ana Le you wanted to evaluate the = 
J. % 

expectancy of a match’ from the ‘sheet you had to take a diagonal, 
/ 

Ak, " 
and I believe we startioff with about ten values and we used the 

' “sN q 

two-digit logarithamic equivalent to\start emt with ,and we summeck 

the diagonal aha teen here I think was ous thing that £xkkxnkxwas 

Small contributed to computery that hats eden been given credit 

for. Small proposed very early on many years before we'd worked 

on this System Ehak instead of using the absoltte statistic we 

use its logarithym because to evaluate the absolute Statistic you 
UCe Fa 

had’ to take the product. We had this this was onerous ,7 multiplyir 

| en digits, ten two-digit figures together which was a ‘little slow 
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‘ 
; 

/ 
/ 

But if you use jhe logarithym you could add these aigiste you see 
: wa a ; ra 

<and it gave you just you just adjusted your SEguES # Little bit, 
A 

but it was just as valid and a lot more useful beéause you could 

more “efficiently produce it. Well we were using logarithpms inst 
% ~~ 

of the Absolute values for the statistics and our job then was to 
Ais play 

take a little sort of pattern and lay over eg rnc ae sheet and 

it lead our éye down the diagonal so we/could sum and evaluate th 

total. Well we\ finally shortcutted this a little bit as I recoll 

by taking only values that were obviously above a certain point. 

If you had a lot of\three, fours’ and 30s and 40s and 50s in this 

-- # 
diagonal well ,if you ne only/a few 30s and 40s and 50s and a lot 

A 
of 10s and 15s and 20s why you ignored it. But if there was 

a 60 or 70 or something Vike that then you summed it up because 

A 
obviously it was an important and high total. Well we I think 

read a couple of days traffic with this technique but it was just 

backbreaking and Slow and we talked with the any about it and th 

sort of laughed at us for doing oie Silly kind of a thing and 

then it was we realized we had to as wonaentng a little bit bette: 

Now this aiagonal Seen here again is where we learned something 

eay lien 

from the’ use of from our success on an-axea machine. This diagon: 

effect was exactly the diagonal effect that\resulted from the 

/ Heb bem 
half Hebeen approach used by the Japs in the ed plachine, sed So i 

Hebd MA s, 
We conceived of a commutator like the half Hebrépn-you see which | 

q 

af 



would spread the column reading capabilities of the tabulator 

ddwn this diagonal instead of having it just a display”print 

lew faci th me 

the significant figures or the significant figures Of the ; 

tA 
réazemig ‘we could feed BY the” commutator arrangement the data 

from the chart the eats oegse Tene value into a counter and ~ 

discreetly abgumulate each diagonal into a ee ain we cleared 
vA 

it out after about ten I believe. We ceuld read the totals 
ra 

? 
you see and so it was doing the tota}izing for us. Only trouble a 

hk 
+ : Bs 

was we didn't have that many countérs in the machine, and then 

Small came up with the idea aie know this was Small '- use a 

Lae 
single’ logarithgm instead on 4 two-digit logarithgm, and then we 

had enough counters and lofand\ behold the statistic was strong 
daggone 

enough and all we had o do was to build the sdaggan device 

which was hooked on te! the IBM tabtilator plugboard to do this 

automatic changing | of the wiring. 

At this point inne evolution of this process the construction 

of the device and the design of the ema Geman to change 

the wiring was the point we had to achieveeawad Ehis is another 

example where our earlier experience in cryptanalysis, particularl, 

with the Red achine came into being. What re were durinc 

this change in wiring between the cycles of each card passing ~ 

through the machine and being fed into the, I think the\word is 
\ ots 

tetalizer relays or totalizer accumulators in the tabulator was 
\ 
A 

inencreerpenenemre ee 
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wR x 277 Aman eH 

ehernn e aie ea 
just a half Hebren—aed Qnce this became apparent to us, all we had 

te de was borrow some switches from our stockpile that of spare 
7 i 

parts for the Purple Machine just enough to build a commutator, 

amd I. remember actually wiring up some of these switches to produc 
such gq 
~aceemmedate commugtator while my younger boy was being born in 

Georgetowh, Hospital on a Sunday morning man babysitting the 

older boy. \I mention this because I eee important to note 

we had no fachlities for doing these Special jobs except to send 

them to Signal dee Laboratories,«—ed Ehis would have been 

impossible to achieve at the time we spedea lina we would have 

lost track of what wad napoping or to turn to Wavy Yard, But the 

job was so trivial,and thé kind of a thing that could be done in 

your home workshop that I chose to do it. However if it had been 

more complex I guess’ we would ‘have let a contract and maybe we 

would have never/built the devicé. Well once we attached or 

reached the point of attaching th auxilliary device to the tabu- 

lator we were confronted with the problem of how to deal with the 

IBM machine without internal modifications. We fed the commutator 

from the plugboard plugging out of the normal tabulator plugboard 

the’reading positions from the reading brushes into the commutator 

and then out of the other side of the commutatok into the printing 

J iss and into the acommulating counters in the machine. The onl 

ee 



reason for going inside the machine was to get an impulse) a cyclir 

impulse,to advance the commutator one step as each card was passec 

( 
through the machine. We found the wiring diagram which showed a 

2 
\ 

vacant relay in the machine «MIEN beepandad to each éycle,$o 

we tan in one pair of wires to the closing contacts of this relay 

to andegiae a master relay we had wired from Sg poe ylachine ki 

stockpiles and this relay then controlled ait fee power that went 

into the auxilliary device we'd put togethér to do this wire 

switching wire changing and we hooked bl ithe up turned on the 

tabulator put the deck of cards in and the first run was a succes 

It just worked ae like magic ana from that time. on our proble! 
\ 

was _ to modify and make more efficient this technique of modificat 

oft fam machines. Now thaybe fn Im cheating a little bit when I say 
A 

we modified the IBM machined. We didn't touch that machine excep: 

Me 
to borrow that contact ‘Bu i\the principle was established that we- 

could through, even enosgn it was an external modification indirec 

to the machine ae Lb wight use that term, Me did modify the use o. 
f 

Fa 

the accounting mach ine hat philosophy of the accounting machine 

and we did something that just hadn't been done by IBM because the 

had no reason/for doing it before,But it set the stage for a lot 

of other things that came on and I think \its greatest benefit was 

it proved/particularly the people who were ‘dedicated to the manua 

cryptandlytic approach it proved that there was a new field which 

was mach more ecuenen. and new techniques which\were much more 

powerful through the development of automatic processes utilizin 

ae : Q : \ 
equipment in unor thadox ways. The device of course pleased us 
i 
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thing really was a breakthrough. anp without this device, and at 
s 

that time we in ourspuckish way gave odd names to things, you 

remember SUZY Q for eae of the Purple Machine that was -< 

hand operated, weld we calléd.this the ‘eewnids, and Fhe: name 

stuck jand_ t-think it is still:referred to as the Geewhizer 

ly 
maybe in the literature as well as familiar dey nae rere 1 ee eee 
eee = 

is a familiar expression when referred to by people who knew 

about it in the early days. When the we reached the point of 

being satisfied that we developed a viable technique, useful and 
6 2 

v 
profitable;we of course wanted to show it to the havy 

people and we brought them in. I think I-showed it first to 

HargEeves whe had provided me with the photographs) and he kind 

of shook his head about it. He geaid that's too much trouble 

and he went back and he talked it over with his people. They 

had an IBM installation at this time which was dedicated to work 

on the Japanese in a sort of uncertain way. I say dedicated I 

think thats the wrong word because the Wavy IBM installation was 

the responsibility of somebody who had to provide IBM support to 

other activities I believe beyond the group that Hargrave was worl 

ing with. I think some of the COMSEC responsibilities had to 

be satisfied by this installation so Hargraves didn't have the 

easy) open access to the IBM equipment that we had,bBut in spite of 

this sort of administrative tent et Bon, when he brought his 

associates ,and they saw how effective this thing was now actually 
A 
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according 
how effective it was in xgepmxkxmg us with a rapid solution to 

these Japanese transposed code system, ffhey of course wanted one 

like it and we built several models. Each one was a little bette: 

than the last.But they all had sort of a haywire look, but I can 

assure you that they were very positive in their action, their 

electromechanical action was just as good as could be achieved 

by some ham fisted amateurs Operating with telephone equipment, 

and All this was done of course without IBM knowledge and when 

the IBM serviceman had to come in and repair a machine in the 

installation we had to go and take the plugboard out and pull out 

the two wires to this relay. and Actually we, I think we through 
some subterfuge lost the cover to this IBM tabulator so we didn't 

have to take it off and put it on each time we installed the 

machine so that when the service man came ineI think he gave us 

a few groups on dissatisfaction on this,but it was easier for 

us to leave the machine uncovered so we could get in to remove 

the evidence of its being used for purposes not authorized by IBM 
puna te (do) 
nd anything else. An interesting sideline to this, probably this 

is a bad place to throw it in. Later) several months later after 

i ; : 2 we had really gone into the routine of using this Geewhizer to. 
os, the problem-- | 

solve the daily peeeets, oe actually we got ahead ofan Me were 

able to go into the backlog after the Geewhizer was put into 

effect and read messages that couldn't have been read by hand 

techniques under any circumstances. Of course we always did the 



easy ones first and then left the hard ones So rainy day 

problems. That wasn't too bad a problem because the more 

traffic aot had the easier the days traffic was if there was 

only four or five messages in a day there were some days like 

this, particularly Sundays, you didn't worry too much about the 

information you xaggmd lost@i because quantity wise you had the 

bulk of the traffic already processed. [we11 the point I was 
an emo en abn — WET tae [ 

going ‘to. make is when Col ByikeLe ame to join us fie was reputed 

to be the greatest cryptanalyst ever ee Dutch, ‘the 

| 
NetheMands government and that he had been’ successful in reading 

Japanese messages. Well it turned out esi es Reel and his | 

group had been\employing on this Japanese eransposed, the technique 

which were identical to the ones a the Frenchman, had 

developed for the ADFGVX, namely the similar beginnings and ending 

I remember him explaining\to/us exactly how he achieved this solu- 

tion, ema ub of course werg Might on top of it because he had gone 

only a small way down the manual\process that we had completely 

followed and so we were far ahead of. him. Finally after some 

ig Shevation aetna or not we should let him in on the Geewhizer 

because he just couldn't understand how this small force that 

he'd seen were/able to read all the tvaffic What we had read and 

s 
the tremendous number of keys that had been produced. We hadn' ei 

told him about the technique but we'd shown him the results. He | 

‘ 
just couldn't believe it and finally when we showed him the 

. ; ae 
ih he was a most awestruck individual. We were so far 

Anal 
ahead of the point they had Eeaued: it was at was really unbelieva 



I'm a little hazy right now in my ‘recollection as to what our 

identification for the systems used by the Stearic diplomatic 

communicators the transposed system we were processing by means 
aS 

of the GeewHizer, just what its designation se i it seems to 

me like it tieht be. about J16, 17,18, and 19. This of course 

will be_gome clearer if we look at the description, technical 

“description of the systems and you can identify precisely which 

systems are involved, but I think if you look around 17, 18, 13 

“Is"of course in the Aziy terminology you can identify these. 

Now all this story which I've told about the development of the 

[[ceownider, the essential parts of it are included in an article 

which hers published in the technical journal) jase Since that 

article is not signed there may be some mystery about it. I 

think I ought to explain where the article came from. After we 

had put the |Geewhizer together, #Friedman was quite impressed with 

the achievement and actuall¥Y ordered me to have a report written 

up describing the device and how it should be operated. We 

were inhibited though in my meeting Friedman's requirements. 

The reason he ordered me is because I was very dilatory about 

writing up technical things and I hoped somebody else would do it, 

~aed Ut wasn't because I didn't think it ought to be written up 

its just that I didn't feel like I could do it at that time. 

But we were ‘inhibited by another things and that was the security 
write-up, 

implications of such s iaueiiad Friedman's desire was to have 
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bey 

this technique written, up so that it could be (ig generally 

used for the training of our new cryptanalytic force, mA At the 

same time we didn't want to reveal to them that the thing had 

been generated in its application on the Japanese problem. and / 
ae eee Cad 

j it was particularly sensitive-because “the Second-story operation 
\ 

/ that had been performed by the Wavy to produce us with the first 

/ \ 
i get of ieee codebooks that we exploited. So as a result of . 

bv ree UP serie p-’ ; 
this the weitsup that was prepared on this GEE was pretty much.- | 

ae Z Z, 
sanitized and Aaa was described, I'm sorry’ the Geewhizer 

ee aaa ; # : 

the device was describedygin terms of a made-up’ problem. rt @en't 

think the made-up preblem is near as dramatic as the actual 

circumstances ,and I wold like to bridgé the gap between the 

which appears in\the technicdl journal. aw the reason it 
At me. cP 

/ 
appeared there,as I recall 

Brockmann 
Bob Bregaah Who was its editor/’reported once that he had a dearth 

of articles for the gournal/and we agreed that we would go back 

lorie ~ups 
and print some of the old’ historical writeups including not just 

the Geewhizer, I remember two others, the one on the Purple 

Ke Machine was publishéd without attribytion and another on the 

German one-time pads systema the GEE system which I think in itse 

probably one of the most startling cryptanalytic developments tha 

I saw in my/whole career. And I might mention here just because 
. of 

it might not be recorded anyWkese else that we didn't really \ 

pws i one-time pad system as John Tiltman refers to in "The 
foreword " | 
Eozwwerd" in describing some of the problems which were generated | 

| 
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vit c. ned 

of course the GEE would pdt Schon would not have been ebtetne 

So in essence the solution of thé German one-time pad system was 

the solution of ye of cipher machine. 

End of Side l 

Side 2 of Tape 10 is blank 



Tape 11, Side l 

Q: What effect did the advent of the electromechanical cipher 

machine such as the Red,Purple, gas and SIGABA have on the 

state of the art in cryptography? 

A: PAGS N from my viewpoint these represent the first practical 

application of electromechanical principles to be used in the 

code pec Now the earlier models were not the most perfect 

machiefls in the world but they were quite adequate. The materia. 

the state of the art of construction of this type of device . 

had not reached the point where the machines were totally reliab: 

Consequently the earlier models fave a lot of maintenance 

problems to the users and to the people who had to keep the code 

room running But these were much less than the onerous task 
{i 

of agate Has da ges through a two-part code with a hand encipher- 

ment and also had the advantage particularly in the case of the 
es 

Red and Purple and the ABA, 

out the plain language so it could be presented immediately to 

not so much the Enigma of printing 

the fellow who was going to receive the message if you so desirec 

Moe got a little closer to real time in the use of these device: 

which was probably the greatest advantage from the user stand- | 

point. From the code production standpoint the people who pre- 

pared the systems and the materials that go out to the code rooms 

there was a considerable advantage because in the case of the ABZ 

we could use those wheels to store a tremendous amount of key 

which consumed anly a small volume less than a fourth of a drawe1 
A 

in a file cabinet or a safe whereas the literal keys or manual 
A 

reysfses with the 
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the War Repartment staff code, the War Bepartment confidential 

code, would havel“to be changed frequently and would have been 

voluminous in that it would have required considerable storage 

Space and been a real pain for transport to the more distant 

posting stations where they were held iy Markicularty the militar: 

attache systems because couriers sometimes very infrequently got 

to some of the more remote posts and Stations. Now these were 

the advantages that were immediately recognized so far as the 

electromechanical devices were concerned and I think we can dee 

sith: the development of ‘the sort of like steps and stairs with 

— machine you climbed higher. You took another step toward 

improved security. Now the other Side of the question is what 

about the effect of the development of these stairstep=like 

devices as I just now described. What did it have on cryptanalys 

Well you never know how to solve a problem. I'll pontificate a 

little bit until the problem has been def ined wnat each new 

machine came along with its improvement’ } S we eee new POD Lents 

in cryptanalysissawa fherefore we were able to direct our 

atthékion, mathematical and statistical and the other types of 

analysis that we had begun to develop and appreciate at each one 

of these improvements, ara in due course we achieved solutions to 

many of the cryptanalytic problems scammer the improvements ee 
ese as they appeared as new inventions came out infdevices. Basicall N 

until the aftermath of WWII we depended largely on the electro- 

core ee me wed 
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AS 

mechanical devices and nechantangfec our mechanical enciphering 

Permitted 
process. After that of course the atate of the art semmitted us 

to go into electronics, amsaé I would like to limit my remarks 

about both cryptography and cryptanalysis to the electromechanic: 

phase because I think) while you could generally say the same 

concept would apply to the electronic, it would be better to defi: 

it in terms of what actually happened in the electronic phase of 

cryptography. 

Sammy, how far did I get off the beam (71 ths pire 

(You got right into the problem, but I would sat just started/on 

J 
Bae 

eee 

the cryptanalytic aspects as how did these developments affect o1 

cryptanalytic efforts am™d I believe we could add a bit about the 

what we learned because of the weaknesses inherent in the design 

of the Red system especially and a little bit in the Purple as 

well as administrative errors in such that the enemy made, We 

learned a number of things not to do , so to speak,and vide Gabe tc: 

larly glaring in the difference o£ the kind of wheel that was 

used in the Red and’ tremendously 8S powerful type of thing they 

had when they went to Purple and even there its weaknesses too 

taught us a lot.) 

We've been directing our, at least I have been directing my remark 

and I think Sammy also had in mind the theoretical considerations 

the overall considerations but there were certain practical 

advantages which developed from our work in the exploitation of 

the Red and Purple machines that the Japanese were using. This 

gave us a wonderful opportunity first-hand to observe the 

advantages which the cryptanalysts ourselves could obtain from 

ie ee hE 

poor training of code clerks, | poor “Exuiningcodeboon procedures 
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and generally misjudgments in the type of cryptography that woul: 

be used and once we started to iaemei ey ee: Sosueeeses and wer: 

able to exploit them then it put us on the alert that these were 

the kind “i nei ae avoid in our own coddrooms: and So. 

we tended ‘t to Gee: back the results of our experience from work 

on the Red — the Purple specifically into our ow codefroom 

procedures and eliminate some of the bad practices that might 

have developed and certainly would have been followed if we'd 
important Le left the codefrooms along. Probably another, aspect. of this Was, 4 

la 

aa ah wy 

that we had to be alert to almost continuous monitoring of all A 
of the messages that went over the more important circuits 

and certainly when we introduced a new systema new machine, a 

modification of the ABA or something like that we found that 

we ought to monitor its use particularly in the early months 

of its life to insure that the codefoon people were not doing 

something eet Sucgtcies the security of the system,and 

this I think was a particularly important lesson that we learned 

We just didn't trust our own systems, re gained the Japs use 

the Red and ERSES Ey iow we realized that this fear was well 

founded and that we should be on the alert in all the months of 

the use of the system. From this sort of experience grew our 

wartime conviction that we had to have a monitoring we had to 

establish and provide for the monitoring of our own communicatio 
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(Ke MARKI 
wt s 

deat Say DER) 

That was impossible to do the thing Babelty eae we were able to 
He 

effect a small sampling of @ wartime radio transmissions and 
study these, We had a unit set up whose purpose was just to study 

these messages that had been ae araspttiad and look for crypto- 

graphic mistakes as well as the kind of things that you would 
Gaunk He hee. 

take advantage of in traffic analysis citr-the—tine. 

An example of the inherent weaknesses that enabled us to get into 

Red relatively easily and then Purple Vas a bit more difficulty 

were the design weaknesses of the nature of the system itself. 

In the case of the Red machine I think the kind of whe. i 

the Japs must have thought it was great stuff and it turned out 

be just the opposite. I think we call that type of motion 

that type of encipherment half el than having a comple 

scrambling possible on each side of the wheel so to speak. Let's. 
a bit a 

see, other examples of ‘weaknesses dependjon the naa motion or th 

limitations, either the limitations built into the machine or the 

limitations or weaknesses due to the way they were used. In 

etherjche latter, if you just changed a rule or two about how to 

use starting settings, daily changes and so forth could make a 

ne diiteetenee in security and all of these turn out to contribu 

and make a big difference in how we are able to read these, aml | 

Reaitn each time we learned something about cryptography of the 

other system we learned what not to do or what to watch out for 

in our own. 

Sammy, one thing I'd like to add to what you said that's very 

important, In both the Red and the Purple the Japa made terrible 

mistake from the standpoint of secure cryptography of dividing 
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the 26 letters of the alphabet into two sub-sets, oe and | 20s. 
A 

Now in the case of the Red,and I think this — is oe elsewhe 

in our tapes, we took advantage of this stupid thing the Japs 
/ 

did in cryptography by solving first the'’sixes"to the short 

che Ww 

sequence and, “that was recovered it enabled us rapidly to recover 

the. lsgentices. Again this goes to the old analogy of the talc 

where if you can divide the problem into little parts it breaks 

up easier. Well the Japs automatically divided the problem up 

into little parts by giving us the tsixes"and "twenties." Now I 

think in terms of the state of the art in our experience that we 

might not have solved the Purple had the Japs not employed this 

''six" and ‘twenty’ division because the real thrust of our effort on 

achine 

the cae 8 bo recover the''sixes which the Japs sort of took 

nth 
for granted as not provide e ie nee weakness in 

“heir 
whe, system, But once we discovered how the’ ‘sixes’ ‘ operated and 

were able to Gecipher and we could decipher every appearance of 

' vie 
one of the six characters ef any message that we intercepted 

after about three months of our effort we had in many cases 
A 

where the''sixes’ represented the most frequent letters of the 

alphabet we had as much as 15;° 20, 258 of the text of the messages 

presented to us simply because they chose the'sixes.’ Of course 

this lead us to the next step of guessing the what the ‘twenties © 

A 

were, and [t was pretty straightforward aiuenacthawed Wiltad to 

accumulate enough data then to cover the more complex and more 

Pia) tagn ‘ ‘ jue ‘ . 8 
sophisticated maze which was used for the encipher of the ‘twentie 

A 

awe Ehere the Japs pulled a little dirty trick on us because 
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they used a very simple Pain of Pheleiyes "Ged they complicated 

the ‘twenties’ by running them eheough three separate mazes I'll 

use this term because I think it describes it in easuaie hareas 

the 'sixes' had only one substitution maze. 

Prank, that reminds me (S.Snyder) of just another point that 

comes under the heading of lessons and so forth, but in a broader 

sense, What the Japs were doing in not only these doses re Have 

nes: 
been talking about, but we saw it in other systems was gradually 

improve their security, or sometimes they weren't improving it, but 

each time they made a change there was a gradual change or they 

kept as a holdover in a new system some feature or some characte: 

istic of the old which enabled us to keep up. As long as we were 

keeping current we were able to add to our arsenal the same kind 

of tricks. Now when the main lesson I'm referring to is that 

when you make a phasee you should make it a complete change to 

utterly entirely different kind of a system, a4 Gne other aspect 

of this gradualness was that they even signaled the changes by 

sending in messages I mean in their messages that we were readinc 

the notice of the next change which is a kind of an obvious 

stupidity but gradualism and notification was another aspect of 

the weaknesses and lessons learned. 
make /yiaif 

To et this discussion rea I recall where we took advantage 

of the lessons we learned from the Japanese. Both of these came 

out of the work on the Purple and I think the first of them is 

the more trival of the twoj®®We learned that by breaking the 

message in the middle and sending the latter part first with 

the end buried somewhere in the middle and then the beginning 
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of the message later On,we avoided certain weaknesses of having 
beginnings which could be assumed because our greatest work on ~- 

Our greatest results from the Japanese was our ability to guess 

the beginning of the message. I have written in and I'm not 

bragging because other people have done this too as much as 50 

or 60 and sometimes 150 letters of accurately assumed plaintext 
at the beginning of a message, and Gnce you've got this kind 

Of a powerful Opening into a thing it takes a pretty doggone 

ipa®) eyerem to stand up under it. | Now while we rather suspected,this 

was a weakness that might be applied to our own systems, tHe a \ 

on the Japanese and the Sevan Age which accrued to inh our 
ie, A sete pl of ; ability to guess the sche. aan us then i ass what 

3we call the’ ‘Australian Crawl" in some of our méssages which was 
first used between Brisbane the headquarters there) Akin and the people down there 
Signal Gorpsyjand Washington headquarteysy where we actually 

bisected the message following the practice used by the Japanese. 
So here's a practical example of a Leer which we learned from! 

ra 
Our work on the Japanese a 

| 

eal This bisection of messages td avoid stereotype beginnings aie 
‘a 

adopted by the Japanese ane used in many of their systems , as: I 

particularly remember that\it was true during the war and Jap 

\ army systems and some nia 

{ Now I also Py) oeree somewhat less direct result of our | 

s ns ork on JapaneSe which was used Hox aval Eage in éawtown COMSEC ra 

work. One .6f Our problems in score wine the are keys was to 

determine thé actual assortment of SeECene in the ! sixes’ and Hewent 
. A es 



because they changed this arrangement daily. In other words 

each day we had to derive a new set of'sixes"and a new set of © 
\ 

EKinks twenties." The way we did this was to take the indicator 

\ : J fus€ 
for the particular message,we were studying, try to guess the 

beginning,and then by examining the relationships of the plaintex 

rrr S 1 

with the cipher text letters through the various encipherments | 
A 
provided by the machine at this particular indicator setting —, 

recover the identity of the letters and their location in acts “ot 

these sequences. This was pretty handy way of doing it and 

while it sounds very simple sometimes could be a pretty hard thir 

to do. Now in our first work on this we used to use the cipher 

machines which was a clumsy sort of slow ,process-amd ae had two 

machines, the automatic machine we had pare we used for crypt- 

analytic purposes and Ehen we had the’ old hand model which we 

called we had a pet name for it, I think it was Annie, and she 
i 

yFwas a very stubborn lady to deal with because pulling those bars. 
| across 
| with the twenty contacts as a board was almost impossible for 

some of the girls to do and thats cares 

Zé 7 
Q: (Wasn't that called the SUSIE Q? That particular one with the 

i 
Fa ‘, bars?) 

Mi ) Frank, excuse the ee but didn't we call that Bees 
‘a om 

lA 
rather than Annie? 

| bar hand tested dev NAPS for the POPP LS the ‘twenties! che SUSIE O 
A 

| Sammy, you're right. I think I was thinking more of Annie Barker 

| who was one of the young ladies protested the use of this thing 
/\ 

because we’ teased Annie about the device and I think we called it 

\ something like Annie's Delight or Annie's Toy because she hated i 
| 

| so,But you're exactly ri ht it was.the:SUSIE Q and I think we 
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di ci ae : CMe To. acme cael ) 

finally called it this even though some of the girls hated it “ rz 

[pan I don't blame them for it. So that we didn't have to use 
A 

ae two somewhat clumsy and certainly inefficient ways of 

| debates just what the connections were in the machine when 

| 
| 

we were ‘recovering the sequences for an unknown key, we #produced 

what we call “Bevelopment Sheets". Now the way these were 
yr’ 

originally produced for Mrs. Jerome to sit down at the cipher 

machine, set the wheels up at the first position given by the 

| indicator and then type out the COMP Lets alphabet from A to 2} 

Then she. aavance ‘the cipher mechanism to the second position 

provided by the indicator and again typed out the complete 
\ 

alphabet in the same ie 5 buk from A to Z and so on until we 

had produced about 150 a. of the settings of the machine 

for a given indicator. Now by using these tabulations we called 

them "Development sheets"/and\1 don! t know whats the logic of this 
\ 

term was, ” Fhe girls a recover. the keys a Lot easier than lby 

@#tusing SUSIE Q or the’ added ftseie\ Well Mrs. Jerome was; very 
“ 

thot much overworked lagy and so one of the, cleverest chiags. I think 

we did in those days is take one of our cipher machines, the 
: CML SOF Ls 

€ working order, and plugs into an IBM 

/ 

Purple wines 

tabulator and automatically cause the tabulator with its cards 

to advance dne machine and with each nosition QF the Purple 

machine we would read the entire bank of the letters of the 

alphabet’ so instead of taking something like probabiy half a 

day or/maybe a full day to produce a development sheet ,or a set 

Bei Cee bea tg LOO Des ESV Ed 

TAR Amma es 
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,we could run ‘oft a whole eokeupiatann thing in a matter of fivel 
$ 

1 
or ten minutes and then set up the machine and do the second ohne: 

and we produced a number of these books which we passed around tc 

the cryptanalysts who were recovering the sequences for each day: 
labor - Aug f 

and enjoy this advantage in ee, Now that's what we did 

cryptanalytically. |Z Later On when the ee was confronted with tk 

problem of producing a tremendous number of mixed alphabets and 

what they did was to take a couple of ABAs,and using exactly the 

same principle that we had followed in connecting the Purple 

machine with the tabulator, they generated these alphabets by the 

same process using wired rotors in our own machines and were 

able therefore to cut back on the code production program satisfy 

both the cryptographic security problem which they could analyze, 

We knew a lot about rotors and their secure properties and their 

insecure properties so we could go into the use of these alphabet 

with a certain reassurance that they had already achieved, repre- 

sented an adequate level of security and save ourselves a lot of 

theoretical research. This went on I think we used it in the Arr 

too, 1 believe that's where the — encountered it, the hey 

COMSEC people because we'd used it for development of certain key 

lists and we thought about using, for a generation of a alphabets 

for the M138 strips. I think this was not only a practical trick 

but I think one of the cutest tricks that we did in those days 

because nobody’ever thought of hooking up a cipher machine to a 

tabulator and running all 26 letters through it before. 

Sec dininas wiv’ 
cl iste a5 RA ENS TPE E RE he led 

fabidi oe iam ‘ 

i 

MISS, Aoeenetecaens 
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Frank speaking of developing tricks, this isn't to go too deep int 

the solution process of the Purple but to bring about another one 
of those liessons that we were referring to earlier. Do you 

remember in the last ygax few months of this exploitation of the 

Purple, you believe developed to a very fine point the list of 

indicators and settings and finally we had this so that we could. 

generate the alphabetsin advance, awd So we had future and predict 

alphabets and settings beaaude the key or the nature of the | 

relationships from day to day or from month to manth were solved 

and we were able to have in advance the settings before the Japar 

arrived which is another of course points up another lesson for 

us about being too systematic. 

May I elaborate on that a little bit? You're indeed correct Bek 

our ability to predict the keys using the Purple machine. You're 

incorrect in your attribution of this discovery to one Frank Rowl 

I aidhot do it,But the way it came about was this. When we saw | 

that the Red machine years before, several years before, I was 

lucky/to. i scover there was a relationship between the sequences 

used for the Red Machine and as a result of this observation we 

were able to predict in advance all the keys used by the Japanese 
amr 

for a period of about’; two years. That's Red Machine keys, amd Che 

reason we were able to do this is that the Japs had devised a way 

of replugging the board using one basic sequence in generating 

from it a series of sequences simply by moving the plugs <+n=eHre. 

between the cipher machine and the printing device and the type- 

writer keyboard. We used to puzzle about this because every now 

iere a couple of and then we'd find a mistak 
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letters were interchanged , and there would be some kind of a 

message coming out from the Japanese foreign office in Hekyo 

he SCSAN 
Y Seaton which we never quite understood 

SéS5AN 

because nobody ever knew what a Sesan was. There wasn't any 

making remarks about 

such thing in the dictionary that seemed to describe the part 

of the cipher machines kak that was being referred to in these 

_ SOSAN |, ; 
messages. Still a mystery to me but this Sesan thing which I 

throw in sort of as a curiosity evidently was a descriptive 

term they use for replugging the plugboard, so that they could 

use one sequence to generate a number of sequences. Now after 

we solved the Purple and it had been in use for several months 

ewe Fawstein 

I believe Mary Jo Dunning and teen Finstein discovered a similar 

property in the Purple keys, amd ae that once having noticed th 

Femstemn 

and done some work on it Miss Dunning and Mrs. Fimstein in 

collaboration with others of the staff and I guess Sammy we 

@ 

might have been involved in this as well as Furner and Small 

and also Raven and the people over at the Sia because we had 

a complete exchange of information and once this phenomenon had 

ybeen observed then we all tried to contribute to removing the 

mystifying aspects from it.sSo you're exactly right Sammy. We 

Purpie- 
pUuYSesSE. 

--I think 

— 7 This is a little off the subject of security but it goesywhile 

did.do this except I didn't do it for the 

Sammy and I are together we can compare notes on one of the most 

critical points in the solution of the Purple.and@ Ehat was when 

we found first the evidence that we had been hoping to find 



which assured us of certainty of success in recovery of the Purp] 

machine. ie As I recall it was like this and Sammy please check 

me. Three or four of us I believe I don't remember whether it 

was you and Furner and Small and myself were in one of the work 
c 

rooms but I think thats what it would have been when sort of havi 
wf 

a gab fest on what we had seen and other things to do and at 

that time the whole work force was involved in searching for a 
dich 

certain phenomenon, MWe expected would result from a machine of 

the concept that we had evolved for the Purple enciphering 

mechanism. Now we had recovered by this time the plaintext for 

a great number of messages, ae the problem was to search through 

these messages for a particular phenomenon which we had identifie 

: ses ‘ ‘ LACE grossly but had to be identified finally by discovery.$0 we wre 

looking for this phenomenon without actually being aware of 

precisely what we were seeking. We knew the effects we were 

rey J if, 7 or ; seeking rather than the specifics 17% Ae, ‘a= what diagraphs 

to search,$o it was not a thing we could run through the IBM 

machines just a little Bic Weophiseinated or complex for them 

to deal with. Now the workload had been divided up and one of 
; Geue Fawsten Gewe Grotjan 

the working tasks had been given to dean Finstein nee Ban Groche 

who was a very, very capable cryptanalyst and very observing and 

very reliable in her analytic work. Now I remember we were 

sitting a few of us, I guess Sammy and Al and Bob Furner and myse 

Gene Bix: Fevistery 
discussing some aspect of our work when vJear Fineetetin came in ~~ 

sort of timidly as was her custom azid with her worksheets sort of 

clutched to her bosom and sort of politely waited until she found 



an opportunity to interrupt us: and When she said, "Excuse me, 

I have something to show you," We all sort of broke up our 
tied lwo wn 
PRsdness and invited her to spread out her worksheets on the 

tables amd She took her pencil and after laying her worksheets 
lt a“ 

out to suit her requirements said, Please look at this, and pointe 
one of 

st specific points onathe worksheets, and how it matches this on 
A 

the second worksheet, “and ice over here on this on the third 

worksheet, “and we all lookedy there was no question.” She had 

found that first example of the kind of thing we'd been searchin< 

for many days for. At that point when we saw this I-don't think 

anyone of us had to tell the other what it meant because we knew, 

we were well enough along in our cryptanalytic understanding of 

the problem to know exactly what this meant,and Ehis was the 

actual breaking point from where we incertain that we could read 
— Bat SEW’ the cipher we were a i felt pretty certain, +e when 

Feinstery 
¥instein brought in these worksheets and pointed out these 

particular things we knew that we were into the Purple machine 

and that it would be solved, and As a result of this the rest of 

the team went and pretty soon we began to find other evidence anc 

after accumulating enough of this we then were able to start 

recovery actual recovery of the wiring of the mazes. oS . 
} teinstein, 

Just to clarify chePeles of some of us. I've mentioned #3neteden, 
e 

FArner, Small, Snyder, Rowlett, Friedman and Rosen. ate i don’t 

intend to leave out Sinkov, Kullback and the other members of the 

staff at that time. I've been talking about those who were 

assigned at that instant to the Japanese problem,e@mml I might 
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talk a little bit about how the organization developed. We 

Started jas a first priority, workiig on Japanese. Once we got to 

the point where we could turn out translations, and a little mt 

later on establish that we could read all the Japanese diplomatic 

messages in their best system there was no stopping the growth 

of the Japanese diplomatic group beoduse =e would have objected 

if the Ghief Signal Gfficer had cut it back and we weren't about 

to anyhow because it was too exciting an operation for us to 

let suffer,But there was also pressure to develop work on the 

German and Italian which were the second and third priorities», 

~ane Brobably because I had not taken an overseas assignment and 

was so deeply involved in the Japanese I inherited it. Kully 

and Abe respectively — given the jobs of organizing what we 

hoped would be a similarly successful effort on the German and 

the Italian,and Abe also inherited sort of the rest of the world... 

like French, Spanish,We called it the Romance Language Section 

because the staff which was assigned to it was competent, well, 

anybody who can speak Italian, Spanish can speak pwanet: ane 

vice versa sort of. German was a little different and Japanese 

was certainly different because the uniqueness of the Japanese 

language. Now the lines weren't too closely drawn in the assign- 

ment of personnel. JI remember one of Mr. Friedman's problems 

was to act like Solomon and divide the children among the three 

sections that I've mentioned -awé Wwe couldn't, he just absolutely 

couldn't set up hard and fast rules about the assignment of 

individuals because if there was a urgent problem which required 
Wd + 

a lot of effort in’German or, Japanese or ha Italian then provisi 

had to be made forte wness opment of, 5 onnel or the loan of 
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divisions 

personnel or the shifting of personnel from one of the basic div 

Y 

to the other. Actually the division of effort was more a guidel 

for us to follow and as I'm sure is the case today we had to 
for the personnel 

establish certain responsibilitiessand hang them on some kind 

of administrative peg,emd I think the organization was more one 

in response to administrative requirements than it was problem 

requirements because the problem requirements were looked at as 

very fluid situation and adjustments made even for half days or 

; te : 
hours ata time, Shifting one person from another from one job 

to another, and Also we had the main support facility - which was 

our accounting machine installation which had to be staffed and 
a Pea 

it was supporting all three sections,“ mentioned as well as it 

could. It was understaffed, aed I think Sammy you will remember 

that you were spending a lot of time as a machine soperator 

because there wasn't anybody else there, and I'm sure Al Small 
e 

did. Furner never got stuck with this as much as others althoug 

he was willing. You and Al certainly doubled many times in bras 

simply because there wasn't anybody else to do the run that was 
— cahathon WES 

required for, the Italian or the German or the Japanese outfit. 

One of the interesting developments that our work on the Japanes: 

arr hey = kore 
system in particular because the main information, highlevel stuf: 

& ~Bh 
ietth 

that @2 was interested in and Japanese went $n, machine systems, 

pe the message was addressed to the holders of the machine. If 

it was not addressed to the holders of the machine it went ina 

special code superenciphered usually with a transposition system 

It was typical Japanese code superenciphered with what they con- 
“A 

Sidered a very secure system. There were a variety of these. 
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They started out pretty simple and they went to more complex one 

until we got into the type of transposition which was cryptograp] 

ally patterned, although I don't know whether the Japanese realiz: 

it or not ,cryptographically patterned after the old ADFGVx Army 

field cipher system used in WWI. asa this latter was pretty nice 

to challenge to us and resulted in probably one of the most Sig- 

nificant achievements that I recall as a breakthrough in the 

application of equipment, accounting equipment ® to cryptography 

and I think opened the door to computery. But set that aside 

for the minute. We found that the Japanese problem afforded us 

the best training ground for the development of oe comprehensio 

of cryptanalytic principles as they could be applied to the 

cipher machine and the machine solution, asa }t'“was my conviction 

even today)yand it was all along that LG. eoels a much broader, amt 

a much more advanced posture in cryptanalysis to deal with machi) 

problems thap with the eid hand systems into which I will dump 

the additive type. Now I may be unkind to some of my old friend: 

and co-workers by making this differentiation but the principles 

of additive recovery were basically simple, as@ I think if you 

knew how to make the difference table and apply it, this is all 

you needed to know to be successful as an additive recoverer. 
Gene fans te 

But if you were going to do what tean—Finstein did and discover 
without 

this sort of suspected but still unidentified attribute E¥xwaukd 

eee benefit of difference table or experience before you 

took it, an entirely different type of approach, a different 

type of training and Peas type of attitude to be successf 
only 

And this you cevenees 2btse months of experience and considerab. 

et apalytical aspects of intensive training and. 
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FR sos. : 

cryptography, well cryptadalysis really, Eryptography is in this 

instance \é subordinated to cryptanalysis: aad Go our workforce ha¢ 

to was an entirely different breed of. cryptanalysts and what you 

encountered and I apologize for my friends in England and the 

Wavy when it just came to recovering additives. Now Kully and 

Abe had a lot of this additive recovery to do so I'm not going t 

downgrade our attitude towards additive recovery because some of 

the work they did, particuiurly in the Floradora where the we 
A 

called it the two-time additive, the feuse, was extremely sophis- 

ticated and Kully had a field day in his application of statisti 

to this kind of a problem ee he refined the old sort of 

simple minded difference table concept, He and his people until 

cis was much much more powerful cryptanalytic tool than I think 

had nek been applied before. So to summarize a little bit, our 

experience with machine cipher and our success in machine crypt- 

analysis developed a whole new breed of cryptanalysts which the 

world had never seen .beforeearmd|] I think in our case we had an 

are 

advanced position even beyond that which I found when & went to 

va 

Britain where they had successfully exploited the Enigma.awé I 

think our understanding of \the principles underlying the Enigma 

solution was at least as good ifnot better than that arrived at 

by the specialists in GCHQ_ who eee the Bombe. And this wa. 

because we had tried to work out well we had successfully worked 

out: the Purple) an we'd been deeply concerned in the development 

of such things as our own cipher machines and both the eee and 

the Army had joined forces in this We therefore had a much 
7 
= 

better view of machine cryptanalysis than I think anybody else 

in the world at that 
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Tape 12, Side l 

Ye 

TRY oman 

Before the attack on Peeet Hebe there were several SIS intercer 

operators and intercept debachment or unit,I don't know what the 

formal name nig but there were quite a few of our intercept boys 

Operating in the Philippines. Their primary mission was to try 

to pick up any Japanese military messages that they could gs#kfinc 
hate 

I might point out pbefore Pearl Harbor jas I recollect there was 

only a very, silat] amount of Japanese military that we were able 

to intercept.amd Wee had a great hunger to get as much of that as 

we could because we needed a broad base of intercept for us to 

ghars our cryptanalytic attack on the Japanese military system, 

particularly the field systems. anes all we knew about them was 

based on some of ne Shee paeseels which we'd done on the meager 

volume of intercepts we'd received. _ Some of these were taken in 

the Philippines,§o0 the unit was not just a thing which was 

established immediately before Pearl Harbor or hostilities broke. 

out ;but one of rather long standing. We had admired greatly the 

Wat intercept capability in the Far Fast. I think it was one 

of the best I have ever seen. I've got to say some words of pra: 

about the US Navy intercept service, ama their coverage of the 
Shot 38 

[far eastern |diplomatic net,and naval .circuits, Japanese naval 

circuits ,and naval traffic in the Far East I think was a brilliar 

job. Also the haivy as sort of a contrast with the Army was 

undertaking considerable processing of intercepted materials am 

I'm sure while I'm not fully aware of just what they were doing 

in the Navy I'm sure they had quite an effort directed at Japanes 

naval communications;and they WS ao0ing some processing of the 

ed out a machine, a diplomatic. I vactua 
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fat 
Purple machine to send aut wae “but I wouldn't gusae) thay didm 

have it based on my own recollection but I'm sure the records wi! 

show 1 believe they had it. This. morning I don't remember that 

eae detail. . Now what did the small units of keny 3 the SIs unit~ 

have for its mission. Its mission was to do neers search fo: 

Japanese military. To intercept what traffic they could to sati 

the requirements, or to help to satisfy the requirements of the 

headquarters activity in Washington. Our interest was Japanese 

diplomatic and there was a great interest in finding out and 

receiving rapidly information about the Japanese activities in 

the Far East as reflected through decodings and decipherments 4/ 

Ai 4 

that went over the Far Eastern dip net. This was very high prio: 
N 

although the ea priority at that time was to keep Mr. 

Roosevelt personally provided with the translations between’ 

of-messages-between Osha and Kurcoy in Washington 

and the Japanese foreign office in Tokyo. Now Whem af er Pearl 

\ 

Habbor some rather interesting things took place and thats why 
/ 

I wanted to put my answer to the question on tape because I don' 

recall having discussed this before in terms of history. 

The unit in Corregidor was in constant communications with WAsh- 

ington. Constant in the sense that we had traffic, great volume 

of traffic coming in, because it was extremely difficult to get 

this traffic out any other way except by radio, ame $o we'd set w 

. t heleeperde wna 
an M134,one of the earlier models of the M134, both in Corregidor 

‘| / ) 
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and the area which had been"assigned to the Signal Intelligence 

Service and in our own area in Washington where we decoded the 

Messages which had been encoded in Corregidor, intercept message: 

and we processed these rather immediately. I remember looking . 

over the decodes as they came invand Ehe most interesting messag: 

that I think I've ever read in my life came in that batch becaus: 

when they had finished the encipherment @#d of the intercept 

Messages and completed their business, the one of the operators 

would sit down and type up his observations his reactions to wha 

was happening during these last hours before the fall of Corregi: 

and Some of these messages would just break your heart when you 

read them. I remember them talking about the despondancy they 

had "kxkkk It can be only a few hours now." O6ne of the boys 

said "How I would like to have a fried chicken dinner." or 

something like that. It was right pathetic. The intercept that 

we got in those last houns’ Wntortinately for the record wasn't 

too significant. There was no great a it. Of course this 

waS now some months some weeks after Pearl Harbor after the atta 

~ama the effort tapered from about December 7 down through until 

the fall of Corregidor which I believe as pecac iy spring of, well 

a little earlier than May, according to my recollection, but histo: 

will show what day it was. 

I don't recall specifically if there were instructions to Gen. 
; ; ; ey, 

MacArthur from Washington to evacuate the Signal silane 

troops from Corregidor. I recall dimly some stories about the 

last days. I recall that Akin was reluctant to leave his men. 

He was a damn good commander, v 
H] rae uw 

ery loyal to his troops. There 
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clita dh back 

was one story that hen oe Japs were pressing on ‘ie driving/th« 
La = JEAN 

Americans; stall group five or six his Le tae Signal Intelligenc: 
A 6 

people got caught in a ravine and trapped by the Japse amd Akin 

personally took a machine gun a tommy gun and sprayed the under- 
4 standing 

brush on the other side of the ravine sRNaxRg Out exposed so he 

~~ Ow 
could get a good a good perspective of the other side and 

A 

I guess causedthe Japs to go to cover so his men could run acros 

this bridge and come back to safety. Now his loyalty to his 

troops was almost a legend in that time and I have heard, and I 

wernbclss 
couldn't prove this ; that MacArthur ordered medias go ‘with him 

and that's the only reason Akin left. Fe couldn't refuse an 

order; but he didn't want to go and leave his men,$o I would 

assume that this is what happened somew’ >t as follows. That 
— 

there were plans yes 
a 

but the facilities and the opportunities for evacuation were so 

there were plans to evacuate every American 

limited that only MacArthur dnd the top level of his staff 

including Spencer Akin who was his @hief Signal Officer at that 

time could be gffected. There just wasn't enough to take out 

everybody. Now a lot of the boys were on the Barean Death 

March, Art Peterson who survived that march and who was later 

on the SIGINT business and deeply involved in the drafting of 

the consolidation orders and papers told me of a couple of our 

boys that I personally know who'd been trained in Washington 

and of their fate. They lost their lives as a result of this 

death march. I don't think there were too many of them that—wer 

involved in the death march but I don't think we'll ever know 

what happened to some of those boys. _ 
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So far as direct support was conéerned in those days, before 

Pearl Harbor we hadn't really been able to do much. a 

some war plans sort of indefinite”nature but aenevaliy, ve would 

have forward processing and intercept for field systems somewhat 

patterned after the WWI ADBGVX type of thing and plaintext inter 

cept which would be immediately available. I think we called it 
Companies 

Radio Intelligence @ampanx and if you look into the record of 

history the RI Companies you'll probably get a pretty good 

insight into just exactly what happened, the effectiveness of 

these companies, their strength and the progress that was made 

in assembling them. But the first real thrust | ie iuge 
~ 

processing Ss front line processing, froft echelon processing 

came in Europe when daeees See went over (col Setree ELEOEE 

who was one of our signal intelligence students, officers assigne 

to the SIS training school), He took a two-year course of duty 

where he was trained as a cryptanalyst, took about the same 

training course that Abe, Kully and myself were subjected to 

when we came in, awe He was pretty good in this business. So 

he was selected and organized some RI work to be conducted in th 

European theatre, and He had his headquarters in London on Wimpol 

Street just a few doors from the famous house, the Barretts or 

Wimpole Street, and we used to pass by there when I took a short 

visit over to the EP? since before D-Day, invasion day, ‘because h 

was all set a tojump off his RI companies in support oo 
invasion ie -- ta 

Ce forces ,at the invasion of Normandy Znvasion was going to be 
_ aN A 

successful his companies were going to be in being. They were 
PrStaTS) e 
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over there and they in a tees amount of work. I got involve 

bedijdse he was trying to get his oppnteialviis mike trained, am 

\We went over very carefully and reviewed the ADFGVX attack and 

updated our current, we did this because if was a terrifically goo 

thing as a Ab ceie aneice actxen in training the cryptanalysts 

thins 
assigned to the RI company and Ehe reasons I got hooked in he 

had nobody on board who L@?faad knew how this ADFGVX was solved and 

he took advantage of my being there so I could conduct a few 

courses in this particular thing , awd feeling that it was importan 

for them to know as much as they could about German,cryptography 

Wot even though that system was not being used. We also reviewe 

the cryptanalytic work that was being done and they had been 

trained in on the WWII current German systems which I believe the 

comes to me. It was a pretty tough cipher to 

ybreak and “his cryptanalysts had been trained in this.am@ We 

reviewed the work on that hopefully to see if I could make any 

butt at GCHQ 
See ety ame eee Bin the work that had been done was so 

A 

terrific all I could do was to admire it. 
I think 

The WWII German systems were much more sophisticated than we 

expected them to be because we thought they might be a great deal 

like the ADFGVx,But actually I think the Wastersch lisse | was 

the front line type was of system which as I recollect was a sort 

ill = 
of a bia @ applied over it was a form of transposition but 

rA\ —————— 

it was applied over a code book. It was more like the J19 series 
erent 

_ Taegu rere 
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a 

which was the encipherment 
~—— 

4 POPSr engi phermeme of a code and the 

“Paeech kissel as I recall used some kind of a code chart. | 

I'm real Euayiy on it. Most of the German army information. 

that we intercepted of course at the upper echelons was in the 

Enigma and there was no hope xmxa@ that an RI company would be 

privy to processing of the Enigma traffic. That was too tightly 

are Bicher 

held, $0 I think the RI companies were weld, Beecher avedded any 

Oe welee a? 

actions which would get him and his front line processingjinvolve 

eee, in the Enigma type of thing. ce ee 
en mr oe E —ARRIEN SNN RIMEETN 

a [our attitude about second-story operations, that’ is to request 

\ 
the FBI or military intelligence to steal some Japanese military 

j attache Seee ee you will, axa Or Japanese diplomatic codes was 

that 
| conditioned by our sort of proud concept whiter the Japs couldn't 

ee, produce a system which we couldn't solve. Now there were we 

| reasons probably eke hares ox eiteneed. us from taking any 

positive action over and above our own conviction that we just 

didn't need that kind of stuffe 4n the first place, o had no 

capability whatsoever to conduct successfully surrepgtitious 

entry operations. Second the FBI ae just didn't want-.to get 

involved with them and have them steal codes or enter a consulate 

becgse we didn't want to get the Japanese nervous and have them 

change their other cryptographic systems, So don't be surpriged 

that the Army didn't endorse any surreptitious entry or request 

any surreptitious ao and I could if you'll take my word for it 

. Maube tk Ke wanted na 
Ixnheard Gen ae forcefully to ONI and yCNO, Navy sain 

handed ;Surveps Hous entry types to fool around the Japanese \. 
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Embassy where the. sha or the Red machines or the J19 stuff 

was, and don't bring. us any more wiokunes of Japanese code trans- 

position systems because we can do its amd Te we get the Japs 

nervous you'll do ear things, genblanen, | “tou! 11 slow up our Bt 

success and you will deny ONI slag Gate sense because the 

Japs will change their systems as sure as I'm sitting here tellir 

you about it. 

CA ——=7JOne of the systems or successes that we achieved as agers was 

the work done on the German one- time pad system called GEE. 

There is an article on this that was published in one of the 

technical journals that Bob Brockianweut out when I was publishe) 

of the magazine and he was editor, aga the reason ‘bw GEE article 

is in there is because we thought it might be useful and informa- 

tive at least to the workforce) to make available to them some 

of the write-ups of how secure systems were effectively solved. 

C | Of course’ Something to a cryptanalyst pretty romantic about the 

solution of a one-time pad system because so many people have 

5 assumed that a one-time pad just cannot be read and rightly so 

provided you put the caveat that if the pad is properly construc. 

“| Now in the case of the German one-time pad system we were able 

to solve it because it wasn't a true one-time pad. The Germans 

had invented a machine to generate one-time pads and we solved tl 

X& operation of the machine and thats how we were able to read Germi 

one-time pad messages. The sort of practical background to the 

GEE article I referred to is as follows: 

Before the war the Signal Intelligence Service was grossly 

ae = 
divided into the intercept activity and cryptanalytic activity 



in Washington: awd the cryptanalytic activity in Washington was 

directed at the Japanese which I was the head, German - Kully 

was running that and Abe had Italian and a lot of other things 

including French and Spanish and whatever the South American _ 

unk 
countries #£ we could get enough traffic on to analyze. { Kully 

een a —— ren itemnnaaes Secor ecgt Spe lg iaceateat 
~“6ffort was considerable they had done some magnificent work on 

4 ** system known as Floradora. I don't recall at this sims point 

, he a 
the trigraph applied to it, But we call this two-time additive. 

a . “A a 

It actually involved a large supply of keys in che form of a | 

\ 
key book, and then two. separate lines of key were selected by the 

code clerk: amd Ehese wehke added to the ee equivalenbi 

resulting from the encodemént of es m Da The German plaintext 
i | x 

was looked in a numerical mye code and then the numerical |, 
y I 

do 
| 
| code equivalents were ae nm, two lines of additive were 

then applied to the ars a text\which resulted in a cipher 

text. This cipher ae was then ee aes aazel ach message | 
| 

had an indicator ,a renal indicator a gave the lines to be 

naad -uahtne decipher code clerk could remove the superencipherte! 

and decode thé message of course. Kully's unit was well onsxaER 

in their wérk on this Picendena Sat a think he is the one who 

should fell the story of that so, they were well on Nit when we 

started collaboration with the British and I think Kully's unit |, 

in a eae ae ee eA REND ET tee | Temes = - se 
torment 
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en of 

Fee 

| — aca Se gis 

got some help from the UK in terms of codebooks which the British 

had photographed and which Kully's unit was in the process of 

recovering. There was also another batch of traffic, strain of | 
. = i] 

i ; i 

traffic if you will, that they had discovered in Ahe German dip- 

lomatic material whieh they had identified as ad pad. aa 

GE course es they looked at the messages arid tried to examine 
showing fe be | 

them there just\wasn't enough evidence seen ee get a 

break intofasa FoNs efforts were further sort, of illuminated by 

the photographing bythe FBI of the contents of a trunk or some . 

BLA 
package, of Dr. Wolfe's Luggage/when he left San Fransisco without 

the proper diplomatic crederitials and tried to pass through sie 

Panama Canal Zone. aes didn't have fe proper credentials; 

the FBI took it on theriselves to open his luggage and shotogvash 

the contents of this’ box aba truhk containing the codebooks ,and/| 

then after he got/his credentials they sort of gave them back atte 

apologized. The violation was already done and there wasn't | 

much the cerpfans could do about it except fuss,ama Gf course we! . 

were delighted because the FBI sent copies oe photographs 

to Washington. Well when the war started this German effort whil 

(lirme aided, 

it wasn't destroyed te certainly, because the people with Kully | 
\ 

had developed his es on the Floradora were exactly the peor 

he needed when he took responsibility—for the Japanese military _ 

Kully ,1I think ;was given this because he had more exper 

ience in that field than anybody else in the SIS, ad So it was 

a good choice, ard His organization was very good organization. 
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to ete ; 

I mean it was effective,/well integrated and well trained,$o this 

was the force in being that assumed the responsibility for the 

Japanese aiid and I'm sure that at contributed greatly to the 
fai 

success they later achieved and tata the groundwork for the trair 
~~ 

ing of the new people who were coming in ee the techniques whici 

were useful in the solution of the Japanese military—matertats+ 
= ; now 

In the reorganization |B3 ‘which I was responsible and thats, why 
J x ‘ fo 5 elt \ 7 

are 
the FEloFfadora effort becaus: 
peer, 5 

I'm telling the story, 

there seemed no& point in cluttering“up Kully's unit with this ot! 

stuff and ee the gipfonatichork been contained in B3 

was pretty much of.-a\Nhodgepodgeée of systems) dhe Far Eastern,| &i 

the South Amefican, you name it. df it was diplomatic we had if 

is B3, awd I was operating under the instructions directly aki 

career “Clarke which were" fSsued to the Chief of the Army Securit: 

Agency, Carter Clarke then being one of the guiding lights in 

Ce and Al McCormick of the Chicago newspaper fame were sort « 

a Romulus and Remus of the “oh “ena Between them they ran all the 

intelligence activities in Washington,a@d Clarke's dedication 

KL to o Con ENT as we use the term today) was exemplified by his order 
* meet, 

that in our collaboration with the British and I think we should 

consider this remarkas US/EYES since Ola “Gollaboration with the 

British was not only to. hearn-what they were able to do for the 
oa 

immediate purposes_of* winning™the war) but he didn't want to go 

into the post-war era without having learned from the British 
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cena possible thing we could-So his instructions were, "If they' 

got it - get it. If they know something about codes and ciphers 

solgitons your job is to find out avout thins make sure the 

americans know fully and we have a totally competent outfit here 

at the ‘end of the war because we're going to win this war and 

there is going to be a lot of work to be done in ye eer 

after the susie is over." So under this es of direction we 

continued efforts on all the diplomatic stuff and it really paid 

dividends immedidtel, dividends as’/well as long-term dividends 
/\ Wwe 

because we were mudh better off/fafter the war and AF SAG better 

\ 
off because of these directions of cranes might observe that 

the Wave didn't have oe Attitude about the post-war work 

because they had socal the diplomatic responsibilities 

for steceawing to ae and were concentrating strictly on 

naval and submarine/activities$o it was kind of up to faa to 

carry the basxk ball for the post-war effort. Now to get back 

to a Pere Knowing it was a ae pad it was hardly any 

effort trying to exploit the current ‘traffic except to test the 

one-time pads that had been photographed by the FBI against the 

current intercept to see if by accident any of these would have 
instance, 

been used,But I don't recall any iwevidehee ©f reuse because I 

4, 
think the Germans just gave them up as being compromised and 

forgot them, never used them. But to satisfy the curiosity of 

all of us,a small team, three people, were given\the responsibil 
an ; = 

of making, analytic study of these photographs to see if there wa 
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any evidence of how these pads were generated and put together. 

And after working quite some time-.on it, k=den't-rememeer whether 

th ASL ba’ f rs eS 
it was weeks or months we were well on into the ae could 

have\been something beyond six months maybé a year and a half, 

I think\the history will tell you thee ddtesexactly. This team 

eters characteristics of Ahe one-time pads that 

excited us tebRi tee ily. The research was independent and quite 

th nté r 

“without any assistance from anybody outside the small unit of @ 

ant When they found \this evidence and presented it to us those of 
\ r\ 

us who Kad( were much more experienced in cryptanalysis than they 

were,we were shocked into\realization that we had something, that 
* of 

might be expanded into a recovery xxka how these pads were 

generated, amd So we put the pest cryptanalysts, the Furners, the 

Smalls, and the Dan Dribbens, the\Walt Freeds, and the John 

Siemens, and Dale Marston I think wa's involved in this too, onto 

a study of these pads/with the result that they ,in a very short 

time) figured aut how the pads were generated and reconstructed g 

the nature of the machine recovered the machine and the details 
A j the 

of the machine which the Germans used to asia: a xypads. Asa 

result of |this we then in essence could generate every. pad that 
that the Germang had produced you see, : 

Whethwr ‘ 
E we photographed >/ 

or not we nen potential of producing actual one-time pad } 

——_ 
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key¥ to be used for” Gérma nm diplomatic stuff. We found out that 

all we had to do then was to produce the totality of the key 

in theory of course we had short cuts so we aidn'« have to do 

all this, produce the totality of the key and then go through 

this. batch of key which had been reconstructed to find out which 

particular key was used for the as eee that we 

wanted ee read,asa this was turned inté a pretty straight forwarc 

process so that routinely we could ¥dentify the key used for 

a batch of intercepts and exoioi/An a fairly short time, actual1; 

decode the messages we Peau, gee ae well for current traffic 

as it did for old ‘traffic. The mast dramatic results we obtainec 

from this achievement was to read the messages between the Germar 

military mission in Tokyd and the war office in “Berlin, because 

just as we had found if \the Japanese Purple and military attache 

systems,when we ineeeeepead the messages transmitted from Berlin 

to Tokyo reporting on the findings of the Japanese military expe) 

who had been aLtowed by the Gérmans to examine the coastal 

defenses before the invasion, the Germans asked these Japs or 

permitted these Japs to go see and\went out of their way to show 

them the ar points of the defenses .ama the Japs went back to 

Berlin and they had experts in air, land and sea and they wrote 

up a general report with appendices for dach, for the land, the 

the /air and for the sea and their cstimate of the situation and 

sent it back by radio because they couldn't git it back goa 

q 
‘\ 

a 

Te 
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ae 

\ wago# course they wanted to get it back ih a hurry. We inter- 

cepted it and we were able to head the Purple stuff came out gic 

ae the MA stuff came out rae as quick because there was a 
Pye time : 

5 in our key recovery process, §o Ike and Montgomery 
W 

“ fu, 
we 

and/Alhied Forces in Britain wewze had this inforfiation beforehand 
ut 

and /was ae into their invasion plan and“was extmmely importan 

obviously te the success of the mission“and I'm sure saved many 

lives and Taree eee equipment,“ Now the this has been dramat 

"this Japanese vepsetines But we Mad exactly the same situation fro 

Japan because the Germans had been allowed to examine the defense 

Ube ela : es ; ; i : fire Japs were organizing’ against a possible American invasion in 

ie the Japanese £slands(and\I recall one instance where one of the 
hak \ 

reports ,had tier aaa in this GEE system was fed into the 

armaments group planning group, in the Pentagon «wd they actually 
A 

went out to” the manufacturer of ‘some of these amphibious landing : 
— 

craft which were being put together for the invasion of the 

Japanese homeland and modified them so that they would be more 

va AIL Ae 
pana aNe arenes the Japanese defenses. “ 

a oF a gue : Question wes ‘as Huring fide WWII was there a recognition #erztte neec 
A 

for a national,that is centralized chit effort by the leadershi 

in ASA (Friedman, Rowlett, Sinkov, Kullback) ? cSpécitet- huestionz 
Spedific queshiou a, 

fe. Was this ever discussed among you. Yes but not very formally 

We sort of assumed that it was vital to have a national centraliz 
4 

Ue coutiey effort in our earlier discussions, and Ehis came in to true 

perspective only at the end of the war when the problems of what 

i LEER CES ewe TOES 
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wha the Army would andextaks ‘and the bis would undertake had 

to be resolved in terms of the collaboration between the two and 

the outcome of it was the discussions,sort of epitomized by the 

Ve Narne 
Stone Board and the MeNatty-order establishing AFSA. The steps 

taken along these lines didn't come into being until the problem 

arose as to how the post-war effort would be carried on. The 

parameters which surrounded thews discussions are basically 

developed along the lines that each service woukdjhave to be 

responsible for the counterpart intelligence. That was one, facet 

of it. Another facet of it was how best to deal with national 

cryptography where the same philosophy is employed as we might 

suggest is employed in this country today where NSA is the maste1 

mind in cryptography. ds it more efficient to approach it from 

a eounterpoinse counterpart standpoint or from a national sieneee 

where you have one unit dealing with the army, navy and air, 

what have yeu 
diplomatic or whathaveyeu as opposed to the Army dealing with 

army traffic, the Hoss, dealing with its counterpart navy traffic, 

and so on with the air. Now steps taken along these lines were 

the steps taken to set up the consolidated effort, the Armed For< 

Security Agency, which later became NSA. The thinking of the 

Army people I think was conditioned by their experience based on 

the Army's reponsibility during WWII for the national traffic of 

the non-biligerents plus the experience we certainly had in term: 

Ada m 
of the German and the Japanese “aS we could see the see the probl« 

‘ 



EO 3.3b(3) 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

generated by the counterpart activity namely the Hhavy's work on 

ee 
a is, the one that rubs me the weaxg hardest because there 

: "i : on 
was a lot of unnecessary mishmash going about respnnsibilities 

a 

cathe oe 
for Weseeee because the Wavy claimed it was essential from the 

\ aspect *.. 
submarine Wartane, and of course the Army and Air Force, this was 

* 

before the Air Force was set up separate, had just as a strong 

a requirement for the same intercept] sR B80 the 

EO 3.3b(3) counterpart jument then was somewhat weakened because the 
ou . r 7 yy, 7 . 

EO 3.3b(6) eather : \ ws RS 
PL, 86-36/50 USC 3605 F wicataaed was neither counterpart of the Army or wavy or ¢he@ Air 

Force or anybody. It was important to all, §o our thinking in 

rmy was conditioned along the lines that 

and this jibfed with our own experience as 

we'd observed in our dealings with the broader aspeets, diplomatic 

certainly military attache. and military air and we were convince 

\ 
There was no need to argue the point. There 3% was,;obvious, 

evident, and all you had to do was to do it, not to break up you: 

effort. Now we also had a certain amount at least personally 

yrdiedke 
my great worry was the effort tet we had so worked so hard to 

beiligevent = 
build up during the war from the non-h&adddens countries of 

course the Japanese effort ,the German effort was completely wipe 

out for some time after the fall of these two countries,But the 
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ese ame MEIN a eee ont on, 

effective work ot 
A 

a 

‘other effort like the doing some ver 

od effort on, the Middle 

East. the exotic languagas as Gordon called them, the South 

Amerigan countries, we had@* eme very good intelligence from 

South ‘American messaGes and then tie-we also started some work 
soe AOTTL 

Pa d other we'd even been intercepting -eom Russia? 

iad 0 we Hig oadened at having at examining the prospects of” 

fragmentizing the effort in these areas where the integrated 

effort was slits tied so beautifully and to my mind producing 

efficiently in terms of personnel and resources the Aiecnnae tem 

desired. ami Fhe counterpart activity ueagn , tom so far as I 

ae was concerned. | 

—>» In answer to the que a eLOU of to whom did ASA report, I think 

we'd find sort of @ earliest form of one activity being adminis- 

tratively responsible for an activity and another organization 

being operationally responsible. I use the term administrative 

and Operational here to distinguish between the roles of the 

Sr onan Grtieans who was responsible for the administration 

of the Signal Intelligence Service oe Ge he was responsible for 

the direction of its intelligence producing activity that they 

generated requirements and indicated priorities -as@ I don't think 

this a new problem or a different problem from what we have today 

except maybe the mechanism today that’s used for dealing with 

the pxgkkems priorities and requirements is much more complex and 

sophisticated than it was when we first started out trying to giv 



Col Bratton information about the tripartite SiscESS Ons between 

Japan, Germany and Italy. Essentially during the ae er Sia 

requirements on the ASA cryptanalytic organization which then 

in turn sent out intercept directives. It was that simple. 

This was for the Washington operation. In the field a similar 

pattern was developed where the eee re ee tasked the 

RI companies and the same pattern was followed. It was a logical 

commonfsense pattern and its effectiveness and efficiency were a 

direct function of the understanding ef -the people who filled the 

positions at_each one of the exchange points in the line of 

Aiea tan had people in M4 who understood very well the 

processing problems of the producers, the cryptanalytic group. 

if you will,and if you had people in the cryptanalytic group who 

understood the intercept collection problems and if you have 

intercept collecting people who understood the importance of the 

cryptanalyst) requirements then you had a smoothly operating 

mechanism, But if you depended strictly on paper and bureaucratic 

processes the whole flow became inhibited and snarled up and in 

Many cases required removal of the obstructionist ss the empire 

builders from any of the three points. The way these priorities 

were expressed so far as the Japanese @problem was concerned, and 

I think this isjthe foes important one we had to deal with in 

Washington headquarters during the wary was nae Or ize a bunch of 

Bs ue Reischauere 
sicily, language people intelligence trained, Ambassador Kéishiza 



was one of the was the head of the Japanese experts who were 

assigned to ASA \somet ime during the war.a##@ I think it was a 

very effective linkage between the satisfaction of 6@ requirement 

and the direction of the exploitation effortg by the translation 
(eischauer'y 

unit be one and ASA because of sks understanding of the 

requirements of G2 and his understanding of what information was 

Favailable at ASA, amd gthat was turned into directives to B2 and 
~ 

83,82 for the military and B3 for the diplomatic and miley 

Se eara Wns then generated the assignment. of intercept facilit: 

resources to the collection problem. /{f Now any requirements from 

Marshall or Roosevelt of course wou be laid a ae these 

obviously would be pretty gross requirements which then would 

have to be refined by the intelligence experts oa be into process 

ing exploitation and intercept requirements. I am not aware that 

there was any requirement that ever showed through being 

directly placed on ASA by the President. I think this would have 

been avoided and we would not have known how to respond because 

we would have certainly wanted to insure that this was being 

done in the best interest of the country rather than "response 

to a personal wish of the President. Now we did have a lot of 

that just before Pearl Harbor when the President was cae peers 

interested, deeply interested in the messages between gutiies” 

and Nowura to Tokye sand in that sense there was a direct 
(537) 
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requirement pee this was always placed on ONI or G@®& and 

WoS (Sometimes through the State Department.| 

The next question I'll read and instead of answering it I'll 

comment. 

What were the major difficulties encountered within NSA during 

the war aside from the analysis of codes and the ike’ 

Specifically equipment or lack O€ thereof, obsolescence, 

personnel or operational conflicts such as the reserve versus 

the regular army, communications personnel versus intelligence 

personnel, civilian versus military personnel, army policy of 

rotation of personnel. 

I might say in response to equipment or lack thereof it was a 

dynamic situation. There was never enough equipment. We were 

behind in our code production problem, the SIGCOM story I think 

exemplifies the kind of problems we had with cryptography. 

Fortunately we had the aaa, contract had been lev, tne heavy was 

to receive the first devices .When the Japs hit them at Pearl 

Harbor the requirements of the Wavy suddenly dropped because the 

battlé ships they were going to outfit with the SIGABAs had to 

be reconditioned and replaced before machines could be’ issued 

to them, ara Gonversely the Army was mobil izetbedar divisions like | 

mad and needed equipment,ama@ Since we were on the second phase 

of production this problem was luckily solved by diversion of 

the equipmentsin the first phase which were designated for naval 

activities and provided these equipments to the Army. Actually 
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the cor version process involved only the change in nameplates 

because the identical equipments were going to be used in both 

servicesr$o this was one of the real lucky breaks we had. Now 

later on there was a requirement for real time communications — 

ay hey ; ' amg 
serretiey-between the US and North Africa in terms of mobilizing 

“the US forces and getting them over to North Africa, ana WA had 

to have for this on time teletype cryptographic equipment. 

SIGCOM was produced. It was at first a flat failure because it 

was unintentionally poorly designed and not adequately tested, 

but replaced within weeks by the SIGTOT ,§o it was always a 

scramble to get something good enough and in quantity enough so 

that you could satisfy your requirements. Same thing was true 

of intercept equipment. We always the highest priority for these 

‘| J 

had to be Be Meee ee ane they had to be tested and they had to 

things, But they had to be built?’ they had to be shipped, they 

be installed and all this took time ,but it was a normal problem, 

a wartime problem. I don't think there was anything exceptional 

about it except that we did as well as we did. Communications 

personnel versus intelligence personnel - there were some little 

riffs. Probably the biggest one was the attitude of people who 

had been trained in Japanese, there seemed to be a LERELe bit of 

jealousy sometimes between the translators and the WY people and 

the translators and the i acca ates a as soon as this was 

localized in terms of personalities, the personalities found an 

undesirable ASSLOMMCHE aid I would say it was a pretty harmonious 
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group. Civilian-military? I've seen captains and majors taking 

orders from a Sargeant or a civilian, and doing it graciously 

and happy to take the orderX because we recognized competence as 

the prevailing consideration and not rank, apd Whether Sais were 

civilian or military, competence was your badge of authority. 

Policy of rotation of personnel’¢ je you needed a guy and he had 

a special skill you put him where he was needed. You didn't do 

it by the book or by the FeaE, Like two years in Washington or tw 

years overseas. If he had battle fatigue you ran him back. If 

A 

he was fresh and beady eyed and could be used in either theatre 

you sent him out. You tried to maintain a good balance of capa- 

bility ,Washington versus the field,and here we had some problems 

of arguing about whether a guy was needed in Washington or Europe 
Oe Later an Ande ere Ap weal ey , 

but usually, these were trivial’ problems. 

[ thke : Geng . . S€ferent aspect of this same problem ¥S exemplified betwee: 

the attitude of the Army and the ieee wersasctne, in respect to tl 

continuity of personnel. Since the Wavy in the days before Pear: 

Harbor were in the main employing enlisted and officer personnel 

for the cryptanalytic process, they ran into problems with Wavy 

personnel assignment policy or rotation policy sometimes termed. 
an “Bichers, 

In the Army when we tal bout military personnel, the 

the Browns, the Millers, the Cordermans and others , we had exactly 

the same kind of a problem. But this was a healthy thing in the 

Army because the ica Rt deep continuity was maintained bi 

Friedman and his group of civilians, §0 it was a much better thinc 

the way the Lae did it with the civilian continuity,at least in. | 
) tN 

my judgM#ment ,than the way the Navy did it because we could then 
/ } 
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through the rotation of the MLEAEREY rege las military benefit 

them and benefit us because we brought the military viewpoint 

the military requirement, the military understanding directly 

to bear on &he our own philosophy and experience. In the esi 

the other side of this was absent beauuee wa contributed certain 

things like depth of continuity and depth of understanding and 

competence in problems which the bavy lost to some degree because 

they didnt have somebody sitting on the job all the time who 

knew about these things from the time ee started until the 

current requirement was expressed. And I think on balance what 

we did in the Army was a lot more effective than what was done 

in the Wavy. 

THE END 


